Fated To An Uncertain End
Prologue
463 OR (Orlathian Reckoning)
"What are they doing?"
"Passing."
"I knew that."
Kymenos said nothing in reply in Talazh's complaining, instead just watching the
figures that paced across the snow and tumbled rocks below. He knew what they must be,
even though he had never seen them before. Anyone who had paid attention to legends in
Dalzna would have known what they were.
They looked like enormous black dogs, and Kymenos might have thought them
ghioutlin, the dogs that would take their victims away to a place of torture with their bay.
But these moved apart and in a great fan, not in swift and compact groups, and they
padded along as if they had all the time in the world to reach their destination. They were
also larger than the ghioutlin, each of them as large as the horse who stood silently
watching beside him.
Sykeen snorted and tossed his head. I am larger than they are. Do you want me
to go down and show you?
"No," breathed Kymenos. He tried to put the sharpness in his gaze that he
couldn't put in his voice. He did not dare speak too loudly, lest the dogs hear him. If they
once heard him, they could track him. He knew that. They would never forget the scent of
his life.
One of the dogs halted and looked up, and Kymenos flinched and tried to hide.
But the hound only sniffed for a moment, and then turned and went on prowling across
the floor of the valley, a set distance from the other dogs. They looked like nothing so
much as quiet, implacable soldiers marching in deadly formation. Kymenos tried to
crouch a little so that he wouldn't be so visible against the sky.
They were the hounds of Death. Long ago, Light had driven Death forth from
Dalzna, and Kymenos supposed that Death wanted its country back. So it was sending its
dogs.
Kymenos shook his head. He didn't think for a moment that his people, who had
fought for their freedom from Kings and Queens, disease and cold, and most of many
other enemies, would yield so easily to Death. But the dogs were rather impressive, and
Kymenos was sure that they could kill one Dalznan and his stubborn companions.
"I could do something about them," said Norianna, the talking sword who hung
in a sheath at his side. Technically, she was supposed to be in a sheath at Talazh's side,
but Talazh didn't have one and Kymenos didn't dare try to stop in a village. "Say the
word, and I'll destroy them."
"And you could do it quietly, could you?" Kymenos murmured, eyes still on the
dogs. Yet another one paused and lifted its head, sniffed once, then shook its head and
bounded on after the others. Kymenos thought he could see a flash of silver eyes.
"Well, no," said Norianna, who had been hesitating for long enough that
Kymenos had expected the answer. "But I will have destroyed them, and then we can be

on our way."
Kymenos rolled his eyes. The sword was always impatient, and though she didn't
whine as much as Sykeen or Talazh, she had the ability to do a great deal more damage.
"Just wait. We can be on our way when they clear the valley, and then we don't have to
worry about attracting their attention."
"Hmmm."
Kymenos gritted his teeth. She had been doing that since they had found out that
Talazh was the Heir of Dalzna, four hectic days ago, and Norianna should have given up
forever her mistaken notion that Kymenos was the Heir. But she kept hinting, humming,
murmuring that there was more he should be doing than just guiding Talazh to the port of
Nafair. And making the "Hmmm" noise, of course. It was driving him mad.
The last of the great dogs passed, and Sykeen tossed his head and snorted. Can
we move now? The cold in these mountains is too deep to stay still for long. It actually
wasn't, Kymenos thought, but Sykeen was nothing if not spoiled, and not above using the
bond that existed between them to let Kymenos feel the cold, too.
"Not yet," said Kymenos. "They could be watching out for people behind them.
Besides, I want to think."
"Then we'll be here all damn day," Talazh moaned, and flopped down on the
stone, resting his head in his hands.
Kymenos shot him a quick glance of dislike. As the days passed, he was coming
to regret more and more his decision to save the Dalznan Royal Heir from the fate that
awaited all royalty in Dalzna. He had mouthed the reasons again and again to himselfsome self-righteous muck about saving Talazh from torture- but they were getting as
mushy as oatmeal chewed too long. He wanted to leave the whiny child on a mountaintop
and just depart, but he couldn't do that.
"If you will let me think, then it shouldn't take long enough for you to notice," he
snapped, and closed his eyes.
A map of the Kingdoms sprang into being on the back of his eyes, and he
estimated the direction and speed of Death's hounds. They would be moving all damn day
at that rate, he had to admit. They would probably make their way from the broad valley
where they now walked to one of the streams that led to the Lake of the Northern Winds,
and then they would move from there on Serian and all the lesser cities and towns of
Dalzna.
And the Dalznans would fight them.
Kymenos ached to be part of the resistance, but there were still at least seventyfive miles to the port of Nafair and the sailors who would take Talazh off his hands,
thanks to doubling back to avoid rockfalls and Crownkillers and other hazards of the
Dalorth Mountains. Several days even if all went well, with them both riding on Sykeen's
back. More likely half a month, or even a full one.
Kymenos let out an aggrieved sigh, and touched Norianna's hilt. "You can make
yourself useful now," he said, still without opening his eyes. "Tell me if there are any
others coming towards us."
"Any other hounds of Death?" Norianna asked, even as she stirred in her sheath.
"Or anything else," said Kymenos, and tried to wait patiently while the sword
looked. He didn't like depending on her eyes, or anyone else's but his own, but he simply
couldn't see as far as she could. He had warned them about the hounds of Death, but that

was because even a human could see black dogs against white snow, and Norianna had
been arguing with Talazh.
After a moment, Norianna said, "I think there's one small detachment looking
back- no, they're bounding ahead now. Must have decided there's nothing behind them.
And now we can move. Probably up the valley, yes?"
Kymenos opened his eyes again, and glared up the valley, wincing as the sun
bounced off the snow. "Yes," he said shortly. "It will take us miles out of our way, but I
don't see any way to get straight across." He eyed the valley with disfavor. It was miles
before the sides drew together again and would allow them to cross to the northern part of
the range.
"Very well," said Norianna. "And then we can talk about something I have long
wanted to talk about."
Kymenos set his teeth. "I'm not keeping Talazh in the Kingdom, Norianna," he
said, as he stood and held out his hand. Sykeen was there already, dipping his head so that
the reins were at the right height for Kymenos to grip. "For his sake, and ours. He won't
die, and we won't have a King."
"You must listen-"
"Don't talk about me like I'm not here!" whined Talazh.
Kymenos opened his mouth to reply to that, and then an arrow dived past him.
The next one almost took Talazh in the arm, and the Prince just barely lifted a hand to call
on the Gust magic and swat it away in time. Kymenos turned sharply, looking up and to
the east.
The Crownkillers were there, of course, the way they always were now. They
caught up with Kymenos and Talazh at least once a day, and seemed to take delight in
trying to kill Talazh while ignoring Kymenos. Kymenos hadn't let Norianna kill them, the
way that she wanted to. They were still his countrymen, and they were really doing the
right thing, just trying to make sure that Dalzna didn't have to suffer under a monarch
again. Kymenos didn't agree with the way they were doing it, and he wanted Talazh alive
if possible, but they were right.
Now, though, they were becoming an irritant.
"Stop that!" he yelled at them, perfectly aware that they wouldn't, perfectly aware
that they would ignore him and go on shooting.
They did.
Kymenos narrowed his eyes, and then narrowed them further when Talazh
murmured tragically from behind him, "It's probably for the best, anyway. Just let me go
to them, and then they'll stop pursuing the rest of you. I'll let them shoot me and kill me,
the way that they want to do, and that will be the end of it."
"You're not a hero," said Kymenos, and lifted an arm. Enough was enough.
Norianna still couldn't kill them, because he wouldn't let the sword unleash that kind of
destruction, but he wanted to take some satisfaction.
Angrily, he called on Light, one of the Twenty Wonders. It answered him, gentle
and inquiring, and Kymenos told it what he wanted.
"Shield your eyes," he told Talazh briskly. He could feel Sykeen closing his,
because his own vision suddenly seemed a little dimmer. The horse knew what he was
planning from the bond that joined their minds. Norianna had no eyes to close, and
Kymenos would do so in time.

"I don't want to!" said Talazh at once. "What are you-"
"Don't do it, then," Kymenos snapped, and let the Light go in a brilliant flash that
exploded off the snow, gathering the sunshine there and directing it all at once towards
the eyes of the Crownkillers. Kymenos closed his eyes as he felt it pass over him, and
listened in satisfaction to their cries as they were blinded.
When he opened his eyes, he smiled. The Crownkillers were staggering about,
holding their faces, and one of them slipped over a ledge and just clung by a hand as he
watched. Others were crying, and others were screaming. A few actually still tried to
shoot, but their arrows went wide, not even helped by Kymenos's laughter. He swung
onto Sykeen and then turned to look at Talazh.
Talazh was whining about his eyes. Kymenos shook his head, though he knew
the boy couldn't see him, and then reached down and pulled him up on Sykeen. Talazh
panicked at the touch on his arm, and would have run, but Norianna took over then.
Kymenos felt the boy go limp, and his laughter faded into a sigh.
"Thank you," he told the sword, who had blackened the boy's mind the way that
she had done several times in the past day. "I suppose all the rest will do him good." He
hauled Talazh up in front of him and touched the reins to Sykeen's neck. Sykeen began
trotting along, relying on the link with Kymenos's mind as well as his own footing to
keep him secure so near the edge of the valley.
"You're not getting much rest, are you?" Norianna asked, raising her voice to be
heard over the scream as one of the blinded Crownkillers tipped over the ledge and went
down into the snow.
Kymenos kept his back straight and didn't look back at the Crownkillers. He
might be the cause of slaying his own countrymen, but he didn't have to acknowledge it.
"No. But I'm sure that we'll find a shelter where I can rest soon."
"We can't," Norianna murmured. "They're hunting us in small bands, and they
seem to keep coming up just when we're thinking about taking a rest. Or when you are.
They don't do anything to prevent Talazh from sleeping." She hesitated. "Do you know
what I think?"
"Not most of the time," said Kymenos, leaning forward as Sykeen carefully
negotiated a snowy path at the very edge of the valley.
"I think that they can see where we're going," Norianna went on. "The timing of
the attacks is too neat to be coincidence. Someone can see where we're going, and she's
reporting it to the others."
Kymenos frowned and shook his head, almost wishing he had blinded himself
with his Light. At least that way he wouldn't have to see how close the edge was, and he
wouldn't have to try to see past the curls of Talazh's hair hanging in his face. "That
doesn't make sense. The Crownkillers want Talazh dead or captured, not running about
the Mountains. If someone could see where we went, she'd set up a huge ambush. Not
this game of hide-and-seek."
"But there are people who could see where we're going, aren't there?" Norianna
persisted.
"Of course," said Kymenos. "Masters of Time could. They'd be able to spy out
our path easily enough. They'd just have to look a few days into the future along a likely
route. But you haven't answered my question. Why would they do something like this,

just to have the Heir dead or captured?"
"Would the Star Circle want him either way?"
Kymenos shrugged, or tried to. It was hard to do with Talazh's weight leaning
against him, which was something he'd rather noticed the last few days. He ground his
teeth. "Probably not, or at least not on their own. They work for whoever hires them.
They don't take sides in the wars."
"Then perhaps their Time Master is confusing the hunt on purpose," said
Norianna triumphantly. "Giving them enough information to make it look like she's
serving them, but not enough that they can actually get here before us and set up an
ambush."
"That would be one kezzik of a risk," Kymenos objected. "She couldn't know that
they wouldn't get lucky and hit Talazh with an arrow. And she couldn't know that they
wouldn't figure it out sooner or later." He paused for a long moment, thinking. "There
could be another answer."
"What's that?"
"She's trying to wear me out, so much so that I can't use my magic against her
precious Crownkillers when the time comes," said Kymenos. "But, again, the
Crownkillers aren't shooting to kill me, which would be simpler. No, Norianna, I think
you're mistaken."
"Hmmm."
Kymenos shook his head. He wasn't going to get drawn into the sword's plotting
and counterplotting. All he wanted to think about was working his way forward, and
sleep. Of course, he couldn't really go to sleep on a horse working his way along the edge
of a cliff, while a body dangled in his arms, but he could dream about it.
His head fell forward, and he stifled a yawn. Now that he wasn't paying attention
to enemies who could sense and kill him, he could feel every single one of the aches in
his muscles.
Of course, he thought sourly, whether or not I'm right doesn't really matter. If I
go on like this, I'll just die of exhaustion, and then a Time mage could or could not have
pursued me. I won't care, because I'll be gone from life.
Of course, I'll also be free of Talazh, which is an attraction.

Chapter 1
What a Healer Does
"I am useless in the middle of a war,
But when the war ends,
Then it is my hand that tends
That wounds that the battle open tore."
-First verse of the "Chant of the Healer," one of the educational songs approved
by Hyelin the Bard.
"What's the matter, Elary?"
Elary started and looked up. She should have known that she couldn't remain
unnoticed for long in this room. She had come to watch Silar practice with the long,
curved blade she carried, but she had wound up thinking about her uselessness, and had
started sighing again. Silar seemed to tolerate a certain number of sighs, and then she
would turn around and ask what was wrong.
"Nothing," said Elary, flicking her fingers. "Go on practicing."
But, this time, Silar didn't nod and turn away. She just came and sat beside Elary,
turning the sword over and over in her hands. For the first time in her life, Elary found
herself envying those who knew how to fight with blades. At least it was something that
could accomplish the business of a war. Elary herself was useless in the middle of the war
that Shadow was waging with Dark, or getting ready to wage with Dark, and she knew it.
"I don't want those platitudes," said Silar quietly, still studying the sword, "or
those reassurances. We traveled together through the bowels of a dragon, Elary. Tell me
what's wrong."
Elary smiled in spite of herself. Silar had taken to being cryptic lately, just to
cheer her up. "What does traveling through the bowels of a dragon have to do with
anything?"
"I would rather walk through them again then keep listening to you sigh," Silar
replied, sitting back and folding her wings with an agitated little flutter. "Just tell me
what's wrong, for Shadow's sake."
Elary hesitated for a long moment, then nodded. Silar could at least listen, and
that might make her feel better, even though Elary didn't think there was anything she
could actually do. "I don't know what to do with myself," she said simply. "I don't serve
Shadow, and I was Mitherill's Destined guardian, supposedly. I can't plan war, and I can't
even train, as you do, to serve in the front lines. There's nothing I can do but get ready to
heal the wounded when they come. If they listen to me," she added, grimacing as she
remembered that Princess Nightstone didn't seem inclined to.
Silar grinned. "You would rather be out in the middle of war, hacking your way
around?"
Elary wrinkled her nose before she could stop herself. "No. I've seen what
damage a sword does to a body- and repaired it too many times to want to cause it."
"Then what?" Silar leaned forward and reached out, catching Elary's chin when
she would have turned her head away. "Do you have unfinished matters lying behind
you? Do you think that Shadow will discard you because he didn't invite you here to be
of use to him? What is it, really?"
"I just want something to do," muttered Elary, disconcerted as always by Silar's

direct gaze. She might be one of the kinessi, one of the winged fey who weren't adverse
to sharing the world of Faean with the humans, but she was far less human than even
Shadow sometimes. "I don't know what to do but watch you practice, and whine about
how I want something to do."
"You were taking care of Mitherill for months," said Silar, pulling back and
standing again. "I'd think you want a rest, after that."
"At least it occupied me," said Elary, hooking her arms around her legs. "And
now I don't have anything that demands the same concentration from me. Walking
through the bowels of a dragon isn't something I'd want to do, granted, but it's still more
exciting than this."
Silar studied her with those silver eyes for a moment. Elary stared back. She
thought she was seeing the real face, but she still couldn't be sure. Silar was a skilled
Illusionist. She could be hiding something.
After a moment, Silar rose and seemed to hide her exasperation by hacking at the
targets again.
Elary buried her face against her knees, and tried to hide her boredom.
*******
"One two three four, one two three four, one two three four…"
Elary smiled a little as she walked the upper battlements of the castle and
watched the swans wheeling above the Isiluin River. They were Shadow's prized strike
force, capable of flying long distances and appearing innocent until they were close, since
they weren't hawks or eagles or any other obviously dangerous birds of prey. At the
moment they were wheeling in the air, responding to precise, barked orders from the
woman who leaned against one of the merlons in front of her.
Elary studied her curiously as they neared. She didn't intend to speak to the
woman, who appeared to be deep in drilling the swans, but there was something familiar
about her, something that nagged Elary.
Then the woman turned her head to look at her. "What is it? Does Shadow want
me for something?"
Elary paused in shock. The woman was fey, unmistakably; those wild features
were too distinctive to be human. And she was dark of skin, as many of Shadow's
shapeshifters were. But it was her face that Elary found familiar. She had seen the woman
last framed in the flap of a tent, crying orders to the swans who flew above the camp
where Elary worked, and trying to grab Mitherill, Princess of Ilantra-Arvenna.
The woman, Neretsa, nodded with no sign of surprise. "Greetings." Then she
turned back to the swan-formation, which had begun to break up, and yelled again in that
unexpectedly loud voice. "Get back into place! And then remember the wingbeats that go
with the chant. One two three four, one two three four…"
Not wanting the woman to be more angry at her than she already was, Elary just
waited for her to finish. The formation finally broke apart and landed on the bank of the
River, transforming as it went. Some of them were fey and some human, Elary saw, but
all of them looked tremendously tired.
"Better," said Neretsa, with no more emotion in her voice than she'd shown Elary.
"But be better tomorrow. And then the day after that. And then, maybe in the next month,
you'll be ready to fly alone with Shadow's orders."
The shapeshifters glared at Neretsa, save for the ones who appeared to have

fallen asleep where they lay. Then some of them stood and wandered towards the castle.
Others changed into swans again and began to swim the River, ducking their necks
beneath the surface to eat.
Neretsa turned back to Elary and leaned on the merlon. "Now. You seem to be
worried about something."
"You remember me, don't you?" Elary asked.
Neretsa stared at her for a moment, then smiled. "Of course I do! I take it that
your guardianship of the Princess didn't go well." She glanced towards the swans, then
away again. "Are you hungry? I am. I find that watching incompetence always makes me
hungry." She stood and made her way along the rampart towards the stairs that led down
into the inner castle.
Elary followed, shocky again. She said, as Neretsa put her first foot on the stairs,
"But I thought you wanted to kill me."
Neretsa glanced back at her curiously. "Of course I did," she said. "Then. But you
have come to the service of Shadow now, or at least you have his permission to be here.
So we are no longer enemies." And she turned and went down the stairs again as if
nothing had happened.
"That's not," said Elary, and stopped. Then she followed the fey woman, just
because there was no way that she would get a satisfactory answer if she didn't. Not that
I'm really getting one now, she reminded herself.
"You couldn't have known that I would come and serve Shadow," she went on,
when Neretsa entered the kitchens. There was no one around, but that never seemed to
bother the servants of Shadow. Most of them just ate whenever they were hungry, Elary
had noticed. She wasn't sure if that bespoke urgency, since they had better things to do
than eat with each other, or just a casualness about ceremony that was almost as
distressing.
Neretsa glanced at her as she opened a weedy-smelling jar and pulled out cress
that made Elary wrinkle her nose in disgust. "Most of those who fight Shadow eventually
end up serving him," she said. "He just comes and looks at them until they do. Cress?"
She held it out.
Elary shook her head. "But I still don't really serve Shadow."
Neretsa shrugged, and laid the cress across two slices of bread. Loaves seemed to
be left out all the time, Elary noticed, and were only thrown away if they grew mold.
"Then he allows you to be here. Believe me, he wouldn't allow a prisoner to just wander
about."
"But don't you care that I served the other side as recently as a few days ago?"
Neretsa leaned against the table while she ate the cress and bread, looking at
Elary with a frank appraisal that made the healer squirm. She had always felt uneasy
under the eyes of a full fey, save the ilzánai whose blood she shared. She never knew
what they were thinking.
Well, think of it as "nothing sensible," she told herself. And then you have only to
decide which version of nonsense is next.
"No," said Neretsa at last. "I always knew that. But I'm trying to figure out why it
bothers you that I'm not bothered."
"I didn't say that you should be," said Elary, flushing.
"You implied it." Neretsa licked daintily at her fingers. Elary blinked. Had she

eaten the sandwich that fast? But Elary could see no trace of it save for a few crumbs near
Neretsa's mouth, and those were eaten as she looked at them. Neretsa finished the licking
and looked patiently at her. "Do you really think that we should hate each other because
we were once on opposite sides?"
"We still could be."
Neretsa sighed. "How does that kiness companion of yours put up with you?"
"I'm bored and have nothing to do," said Elary. "At the moment, she doesn't."
Unexpectedly, Neretsa laughed. Elary flushed. She hadn't meant to tell the
shapeshifter that. She turned to leave the room, and then paused as a hand descended on
her shoulder.
"I don't hate you," said Neretsa quietly, "anymore than I hate the Princess
Nightstone, who has served the Dark for longer than you've been alive. Nightstone is part
of Shadow now, and so are you, as long as you don't stand against him. As long as you
want sanity for the world."
"Sanity?" Elary turned to eye her. "What do you mean by that?"
Neretsa leaned closer and looked into her face. Elary tried to hold steady,
especially since she had no idea what Neretsa was looking for and no idea if she might
betray herself accidentally.
If I'm not guilty of treachery against Shadow, then I have nothing to betray, she
told herself, and she lifted her head and met the fey woman's gaze.
"What are you looking for?" she asked at last, when the unbroken stare had gone
on for some time.
"How much I can tell you," said Neretsa, which didn't make that much sense.
Then she shrugged. "I don't think that I should tell you everything. Shadow would have
revealed it to you if he thought you could accept it. But I can tell you this. Shadow won't
let anyone or anything hurt Ilantra. He would be destroyed before that could happen."
"Yes, I know that," said Elary. "Everyone keeps telling me that."
Neretsa smiled oddly. "But, if you know Shadow, consider this. He never leaves
everything hanging on one chance or one plot or one combination of events, the way that
Destiny and Light and Dark do. He always has another plan. He has a plan for what to do
if Light and Dark really do threaten Ilantra with destruction."
"What?"
Neretsa's eyes slid over Elary's shoulder, and then she bowed and stepped away.
"I have probably already told you too much. Just rest assured that Shadow uses everyone
in his plan, and gives them a part in making it come true. You will have something to do."
Elary watched her in bewilderment as she walked towards the door from the
kitchens, and then turned to see Rior coming towards her.
The man looked tired, or at least as tired as a man made of shadows could look.
He wasn't drifting so much as walking, even though his feet kept dropping through the
stones of the floor. He was usually careful to keep that from happening so that he didn't
intimidate the humans and fey. Elary felt the healer's consciousness of pain and injury
and weakness overcome her, and she gratefully yielded to it. This was something she
could do, at least, something that she could give advice on.
"My Lord Rior," she said, as he settled into a chair and let his arm drift through
the chair's back before he righted himself. "Are you hurt? Is there something I can do to
help?"

Rior looked up at her. Elary had expected a weary smile and a dismissal, which
was what she got from most of Shadow's servants if she tried to help. But, instead, he
gazed at her intently.
"I don't know," he murmured.
Elary tried to look as encouraging as she could. She had long practice with
patients who didn't want to tell her everything, and since a confession could make the
difference between a spreading plague and a controlled sickness, she had gotten good at
listening.
Rior stared at her a moment longer, then bowed his head and reached up with a
hand to touch the back of his neck. Elary thought that must be a relic of his long-gone
mortal days, since he couldn't actually touch anything physical in any form but his wolf
one. He seemed to realize what he was doing, and stopped with a snort. Then he looked
up at her again.
"If you really want to know…"
"I really do." Elary took the seat beside him and smiled again.
Rior nodded. "Then you should know that we have someone heartbroken among
us, and he is making what is already a difficult task much harder. If you could talk to him,
try to soothe him, then it would free me from one burden and leave me able to
concentrate on the others."
Elary hid her annoyance at hearing him refer to a heartbreak as a burden. "And
who is he?"
"Luden."
Elary blinked. "We met, briefly. Isn't he one of Shadow's lieutenants?"
"Normally," said Rior. "At the moment, he's a sword. He usually wears his human
form, but he's been a sword since the day he heard about Alami."
"What?" Elary repeated faintly.
"He's a talking sword who's existed from the beginning of the world," said Rior
casually. "But Shadow gave him the gift of taking human form, and he fell in love with a
fey woman named Alami. We found out a short while ago that she'd betrayed us, and
Shadow destroyed her. Luden hasn't been human, or stopped sulking, ever since." He
leaned forward and gazed at her hopefully. "Do you think you can help?"

Chapter 2
The True King of Doralissa
"I have never known assassins to work in the open. It would seem to me that they
would favor secrets and the dark, if only because they want to know about their targets'
defenses and how to hide themselves."
-Lady Darkdeadly, of the Black Brotherhood of the Night.
"You must bow before me!" Warcourage was currently screaming at her. "I am
the true King of Doralissa!"
"You've never been crowned," said Ternora, while not stepping backwards,
bowing, kneeling, or do any of the other thirteen things he'd commanded her to do in the
last few minutes. "You're a Prince at most, and not a King, whatever you want to think of
yourself."
"But I will be," said Warcourage, and for a moment, the glaze that seemed to
have inhabited his green eyes ever since he retrieved the sword from the Pool of
Siliyonete lifted. He looked at her with full knowledge of who he saw, and there was
hatred shining in his eyes that affected Ternora, as much as she hated to admit that. "I will
be a King, and then we will see what you think of that."
He turned around, and tripped.
Ternora bit her lip quickly, and then looked up to see Reweren standing off to the
side, his eyes on his descendant. It had been no accident, then. Reweren was working
hard to keep Warcourage humble, and even as polite as the Prince of Doralissa ever
would be to Ternora and Emrissa.
Warcourage had already learned not to turn around, that he would just catch
Ternora's eye and become frustrated and angry. So he stood up, brushed the mud off his
shoulders, and continued into the jungle without a glance back.
Ternora sighed and leaned her cheek on her hand. Such antics were entertaining
for a short time, but she was still left, when they were done, with the completely
deadening realization that she was once again in the company of the royal Heir that
Destiny had tried to pair her with. Destiny hadn't paid much attention to her since
Warcourage had gotten his sword, but then, he had completed his Quest. He was on his
way home, as he thought, to unite the people of Doralissa and rise against Shadow.
"Are you well, Ternora?"
Ternora looked up at Reweren, and allowed a faint smile to touch her lips.
Reweren noticed her tiredness and her annoyance in a way that most elves would not
have, meaning that he tried to take steps to ease them. But it did strike her as strange that
Reweren could, at the same time, be so utterly fixed on preventing her or Emrissa from
hurting Warcourage.
"Yes, of course I am," she said. "But I would be better if you loosed the tethers on
me, and allowed me to leave."
Reweren's eyes went distant and elven at once, that gold color that Ternora had
seen many elves' eyes turn when they were angry. "I'm afraid that I can't do that," he said.
"You would try to harm my grandson."
"Of course I would," said Ternora patiently. "I came to the Pool of Siliyonete
specifically to kill him. But when I had harmed him, then Doralissa wouldn't have to
suffer through him as King and we could easily leave and go somewhere else.

Somewhere more appealing to elves," she added. Reweren had let slip that he didn't like
walking through the jungles of the Shining Isles, since they brought back bad memories
of- something.
"You cannot harm my grandson," said Reweren.
Ternora shook her head. "Then you could at least let us go. We could go away
and attack your grandson some other time, when he isn't under such formidable
protection."
Reweren gave her a triumphant look. "I know that trick. You are only trying to
get out of wearing the tether. You forget that it keeps you harmless to Warcourage as well
as with him."
"And you couldn't create one that would render us harmless while allowing us to
leave His Childishness's company?"
Reweren gave her the enigmatic look that Ternora was more used to from elves
than human emotions. Emrissa was using it in full whenever Ternora asked how Reweren
could have bound her, meaning that Ternora was caught between two of them most of the
time. "No," he answered. "Or, at least, I know that there is something important that you
have to do, and it has to do with Warcourage."
"Is this to do with Destiny?" Ternora asked. It was the most direct answer she'd
gotten out of the elf in the four days they'd spent trekking across the island, and even if
the answer infuriated her, she didn't want to give up the chance to learn something. At
least then she would have something more to fume about than just Warcourage's spoiled
nature.
"I don't think so," Reweren answered, and for a moment, his eyes cleared and he
frowned like a human would. "But, of course, I can't be entirely sure. Since Destiny can't
manipulate elves, it has to hide behind other things and try to use us that way. So perhaps
Destiny is hiding behind the knowledge I have that you'll be useful. I should really think
about that." He wandered away into the jungle after Warcourage.
"And snap the tether?" Ternora called after him, but he didn't turn around or look
back.
Ternora sighed and plucked at the tether on her neck. It didn't look like much, just
a silvery knotted cord of delicate design. But Reweren had sung it into being with his
Faerie elf magic, and now it connected her to Warcourage. He was already getting too far
away for comfort. She would have to go after him soon. And of course the cord would
hold her back if she ever lifted a hand to harm the childish little Prince. Ternora sighed
again, but this time it was more disgruntled.
"It's your fault that we're wearing these at all," said Emrissa's voice beside her. "If
you hadn't tried to attack Warcourage right away, then Reweren wouldn't have felt
compelled to put these on us."
Ternora only gave her a scornful look and didn't answer. Yes, perhaps she was
responsible for Reweren looping the cord around her neck in the first place, but Emrissa
had tried to attack the Prince after the tether was secured. That had only made her float in
midair looking so stupid that Ternora had yielded and laughed until her throat hurt.
The elf walked ahead of her now, almost as though she were keeping in between
Ternora and Warcourage. Ternora didn't think that was deliberate, though, or if it was, it
was because of some reason like Emrissa wanting the first strike at Warcourage's back.
Even though we can do nothing.

Ternora let out another heavy sigh and went back to tramping through the jungle.
It shouldn't have been so hard, but there was no path back to the shore. They had flown
over barely a mile of trees until they reached the Pool of Siliyonete, and for that reason
Ternora had anticipated an easy journey back to the sea.
It seemed that the elves hadn't. When they emerged into trackless trees, Emrissa
had calmly explained that the Pool would change the jungle, or perhaps the jungle would
change on its own, after the people who visited it had made their wishes or seen their
visions. Presumably, it was to keep the location of the Pool a secret.
Ternora had suggested climbing on their flying mounts and just soaring over the
trees until they saw the ocean, but Warcourage wouldn't ride either Kitten or the bat that
Emrissa had ridden here, saying they were creatures of evil. And Reweren wouldn't take
the tethers off, which meant they were stuck on the ground until Warcourage grew up and
grew a mind.
Very firmly stuck on the ground, Ternora realized, as she nearly pitched onto her
face. The bond was growing tight between her and the Prince, tugging at her until Ternora
began to hurry after him. Then the tether eased at once, and became just a piece of cord
around her neck again.
That frightened Ternora. Most similar pieces of magic she knew would have
continued tugging until she neared Warcourage, just like an ordinary rope. But Reweren's
tethers knew when she really intended to join Warcourage, and would give up their
pulling at once.
It made Ternora wonder what else Reweren could do.
And if she and Emrissa had any chance of escape at all.
******
"Soon enough we will come to the shore where my ship waits, and where we
might meet up with the undines."
Ternora kept her eyes down and didn't comment, instead contentedly eating the
fruit that Reweren had found for them. At least the Faerie elf would forage for them, and
thus take up the tasks he could have forced on Ternora and Emrissa. Kitten and the bat
still preferred to fly about and hunt for food, and could fend for themselves.
Of course, the downside was that it meant Reweren spent more time away in the
jungles, giving Warcourage a chance to natter on and on about the same things he had
been talking about for four days now.
"They'll take me back to Kesista," he was currently saying dreamily, his eyes
fixed on the flames of their small fire. "It is strange to think, Ternora, that I am indebted
to you for that particular plan." Ternora had the impression that he lifted his eyes and
swiftly glanced at her, but if he did, then he had hidden it well by the time she thought to
look up. He was once again staring into the fire when she did, and spinning his grandiose
dreams. "From there, I'll move north. The People of the Blending will accompany me
without question-"
"Why?"
Ternora grinned. Better that Emrissa should ask the question than that she should.
The Starwalker regarded Warcourage with flatly unfriendly eyes, and Reweren seemed a
little wary around her, as though aware that his magic couldn't fully handle her.
Warcourage glared at her haughtily. "I don't see why that concerns you. You
should keep eating and listen to me, as is the place of servants in the hall of a great lord."

"I am not a servant."
Ternora blinked, then edged a little back into the shadows of the jungle night.
Emrissa still wore the tether around her neck, and she still sat without moving, but her
eyes had gone gold. She quivered with such rage that Ternora was astonished Warcourage
didn't throw himself on the ground and beg her forgiveness. But, though the boy went
pale, he continued to face her squarely, his chin in the air and the wind moving his blond
hair back. Ternora supposed his poise would have made him look more dramatic to some
people, but she only thought it made him look ridiculous. Most people wouldn't be sitting
next to the fire with tethers around their necks because they wanted to kill Warcourage,
though, she had to admit.
"You are a servant," said Warcourage. "That is what all of us are, save the rare
ones who manage to rise above the gods and the powers to become what they should be."
Emrissa blinked, and the gold vanished from her eyes. What replaced it was the
closest to a look of incredulity that Ternora had ever seen from her. She leaned forward
and studied Warcourage's face in the light of the flames, as if she thought that it might
have altered, or been altered, since she had seen it last. "You're serious," she said after a
moment, her voice flat.
Warcourage sniffed. "What's the matter? Didn't you think I was?"
"No," said Emrissa, still flatly. "I didn't think you were. You must consider
yourself above the gods and powers."
Warcourage inclined his head modestly. "Well, when you realize-"
"You're not," said Emrissa, her words carefully sharpened into weapons. Ternora
doubted that anyone else would have realized that, though. Emrissa still sounded only
incredulous, and Warcourage didn't seem any more disposed to recognize the rage behind
her words than he had been to recognize her other emotions. "You are under the control
of Destiny, and of Light. I would imagine that Elle has some say in your fate, too, if you
claim her as your goddess."
"Of course," said Warcourage, a few hectic patches springing out on his cheeks as
he tried to figure out what Emrissa was getting at.
Emrissa shook her head. "How can you say that the rest of us are Destined to be
servants, while you are Destined to rule?"
Warcourage's face softened. "Is the tether pulling at you?" he asked. "I did ask
Reweren not to put them on. I thought that I should be able to win you on my own, with
the sword and the power of my royalty, but he wouldn't agree. He seemed to think that
you would harm me if you could." Warcourage gave a golden little laugh to show what he
thought of that notion.
"I would," said Emrissa.
Warcourage's jaw dropped, and he stared at her as if she had betrayed him. "Butbut you can't," he said. "No one could resist the power of true royalty coming back to the
throne. You might need some time, but you will give in. You will realize your positions as
servants."
"I serve no goddess and no power but Shara," said Emrissa. "And she gives me
something out of the bargain. What does yours give you but silence to your prayers, and
emptiness to your requests?"
Warcourage stared at her a moment longer, then turned away and began to sob
noisily. Ternora sighed. She had thought he was on the verge on bolting into the jungle,

and if that had been the case, then they would have to go after him.
She looked up, and snorted when she realized how triumphant Emrissa looked.
The elf watched Warcourage weep as if it were some kind of rare performance, put on for
her alone, now and then nodding her head in time to the beat of invisible music. It took
Ternora a moment to realize that the elf was measuring the rhythm of Warcourage's sobs
and nodding along with them. She rolled her eyes and moved over to sit beside Emrissa,
leaning close so that only the elf could hear her. Of course, since Warcourage's sobs were
so loud, it probably wouldn't have mattered anyway.
"Why did you do that? Reweren's probably already going to be upset with us
when he returns."
Emrissa turned and smiled at her. "You didn't really realize what I was doing at
all, did you?" she murmured.
Ternora sighed. "Tell me."
"I was feeling out weaknesses in the tethers," said Emrissa. "Reweren banned us
from hurting Warcourage; he told us that. So no physical blows were permitted. I knew
that. But I wanted to see if mental harm was forbidden as well." She nodded to the place
where Warcourage cried into his hands. "It isn't."
Ternora blinked. "But Reweren will just tighten the tethers now."
Emrissa laughed. "I don't think he will. He'll just shake his head and go on
believing that we'll come around in time. But even if he does, then I will just find out
another weakness in them and learn how to exploit it." Her eyes glowed in the light of the
fire, and they turned gold again, but Ternora didn't think she was angry this time. "He
can't dream like fire perfectly, not without help. We don't have to stay his prisoners
forever."
Ternora put out a hand solemnly. Emrissa stared for a moment, then clasped it
and shook, smiling into Ternora's eyes.
"I'm proud to know you," said Ternora sincerely.

Chapter 3
The Borders of the Fey Country
"I have not sung for the taste of those who follow,
But to hold the song of my heart in a hollow,
To know what befalls me in this heart of mine.
Is it such a sin, to love the wonders of one's own time?"
-Aforrie of Ilantra.
"There it begins."
Nightstone nodded without speaking, her eyes fixed on the sight before her. She
had suspected what it must look like, but she had been born long after her grandmother
had turned the fey country into the Kingdom of Orlath. She had imagined, but she had
never seen.
Before her was a surging sea of color, sometimes green and sometimes silver and
sometimes red. Blue was there, too, and white, and other shades. Sometimes they formed
themselves into hills or streams. Once, Nightstone thought she saw an expanse of grass
very much like the grass of the Corlirin Plains, save that it was white. And then the
shapes would dash themselves into pieces again, and she would see an ocean, or an army
of charging soldiers made of diamond, or any of innumerable other visions.
"You see the way it is."
Nightstone glanced at Shadow in curiosity. He was staring out across the country,
and his voice was soft and full of unabashed sorrow. He didn't seem to care that he hadn't
done this, or even that it would be a stronghold of his people, the fey, if it was allowed to
continue the way it was. He might have been weeping, but Nightstone didn't think he had
turned human enough to shed tears.
"And you think that Orlath should come back?" she asked.
Shadow turned distant eyes on her. "I was not in the world when Queen Aneron
created the country of Orlath, since by that time Dark and Light had locked me out of the
world. But I can remember what this country was like in my time."
Silence again. Nightstone watched him, and waited. She wanted to say something,
if only to relieve her own frustration, but she tried her best to keep silent and allow
Shadow the time he needed. A fey might never say anything else, but Shadow had made
allowances for the humans who served him. Nightstone just had to wait until he was
ready to talk.
In a few minutes, Shadow seemed to be ready. He shook his head and turned to
look at her with bright golden eyes that didn't have any tears in them at all. "The fey
country is what it was, but it hasn't been that way for four hundred and a half centuries.
And it won't be that again. It might easily spread into Ilantra and Doralissa."
"You don't really believe that," said Nightstone, hearing the doubt in his voice
even as he spoke the words.
Shadow shook his head again. "But it's still enough. My children broke from me
long ago, or I broke from them- that is an old debate, and one that we shall never solve,"
he added softly, with something like amusement in his voice. "But that doesn't mean that
I never cared about them. It does mean that I won't interfere to help them. I want Orlath
back, as a stable neighbor, and as a place that the Orlathians can live."
"You do care about people other than Ilantrans, then." After the fact that he hadn't

even stirred to save Arvenna, Nightstone hadn't been sure.
Shadow inclined his head. "Of course. I care about fey and shapeshifters wherever
they are. I may not be able to move to defend them because I must keep my strength back
for Ilantra, but I care about them. And there were fey and shapeshifters living in Orlath,
and some who would be most comfortable there, such as those who have the forms of
cheetahs." He fell silent again, and Nightstone again waited.
This time, he turned to face her directly, and said, "You swore that you would do
something to bring Orlath back. What is your idea?"
Nightstone drew her breath, a little shaky at the thought of having to have a plan
where a power of the world didn't. But that was where Shadow differed from Dark or
Light, as she was already learning. She had always put the plans of the Dark into motion,
whether she was attacking the Star Circle or going to rule Orlath, unless it was for very
minor things like dealing with the rebellions inside the castle. Shadow preferred to let his
mortals and fey do the planning, if at all possible. Nightstone didn't think that he was
lazy, but he trusted in the human heart and will.
At times, it unnerves me, just how much he trusts me.
"I think I can reclaim the country," she said. "I am a Princess of Orlath, though I
always disclaimed the title while I sat on the throne. And I am the most recent ruler of the
country. And I am a blood descendant of Aneron, only two generations removed. I think
that might help."
"Help you do what?" Shadow asked.
Nightstone laughed, and knew that Shadow wouldn't blame her if her laughter
sounded a little bitter. "I don't know. I'm going to step onto the Plains and see if I might
able to conjure up a solution."
Shadow nodded eagerly. "That seems the best course of action."
Nightstone avoided swallowing her tongue or staring at him too hard, and then
stepped forward, crossing the shifting boundary from the sane ground of Ilantra into the
wild mess that was Orlath.
The fey magic rose to meet her at once. This was Faerie- not the world, but the
wild and unchecked magic of the fey. Nightstone tried to breathe, and felt as if she were
strangling. That wasn't anything physical, she knew, but the mere sense of possibilities in
the air. Anything could happen here, and that meant she might be able to do anything, if
she accepted Faerie's definitions.
Nightstone held herself firm. Yes, she could use the magic to create a new Orlath,
but it wouldn't be a stable Orlath. The magic would only hold firm for so long as it found
that shape amusing, and then it would melt and move back into the light of its true nature.
It was Chaos if anything was, easily amused but just as easily bored. Nightstone couldn't
trust the offers it made to her.
Then what can you trust?
Though that sounded so much like the voice of her thoughts, Nightstone knew it
wasn't. She looked up and watched calmly as the light took form before her, a form out of
the tales of her childhood. Those tales spoke sometimes of a golden bird who flew out of
the country beyond the east and came to feast on the fruit that grew in the castle gardens.
Anyone who looked on it died of the beauty. It was growing before her now, and
Nightstone supposed it wanted her to remember the legends and fall groveling before it.
Nightstone stood firm, and smiled at it. "Can you speak aloud?" she asked. "I

would prefer to honor my human heritage."
The golden bird formed fully, and then landed in front of her, all glittering wings
and burning feathers. It looked like a phoenix, but where a phoenix would include some
red and orange, some of the natural colors of flame, this was only golden. Nightstone
watched calmly as it sharpened its beauty into knives, into stakes, into pikes, trying to kill
her where she stood.
It might have worked with anyone else, perhaps even someone who was half-fey,
like the healer, Elary. But Nightstone had lived a very long time, and mostly in the north,
the Dark's greatest stronghold of power. She had seen horrors, and wonders, that this bird
could not match. The fey were the fey, of course, and magnificent, but the Dark was one
of the great powers of the world. Nightstone stood where she was and waited for the
words she was sure would come.
They did, though they sounded as if they were jerked out of the bird's throat, and
were husky with pride and resentment. "Why have you come here? Do you think that you
can really claim it back from us, you who stole it in the first place?"
Nightstone shook her head. "It has humans living on it. It is still a human country,
though you may have tried to change them. They're clinging to life, aren't they, and their
own forms? You can't seduce all of them." She was only guessing, but she knew just how
strong the cautionary tales against the fey magic had been in her own time. Only the
magic of Light elves was to be trusted, and not all of them, since some of them wanted
nothing more than the spreading of Faerie across the lands. The peasants would
remember the old tales and stand strong against the lure of the fey.
The golden bird shrugged its wings at her. "But they are old humans. They can die
or leave. We should have the country. We are young, as you would call it. We are the new,
and you are the old."
Nightstone smiled in spite of herself. That might actually work with some of those
priestesses of Elle who were concerned about people dying in their proper way and time.
The fey could learn.
But she had never been that interested in dying. Avoiding death was her specialty,
even at the cost of chastity.
She cleared her throat and said, "We have taken the country from you, and
claimed it. You cannot claim it back."
"Yes, we can," said the bird, with an agitated flutter of its wings. Then it seemed
to calm, and tilted its head to watch Nightstone with one bright eye. "There is nothing
that you can do to take it back. You cannot oppose the magic of all the fey in existence."
Nightstone said nothing, but drew a knife from her belt that Shadow had given her
before they left. She didn't know if this would work, but she had no better ideas. She laid
the knife along her wrist and looked at the bird.
It fluttered its wings and said, "That won't work."
Nightstone smiled. Sometimes the fey were better than humans to be around. At
least she didn't have to spend time explaining what she was doing, and she was in
agreement that it might not work.
"I don't have anything else to try," she said simply, and then cut into her wrist,
carefully making a cut that she could heal easily. She would sacrifice some of her blood
for the land if she had to, but she didn't want to create a scar, or a wound that was too
deep. She had to keep living in her human body for decades even if she could shapeshift.

The blood welled forth, and for a moment, the drop trembled on the edge of
Nightstone's wrist above the ground. The bird watched it, fluttering its wings and now
and then murmuring something that sounded like, "Never work, never work," repeated
over and over.
The blood fell, and landed on the ground just at Nightstone's feet, which felt solid
for the moment but seemed covered with a drifting golden mist. Nightstone watched it as
it landed and seemed to ooze along the mist for a moment before sinking into it.
There came a bright flash. Nightstone blinked, then blinked again to soothe the
afterimages away. There was something there…
Yes. A single blade of golden grass. It looked like a tiny patch of the original
Corlirin Plains, somehow rescued or redeemed from the shifting fey magic. Nightstone
looked up at the golden bird with a small smile of triumph.
"What do you say to that?" she asked.
The bird shifted, commenced more agitated fluttering, and then said, "You can
claim a blade of grass with a drop of blood."
"It looks that way," Nightstone agreed.
The bird clattered its beak and uttered a high-pitched, almost human laugh. "And
you think that you have enough blood in your body to bleed your way across the Plains
and reclaim them all that way?"
Nightstone sighed. "I don't think so."
"Well, then." The bird lifted its beak even higher, reminding Nightstone of a
haughty noble sniffing. "Then I don't think we'll worry." It sprang back into the shifting
fires, and then vanished within them, losing form as the moments passed. Nightstone
strained her eyes to see its wings or tail, but it was gone completely in just a few seconds.
And nothing else came out to meet her when she stood there and yelled.
"Do you have anything to say to me?"
The colors drifted and changed. Nightstone saw a wave looming above her that
made her step back over the border into Ilantra, even though she knew it wasn't real over
the border and couldn't hurt her. It did dash itself to pieces in front of her very
convincingly, though. Nightstone licked the foam off her lips, savoring the taste of salt,
and then turned to look at Shadow.
"What do you think?"
Shadow nodded forward. Nightstone turned to look, thinking that perhaps another
messenger of the fey had emerged to talk to her.
There was nothing there but the single blade of grass she had claimed, though,
and after a moment, Nightstone understood. The golden and silver mists surged around
the grass, but couldn't seem to reclaim it. They kept boiling to a stop every time they
reached the edge of the patch.
Nightstone let out a sigh, and turned to look at Shadow. "That's the answer, then.
The blood of Queen Aneron can reclaim Orlath. I only have to let my blood fall all over
the Kingdom."
"Are you going to?"
Nightstone laughed. "Hardly! That's not the only thing I plan to do with my life.
I'm going to find someone else who has the blood and let them do it. I think the Princess
of Rivendon does, and so does someone else who once ruled Orlath." She let her mind
linger for a moment on Tewilde, who had faked her own death and whom the elf

Annalithiel had turned into a cheetah. Nightstone wondered if cheetah blood would
redeem the Kingdom or not.
"Good," said Shadow. "There still might be something that you can help me
with."
Nightstone inclined her head. "I still owe you a debt for teaching me how to
shapeshift," she said. "I will do what you ask."
Shadow smiled. "You will owe me a debt for more than that, when I am done."
He turned away, letting Nightstone stare at his back for a moment before she
followed. She did look back at the patch of grass in satisfaction, even as she shuddered at
the thought of bleeding away her life for Orlath.
No. I have lived too long, and will be too valuable to the world in the future. I will
let the Princess of Rivendon do it. She grimaced. The Princess Alliana would have been
perfect, and probably eager to do it, as well. Now I must regret that she died.
But what have I not regretted, since the change of my loyalties?
Maybe flying.

Chapter 4
Pezhpyr
"On the slopes of northern Dalzna, the natives mainly live by rearing goats,
mining, and irritating the piss out of each other when there's nothing else to do."
-From Ilforth Arier's "A Description of Dalzna."
"We need to stop."
"How utterly perceptive of you," muttered Kymenos, keeping his eyes focused
ahead of him. This was a tricky bit of trail, of course, one that Sykeen was already
negotiating with his tail flicking and his hooves stamping, but that wasn't the real reason
he didn't turn around. He didn't want to see the pouting expression that he knew he would
see on Talazh's face. The boy resented being knocked out by Norianna time after time.
Kymenos was convinced that he didn't resent it as much as Kymenos resented his
whining, though.
No one holds grudges like I do, Kymenos thought, with a flash of pride.
"I don't like this trail," said Talazh.
"How utterly perceptive of you, too."
"We're stopping in the village up ahead, aren't we?"
"How did you guess that?"
Talazh sighed, and then whined, "You're not a very comfortable companion to be
around, you know."
"I would imagine that the spine pressing into your chest should cause you more
discomfort than me right now."
"Must you always be so disagreeable?"
Kymenos parted his lips in a snarl, and said nothing. Sykeen had finally
negotiated the ledge, and for a moment he shared the horse's joy and triumph, which
made a very odd contrast to the anger he felt at Talazh. Kymenos shook his head a few
times, blinked, and managed to steady himself against the impulse to confuse the
emotions. He didn't bother replying to Talazh, but looked up towards the village. It was a
risk to go into it, of course, but they had absolutely no choice. They needed food, and
warmer clothes. Spring in Dalzna was a false promise most of the time, and now it was
going to become more false, given the snowstorm that Kymenos could see massing on
the horizon.
He met the eyes of the first people passing bewteen the houses, and saw none of
them looking at him with more than causal recognition. He drew a breath of relief. It
appeared as though the Crownkillers had not been here, or hadn't given a good enough
description of them to be recognized if they had.
Norianna, he said silently. I don't want you to talk aloud. Two men and a horse,
one armed, might easily pass unremarked. Two men and a horse with a talking sword
would not.
You would ruin my fun, said Norianna, but she did reply silently. Kymenos sighed
in relief.
Thank you.
Hmmm.
Kymenos clenched his teeth. He would never have thought that Norianna could
make the noise that so irritated him only in his head, but it appeared that nothing was

beyond her. He did try to appear pleasant as he rode, though, now and then nodding to the
people around him. There came only nods back, and Kymenos smiled. If they did have a
Master of Time tracking them, then perhaps she had been thrown off by the way they
dodged around the mountains. The very pursuit the Crownkillers gave would throw her
predictions off, since Kymenos and Talazh's path would grow less and less ordered and
laid-out to some Destined end.
They came to an inn at last, huddled to the ground like a crouching beast, and
built of stone as all the other houses were. Kymenos leaped to the ground, and then
turned and looked at Talazh. "Am I safe to leave you here?"
Talazh nodded and lowered his head, perhaps to hide the sulky expression on his
face. His hand strayed towards and patted the saddlebag where the crown rested, though,
and Kymenos did not miss the movement.
"Draw that into the air here, and they will kill you," he said.
"I know," said Talazh.
Kymenos gave him a distrustful glance, then shook his head and entered the inn.
It would not be his fault if the boy died through stupidity.
He had thought about leaving Norianna behind, but the sword didn't suggest it, so
Kymenos had decided against it as well. It was better to go armed into a place like this,
and to look like he knew what he was doing with a sword, even though he didn't. He
knew what he was doing with magic, but that was another thing that he didn't want to let
out.
The moment he stepped through the door, he had several pairs of eyes fixed on
him. Some of the people at the back tables leaned forward to see him better, and then
leaned back against the walls, relaxing. Kymenos shrugged, and turned to the innkeeper,
who was hastening forward to meet him. The man clasped a sword of his own, and had
the suspicious dark eyes of almost all the mountainlanders.
"Who are you?" he demanded, looking as if he were on the point of drawing his
blade just from general principles.
"Kymenos," said Kymenos, and the owner relaxed at once. Kymenos eyed him
curiously, then decided that it was probably his pure Dalznan accent that had decided the
man. Any invaders would be hard-pressed to imitate that, however well they spoke the
language. "I require a large number of purchases- food, and warm clothes, and a horse if
you have one. I was also wondering if you knew how fast the snowstorm would move,
and if we should take shelter here."
"Imagine not knowing that," drawled a woman at a nearby table. "Are you sure
that you're from Dalzna?"
Hands clenched swords again as she spoke. Kymenos fought to hide a smile. They
were expecting an attack, then, and were struggling not to show just how very and
entertainingly nervous they were. But he bowed to her and kept his voice solemn as he
replied.
"I am of Serian, my lady, and not the mountains. I know that there is war and
danger in the high passes, and I respect the voices of the mountainlanders in such things,
as I hope that you would respect mine if you were in Serian."
Again there came the sensation of relaxing. The woman smiled at him, raising her
mug. "You are polite for a lowlander."
Kymenos bowed to her, and then turned back to the innkeeper. "What can you

give me, and how much will it cost?"
The innkeeper eyed him for a moment. Kymenos supposed he was trying to take
in everything, from Kymenos's face to the state of his clothes, and guess how much
money he could expect from such a travelworn man. But he seemed to decide in a
moment to take a risk, and adopted an expression that was probably cunning somewhere
in the world. "How do I know you can pay?"
Kymenos shifted the pouch in his pocket. It jingled, and several eyes fixed on him
again. Kymenos gazed calmly back. It was hardly his only money pouch, and he knew
that he could fend them off if they attacked.
"Very well," said the man. "Come with me, my Lord Kymenos, and we will see
you outfitted. But you will stay in Pezhpyr if you take my advice, since I think the
snowstorm will hit before you can get very far."
Kymenos nodded his acceptance of that. "I have a companion and a horse outside.
May I shelter them?"
"Of course."
Kymenos bowed to him, and then stepped outside. Talazh was sitting upright on
Sykeen's back now, staring at the saddlebag with the crown in it. Sykeen snorted and
looked at Kymenos. I think the damn thing is calling to him. I can almost feel it myself,
urging him to open the bag and put it on.
"Don't open the bag," said Kymenos. "We are going to take shelter in Pezhpyr
until the storm passes, and you might as well emerge alive at the end of it, instead of
getting yourself killed by something that isn't even cold."
Talazh turned a tragic face towards him. "I don't think that I could stand being
cooped up that long, among people who don't understand what I am and the burden that I
bear," he said. "I suppose it might be better to die in the snowstorm, at that, than go on
living when I know they will only mock me as you do."
Kymenos ground his teeth, then leaned forward and looked closely at the boy. He
had to nod his head grimly a moment later. Destiny was trying to possess Talazh. It hadn't
succeeded so far, of course, but Kymenos thought that was mainly due to his own
guardianship and the amount of time that Talazh had spent unconscious across the back
of a horse. If Destiny made the Dalznan Heir as whiny as the Orlathian one had been,
then Kymenos couldn't speak for his self-control.
Let's get him inside, said Norianna, in his head the way he had requested.
Kymenos had time for a moment of pleasant surprise, despite everything.
Why?
I have an idea that Destiny might have less influence in a place that is so devoted
to the opposite side. The Dalznans in that room all worship Dark, or my sense of the
human soul is deceiving me. They may be able to calm his temper tantrums, or at least
make it too dangerous for Talazh to continue having them.
Kymenos nodded, and then reached out and grabbed the boy's hand. "There is
something you should know, Talazh," he said.
"What?"
"That your people need you," said Kymenos, dropping his voice so that anyone
who was listening behind him couldn't hear much. "And they can't have you if you die in
the middle of a snowstorm, or in the middle of Pezhpyr because you tell everyone who
you really are."

Talazh pondered that for a long moment. Then he sighed and nodded. "I suppose
you are right," he said, climbing off the horse with slow, tragic motions. "I might as well
get under shelter and endeavor to compensate myself for what I am missing, as hard as
that will be."
Kymenos swallowed the temptation to ask what he was missing, other than death,
and then grabbed Sykeen's reins and led him towards the stable. The horse went quietly
enough, though now and then stamping his feet and flicking his tail as he had when they
were still on the ledge. Kymenos glanced back at him, feeling his uneasiness through the
bond, and finally yielded and asked.
"What's wrong?"
I can smell the cold in the coming storm, said Sykeen, turning his head slightly to
look at Kymenos. We could be trapped here for a month.
Kymenos chuckled, but remembered to keep his words mental, so that anyone
who listened would not think that he was mad, to be talking to his horse like this. You
don't know how people in Dalzna's mountains deal with snowstorms, Sykeen. It's not the
way the pitiful lowlanders do. They'll dig themselves out and go right on with their lives
in just a few days.
Really?
Really. And you'll have a nice warm stable with plenty to eat and straw to sleep
on in the meanwhile.
Sykeen considered that, twitching his tail. Then he said, You seem intent on being
pleasant to me today.
Compared to being pleasant to Talazh, it is hardly an effort.
Sykeen stamped his hoof and said nothing. Kymenos supposed that he might have
been insulted by the comparison, but that was hardly his problem, and so he continued
silently into the stable and stripped Sykeen of tack, then scrubbed him down. He had no
fear of Talazh wandering into the inn and announcing that he was the Heir of Dalzna and
should be accommodated. In the first place, the crown was still in Sykeen's bags, and that
meant that Talazh wouldn't go far from it. In the second place, if he did something so
stupid as that, then Kymenos would think that his efforts were in vain anyway, and that
Talazh deserved to die.
I do hope that the villagers would be kinder than the Crownkillers. But then, that
doesn't take much effort, either.
"There you are."
Kymenos controlled the start he wanted to give. The Star Circle liked to test its
students by having the teachers suddenly appear behind them, and Kymenos had gotten
quite used to sudden voices. He turned his head and nodded as amiably as he could at the
woman who stood in the stall door, the one who had wondered if he was from Dalzna.
"My lady."
"So polite," she said, coming forward and leaning on the partition between
Sykeen's stall and the next one. She was rather close to Kymenos's back, but he went on
brushing Sykeen down and didn't mind her. Sykeen snorted once and buried his head in
the manger, though his silent tension told Kymenos the horse would be ready if he
needed him. "Do they teach you those courtly ways in Serian?"
Kymenos didn't bother to hide his sneer when he looked at her. "My lady, there is
no court in Serian, and I can't call you anything else, not knowing your name."

She laughed and held out her hand. Kymenos shook it. There were archer's
calluses on her fingers, he noted, and he hoped that she had her bow somewhere far away
if she learned suddenly who Talazh was. "My name is Irianzh. Did you think that you
could get away with being so polite?"
"Being polite is not usually a bother to most people," said Kymenos, stepping
back and studying Sykeen critically. The last of the lather on his neck was vanishing, and
he seemed set to do nothing but eat oats for hours, if the enthusiastic way he ate them was
any indication. Kymenos grimaced away the faint taste of oats in his mouth, and turned to
face Irianzh squarely. "Why do you think it's something to get away with?"
"Because," said Irianzh, lowering her voice so that someone only a few feet away
would probably have thought they were talking about bedding, "I know that you probably
long to be rude to me, or even to everyone in Pezhpyr. We didn't greet your Prince
properly, after all."
Kymenos could not keep his face still this time. He started to call on Azure magic,
wearily. Damn it, he didn't want to boil the blood of a fellow Dalznan, but it seemed that
he had no choice.
Wait, said Sykeen, lifting his head from the oats. I can smell her eagerness, but
not her hostility. She would just have shouted everything out in front of everyone, if she
really meant to kill you. There might be a way to strike a bargain with her.
Kymenos blew out a quick breath, then said, "Well, my expression won't let me
lie. But why don't you go and tell the others that Talazh is the Heir of Dalzna? You can't
want to put him on the throne."
For a moment, Irianzh's face looked as disgusted as the face of any true Dalznan
ought to look. Kymenos relaxed. He would have hated to kill her for being a
Crownseeker instead of a Crownkiller, though he would done it with joy compared to
slaying a Crownkiller.
"No, of course not!" she snapped. Then she lowered her voice. "I am a
Crownkiller."
"I do mean to sell my life," said Kymenos.
Irianzh shook her head. "Will you listen to me? You will hear something to your
advantage, if you grant me something to my advantage."
Kymenos blinked at her, and waited. Sykeen was probably right, but he didn't
have the slightest idea what someone like her could want with him. Was she going to
claim a share of his money, in return for not turning Talazh in?
"There are going to be songs written about this," said Irianzh, "whether or not you
put him on the throne. I want to be in those songs. Being left behind- well, it has
happened to me too often." Her face twisted. "Crownkillers of lesser power and talent are
praised, but never me." She shook her head and smoothed her face in the next moment, as
if she hadn't meant to reveal quite that much. "So. I want you to guarantee that after this,
we'll travel with flash and flair, and I'll be part of that."
"We'll never make it to Nafair alive, if we travel like that."
Irianzh eyed him. "Nafair?"
"I'm putting Talazh on a ship for the Green Isles-"
There came an uproar from the inn at that moment, and Irianzh shook her head.
"Not if he doesn't survive," she muttered, and took off running.
Kymenos began to run as well.

Hmmm, said Norianna.

Chapter 5
What a Queen Does When Angry
"Never get between an angry queen and the target of her wrath."
-Proverb that originated in Dalzna, Amorier, or Panolth, depending on whom you
ask.
"It's still going on?" Olumer had gained enough courage to address simple
questions like that to Lilami, since he had no idea who anyone else in the palace was, and
so there wasn't anyone else he could ask about Estora's mental state.
Lilami nodded to him, and took a seat on the other side of the hall. She still had a
stare that was too direct, as though she were considering ways to cut up his body and
roast it, but Olumer had learned to ignore that. He'd had four days of practice, while
Estora screamed and cursed and paced about her rooms, refusing all food. Olumer wished
she would collapse by now, but it didn't seem as though she had that in her.
Something else smashed against the wall, and Olumer flinched. Many other
things were in her, or in her hands momentarily before they flew across the room and
smashed against the wall.
"How could the Dark-" The crash of an exploding vase obscured whatever Estora
had been about to say.
Olumer lowered his head, with a shrug. He had to sit here, since Estora would
expect him to be here when she came out of the room. But he didn't have to enjoy it. He
was almost used to the noises now. Perhaps he could sleep.
Of course, he was just drifting off when Estora yanked the door open and yelled
over his head, "Olumer!"
Olumer winced and sat up, rubbing his temples. "Yes, Your Majesty?" he asked,
noticing that Estora had her crown on and would therefore probably want the title. Well,
probably she had wanted it since she crowned herself, but Olumer tended to take things
like that more seriously if the humans insisted on it.
Estora looked down, saw him, and seemed to soften for a moment. Then she
made an imperious gesture with her head. "I want you at once. If the Dark is sending
soldiers into my Kingdom, then I will make sure that we meet them. I want to talk to you
about that."
Olumer sighed and stood, glancing at Lilami as he did so. The morning-fey was
looking away from him and out the window, though, to where the sun was setting. Few
things could bring human emotion to her face, but the sunset did seem to make her
melancholy, if not really sad.
Olumer followed the Queen of Rivendon into the private room, stepping gingerly
over shards of glass and pottery. Estora gestured him to a chair, but didn't take one
herself. Olumer settled himself in the seat at least as carefully as he had crossed the floor.
He might slouch if he tried to sit any other way, so deep and soft and comfortable was the
chair, and he knew that Estora would be inclined to take that as a sign of inattention at
best.
"You must know this," said Estora. "The armies will be moving south through
Gazania, and they will come into Rivendon in the extreme north, through the high
passes."
Olumer stared at her for a moment. He understood at once what she wanted him

to do, and why, but why she thought he could do it at all was a puzzle. "You want me to
go and rouse the silvereyes against them."
Estora spun to face him, her smile like a flash of sunlight. "Very good. I know
you'll do well. The silvereyes must fight to defend the Kingdom now. The Dark is
invading their homeland."
Olumer shook his head. Estora was half-fey herself, and yet she didn't seem to
understand the simplest things about the silvereyes. Maybe it had to do with how
involved- strangely involved- her mother was with human politics. "They would fight
only if the Dark attacked them, which I hardly think the Dark would be stupid enough to
do. They have a homeland in the mountains and forests of the north. It isn't the whole of
Rivendon."
"But the Dark army will be passing through it!"
Olumer shrugged. "So long as the army doesn't actually attack the silvereyes, we
won't care. We've weathered Rivendonian armies before, passing through the same place.
They take up land and space and food for a while, and then they're gone. This should be
the same."
Estora stopped pacing and turned to him. She did it so slowly that Olumer
suspected it was meant as a threat. But it only looked ridiculous, and he was still blinking
in surprise when she faced him fully.
"What did you say?" she whispered.
Olumer twitched a little. "I think that you heard me, Your Majesty. And it is the
same answer that I have given you again and again when you asked me to summon the
silvereyes into battle for your cause, so I do not think that surprise can have contributed
to its newness."
Estora just stared at him with a frozen face. Then she shook her head and said, "I
will pretend that you didn't say that. I will also pretend that you didn't speak of yourself
as a silvereyes."
Olumer looked at her evenly. "That is what I am. I am not likely to forget about it
again, given what I have gone through to get it back."
"But they have to fight for me!"
Olumer cocked his head. "Can you tell me why? So far, you've only given me
arguments that won't convince them, but if I go back with the right words, then they
might become convinced."
Estora stared at him with shining eyes, then said, "Of course there is a reason
now, that there wasn't before!"
Olumer raised his eyebrows and waited, though fully in hopes of being
disappointed again.
He was. Estora struck a dramatic pose and said, "There is a Queen on the throne
of Rivendon now."
Olumer let the pause go on as long as he thought he could, and then said, "My
lady, that will not impress them."
Estora reached up and fingered the crown on her head. Olumer hadn't seen her
make the gesture before, and wondered if it meant that she was becoming more and more
in love with the idea of herself as Queen. Probably, he thought, and sighed.
Then Estora said, so quietly that even Olumer with his silvereyes ears had to
strain to hear her, "You're saying that they won't care, that they don't care about any

Queen on the throne of Rivendon."
Olumer peered at her. Yes, there were tears in her eyes, though she refused to let
them fall, and the emotions in her voice were shock and sorrowAnd understanding.
"Yes, my lady," he said. "They wouldn't care if Cadona sat on the throne, or
Idona, or you. They don't like the smell of the Kings and Queens that Cadona led, but you
notice that they only interfered with them when I was in danger. There will always be
places in the heights that such evil magic cannot touch, and I doubt that Cadona would
send the remaining Kings and Queens after them anyway, since the silvereyes have
proven that they can destroy them. They will just retreat, and run away into the fey world,
and be at ease there."
"And you?"
Olumer stiffened his spine. He didn't like the calculating look in Estora's eyes,
but then, he never had.
"I will do what I swore to do, my lady. I swore that I would serve you, and so I
will, until the end."
"What end?"
It was the first time she had ever allowed him to set a limit on his service, though
Olumer had set his own silent ones. He moved at once, conscious that the chance might
not come again. "Until you are safely established on the throne, and the rivals for your
title are dead or have given up their claims."
Estora eyed him. Olumer knew she was looking for a flaw in the wording, but he
had been careful. That much he had learned from remembering the politics he would
sometimes play in Idona's Court. The memories weren't pleasant, but not all of them were
only devoted to misery, either.
"Very well," said Estora. "Then you will do what I order you to do. You will go
north and try to rouse the silvereyes against the invaders, in any way you can. You might
not tell them that they are in my service, but if they fight the Darkworkers who would
deny me the right to the throne, then they are as good as fighting for me."
"Nothing I could say will move them," said Olumer.
"Not even if the Dark is sending filifernai?"
Olumer stared at her. "My lady, if you knew this, why did you not speak it from
the beginning?"
Estora shrugged, not taking her own stare off him. "I have heard about the rivalry
between filifernai and silvereyes, but I was not sure if it was real or not. As you have
proven to me in the last few days, I know almost nothing about the cold-fey, not really.
Would they fight if filifernai marched into their territory?"
"Without a doubt." Olumer could feel his own muscles rippling with anxiety at
the thought, that perhaps a dark fey would get into the silvereyes' territory and spy out
their secrets. "I am tempted to go north and lead the fight myself, if only because I could
explain to them that the filifernai are coming."
"Then you shall do that," said Estora. "Go forth and lead the silvereyes, even if
you don't need to convince them."
Olumer looked directly at Estora. She looked back at him, and despite the silver
color of her gaze, Olumer saw nothing in her of a fey woman. She burned with an
entirely human fire, and that meant that she suffered from entirely human dreams and

ambitions.
"That was a test of my loyalty, wasn't it?" he asked.
Estora actually appeared to fall back from him a step, though Olumer couldn't say
that was due to the fear he hoped it was due to. She recovered herself in a moment, even
if it was, and smiled at him dazzlingly. "Did you think that I would let you go untested?"
she countered. "I know that you helped me win the throne, but only in a small way. You
didn't have to do any fighting, and your submission to me is more symbolic than anything
else. I wanted to make sure that you could still bow when it suited me, and that you
would give me a specific time when I might expect you to leave my side."
"I will be leaving your side to go to the north of Rivendon," said Olumer, his
heart still beating hard in rage and confusion.
"Not without a tether," said Estora calmly. "Now you have your loyalty to me,
and that will draw you back. I know that you broke your oaths to Idona, and to Cadona,
too. That haunts you. So long as I can play on that guilt, then I hold the other end of your
leash."
Olumer shook his head. "The way that you speak is very fey, my lady." The
pleasure that she took in her power over him was very human, but he decided not to
mention that.
"Good," said Estora. "I will be ruling a Kingdom full of fey and humans, and I
should master the mannerisms of both."
Olumer bowed, and looked towards the door. "Your Majesty, am I dismissed? I
will have a long way to go, and I should make preparations for my travel."
"I will have my mother take you to the mountains in the morning," said Estora.
She was relaxed now, and smiling as though she had never thrown anything at the wall.
"That will save you the journey, and get you there in plenty of time to start convincing the
silvereyes before the filifernai come through."
Olumer nodded, and then leaped forward and caught the Queen as she swayed
and slid towards the floor. Estora's stomach grumbled. She put her hand over it, looking
faintly astonished. "Have I gone that long without food?"
"Yes, Your Majesty. Almost four whole days."
Estora laughed, though the sound was weak. "Then do let my mother in. I suspect
that she'll want to scold me."
Olumer laid her in the seat he had taken, then walked carefully to the door and
opened it. Lilami came in, drifting over the shards of glass and pottery as though they
weren't there. She and her daughter began an animated, rolling conversation in the
morning-fey language a moment later.
Olumer closed the door and stood watching the light of sunset fade for a few
minutes. He couldn't think of anything better to do.
So. He was going north in the morning, and he might meet Idona and Cadona
there, if he was unlucky.
If he was lucky, he might meet Helian.
Olumer blinked, startled at himself, then began to smile. Why shouldn't he be
glad to see Helian? She had made it clear that she desired him, both as mate and as
second-in-command in her pack, and such matters among the fey were not the things of
dancing and shyness that they were among humans. He was free to desire her back and
hope he ran into her.

He stretched his muscles and set off down the hall, not even the thought of dark
fey coming into silvereyes territory much dampening his spirits.

Chapter 6
Adviser to Broken-Hearted Swords
"There are many roles that a healer may have to play in her life, and she can't
shirk any of them. If she does, then she will not be true to herself, or the profession that
she has chosen, or any of the concepts that make up the core of her being."
-From "The Education of a Healer."
Elary paused outside the room that Rior had said was Luden's, took a deep
breath, and then tapped at the door.
There was no response save a slight scuffling, as though a book that sat on the
edge of a table had been pushed off onto the floor. Elary frowned and called, "Are you all
right, Luden?"
That earned her a response. An arrogant voice with a hint of a drawl, as though
the speaker had learned Ilantran in Doralissa, said, "Who are you, and what do you want?
I asked to be left alone."
"I never heard that," said Elary, cursing Rior for not telling her. It would have
made things much easier, to know that about Luden so that she wasn't approaching him
essentially unarmed. "You wouldn't care for even a moment of conversation, then."
"No."
Elary shrugged, then realized how ridiculous that was, since she was behind a
door and Luden couldn't see her. "I am Elary, and I am a healer, who was once guardian
to the Princess Mitherill. I thought that you might like to talk to me, as someone who
doesn't serve Shadow and has no interest in convincing you to serve him again."
There was a long silence. Elary waited, not worried. She knew that kind of
silence. Luden would be struggling with the temptation to tell someone, and eventually,
that temptation would overpower his reluctance to show off his temper. If he had any
reluctance at all on that score, of course.
Then he said, "Come in."
Elary opened the door and stepped into the luxurious room beyond, noting that it
was much finer than her own, or the Princess Nightstone's, or Rior's, or any other that she
had seen in the palace so far. It had large hangings on the walls, and a window that
looked dreamingly out over the River Isiluin, and shelves upon shelves of books and
well-bound scrolls. Elary's fingers itched to take some up. She would probably find more
knowledge here than she would even in Tirantien, the southern ilzán city where she had
partially trained in the healing arts.
"I am here."
Elary started and turned back, bowing humbly. She should have noted that Luden
was on the table at once. He sounded like someone who didn't like to be ignored, and
Elary thought she might already have muffed her chance. "I'm sorry, my lord. I didn't
know that you were there."
"Most don't, any more," said Luden, his voice distant with self-pity. "They think
that they can ignore me, and then I might go away." His voice turned abruptly vicious. "I
won't. I will remain, and they will see what I do to those who betray me."
Elary eyed him carefully. He was in the form of a large sword at the moment, and
she had to admire the tints of blue and red that shimmered in the blade. The hilt, too, was
unusual, and it took Elary a moment to identify the material as dragonbone. She gave a

soft gasp.
Luden might have been waiting to hear that. "Why are you gasping?" he asked,
cutting off his self-pitying monologue.
"I have rarely seen a sword with a hilt of dragonbone before," said Elary, picking
up on the cues in his voice. She had only that to concentrate on, and no expressive human
face, but in an odd way it was easier. She could pay attention to every subtle trace of
emotion in what words the sword would deign to utter. "Tell me, my lord, were you made
long ago? Before so many swords began to acquire hilts of dragonbone and give
themselves airs? Were you one of the first?"
"The very first," said Luden eagerly. He hesitated for a moment, and added with
reluctance that Elary was sure was feigned, "Of course, you must have better things to do
than listen to my history."
"There are no better things to do," said Elary, fighting down the impulse to tell
him how literally she meant that. This might be an odd patient, but it was still a patient,
and she should listen to anything he wanted to tell her. Sometimes talking made her
patients feel better, even when it didn't ease their physical pain. She took a seat on the
chair near the table, never taking her eyes off Luden. He must have some means of seeing
her, though she didn't see any eyes painted or carved on hilt or blade. "Pray tell me of
yourself, my lord."
"You are a polite young woman," said Luden. "There is so little of true politeness
left in the world now."
Elary inclined her head, trying to figure out who he was talking about with that.
Rior? Some other healer that Shadow had inflicted on him? Perhaps Shadow himself?
She couldn't make a good guess until she knew Luden better, though, so she said, "I have
never heard such a story before, my lord. I would be most fascinated to learn of it."
Luden gave a sound that was almost a purr. Then he said, "Just a moment. I am
going to speak sharply to someone."
"Should I leave?" Elary asked, starting to get up. That Luden might have invited
someone in to yell at was something she had never considered.
"No, no," Luden reassured her. "She's not in the room, but far away. My voice
will travel across the miles to her, and I hope that she will consider behaving herself
better in the future. What she does when she thinks that no one's around- it's really quite
shocking!"
"Where is she, my lord?" Elary asked, amused and fascinated, and wondering
how Luden could know all this.
"In the far north," said Luden. "In one of those countries where people don't have
enough sense to respect talking swords. She is making a nuisance of herself, moving
around and rippling other people's senses of herself. I am going to talk to her right now."
He yelled then, but Elary didn't find it very interesting, since it was in a language
that she couldn't understand. She thought she was able to make out the name "Norianna,"
but that was it.
Then Luden finished his yelling, and immediately began to tell his story as if
nothing had happened.
"I was thought of in the days before these days, when the wind didn't blow quite
so hard and the worlds were so close to each other that even a human could cross with a
breath. In those days, the greatest of the fey-"

"The elves?" Elary interrupted, anxious to show that she had been paying
attention.
"No," said Luden sharply. "And I'll thank you not to interrupt me in the future.
These were the obrynn. They wanted to forge swords that would think and speak and sing
just like the humans or the fey."
"Why?" Elary asked curiously. She could see some sense in the plan, but it
mostly seemed like a silly one.
"What a question!" Luden murmured mockingly. "To have swords that would
think and speak and sing just like the humans or the fey, of course. What other reason
would an obrynn have to make such a thing?"
"I'm sure I don't know," said Elary, inclining her head. She was beginning to
enjoy the odd flow of the sword's words, as irritating and insulting as he could be
sometimes. "But then, I've never had much experience with the more powerful fey. You
have heard the lack of my experience. I didn't even know that the elves were not the most
powerful ones. Excuse my ignorance."
"Yes, but it is strange," said Luden, in the normal voice he appeared to use most
of the time, instead of the storytelling one he had shifted to. "I would have sworn that you
had known them."
Elary frowned, at a loss to account for that. "What does my lord mean?"
"There is magic about you," said Luden. "Some of the magic that might
accompany a talking sword, or one that the obrynn have touched. It hangs so heavy that it
soothes even me, and my broken heart. It was one of the reasons that I decided to talk to
you."
Elary shook her head slowly. "My lord, the blessing must have taken me
unawares. I know of no occasion when I met with them." And if I did, I am sure that I
would have remembered, she added to herself, since they would all be as arrogant as you
are.
Luden seemed to accept her words at face value, though, which led Elary to hope
that mind-reading was not among his talents, whatever else he could claim. "Well,
sometimes the obrynn do things like that," he said. "Not often, of course, and never often
enough to content their other children in the world, the talking swords, but sometimes."
Elary bowed in silence. She was on shaky ground here, and knew it. She didn't
quite dare to look up, aware that she would either start laughing or reveal how little she
cared about Luden's good opinion.
Luden sighed. "Well, it is not done, to wait until a human can come up with
something to say on her own, when I know that any words that I could utter would be far
more fascinating."
"There is that," said Elary solemnly.
"So," said Luden, returning to his story. "An obrynn forged me, and I have
existed in the world since then. I could tell you many fascinating adventures. I have
crossed the Breathing Lands at the side of an elf, and I have been in other worlds,
including some that no longer exist. I could tell you of them, but they would only fill
your mortal heart with longing to see them, and that cannot be done. They are gone, as I
told you." He paused dramatically.
"Then you are right not to tell me of them," said Elary. "I would not want to be
subject to an intense longing that cannot be assuaged." I have had enough of that in my

life, she thought.
"Of course I am right," said Luden magnificently. Elary held back the urge to
laugh again. She could agree with him, since it would cost her nothing to do so. "And
now I will tell you what makes me willing to turn against Shadow, the one thing that
made the most difference in my life."
Elary sat up, and then tried to not to betray that she'd done so. "You would turn
against Shadow?" she asked.
"You told me that you didn't serve Shadow and had no interest in persuading me
to serve him again," said Luden.
Elary grimaced. He had a good memory for what she had said, then, and even the
exact tone in which she had said the words. She disliked that, but it did make some sense.
After all, he must have thought that anyone who came to him would not rest until they
had persuaded him back to Shadow's service. She said simply, "You don't have to worry
about that. But it does matter to me if you turn against Shadow, because I have a friend
who will go to war with Shadow and his armies. It could hurt her if you became an
enemy."
There was a long silence. Then Luden asked, "You really didn't come here just to
listen to me, did you?"
Elary let out her breath. She shouldn't tell him why she had come, she thought.
Rior probably wouldn't want her to. But she had a healer's instincts, and she trusted them
more than any instructions that others gave her, in the end. She had saved lives that way,
and when she was wrong, she had done nothing worse than look foolish. Luden's loyalty
or his existence might be at stake. He was powerful, yes, but if he set his strength against
Shadow's, Elary suspected she knew who would die.
"I came because Rior asked me to," she said. "He said that you won't talk to
anyone since Alami died."
"Shadow destroyed her," said Luden, and his voice was low and vicious. "You
should have seen the way he looked at me when he came back, with these quiet and
sorrowful eyes, as though being sorry for it was enough to persuade me to forgive him."
"It wasn't?" asked Elary, even though she already knew the answer. They had
gotten over the hill, then. Luden had accepted that she was here, and even why she was
here. If she could keep him from thinking about it too much, though, she would do so.
"Of course not!" Luden flared abruptly with white light, with shades of red and
green and blue in it. "Think about it. If you had lost your love, and then the person who
killed your love came and looked at you with quiet and sorrowful eyes and expected you
to forgive, would you?"
Elary hesitated for a long moment. She had loved, in her time, but she had never
had the kind of love that she thought Luden was talking about, the same kind of love that
her patients had ranted in their beds about with eyes glowing. She had never found
someone she could share her love of healing and her love of Ilantra with, and that would
have been essential.
"I suppose I wouldn't forgive," she said. "But I would want to go away and live
somewhere and heal other people and forget the killer ever existed, not get back at him."
"Why not?" Luden demanded.
"Because," said Elary, "what good does it do? There's no way to bring your love
back, and no reason to sully the love that you shared, still rich and clear and without

bitterness. I think it would be far better to live alone and remember what had been, and
perhaps try to teach others of it, so that your beloved could live in more than just one
memory."
"That sounds so- fey," said Luden.
"Alami was fey, wasn't she?" Elary countered. "Wouldn't she want you to do
something like this?"
"No," said Luden. "She was fey, yes, but not the calm kind of fey that just goes
away to a wood somewhere and thinks about something. She fought for Shadow in the
early wars against Light and Dark, and she would never have yielded. She turned against
Shadow, too, and for reasons that she thought were right."
"Do you know what they were?"
"No. But I know that she thought they were right. She wasn't the kind of person
who would fight for something just because of personal convenience." Luden's voice
softened slightly. "I wish that you could have known her. You would see. She blazed with
a fire that made everyone laugh with her and love her, even when they were afraid of
her." Suddenly, he gave a low sob. "I wish that she was still alive."
Elary asked softly, "Would you like to turn human again? There's not much that I
can do to comfort a sword, but a human-"
A glittering light raced along Luden's blade, and then he was before her, an
ordinary-looking Ilantran man with large hands. He reached out and clasped her waist,
and Elary clasped him close, running a hand down his back and making shushing noises.
"I miss her so much," Luden whispered.
"I know," said Elary, and she spoke the words with sincerity, because she
believed that she did know. This was something that she could do, at least, and lean on
her healer's instincts to accomplish.
It's not much, but that's not what matters. What matters is that I'm doing
something, something that can actually contribute to Shadow. Maybe I'll even persuade
him not to betray Shadow, and hurt Silar. That wouldn't be much, but it would be
something.

Chapter 7
Rioting in the Snow
"Silvereyes love to play. Filifernai do not. That is one way to tell the difference
between a silvereyes and a filiferna."
-Rivendonian folk proverb.
Olumer came out of the morning light gasping and shaking his head. It felt
incredibly strange to be running into the snow after spending so much time riding in the
tunnel of light, or whatever method Lilami had really used to transport him. The air there
was warm, just at the edge of boiling. This air was the kind that he had been born to run
in, just on the edge of biting.
Olumer turned to ask Lilami if she had ever noticed that, and then found himself
speaking to empty air. She was gone, as easily as though she had just stepped back into
the light and was now riding it to the palace. She probably was, Olumer conceded.
He turned and faced the mountains for a moment, and then smiled. Despite the
errand he had come on, despite the fact that he could run into Cadona or Idona, despite
the fact that Lilami had just dumped him in the middle of silvereyes territory without a
care for the packs who might be irritated, he found himself grinning.
He tilted back his head and sniffed the air, closing his eyes. Almost at once, he
smelled them. This would be a small pack, he thought, with a young leader. They were
right behind him, too close really to approach to a stranger who might be hostile, and they
weren't concealing themselves well at all.
"I know you're there," said Olumer in his native language, opening his eyes.
"Show yourselves."
A voice touched with arrogance and nervousness came back. "Why should we?
You are the intruder in our land. You should show yourself first."
Olumer just barely managed to keep from laughing at that. He should be taking
these formalities seriously; he knew he should. It was against every rule of silvereyes
etiquette to take them so lightly. But he was still full of joy and good humor as he spun
towards the voice and said, "I am in plain sight. Step out and join me, unless you are a
coward."
That brought the leader into the open, as Olumer had thought it would. There
were very few young silvereyes who would care to be thought cowards, and Olumer
wouldn't have either, when he was this age. The man was probably in his early twenties,
leading the first pack he had ever belonged to outside his birth one. He kept licking his
lips as he edged closer, and flashing his teeth and claws in ways that made Olumer pity
him and want to spring on him at once.
He halted a few feet away, a distance that was neither polite nor rationally
threatening given how nervous he was, and said, "My name is Adaner. I want to know
who you are, and what you want."
Olumer found himself falling into a crouch. Adaner at once raised his head high
and took a few steps around Olumer, as though to prove that he could be just as strong.
Olumer kept his eyes on the young man's face as he said, "My name is Olumer, and I
carry a message from the Queen of Rivendon."
"She's human?"

"Yes."
"We have no interest in dealing with humans."
"Do you have any interest in dealing with filifernai?" asked Olumer. "There will
be many of them coming down the passes soon, probably in a few days' time. And we
must be ready to meet them, many packs together, or they will sweep past us and enter
the heights. And you know that they would destroy our territories for the delight that they
take in destroying. We must unite against them."
"I do not believe this," said Adaner.
"You must," said Olumer, pausing in his circling to exchange glances for a
moment. He couldn't believe that the younger man would try to deny his own fear, when
Olumer could smell it on him and see it burning in his face. "If you don't, why don't you?
Have you heard something else that makes more sense than a filiferna invasion?"
"No," said Adaner. "You understand nothing."
Olumer didn't think that worth responding to. It was just the bluster of someone
who sensed that he was overmatched, and was trying desperately to make sure that no
one else knew it. He could only hope that Adaner would lose the impulse in a few
moments. Olumer stood still, making no threatening movements, and waited for that
adult seriousness to come.
It didn't. Adaner eased closer, his muscles rippling and flexing. Then he said,
"Even if the filifernai invade through the high passes, what is that to us? Why should we
think that one territory destroyed is worth a mention? We will fight if our land is invaded.
That is all we will do."
"It will not be enough," said Olumer calmly, watching every movement of the
younger man's claws. "If there is one break in the defenses, then the dark fey will find
that and flow through it. And then they will turn and attack you from behind. We must
band together and destroy them as they come through. Clinging to pack pride will only
seal our doom. We must be silvereyes, and not just Adaner's pack, or Vander's pack, or
Helian's pack."
"You know of Helian?" Adaner asked, pausing for a moment.
"Yes," said Olumer. "I met her just before she claimed her leadership. Would you
trust someone who knew her?"
"Hardly," said Adaner. "She has been trying to take over our territory and even
add the members of my pack to her own. This was the only thing I wanted to tell me that
you were evil." And he bounded at Olumer in the full rush of a pack leader defending his
position and people.
Olumer smiled. No formal challenge had been issued, but that in itself was a
formality. They told him that he didn't have to hold himself back. Adaner would be trying
to kill him, and he was free to respond with deadly force.
He sprang, and he and Adaner went down in the snow, clawing and tugging at
each other. Adaner was trying to bring his claws down and scratch out Olumer's eyes, but
Olumer knew that old trick and didn't have much trouble knocking his hand away. Then
he lunged for Adaner's throat, and nearly got through, his teeth leaving a neat trail of
blood on the dark skin. Adaner rolled away and leaped to his feet, telling Olumer that he
was agile.
Olumer remained on his back in the snow, panting up at Adaner and not even
fighting his urge to grin now.

"Are you going to tell me that you surrender?" Adaner asked, a note of doubt
entering his voice.
He was right to doubt, of course. Olumer gathered his feet beneath him, and
waited until Adaner took a step nearer him, lulled by his seeming helplessness.
"Of course not," said Olumer, and then he dashed at the young pack leader.
Adaner jumped and hissed, but Olumer knew that technique. He swerved slightly to the
side, and then caught Adaner as he realized his mistake too late and tried to dodge yet
another way. They went down in a tangle of limbs, and Adaner began screaming and
clawing and trying to get away.
He wasn't concentrating on the fight when he was doing that, and Olumer
laughed exultantly and closed his teeth in the young man's throat. Adaner stopped
struggling at once, probably because he was finding it hard to breathe. He stared up at
Olumer with fear-filled eyes, seeming to believe that Olumer would bite down and end it.
Olumer laughed, the merest puff of breath in Adaner's face, and rolled away. The
young pack leader stood at once and backed away from him, his head lowered. He
wouldn't quite fix his silver eyes on Olumer's.
"You don't want the pack, do you?" he asked.
There came a stir from the other two pack members, who had come out to watch
the battle, but Olumer didn't look at them. Adaner led because he was the most intelligent
as well as the strongest, and Olumer should have known that he would figure it out. "No,"
he said easily. "I only want you to listen to me, and promise that you'll at least think about
joining with the other packs."
"Are you going to do that with every pack leader?" Adaner asked, his voice
faintly edged with disbelief. "Fight their leaders until they listen to you?"
Olumer laughed. "The idea has its appeal, but no. I know that I couldn't defeat
Vander or Helian, and there must be at least one or two others who would give me a hard
time."
"One or two others," said Adaner faintly.
"But this is important," said Olumer, fighting back the strange hilarity that had
driven him into the fight in the first place. "This is very important. You should consider
joining the battle against the filifernai."
Adaner blinked at him. "You are very insistent about this."
"I don't want us to lose." Olumer shuddered as he thought of bodies and trees
ravaged, of the kind of destruction the filifernai had caused in the palace when they were
loosed on the royal family. Even if he wasn't really just a guardian to the royal line, even
if they had used and mistreated him, he still couldn't think of that night without fear. The
filifernai had been unleashed, and nothing like what they did should ever have to happen
to anyone. "Now that you are listening to me, I want you to give me your word that you
will consider the united defense, and then escort me to the border of your territory so that
I can speak with the next pack leader."
Adaner murmured the words that Olumer had demanded and bent his head.
Olumer laughed aloud, ignoring the strange glances of the pack members, and then
followed him towards the border.
******
"There it is."
Olumer stood gazing at the line of trees that would be a good natural border

between territories for a moment longer, then turned towards Adaner and nodded. "You
have been very helpful to me, and I will not forget it," he said. "If you require help from
me, then let me know."
"How?" asked Adaner, shaking his head. "You probably won't return. I think that
you'll die as you're crossing the territories."
Olumer grinned, not caring that it seemed like a flash of teeth or that it made
Adaner fall back from him. "I promise that I will return when I have the army of
silvereyes I came to collect," he said. "And Helian will be interested in coming with me,
if I happen to meet her in time. I am certain I will. She puts herself in the way when she
wants to do something badly enough."
"Is she your enemy?"
"She wanted me for her mate."
Adaner studied him for a moment longer, his eyes brighter now. Olumer grinned.
The knowledge that Helian had considered him a fit mate obviously mattered more to
Adaner than the knowledge that he came from the Queen of Rivendon. He reached out
after a moment and lightly grazed his hand along Olumer's wrist, his claws sheathed. "I
will remember that. And perhaps we will really see each other again, and you will even
help to save the silvereyes territory."
"I like to believe that."
Adaner nodded to him once, and then turned and loped across the snow, back into
his own territory. The other two young silvereyes followed him quickly, glancing back
and now then at Olumer. Olumer waited until they had vanished, and then looked up at
the sky and took a deep breath. The sun was rising towards noon, and the clouds were
parting. It would be a fine day, though no warmer than most winter days in Rivendon
usually were. Spring was coming, but it rarely touched the high mountains. The
silvereyes wouldn't go down the slopes yet, either, preferring this last exquisite cold to
the greenery of the lower foothills.
Olumer found that he preferred the cold himself, which wasn't a way he had felt
for a long time. He stood, his head thoughtfully on one side, considering what that might
mean.
Perhaps he was losing the human part of himself at last, and becoming more fully
silvereyes.
Olumer laughed, and leaped across the border into the new territory. A dark shape
struck him at once, and bore him to the ground. He looked up with a smile into the face
of a snarling silvereyes, much larger than he was.
"You are a trespasser here," said the silvereyes. "Give me one reason why I
shouldn't tear your throat out."
"There are filifernai coming," said Olumer, the words as clear and easy as though
there weren't a guard leaning on his throat. "And I wonder if you are in position to
prevent them from taking whatever passes they want."
The man moved back and off him, wonder and disquiet warring in his eyes. "You
should see our leader," he said. "I will take you to her, and she can hear your strange story
and judge for herself."
Olumer nodded and followed the man, glancing around as he went. The snow
was just cold enough on his bare feet, and the pines that were beginning to close in
around them stood like sentinels. This was yet another territory that he would hate to see

fall to the filifernai. He would fight to defend it, he knew, and to unite the silvereyes who
lived there.
But Estora was wrong if she thought that he was doing it for her, or for anyone at
all save his people.
"Is something funny?"
Olumer realized he had laughed aloud, and grinned back at his guide. "No,
nothing."
The man shrugged and turned forward again, not interested enough to pursue it
further. Olumer grinned at sun and snow and trees, though the gesture might also seem
like a flash of teeth.
I hope that some part of me remains human for a while. I have to be silvereyes to
fight the filifernai, but Estora is as much an enemy as any of them are.

Chapter 8
Lies and Snowstorms
"A snowstorm can't always be coming along and saving you."
-Words of Teladin, God of the Snow, to his worshippers.
Kymenos rounded the corner of the inn and dashed inside without stopping. He
knew where the commotion came from.
And it was, indeed, for the reason he thought it was. A man had risen from a table
in the back and was holding a sword to Talazh's throat. His eyes shone hot with anger.
Talazh, meanwhile, stood as though he would just slump forward onto the blade through
the force of his own tragedy.
"I'm sorry," he said. "But I can't deny what I am. I'm the Heir of Dalzna, and you
should kill me if you can't accept that."
"He will not kill you," said Kymenos, striding forward, "because you aren't the
Heir of Dalzna, and never have been."
The others glanced at him, and Talazh glared. The man who held the blade on the
boy said, "How do you explain his claim that he is, then? This is not something that a
freeborn Dalzna should claim, even in jest. Why would he claim such a thing, if he truly
weren't the Prince?"
Kymenos moved up beside Talazh and gave him a disgusted look, while making
up lies in his mind. He could say that Talazh was mad, but these villagers sometimes had
their own healers, since it was such a long and dangerous ride to another place for a
healer's care otherwise. She might be able to say that he was lying, since Kymenos didn't
know that much about madness.
He found the simplest tale, instead, and someone that no one but Irianzh could
disprove, or Norianna if she spoke out. He didn't think that either of them would, though.
They had their own advantages to consider, and there was an advantage in keeping silent
for both. "He is a friend's son," said Kymenos, flavoring his voice with disgust. "We both
come from Serian."
"He speaks like a mountainlander," said the man holding the sword, who didn't
seem inclined to give up just yet.
Kymenos smiled at him, while mentally hoping that his fields would wither in
their harvest that year. "Of course he does. His mother spoke like one. But his father is of
Serian, and an old friend of mine. He wanted me to guard the boy, since Talazh is always
getting into trouble."
He was glad to see some of the other people in the inn beginning to look more
thoughtful, and less likely to stab and kill Talazh. The man who held the blade to his
throat still wasn't convinced, of course. "But why would he lie about being the Prince of
Dalzna?"
Kymenos sighed. "Why do children lie about anything? He wanted attention,
even this kind of attention. He probably thinks that you won't really kill him, that you'll
bow before him and give him presents of some kind. That was what a few people in
Serian did, before his father told them what he really was. But at last it became too hot
for him in Serian, and his father wanted me to take him north and put him on a ship for
Nafair."
That last was a horrible risk, but Kymenos couldn't risk much save the truth just

then. He would not hit many villages beyond Pezhpyr, and they would never believe that
he was just taking the boy into another Kingdom. Not with the Crownkillers so viciously
hunting any rumors of royal Heirs.
The man relaxed a little, but glared at Talazh again when the boy gave a sigh and
a ripple of motion that sent a tiny trickle of blood down the sword. "And what do you
have to say to this honest report from your protector?"
"It's a lie!" said Talazh fiercely, while glaring at Kymenos. "He should know that
I really am the Heir of Dalzna! He has better reason to know than anyone else in this
room."
Kymenos patted his shoulder. "I had to help the midwife that birthed you, boy. I
think I know who your parents were."
"Who was she, then?" Talazh asked, folding his arms over his chest and looking
unconcerned as the sword scraped against his throat once more.
Kymenos grinned. The boy still hadn't understood that this was serious. He
thought of it as a game, and therefore Kymenos could play with him for a little bit. "Who
was who?"
"The midwife who birthed me."
"Kilaetra, of course," said Kymenos calmly, naming the best midwife in Serian.
She had been alive when he last left the city, and Talazh would have been at least five
then. She could easily have birthed him.
Talazh shook his head and appealed to the others. "Her name was Yzandre! Do
you see why he's telling these tales? He doesn't want me to reveal that I'm the Heir of
Dalzna, so that I don't get killed. But I must tell the tale, so that-" His face struggled with
strange emotions for a moment, and then he said in a soft, childish tone, "So that Destiny
can achieve its victory."
The man who held the sword to his throat laughed at him. "And how do we know
that you're telling the truth?" he asked, pulling the sword away so violently that Talazh
sprawled on the floor. "You could be lying. You probably are, if you're willing to tell lies
about being the Heir of Dalzna. You'd say anything after that. Dark, anything would be
small after that."
He bowed to Kymenos. "My good wishes for you. You prevented me from killing
someone who doesn't deserve the blade nearly as much as the true Heir." He glanced
sideways at Talazh. "Besides," he added, "I've heard the legends. He's supposed to come
in with banners flying and his face calm and lordly. He's not supposed to cower and
whimper and stomp his foot about not being recognized.
"A few things to think about, Talazh, if you live long enough to improve your
lies. No one will believe in a royal Heir who doesn't even look royal." He winked at
Talazh, and took his seat again.
"But Yzandre was the midwife-"
Kymenos gripped Talazh's wrist and dragged him to another table, where Irianzh
was already waiting. He didn't miss the glances that many of the people in the inn gave
Irianzh's shoulder, where she would have the Crownkiller patch hidden. They probably
thought nothing could be really wrong with Talazh and Kymenos if their resident
Crownkiller trusted them, and so they ignored Talazh's whining as Kymenos sat him
down hard. Then they ignored Kymenos's intense voice when he leaned forward and
spoke into Talazh's face.

"If you want to die, then just go on telling your lies and telling everyone you
meet that you're really the Heir of Dalzna. Sooner or later, I won't be in time to save you,
and someone will really believe and kill you."
"They should," said Talazh, and he looked like himself again, with the mask of
Destiny gone from his face- not that Kymenos trusted that for one moment. He'd seen for
himself just how devious Destiny could be. "They should realize that I really am the
Heir."
"And do what?"
Talazh's face flickered with emotions again. Then he said, "I don't know. Kill me,
or help me get my Kingdom back. I don't think that I've quite worked that one out yet."
Kymenos smirked, and took his own chair. "Talazh, this is Irianzh," he added,
gesturing to the woman who now leaned forward, impatient of an introduction. "She will
help me escort you to Nafair. In return, she'll be mentioned in the songs about this when
it's all over."
"And why doesn't she believe that I'm lying?" asked Talazh, staring hard at
Irianzh.
Irianzh smiled. "Oh, I would. I would have believed almost anything after what
Kymenos said." She darted a glance at him. "Masterfully lied, my Lord Kymenos. I will
have to remember that words dance to your tune, when the time comes to discuss my
payment."
Kymenos just bowed, and kept his face impassive. They would see how far
Irianzh really lasted into the journey. He had had more time to study her, and he knew he
wasn't mistaking the rich brown tint to her skin or the way that she glanced at the inn in
barely concealed scorn, as though used to something much finer. She had spent time in
the southern Kingdoms, he thought. She was native Dalznan, but almost certainly
lowlander. She wouldn't be able to keep up with them without help, and depending on
what she did during the journey, Kymenos wasn't sure she would be getting that help.
Irianzh leaned forward even further. "I am a Crownkiller," she said, and then
caught Talazh's wrist when he would have lunged up from his seat. Fast and strong, and
her hands have more calluses than I thought, Kymenos noted. Perhaps she has trained in
fighting with the sword as well as in shooting arrows. Another reason to be wary of her.
"But I am not one who wishes to hurt you. A mention in the songs, as your brave and
courageous guardian, is all I ask."
"That isn't very Dalznan of you," said Talazh, who had apparently banished
Destiny back to some place within him.
Irianzh laughed and let go of his hand. "I do what matters to me," she said. She
glanced at Kymenos. "And for the sake of the people who matter to me," she added. "I
never forgive a betrayal, and I never forget a friend."
Kymenos would have thought more of the line if he hadn't recognized the
history-tale she stole it from. He nodded slightly and turned to the innkeeper, who was
now hastening towards them with his hand on his own sword. "If young Master Talazh
causes any more trouble-" he began.
Kymenos calmly slipped an Orlathian coin, purer silver than that used in Dalzna,
out of his pouch and into the man's hand. The innkeeper looked down and said smoothly,
"We shall just have to hope you can pay for it." The coin vanished easily, and he bowed
"My name is Erieth. What will you have to eat?"

Irianzh and Talazh glanced at him. Kymenos smiled. "The sweetest meat you
have," he said, "and any dried fruit. I haven't eaten enough lately."
"And to drink?"
Kymenos made a clucking sound. "All the inns of the mountainlands are famous
for their ale. What else would we have?"
Erieth bowed and smiled at him. He glanced at Irianzh and Talazh briefly, but
Irianzh waved him away, and he didn't seem much inclined to wait and see if Talazh's
order was different from the others'. Another bow, another smile, another glide away.
Kymenos decided that he could appreciate this inn. The man wasn't above prying into
other people's affairs, of course, but he wouldn't do it if he was paid. Kymenos had
always enjoyed that kind of trustworthiness.
"We can't tell anyone about this journey," Talazh was saying. "They would kill
us."
"You've kept your mouth shut with little success so far," said Kymenos lazily, and
turned away to look at Irianzh, while Talazh fumed and tried to come up with something
witty. "You will have your songs when we have escorted Talazh to Nafair. Until then, it
would be death, yes, if anyone heard you trying to sing about it."
"Don't you think I know that?"
Kymenos glanced up with a smile as Erieth brought back their ale and a plate of
dried apples, murmured his thanks, and sipped before he continued. "I don't know. Do
you know that?"
Irianzh took a quick breath, then lifted her head. "All journeys have to be made
before someone can sing a song about them. I ask only that you remember well all things
I do, so that you might sing of them later."
Kymenos nodded, and then turned back to his meal.
******
Kymenos yawned and looked the room over approvingly. A real room, with a real
bed. He hadn't imagined such a thing for long days, afraid that they would only depress
him, but now he was in the real room with the real bed and free to think about it all he
wanted.
He ran a hand down the blankets and then turned and looked out the window as
something struck it. A large clump of snow, he thought, and seconds later the view
vanished in a blaze of white. Kymenos smiled. Even the Crownkillers, though they
certainly wouldn't die in the middle of a mountainlands blizzard the way that lowlanders
would, would hesitate to follow them through this.
He could drop into bed for an evening and cease to worry about Talazh and
Sykeen and even Irianzh.
Norianna spoke abruptly from the bedside table where he'd placed her. "How
long are you going to keep me a secret from Irianzh?"
Kymenos sighed and again touched a blanket longingly, then reminded himself
that the sword's question really needed to be answered and turned reluctantly towards her.
"As long as I need to," he said.
"That's not an answer."
Kymenos gave in to the longing and flung himself down on the bed. It bounced
just slightly beneath him, and Kymenos worked his shoulders into the blankets with a
blissful sigh. He hadn't slept on thick furs in fourteen years. Only in Dalzna did they

really know how to skin snow leopards and snow bears to make this kind of cloth. "I
don't know if I can trust her yet. She seems sincere. She could have told everyone the
truth in the inn and ruined us all. But she may get impatient with her promised reward
and try to become the Crownkiller who turned the Heir of Dalzna in. I don't know. We'll
just have to wait." He closed his eyes.
"Do you think she already knows about me, if she already heard the Crownkiller
reports traveling around the mountains?"
"Go away," mumbled Kymenos. "I'm tired."
"Yes, and you feel as if you could sleep for twenty hours, I know," said Norianna.
"But I'm bored, and I want to settle this in case Irianzh comes in for any reason. Tell her,
or not?"
"Not right now."
Norianna sighed, but then was silent. Kymenos drifted almost at once into sleep,
with what he was certain was a smile of ecstasy on his face.
*******
He awoke, startled and shivering, some time later. The fire had gone out, and his
first impulse was to build it up again. But the furs captured heat enough, so Kymenos lay
still beneath them.
Besides, it wasn't the diminishing of the heat that had awakened him, but
something else, something more tangible. Kymenos lay still, his breathing the heavy
untroubled rasp of the sleeper as yet, and pondered what might have come into the room
to wake him up.
He saw it, then, his eyes gradually showing him the figure who stood gazing at
him from the end of the bed.
Kymenos had learned in such times not to linger and stare and ask questions that
others might ask, such as, "Who are you?" He simply attacked, weaving his fingers in
Falto's Pattern under the blankets and flinging his mind from Azure to Dust.
The figure struck in the same moment, lifting a huge sword overhead and
swinging it down towards the middle of Kymenos's body.
And Norianna blazed, filling the room with light.

Chapter 9
Grace and Need
"Shadow is indeed the hardest of the great powers to understand. On the other
hand, he may be the easiest to get along with."
-The Lord of Fire.
"This is my plan."
Nightstone felt her heart pound very hard in her ears as Shadow studied the plans
with an expressionless look on his face. He was currently a brown-haired man who
reminded her very much of Kymenos, save for his golden eyes. But then, Nightstone had
come to accept that almost every man reminded her very much of Kymenos, so she
waited until he looked up at her again.
Then he smiled, and in so doing, looked nothing like Kymenos at all. Nightstone
grinned back in spite of herself. She couldn't imagine Kymenos giving a smile that
looked this open and sincere, with nothing hiding behind it.
"This is an excellent plan," said Shadow. "I think you will have more trouble than
you believe in taking the royal Heirs, but if you can use them to reclaim Orlath with
spilled blood-" He paused, as if searching for a suitable end to that sentence, then
laughed. "Anyway, it would be more useful than what they're doing so far."
"That's what I thought." Nightstone bent over the genealogical chart that showed
the royal line of Ilantra-Arvenna. "The intermarriage between Princess Aubera and Prince
Orion was very long ago, but it's enough to insure that Mitherill carries a slight trace of
Orlathian blood. And the intermarriage between Prince Haniron of Orlath and Princess
Terdona of Rivendon is much more recent, of course. Cadona is almost a Princess of
Orlath, in every way that matters. She will do nicely."
Shadow nodded slowly, his eyes gradually gaining fire as he gazed on the charts.
"They are doing us no good loose in the world, and opposing us. If they could serve us,
even by spilling their blood on the ground, then they should spill it. You have my
permission to seek them out and try to capture them, Nightstone."
Nightstone bowed to him and turned for the door of the small library, humming
with excitement. This was a gesture of grace on Shadow's part, she knew, and she felt it
keenly. She had sworn to serve him unwillingly, and he had no reason to trust her except
the reason that he would trust any human. The Dark would never have granted her such a
position, though it might have used her plan.
"Nightstone."
Nightstone turned back, wondering about the grave tone in Shadow's voice. She
found him on his feet and watching her, his face lined with weariness. It said something
about him that he let her see those lines, too. Whatever avatar the Dark chose, Nightstone
remembered, always looked perfectly rested and healthy and full of exultant fire.
"Be careful," said Shadow. "I shall send some of my strike force of swans with
you, and you may find them useful. But I consider them, and you, as my children. I don't
want to lose any of you."
Nightstone bowed her head, unexpectedly overcome by emotion, and then
slipped out of the room and shut the door quietly. A few moments' deep breathing in the
corridor cleared her head, and she began to walk briskly towards the room where she had
slept, tended by the healer Elary, since she reached Ilantra.

She was still cautious, but she saw no real reason for bed-rest. The ache in her
muscles had faded at last, and after practicing with the swans for hours, she had no
worries about her ability in the air. She probably could have used some longer time than
four days to practice, she conceded, but the swans would be there to catch her if she fell.
The only thing she still handled awkwardly was her landing, thanks to a lack of training
with the werewolves and other four-legged shapeshifters.
As if her thought had conjured them, several wolves trotted into the hall in front
of her. One of them looked at her thoughtfully, and then turned and came towards her.
The others kept moving, heading through an open door into a garden where they began to
run and yelp in play.
Nightstone bowed to the gray wolf, recognizing the intelligence in his amber
eyes. He nodded back, and a moment later Rior spun himself out of his wolf form into the
shadowy human one.
"Princess Nightstone. I had expected to see you more on the training grounds
than you were," he said.
Nightstone bowed to him again. "Compared to you, my Lord Rior, any time I
spent on the practice grounds would be minor. I have never seen one human handle so
much."
Rior smiled at the compliment, even though Nightstone had meant it sincerely,
not as flattery. He tended to do that, she noticed, treating even the smallest manifestations
of Court life as if they didn't matter. When one was made of shadow and second-incommand only to Shadow himself, such things would seem less important; Nightstone
was willing to concede that. "You are kind," he said absently. "But are you confident on
four legs?"
"My lord?"
"Could you outrun me?" Rior's eyes were very intense. "Wolves sometimes hunt
horses. I thought we would have a game, and see if you can keep ahead of me, when
you're using your legs instead of your wings."
Nightstone blinked at him, then tossed her head proudly, like the pegasus she
transformed into. How could she do anything else, when someone challenged her? Of
course, not everyone was Rior, and Nightstone knew of many she would stand a better
chance of defeating, but it was still a challenge. "I will accept your race, my lord,
sometime when I can-"
"Now."
Rior changed into a wolf as he spoke, with an ease that left Nightstone breathless.
She had never seen anyone else who had the same kind of ease, not even the fey
shapeshifters who had spent centuries in Shadow's service. There were definite
advantages to being Shadow's lieutenant.
But then he charged her, and Nightstone became aware that he did mean this
seriously. Perhaps she would escape soon and show him that this was no mere human he
was dealing with, but she had still to meet it.
She transformed, and spent a moment fluttering her wings, getting her balance
back.
No, said Rior's voice impatiently in her head. You should be balanced enough on
all fours when you first change. You shouldn't recover yourself with your wings. Yet
another thing that you will need to work on. He spoke the words even as he danced

around her, yapping and nipping at her heels. Now, are you going to race, and am I going
to allow you a head start?
You don't need to allow me any kind of head start, said Nightstone haughtily. The
telepathy was another thing to adapt to, but like the shapeshifting itself, it didn't seem
strange when she'd used it a few times. I will run you to death, my lord.
She turned, feeling vague amusement. A wolf could kill a horse, she knew, but
not a pegasus. It wasn't possibleShe felt a nip on her heel, and squealed, lashing out. Rior danced past her, his
tongue lolling out, and then darted in again when Nightstone started to turn to face him.
This time, she felt his teeth on her flank.
She exploded into a gallop, hearing Rior howl behind her. In seconds, she heard
the sounds of other paws, and instinct flooded her. She should spread her wings and take
to the air as soon as possible.
Nightstone fought down the instinct and cantered towards a door into the
gardens, avoiding the slippery stones as much as she could. Of course, her hooves
skidded in ways that no paws could, and it wasn't long before she felt another nip on her
flank. She again tried to kick the biter. Rior gave a smug yelp that couldn't be anything
but a laugh, and paced her for a moment, as if to show how easy it was.
Nightstone snorted and increased her speed and strength with hardly a thought.
She had seen pegasi run. She had fought beside them for years in the blazes, when the
Dark used them in wars in the north. She was certain that she could escape an impudent
wolf pack.
Maybe.
But no wolves were right behind her when she came into the gardens, and
Nightstone lifted her head and flirted her tail, satisfied now. They'd probably lost track of
her, or perhaps her last kick had connected after all, and they were now reluctant to come
near someone they knew could deal such a painful blow.
She trotted beside flowerbeds just beginning to sprout and into a sheltered maze
of hedges and walkways. No need to run now, whenRior sprang out of hiding ahead of her and bit her again, this time high on the
shoulder. Nightstone tried to paw at him with a hoof the way that she would swat at a fly
when human, and missed him completely.
We didn't lose you, said Rior, dancing around her and howling to let the other
wolves know where they were. As you would know if you knew anything about wolves.
We just split up and tracked you to the most likely places, then lay there and waited for
you. You'll dealing with a pack when you deal with wolves, Nightstone, and not just one
enemy.
Nightstone showed what she thought of that prideful speech by running again.
Some of the garden paths were just wide enough for her, and she knew she couldn't
spread her wings and take off even if there was need.
But she didn't think there would be. She would win this, and she would do it by
running on four legs and not using the unfair advantage of her wings. Real pegasi outran
wolves. Nightstone was determined to gain as much confidence in her four-legged body
as anyone born a pegasus.
Rior bit her directly on the rump this time. Nightstone cried out and began to run
as if she were being whipped. They couldn't catch her, or they would down her and rip

out her liver with teeth sharp as skinning knives. Nightstone had rarely seen that happen,
certainly never felt it herself, and yet suddenly she thought she knew how it would feel.
Rior ran behind her, and then another wolf came into the path ahead of her as
hers and the new path crossed. Nightstone braced herself and jumped over her. The bitch
snapped at her heels, and Nightstone kicked down. This time, she hit a soft flank and
heard a yelp, but when she looked over her shoulder, both wolves were still after her,
weaving around each other when the track was wide enough, and running with Rior in the
lead when it wasn't.
Nightstone bent her muscles into the task. The maze was beginning to curve, and
she knew it must lead to a center spot, perhaps a gazebo, perhaps a pool, the way that
these mazes usually did. She would make it there, and then she would turn and face the
wolves. Running from them, she was vulnerable to such annoying nips as Rior had given
her. Facing them, she would have her axe-sharp hooves to inflict such punishment as they
sorely needed on them.
She rounded that bend, then another, and endured several more nips before she
saw the end of the path. It was a gazebo, she saw, a delicate construction of white wood.
There were a few other wolves lying in the grass, and they lifted their heads and regarded
her lazily as she ran past. One of them jumped up, shook his coat, and joined in the chase.
Nightstone jumped over the others, and actually managed to avoid the bite that
the first wolf aimed at her flank, then pounded up the steps into the gazebo. It was just
wide enough for her, wings and all, and she turned at bay, stamping and scraping her
hooves. She could face them now.
Rior came into view, and halted, gazing at her with considering eyes. Nightstone
nickered sharply at him, the horse equivalent of the tongue-lolling wolf-grin. She was
sure that he was trying to figure out how to get at her, and was as puzzled as Nightstone
had been about avoiding the nips.
Then someone else nipped her on the flank. Nightstone whirled sharply, and saw
the bitch she had jumped sitting in another entrance of the gazebo, looking at her with
innocence too bright to be genuine. Then she turned and wandered out of the gazebo,
grinning all the way.
Laughter filled the garden, and Nightstone turned back to see Rior and the others,
in human form again, smiling at her.
Nightstone grunted and became human, feeling the pain of her bites all the more
when she had no fur to shield her any more. "What was all that about?" she called to Rior
and the woman and man who stood behind him. "Did you really just want to humiliate
me?"
Rior shook his head, and said something in a low voice to the other werewolves.
They departed, though they grinned over their shoulders as they went. Rior drifted onto
the grass and used a shadowy hand to touch the blades beside him, not allowing his misty
fingers to pass through them. Nightstone came out and sat down on her heels, since any
sudden pressure on her tailbone right about now would hurt.
"You see," said Rior, "I was testing you in more than one way. You have
impressive grace and speed on four legs, but it wasn't enough to escape a wolf pack, and
it won't be enough to escape most of the enemies that Dark or Light could send after you.
Do you know why?"
"No," said Nightstone sullenly.

"Because," said Rior, "pegasi weren't built for that kind of speed. They were built
for flying. Your wings drag you back when you run, and your legs just don't have the
kinds of muscles that most horses' do. You were meant to fly in that form, just as you
were meant to walk on two legs in your human one."
Nightstone blinked at him, feeling extremely stupid. Then she said, "I ask again.
Was that meant to humiliate me?"
Rior shook his head. "Not at all. Here, it's only a test, but it is one that you failed.
Promise me that you'll fly, if you're confronted by a wolf pack or something like that that
attacks you seriously."
"I would have flown while you chased me, but I didn't want to lose the game."
Rior sighed. "And that's a symptom of too much confidence. Losing the game
means nothing when it's a matter of death if you lose and life if you win. The stakes are
too high. Spread your wings, and fly away, and find another game that you can play with
smaller stakes."
Nightstone bowed her head, cheeks flaming. It did seem rather stupid that she
had refused to fly, when she thought about it. "And if I meet enemies that are like wolves
in the air?"
"That's what Neretsa will train you to handle," said Rior, with an odd smile when
she looked up. "And why Shadow's sending swans with you." He touched her shoulder,
though of course Nightstone felt nothing more than a slight damp pressure. "Good luck
on your mission."
Nightstone nodded to him, and watched in wonder as he walked away. She had
never known anyone like him.
But then, I have already accepted that Dark and Shadow are very different. Their
lieutenants are, too.
She started to stand, and grimaced as she felt the stinging bite on her rump.
Though alike in their preference for small annoying punishments.

Chapter 10
The Company of the Fey
"Elves do one thing, and undines another, and liadrai yet another. And yet they all
call themselves fey, and will sometimes insist on being addressed by that title.
"It makes no more sense than Ilantrans and Doralissans and Orlathians all
deciding to call themselves by the name human, and no less."
-The Historian of Orlath.
"Here we are."
Ternora didn't say anything for a moment. She didn't know what she could say
that wouldn't be a shout. Warcourage's whining had been almost permanent during the
last few hours. She just breathed quietly for a moment, her eyes fixed on the ship that
bobbed on the waves.
It was a light ship, looking as if it were made to run before the wind rather than
withstand its blows. It had two sails, both of them flimsy things that billowed in the
breeze like butterfly wings. Ternora could see the bright flash of water here and there on
the ship, and guessed that the undines were scrambling over it, readying the ship to sail.
They had started doing that the moment Ternora and the others emerged from the jungle.
They ducked as Kitten soared over the ship, with a loud, angry chittering noise.
She flapped her wings once, as if threatening to cut through the sails.
"Kitten!" Ternora called, and the great ferret turned and came back to her, landing
on a rock about halfway between the shore and the ship. Her wings hammered as she held
herself in place, glaring from the sailors to Warcourage and back again.
"Tell her not to attack them, Ternora," said Warcourage. "They're only doing their
job."
"The one you paid them for?" Ternora asked. She had found that reminding
Warcourage he had paid for his travel across the Lilitha Ocean was a more effective way
of irritating him than almost anything else.
Warcourage glared at her, then turned away. "Yes," he said shortly. "The one I
paid them for."
"Or I paid them for," said Reweren, in a voice just loud enough to be heard. He
pressed Ternora's shoulder for a moment, as if warning her not to argue with Warcourage,
then stepped forward and called to the undines.
"Are you ready to sail?"
One of the undines flung herself into the waves and swam nearer to shore,
popping her sleek head out of the water when she was near enough not to shout.
"Almost," she said. "We have only to prepare the sails a little more first, and then we can
be on our way." She eyed Ternora and Emrissa, then turned and looked towards Kitten.
The bat was in sight now, too, winging its way slowly and tragically across the water. It
would have liked to have flown off, Ternora knew, or at least traveled only in the dark,
but Emrissa wouldn't allow either.
"You have extra passengers," said the undine, and smiled, her teeth flashing in
the sunlight like pearls. "That means that you will have to pay us again."
"Again?" Reweren asked. "Don't you mean more?"
The undine bowed her head a little. "You are clever beyond what a human could
achieve, Lord," she murmured. "But no, I do mean again. More for the extra passengers

who will be traveling with us, and again for the trouble of having to take extra passengers
on at all."
Reweren sighed, but reached into a pouch at his belt. Ternora's eyes widened as
he spilled diamonds into his palm and tossed one to the undine. "Will that do?" asked the
elf, in a creditable imitation of an exasperated human.
The water-fey turned the diamond over in her hand for a moment, then nodded.
"It will," she said. "Welcome aboard, Lord Reweren." She floated out of the way and
gestured at the ship.
Ternora blinked as a glittering crystal ramp suddenly shot out of the ship and
touched the shore right before their feet. It solidified, and then became a bridge of
mother-of-pearl. Of course Emrissa stepped onto it at once, her eyes bright with curiosity,
and bounced up and down a little as she started walking the bridge towards the ship. The
undine swam along beneath her, chattering a stream of advice about not bouncing on the
bridge that Emrissa largely ignored.
"I wish they would have given us passage for free," said Warcourage wistfully.
He glanced at Reweren. "At least you took care of it for me, Grandfather."
Reweren smiled. "I'm happy to help. But let that be a lesson to you about
undines, Warcourage. They'll always keep strictly to their bargains- as long as you do.
When you bring on extra passengers, then you break the original bargain, and give them
leave to ask for something else. We're lucky that she just wanted another diamond, and
not our lives."
"You wouldn't have died, though, would you?" Warcourage asked, widening his
eyes. "Or let me die?"
Reweren placed a hand on his shoulder without answering, and steered him over
the bridge. Ternora watched them go thoughtfully, until the tether around her neck pulled
tight and she had to follow them across the ramp herself.
Could it be that Reweren was trying to teach Warcourage some manners?
Reminding him about money and teaching him about the undines made it seem so. But
Ternora didn't really think it would work. All her instruction, and Viridian's, and
Erlande's, had done nothing. And if Alami had done him any good at all, then Ternora
couldn't see it.
She shook her head and accompanied them across the bridge, treading almost on
Reweren's heels. He glanced back at her and shrugged his shoulders, as much to say that
she could please herself. Warcourage walked backward when he noticed Ternora,
clutching at his sword and looking pleased with himself.
"I used your plan," he said.
"I noticed." Ternora was more occupied in studying the undine ship. She
wondered if they might have some magic that could set her free from Reweren's tether.
But if there was anything magical on the ship besides the undines themselves, then she
couldn't see it.
"Aren't you angry?"
Ternora looked back at him and shrugged. "I thought that you would have been
less an arrogant little brat if I'd traveled with you to the shore, and then we'd taken ship to
find the Pool. But that didn't happen, and in what followed, you learned nothing at all. If
a sea-god and an alness and Shara knows what else by now can't teach you manners, then
I despair of my succeeding."

Warcourage sniffed at her. "Soon I'll be King of Doralissa, and then no one will
care about you."
"They don't care about me, whether you become King or not," replied Ternora,
thinking that might satisfy him. She had been aware for some time of Reweren looking at
her.
"But I want to make sure that you're humiliated publicly, in front of the Court,"
said Warcourage dreamily. "I want to make sure that everyone understands how very
useless you were to me, Destined guardian or not."
Ternora shook her head and kept walking. He could dream about humiliating her,
but she would dream about killing him, and she suspected she knew who had the more
satisfying time of it.
"Walk carefully here," Reweren told Warcourage, as they approached a slippery
part of the bridge. "The undines sometimes like to make you fall in the water and then
rescue you, so that you're indebted to them more than ever and they can claim something
from you for free."
Ternora, acting entirely on impulse, let herself slip. Anyone with elven blood,
even a half-elf, usually walked with enough grace not to let that happen, but she was
testing something. She skidded sideways and into Warcourage, who skidded himself and
then toppled from the bridge into the ocean with a loud cry.
Ternora laughed exultantly. The tether around her neck gave her a slight pull
towards Warcourage, but he wasn't far enough away from it to really matter, and she had
proved that she could hurt him indirectly. So long as she didn't actually push him, or hold
him under the water, then he could drown.
Not the end I would have chosen for him, she thought contentedly as she watched
him flail in the water, but that doesn't matter. He's going to be dead, and that's all that
should be important.
Reweren grabbed her shoulder and shook her. "Are you still trying to kill my
grandson?" he yelled in Ternora's face.
Ternora blinked at him innocently. "Why," she asked, "do you think I ever
stopped?"
Reweren let her go, swearing incredulously, and then yelled out something that
sounded like the chuckle and burble of water. Shapes immediately flashed in the waves,
and then undines surrounded Warcourage and bore him up to the surface again.
Warcourage yelled and spat salt, and then began to cry. Some of the undines supported
him towards the ship, while another rose on a waterspout and drifted about in front of
Reweren, gazing steadily into his face.
"You know what this means," she said in Doralissan.
"I understand it," said Reweren.
"Will you pay the bargain, or will he?" the undine asked.
"I thought that the one whose life you saved was the one who had to pay the
bargain," said Ternora, surprised and disappointed. Even if they absolutely had to save
Warcourage's life, that didn't mean that they had to extract the promise from Reweren
instead of him.
The undine glanced at her, then shrugged, an odd rippling motion. "We will
sometimes forgive the bargain when someone else asks us to save a child's life," she said.
"At least, forgive the bargain for the child. As long as this Prince of Doralissa does

nothing else to incur our wrath or make him indebted to us, then we can claim the debt
from his guardian instead."
Ternora shivered, imagining the undines claiming the debt from her. She was glad
as she had not been in a long time that Warcourage was under someone else's care for
right now.
"You have your chance," said Reweren calmly. "You can claim what you will of
me, and I must answer it."
The undine leaned forward and reached out with a clear, slender hand. Ternora
was startled to see her touch the air around Reweren, which sometimes sparkled as if he
had a Destiny and sometimes didn't. Reweren appeared to be suffering under the same
surprise. He eyed the undine and said nothing, just remaining still as if he would suffer
the touch of her hand for a little while.
"This," said the undine. "Sometime soon, the Destiny around you will flare."
"Faerie elves have no Destinies," said Reweren smoothly. "I am afraid that I will
have to disappoint you."
The undine laughed lowly. "You must have them, when you interfere so freely
with the children of Destiny," she said. "It will flare, and when it does, then you will
know that our price is being claimed."
Reweren shook his head. "I don't understand. This will somehow draw me back
to the ocean?"
"It is not a promise for the undines," said the water-fey, reclining on the waves
again, with a self-satisfied smirk. "It is a promise for Doralissa. When the aura of Destiny
flares, then you must swear to do what the person in front of you asks. Will you promise
us that?"
Reweren nodded slowly, still seeming bewildered.
The undine laughed at him, and then turned and flung herself into the waves.
Ternora shook her head, wanting to ask Reweren what that was about. She thought he
probably wouldn't answer her, though, and she was feeling the tug of the tether from
Warcourage now. She passed along the bridge, hearing Reweren come along behind her
after a few moments. Emrissa had already reached the ship and was admiring the sails
and the construction, chattering as she walked up and down the deck.
The undines had taken Warcourage below, Ternora thought, as she climbed over
the carved railing. One advantage of the tether she hadn't foreseen was that she always
knew just where Warcourage was. She couldn't hurt him, of course, but neither could he
sneak up on her to play her some kind of trick.
"Ternora!"
Ternora looked up in surprise. She hadn't seen Emrissa so cheerful since they
were tethered, even when she had managed to bother Warcourage severely in front of the
fire the other night. She waved Ternora over and began speaking in a loud and
enthusiastic voice about the ship. Ternora, who didn't understand half the terms she used,
contented herself with leaning against the rail and nodding.
Emrissa looked over Ternora's shoulder and switched, in mid-breath, to something
much more interesting to both of them- also in a lower voice, which Ternora appreciated.
"I saw your attempt to kill Warcourage. It worked well. But I think that we can try
something else, given that we're on a ship, and the ship is passing over the Lilitha
Ocean."

Ternora caught her breath and glanced at the waves. Erlande had agreed to yield
to her to Shara, but he hadn't said anything about Warcourage. "Would the sea-god still
try to take him, then?"
"Erlande does not forget his debts," said Emrissa, and for a moment there was
something old and hard in her face. "Neither the slights nor the debts he must pay." Then
she shook her head, and her face went smooth and happy again. "But I think that we
could easily place Warcourage in a situation from which he couldn't escape. You've
revealed another limit of the tether. We can't harm Warcourage directly, but we can try to
take actions that will lead to harming him."
Ternora sighed. "This would work better if Warcourage was intent on making
peace with Erlande, as he once was. But he knows his danger now, and I can't think that
he'd ever come too near the water."
Emrissa cocked her head, tapping her lips with one finger. Then she chuckled and
said, "Well, it would involve some deception on our part, and swallowing back our pride.
But we might be able to do it."
"What were you thinking?"
"That we could earn his trust," said Emrissa. "Maybe pretend to succumb to that
damn sword. Then we get ourselves into trouble near the water, and he comes and rescues
us like the Prince he is. That should bring him near enough the ocean to give Erlande a
good chance, if not a sure one."
"What about Reweren?"
"What about him?" asked Emrissa, sounding unconcerned. "Of course he might
want to keep Warcourage with him, but no elf can challenge the power of a god, and he
wouldn't try."
"But he might try to do something to us."
Emrissa laughed. "He is very mortal now, like I am, but unlike me, he became that
way through love and care, rather than vengeance. He will be sensible of the dangers of
falling further, and he'd hesitate to come after us, I think. As long as we can get away
quickly on Kitten and the bat, I don't think we need to worry."
Ternora hesitated. Then she sighed, and said, "I really need to kill him, so I must
pretend to submit, I think."
"Good," said Emrissa immediately. "It will be fun to watch, but I don't think I
could do it."
Ternora rolled her eyes at the elf, and then crossed the deck to the place where
Warcourage now stood shivering in a blanket. "Your Highness?" she asked humbly.
"Could I see your sword again?"
Warcourage looked at her suspiciously. "Why?"
"I would like to see it," said Ternora. "I was thinking that perhaps you were right,
and you are really the True Heir to Doralissa."
Warcourage smiled, and managed to pull out his sword. This time, it didn't affect
Ternora at all, and the undines seemed unimpressed, but Ternora knelt on the deck and
pretended to be overcome.
"Your Highness! How it shines and glistens! How it shines and glistens, like the
shine of your blood in your veins! Perhaps…"
Ternora did her best not to listen to herself as she went on, listening instead for
Erlande's hungry growls in the water below, and the sound of her future vengeance.

That also meant ignoring Emrissa's chuckles, of course, but Ternora was confident
that she could do it, for the sake of killing Warcourage later.

Chapter 11
Upon the Hunt We Go
"Hunting royal prey is not like hunting the common fox or goose. You must first
prepare yourself, to be in the right frame of mind when you take down your quarry. If you
are not in this mood, then you will not do justice to the magnificence of the game. Royalty
is a wonder, and deserves to be hunted wondrously."
-From The Book of the Dark, banned in every Kingdom except Dalzna.
"I wish that I could go with you."
Nightstone smiled neutrally and turned to look at the black swans who would
accompany her. "I think that Shadow wants you here to train his soldiers," she said, using
the best excuse she could think of. "There's no one who trains the flyers like you do."
And it was certainly true. A few of the other shapeshifting fey also drilled those who
could turn into swans or hawks or eagles, but none of them were as hard as Neretsa.
"Still…" Neretsa sighed longingly. "I muffed the hunt for Mitherill, those tendays ago. I wish I had another chance to get it right." She looked expectantly at
Nightstone, probably wanting an invitation to come along.
Nightstone smiled neutrally again. She wasn't inviting the dark fey along, and
even if Shadow had ordered Neretsa to come, Nightstone would probably have tried to
find some way to sneak off without her. She was simply too hard, too demanding, and too
intent on being in the lead.
I am that way, too. We'd tear each other to pieces within a day, if we both went.
"It's only a short journey," she said. "I don't even know if we'll find the Heirs.
Shadow did tell me to return if I didn't find Mitherill and Cadona within ten days, and not
to try and take them if they're surrounded by formidable enemies."
"He told you, he told you, he told you," said Neretsa, flipping her long dark hair
behind her ears with a toss of her head. "Shadow wants us to do what we think is best.
Yes, I can train the soldiers well, but I also fly and lead the swans well. Are you sure you
don't want me to come with you?"
"Quite sure," said Nightstone, and this time, she held the smile until Neretsa went
away. Then she sighed and turned once again to the flight of swans. Some of them were
paddling back and forth in the Isiluin, and some of them sat on the banks in human or fey
form, watching her.
Nightstone began pacing up and down with her back to the castle wall, her eyes
always on the shapeshifters. They watched her, still with uttermost calm. Nightstone
smiled tightly.
"You are under my command while we hunt for the Princesses," she said. "Is
there anyone here who objects to that?"
No opposing voice came back. Of course, they might think to undermine her
authority, but Nightstone didn't really believe that. This wasn't the Dark, where every
Darkworker would be thinking about ways to make the power notice her, and trying to
make sure that others looked bad as well as herself looking good. Shadow noticed and
rewarded merit, but he took a dim view of competition that deprived other people of their
own standing.
Nightstone understood that, in one way. In another, it drove her mad, but this was
her mission and she'd run it the way she liked.

"Shadow wants us to take the Princesses alive," she continued. "He wants them
for- an experiment he's trying." She figured that was safer than trying to explain the
connection of royal blood with reclaiming Orlath. For one thing, the shapeshifters might
not believe her, or think that capturing the Princesses for the sake of Orlath was more
important than killing them. On the other hand, Shadow was always doing experiments,
including the vast one that he and Rior always seemed to be on about, without ever
mentioning any relevant details. Nightstone wasn't surprised to see the shapeshifters relax
and nod. Even the ones in swan form on the River curved and bobbed their necks.
Nightstone relaxed herself, with a loud sigh. "We will begin the hunt at once,"
she said. "Follow me to the north. I am more sure of Princess Cadona's location than I am
of Princess Mitherill's."
Again came the bobbing and swaying of necks, but Nightstone didn't wait for
them this time. She changed, and felt the strength and speed of the wind enter into her, as
it always seemed to. She shook her neck, settling her mane carefully over it, and then
bounded into the air. She heard a rush of wings as the swans followed her, and snorted in
pleasure. It felt so good to have a command to lead into battle again. As much as she had
enjoyed her station as the ruler of Orlath, she had missed her days among the pegasus
blazes.
The green forests of Ilantra spread below them, and then the Rashar Mountains
reared up beyond that. Nightstone beat her wings harder and harder, and felt the strength
and speed respond to her call almost at once. The bite on her rump still stung, but she had
to thank Rior for the lesson. She was made to fly, so she would fly. They would cover
vast distances to Rivendon before morning, she and the fan of swans she could see
spreading out behind her when she looked.
For some hours, they flew to the north, with no sound but the cry of the wind in
Nightstone's ears. Then one of the swans labored up behind her, and an unfamiliar
telepathic voice spoke to her a moment later. My lady, there are some shapes coming up
on us from the east.
Nightstone turned her head, towards the mass of swirling color that was Orlath,
and tensed. The shapes in the air were equine, but had no wings. Elf-horses, she thought,
and they would be bearing riders.
Tell the others to stay behind me, she said. If they don't attack us, we won't attack
them.
If they do attack us?
Nightstone fluttered her wings anxiously. She hadn't actually tried using her
Scarlet magic in pegasus form, and didn't know if she could do it. On the other hand, they
didn't have much choice. Then fight back with all the magic at your disposal, and call
upon Shadow. We are still over Ilantra. He may be able to help us.
Yes, my lady.
The swan dropped back into the pattern. Nightstone continued flying, trying to
seem as unconcerned as she could. The elf-horses didn't seem to be aiming at them in
particular, but they hadn't descended or continued on a straight line to the south, either,
and Nightstone didn't like that.
The first attack came completely unexpectedly, from the opposite direction.
Nightstone heard shrill trumpeting, and swung in the air to see a flight of winged fey
slicing into the swans, trying to cut them out of the air with their curved blades. She

glanced back once at the elf-horses, and found them speeding up. She bobbed her head
grimly. There was no doubt at all about this being a coordinated attack.
She spun towards the alnessi, and snorted to call their attention. When they
looked up at her, Nightstone called frantically on the Scarlet, hoping that it would heed
the summons of a pegasus.
If the fire even noticed her different form, she couldn't tell. It rolled out of her
and engulfed the alnessi in mid-air. They screamed and tumbled towards the ground far
below, their wings aflame. Nightstone pivoted to face the elf-horses, the excitement of
battle rising in her. If she could call Scarlet, then the battle should be easy.
The elf-horses pulled up at an appreciable distance, and one of the riders called,
"We must speak with your commander!"
Nightstone flew forward. She recognized that voice. She wondered if Annalithiel
would recognize her.
The elfwoman looked at her with empty golden eyes, though, and said, "You
would be well-advised to fly back into Ilantra and land. The sky isn't safe for servants of
any power but our own. As long as you stay within the borders of Ilantra and don't try to
trouble the sky or the other Kingdoms, then we will let you live. We are thinking about
letting Shadow have Ilantra anyway, since he's so obsessed with it."
Nightstone shook her head and snorted. Then, since she could hardly transform
back into a human while so far above the ground, she reached out towards the unfamiliar
elven mind. Annalithiel? This is Nightstone. We are flying to oppose the designs of Light
and Destiny. Is that enough for you?
The elfwoman jerked for a moment, then wrinkled her nose. "Nightstone? You
have accepted the bribe of shapeshifting?"
No worse than the bribe of Kymenos that you promised me and were unable to
deliver. Nightstone eyed the elf-horses, wondering how they would react to fire, and if
she could even hit them without Annalithiel noticing that she was drawing on the Scarlet.
Annalithiel snapped her teeth together, then said, "You are impertinent, and I
would not trust any design of Shadow's to only harm Light and Destiny. We must fight
everyone in the world now, and that is only just, since everyone in the world is fighting
us." She swung the elf-horse in a circle, making a gesture with her arm at the same time
and shouting a word in the elven language.
Two of the elf-horses sprang forward, and Nightstone saw too late that a great
stone was floating between them, on a barely visible strand of magic. It came swinging
towards her, and Nightstone just managed to tumble out of the way. One of the swans was
not so lucky, and went down with a broken wing, screaming as she tumbled. Annalithiel
laughed.
"That was foolish."
Nightstone looked up. The voice was not elven, and it didn't seem to be coming
from the elves, anyway. It hovered somewhere in the middle of the air, and it was very
loud, and human, and angry.
Annalithiel snorted. "Who are you to tell us so?" she asked, drawing her sword.
"If you are not afraid, then come out and confront us."
"I am here," said the strong, slow, angry voice. "All around you. You don't see
me, but I am here."
Annalithiel rolled her eyes. "This is becoming melodramatic," she said. "I don't

think that you're here at all. It's some Illusion." She smiled at Nightstone. "Perhaps one of
your shapeshifters is an Illusion mage? But it doesn't work when your intended target
doesn't believe in the Illusion." She limbered up her arms and hummed a small snatch of
song. "I think we can safely assume-"
The air below them boiled suddenly, and one of the swans called in Nightstone's
head, My lady, look!
Nightstone looked down, and blinked as the air rippled in a seeming heat
shimmer. She could see clearly enough, she knew, but the forests of Ilantra almost
appeared to be parting as if a geyser were rising up from the ground, or as if the air itself
were a fountain.
Then her mind resolved what she was seeing, and Nightstone found herself
dancing nervously in the air, much like the elf-horses were now doing. Annalithiel swore,
then shouted, "What is this? Who is doing this?"
No answer came back, just the silent rush of the shadows. Swirls of silver and
gray, they attacked the elves, swinging around and swallowing them. Nightstone saw
their legs and hooves and swords flail into the shadows, but never saw them come back
out. She heard moans that began, but she never heard them stop. She saw elf-horses
starting to charge forward, but only their front halves ever made it more than a few feet.
Then they vanished altogether.
Only Annalithiel escaped, and that seemed to be because she had kicked her elfhorse immediately into a steep ascent. A short distance above the place where she had
been, the shadows boiled and lashed like a nest of snakes. Nightstone sidled cautiously
towards them, but received no more sense of menace than she had from Rior when he
played his game the other day.
Annalithiel circled above them, and swore.
"Shadow protects his Kingdom."
Nightstone danced backward. There was Rior, as though her thought had
summoned him, floating in midair with his feet going misty and trailing off into smoke.
His eyes were bright, nearly as golden as Shadow's, and his voice was ripping and
furious, the same voice they had heard announcing that the elves were foolish.
Nightstone looked up, suddenly smelling an odd scent. She wasn't quite used to
the acuteness of a pegasus's nose so far, but she could recognize some smells. Annalithiel
stank of fear.
"What are you doing?" she shouted at Rior. "You're not supposed to be able to do
this."
Rior smiled, though his eyes were full of pain. "You're right," he said. "I
shouldn't. But you don't know the reason I can do this, and it shall remain that way." His
face turned stern again, and he held up a hand. "I don't wish to destroy you, Annalithiel,
but I will if you linger."
"You have destroyed my people," said Annalithiel, even as her elf-horse began to
rise again. "I will not forget that, and you have earned a vengeance for yourself as well as
for Shadow."
Rior shook his head. "All these vengeances. Where will it end?"
"It will not," said Annalithiel, and then turned and flew hard and high to the east.
Rior sighed, and looked at Nightstone. "This is the last time I shall be able to do
this for you," he said. "Once you fly out of Ilantra, then you are on your own."

Nightstone nodded, not trusting herself to speak, even mentally.
"Pleasant journey to you," said Rior, and then boiled back into the shadows and
was gone.

Chapter 12
Enemies in the Inn
"Never assume that you know all there is to know about a place. No, not even if
you've lived in that place your entire life. Perhaps especially not then."
-The Mistaken Mage.
Kymenos rolled just as the sword came down, but he knew he had disrupted the
pattern that would have slain the intruder. Norianna's light had revealed him, though, and
for a long moment he just stood there, staring at Kymenos. He was a fairly ordinarylooking man, but he had a Crownkiller patch on his left shoulder, and he trembled as
though he were afraid or furious. Kymenos lay, half-hanging off the bed in the tangle of
blankets, and stared at him.
"Should I kill him, Kymenos?" Norianna asked, her voice high and eager. She
drifted into the air, light radiating from her.
The man stared at the sword, and then a look of fear completely overcame his
face. He turned and dived for the wall.
"Kill him," Kymenos agreed then. The man was a fellow Dalznan, yes, but
obviously mad, the way he was slapping at the wall like that. Kymenos had the feeling
that stabbing him in the back was doing him a favor, really.
The man slapped again at the stone, and then abruptly tumbled into it as a hole
opened up in front of him. Norianna, diving after him, seemed too late to stop, or perhaps
she just didn't want to. She passed through the hole, too, and then the stone slammed
shut, whatever secret door had guarded the hole sliding firmly back into place.
Kymenos stared for a moment more, blinked, and then said, "Norianna?"
The wall opened, and Norianna came flying out as though someone in the hole
had spat her out. She shook her hilt, much like a dog shaking its coat free from water, and
then sped forward again. By now, though, the hole had slammed itself shut. Norianna
tapped her blade on the wall, loosed a stream of light at it, and turned around so that her
hilt could have its turn, but she struck nothing save solid stone. Kymenos heard her give a
hissing exclamation that he assumed was impolite, and then she turned and floated
determinedly towards him.
"That's it," she said.
"What's it?" Kymenos asked, finally trying to work himself back onto the bed. Of
course, the blankets that had held him like a net until then gave way, and he slid onto the
floor with a resounding thump. Someone kicked the wall and shouted something
incoherent. Kymenos grimaced. He'd awakened the other guests, then. Erieth would
probably have something to say about that in the morning.
"We aren't staying here another moment," said Norianna. "Everyone in this place
must be plotting to kill us. And you saw that that man wore the patch of a Crownkiller."
"Yes," said Kymenos, who had been hoping that she hadn't noticed "And what
about it?"
"I don't think that we should stay around any Crownkiller," said Norianna.
"Irianzh included. They all want to kill you- and the Prince. We should leave tonight. My
magic can protect us from the snowstorm."
Kymenos kicked free of the blankets at last, sighing regretfully as the last of the
warmth fled. "Norianna, you haven't ever been in a Dalznan blizzard, have you?"

There was silence for a moment, and then she said, "No, I haven't. What of it?"
"Your magic would end before the snow did," said Kymenos. "It can go on for
three days when it's started up like this. And I've seen what happens when you get tired.
You'd have to sacrifice yourself protecting Talazh at the most, and then I- and Sykeen,
too, I suppose- would die of the cold. I'm much rather stay in a comfortable inn, even
with someone trying to kill me, than brave the cold and realize halfway to Nafair that I'm
going to die."
Norianna made a grumbling noise, but someone pounded on the door before she
could say anything. At once, she floated back onto the table, and dimmed the light
coming from her. Kymenos blinked in the small, smoky radiance of the embers, and then
stood up and walked to the door as someone knocked again.
It was Erieth, of course, who hurried into the room and looked around as if to
make sure all the furniture was there. Then he whirled around, sword drawn. Kymenos
looked at the point and blinked as innocently as he could. The man couldn't suspect what
had really gone on, or he would be falling all over himself to apologize to Kymenos, not
looking at him as though he were the cause of the problem.
"What was all that about?" Erieth demanded. "You paid for two people to stay
here, and stabling for one horse. But I heard a woman's voice in this room. Where is
she?"
Kymenos sighed. "You caught me, I suppose," he said. "I'll pay extra, if that's
what you want."
Erieth grunted. "I want to know where she is, too."
Kymenos decided to use this as a test, since he couldn't get out of it anyway. He
gestured to the wall. "She decided that I was a little too rough for her. She jumped out of
bed, ran to the wall, and made some gestures on the stone. Then a hole opened, and she
disappeared through it." He widened his eyes and made his voice breathy and innocent. "I
didn't know the inn had secret passages!"
Erieth's face turned the color of whey. Kymenos grinned. The man knew about
the passages, almost certainly, but he hadn't seen any reason to let the guest who slept
near them know.
"I-" said Erieth, and glanced at the wall. "That's impossible," he said, trying to
bluster his way out of it.
"Then do look around," said Kymenos, stepping back and raising his hands.
"Look under the bed, and in it, if you want. You won't find a woman anywhere else, and
you said that you heard a woman's voice. Where do you think she could have gone, if not
through a passage?" He had to fight not to look at Norianna, knowing that he would burst
out laughing if he did.
Erieth looked in the bed, and under it, and even under the small table where
Norianna rested, moving the sword without appearing to notice that she glowed with
resentment when he touched her. She didn't actually decide to blast him, though, for
which Kymenos was properly grateful. Erieth turned to him at last with his face
struggling between dejection and anger. "She could have gone out the window," he said,
"or through the door before I opened it."
Kymenos yawned. "You were on the stairs, I take it. You would have seen her. As
for the window-" He glanced in that direction, and the blizzard made his point beautifully
for him by throwing a clump of snow against the shutters, so hard that a few flakes

tumbled through the gap between them. "If she's desperate enough to risk that, she
wouldn't be the kind of woman I wanted to bed anyway. I had one experiment with the
suicidal kind. That was enough to satisfy me."
Erieth glared at the window, then opened the door and glared down the stairs.
Kymenos stood behind him and hummed, glancing at the wall and trying not to seem
obvious about it.
Erieth shut the door and turned towards Kymenos with a low exhalation. "All
right," he said. "You've learned one of my secrets, and in return I think I can keep one of
yours."
Kymenos eyed him, wondering if Erieth was going to prove to know about
Talazh as well.
"Don't tell anyone about the passages," said Erieth, "and I won't make you pay
for the woman or tell anyone else about her. I still want to know who she is and how you
got her up here." He paused. Kymenos smiled.
"What woman?"
Erieth chuckled, sounding as if it emerged in spite of himself, then sighed. "I
don't want you to tell anyone about the passages," he said, making his eyes bore into
Kymenos. Kymenos was impressed. It was difficult to manage a stare that hard. "My
guests wouldn't feel safe if they knew where the tunnels ran or how connected every
room in the inn is."
"I wonder why?" Kymenos asked innocently.
Erieth flushed. "Don't mention anything about them, even indirectly," he said.
"Don't tell any guest of this inn about them, and don't think to tarnish my reputation when
you're far away."
Kymenos snorted. "How would you know?"
"I have ways of knowing," said Erieth, and for a moment his glare was actually
malevolent. Kymenos nodded obediently, while wondering if whatever power it was that
hunted behind the man was one he could slay or avoid. He had a talking sword, after all,
and they were reputed to be powerful.
"And what will you do in return?"
"Forget this ever happened," said Erieth. "Not question you about her, and not
hunt for her. If she's mad enough to run, as you said, then she deserves whatever her
recklessness gets her." For a moment, he again looked at the wall, and then lowered his
sword and extended his hand to Kymenos. "Is it a bargain?"
Kymenos pretended to think about it for a moment, then put out his hand and
clasped Erieth's wrist firmly.
The innkeeper exhaled. "Good." He hesitated. "I'll understand if you want a
different room, now that you know about the passage in this one."
"I know about the passage in this one, as you said," said Kymenos, laying himself
on the bed again. He enjoyed the anxious way that Erieth's eyes tracked back and forth
from the bed to the wall. "In another room, I wouldn't know where it is, and I don't think I
could sleep, for fear that enemies would come bursting out at me at any time."
"There are no enemies-"
"Well, at least the woman I slept with, who might want her money."
Erieth sighed. "As you will. But I will claim full payment. Your silence, and all
the coin in the mornings. I'm not giving you a discount for the passage."

Kymenos thought about challenging that, but instead just nodded. Erieth was
already in a bad mood, and Kymenos was tired and wanted to be warm. And he wanted to
explore the tunnels, which he intended to do the moment that the innkeeper was out of
the room. He hadn't made Kymenos promise not to do that.
Norianna didn't speak again until the innkeeper had closed the door and Kymenos
had climbed out of bed to start examining the wall. Then she said, "That was close."
"For Chaos's sake, keep your voice down," Kymenos murmured, trying to figure
out how his attacker had opened the passage. He tapped in a few likely places, but only
hurt his knuckles. He scowled and glanced over at Norianna. "Did you see what he did to
open this?"
"I don't think you should risk it," said Norianna in a prim whisper, even as she
rose from her place on the table and flew to his side. "Who knows what might be in
there?"
"You want to know just as much as I do," said Kymenos, recognizing the tremble
in her voice. She was pretending to be calm, and the pretense was fraying. She would go
along with him, as long as she didn't have to think that she was actually yielding. She
would sniff and complain and cry that he was dragging her along, but she would be at his
back nevertheless.
Even with everything that had happened, Kymenos had to pause and shake his
head at the thought of that. Norianna complained and served Destiny in about equal
measure. Kymenos shouldn't have trusted her at all. And yet now she was the best chance
he had of protecting himself.
I'm not thinking about it, he decided happily, and then turned back and looked at
the wall again.
"I'm not sure," said Norianna after the moment her pride needed to debate with
itself, "but I think it was here." She floated forward and tapped gently against a small
crack in the stone.
At once, the door slammed open. Kymenos stepped back; he would have fallen
into the hole otherwise. But he immediately pressed forward, finding that there was a thin
corridor running between his wall and the neighboring one.
"You're really going to do this, aren't you?" asked Norianna.
Kymenos laughed at her. "You'll be with me, won't you?"
Norianna hesitated, then dived after him just before the door slammed shut again.
Darkness prevailed only for the moment it took her to glow with light, and she muttered,
"You'll be the death of me. If any human could get a talking sword melted, then you're the
one."
"Hmmm." Kymenos was pleased to see that his humming noise had just as much
of a negative effect on her as hers did on him, if the way she trembled in the air was any
indication. He turned back to the tunnel in front of him. Narrow, of course, but he could
negotiate it if he turned sideways. "Any ideas about where this goes?"
"To our doom."
Kymenos laughed and started forwards.
The tunnel was filled with disturbed dust, as though it had seen a lot of recent use
and not much before that. Kymenos's eyes darted constantly from the floor to the walls,
noting the way the knots indicated where other doors probably opened into other rooms

of the inn. This had once seen a lot of use, he thought. He wondered if it had been
intended as an escape route or something as innocuous as a lovers' passage from one
room to another.
"Kymenos."
He heard Norianna even though she whispered, and stopped walking long enough
to listen. Someone else was coming down the tunnel from the opposite end, shuffling like
him with his back to the wall. Kymenos nodded to the sword. "Get in front of me, and
dim your light."
"Why?"
"So he won't see me when I kill him."
"You're just going to kill him? Even if he's Dalznan?" Norianna sounded
uncertain as she moved in front of him and winked out the light. Kymenos's eyes took a
moment to adjust to the darkness, but not as long as he would have thought, given that
the other person carried a lamp.
"Yes," said Kymenos. "I can't risk the chance that he'll tell someone else, like
Erieth, about me."
Norianna sounded faintly disapproving, but only faintly. "That's not the way it
should work."
"Thank you," said Kymenos, and then wondered why. The sword hadn't seemed
so eager for him to slaughter everyone before. What had changed?
But then he put it aside as he listened to the shuffling and the slow, heavy
breathing. The figure was almost near enough to discern Kymenos, and he decided that
now was the time to strike. He chose Light first, though, both to blind the enemy and to
see the surprised look on his face when he died.
The Light filled the tunnel, and the other figure froze. Kymenos was already
calling on the Azure, to thicken the blood in his enemy's veins, and it was with trouble
that he pulled himself back.
When he managed, he stepped forward and smiled with only his mouth. He knew
that his eyes were hard and cold, which was just like he wanted them to look. "Irianzh.
Suppose you tell me what you're doing here."

Chapter 13
Submission
"I suppose there are some people who aren't meant to submit, but I can't really
imagine it in my heart. I have always submitted to the proper rulers of my Kingdom, and
I always will."
-Serais, who became Dark's Lord.
"My Prince?"
Warcourage glanced up, and Ternora supposed that she couldn't blame him for
the wariness in his eyes. She tried to make herself look as wounded as possible by it,
though, and he at once rose to his feet and came towards her, clasping her shoulder with
one raised hand. With a start, Ternora realized he was taller than he was when she had
first met him. He was growing like a human, though he had some elven blood. "What is
it, Ternora? You can tell me."
Ternora lowered her lashes, then glanced up at him through them. "Truly? You
won't turn on me for this, or think it's silly?" She made her voice as small as possible, and
let a smile play on her lips. He might want to turn on her, but he was a sucker, as almost
all Lightworkers were, for the idea that he could win a Darkworker to his side. He would
succumb.
"Of course not," said Warcourage, and then glanced over his shoulder at the
undine who had come to watch him at his dinner. "Take the dishes away, and see that
we're not disturbed."
The undine vanished, and all the dishes vanished at the same moment. Ternora
blinked. She wondered if the undines, too, had fallen prey to the magic of Warcourage's
sword, or if they had simply decided to serve him for a while out of some fey whim. It
could be important to her plans.
"Ternora?"
She turned back to Warcourage. Yes, it could be important, but for the moment at
least, this is more important.
She fell to one knee before him. Warcourage frowned and reached out to lift her
back up, but Ternora evaded his hand and flopped down again. She had to admit that she
took some pleasure in doing that.
"I can't live with myself!" she wailed, fighting to keep her laughter down. "I
served Shara, and it makes me sick! I want you to forgive me, I want the Light to forgive
me, but I don't know how!"
"Ternora, Ternora, hush." There was a tone of triumph in Warcourage's voice that
didn't go well at all with the soothing effect he was trying to achieve, but his hand patted
her shoulder as if he knew all about it. "You can confess your crimes, and win absolution
from the Light and Elle. It has always been so."
Ternora looked up, tears that she hoped looked convincing streaming from her
eyes. Sometimes the elven tendency to weep at the beauty of sunsets and mountains and
the ocean and jungles and flowers came in handy after all. She had always been able to
cry easily. "But those are just words. What kind of actions can I take, to make up for what
I did?"
"Ah."
That was just a breath of air from Warcourage's mouth, but his stare was much

harder, steady and piercing. Ternora knelt on the floor in her attitude of supplication, and
looked earnestly up.
Warcourage glanced from side to side, as if he thought the undines might be
listening from the walls of the cabin, and then said, "Let us go on the deck and talk. The
crash of the waves should cover our conversation."
"But there are undines there," said Ternora, and trembled a little. "And elves."
"Are you afraid of my grandfather, Ternora?" Warcourage asked, his lips curving
into a small smile that Ternora could recognize as contemptuous. He patted her shoulder
again. "You needn't be. He wouldn't hurt me, or you. He doesn't even hurt those who try
to hurt me, if he can help it," he added, with a note of disgust creeping into his voice.
"When he sees that you're sincere about changing sides, then he'll help you."
"And Emrissa?"
"Emrissa. Yes." Warcourage closed his eyes for a moment, and his lips moved.
Ternora, watching closely, thought he was mouthing something, perhaps a prayer or a
hymn. But his eyes flew open before she could be sure, and he smiled at her. "Perhaps
that is a way to prove your loyalty."
"What is?"
"Kill Emrissa for me."
Ternora let her honest reaction to such a suggestion show through for once. "Your
Highness, I would rather jump into the ocean and let the sharks have me, or Erlande. It
would be quicker."
Warcourage blinked at her. "You are that afraid of an elf? I didn't know that.
What has she done that is so terrible?"
"She threatened to kill me," said Ternora with perfect truth. "And there are
numerous other times she has discussed killing me, or cutting my remaining ear off." She
touched the ear that was still pointed, her hand curling protectively around it. "I don't
want to die."
"Sometimes, life is worth less than the Light," said Warcourage, his voice and
face high and solemn.
"Yes, but if I died and then went to the darkness because Elle wouldn't accept my
failure to kill Emrissa, then I wouldn't have won the Light," Ternora pointed out.
Warcourage paused as if thinking about that, then nodded seriously. "I think
you're right," he said. "You must be sure of your confession and absolution in the eyes of
Elle before you try to kill Emrissa."
It wasn't the ideal compromise, but Ternora had an idea. She didn't think that
Warcourage knew- and probably wouldn't have believed if anyone had tried to tell himthat Elle was different now, and had turned away from the Light to ally herself with
Shadow and Shara.
"I will pray to her," she said, with all the solemnity she could affect, "and see if
the Lady will help me."
"She helps anyone who prays to Her," said Warcourage reverently, against resting
his hand on Ternora's shoulder. "You have only to ask."
******
Ternora glanced nervously at the undines who swarmed around the mast, and then
back at Warcourage. He nodded encouragingly to her. He seemed to think that anyone
who saw her near the rail would just assume that she was seasick. Ternora was less

certain about that, given the absence of hacking sounds, but she was willing to try it.
She bent over the railing, and composed her mind for prayer. She would have to
speak two of them, and hope that Warcourage wouldn't notice the slight pause that would
precede her prayer to Elle.
Shara? I'm sorry, my lady, but I have to pray to Elle to pretend I have her
blessing. Do you mind?
There was a long silence, and Ternora began to fear that her goddess did
disapprove, or, at best, was ignoring her. And then Shara broke into her mind with a rich
chuckle, and Ternora felt instantly reassured.
The child wants a demonstration of your good faith, does he? Then you may give
him one- as long as you don't actually start worshipping or bowing to Elle. Can you
promise me that much?
Of course, Ternora thought in relief. Good luck to you in whatever you are doing,
my lady.
And good luck to you in your endeavor. I think it would do Elle good to hear from
a friendly voice, Shara added in a meditative tone. She's trying to do something that's
hard enough already without all the hostility arrayed against her.
She was gone before Ternora could ask what that was. She sighed, and this time
let herself speak aloud.
"My lady, Lady of Light and the Moon and Goodness and Life…" She paused.
She thought she was supposed to invoke one more thing, but she had never paid much
attention to what Elle was goddess of.
"That's enough," said Warcourage. "Getting four Aspects to plead for you is
always enough."
Not aspects, now, Ternora thought smugly as she bowed her head once more.
Goddesses on their own. I wonder if Warcourage even suspects that?
"My lady, hear my prayer. I have sinned against You, and against the Light. I have
tried to choose my own path, when my path was laid before my feet by Destiny. I have
sought the darkness, and even tried to make bargains with it, bargains that I should have
known were evil and would be rejected and compromised." Ternora allowed a small sob
to enter her voice. "I have corrupted myself for the sake of nothing good, and only
because I thought that was the best way to get what I wanted out of other people, never
considering what would happen to me by pursuing this path of corruption."
"Good, Ternora."
Ternora snickered to herself. She had stolen the line from a play she had once
seen performed in an elven village.
"I ask Your blessing," she said. "I ask the touch of Your hand, so that I can keep
myself from staying from the path again."
Ternora? The voice was gentle, and it seemed to come from a great distance. It
was also weary, which was an emotion that Ternora had never thought she would hear a
goddess express, much less one like Elle. You want a blessing, child? I don't understand.
I thought you served Shara.
I had to pray to you to satisfy Warcourage. I'm sorry for bothering you. Shara
thought it would do you good to hear a friendly voice, Ternora added, adeptly shifting the
blame to the Lady of Mysteries.
My sister thinks many things would be good for me. Sometimes I trust her

judgment, sometimes not. Elle sighed. But I can grant you something better than just a
blessing.
Abruptly, the darkness filled with light. Ternora opened her eyes, startled and
thinking that perhaps the eerie green fire that sometimes lit the ships in the wake of a
storm had come. But the undines seemed just as startled as she was, if their cries were
any indication, and Reweren was shouting, "Ternora, what did you do?"
Ternora spread her hands and looked down her body. She was glowing with
white-silver light, the kind of light that might shine through a window into a room at
night. Starlight and moonlight, it was, and yet more than that. It grew brighter as Ternora
watched, and then swirled out from her and onto the masts of the ship. Still it didn't turn
that eerie green that was the fire of ill omen, but it danced and played like those flames,
and the undines gave approving sighs.
"What is it?" asked Warcourage, sounding like a child for almost the first time
since they had come aboard.
"The blessing of Elle," said Ternora, and her voice was louder and more confident
than she could have managed on her own at that moment. She wondered if Elle was
lending her strength to Ternora's voice, too, and as she pivoted to face Warcourage and
held up a hand, she was sure of it. "Would you like to come to me and receive Her
blessing, Prince?"
Warcourage hurried forward at once, his face rapt, and knelt in front of Ternora.
Ternora stroked his blond curls, and murmured something that had no meaning to her
ears, but probably did to his.
She felt Elle move within her, then, flowing down her arm to coil about
Warcourage's head like a crown. Then she flowed back up, and Ternora heard the
goddess's voice speaking in her head again, wearier than ever.
It is too late. The corruption of his teacher, whatever she said to him, has gone
too deep. I thought- I hoped- one Heir of the Light might be saved, but it will not be him.
Kill him as soon as you can.
Then she vanished, and Ternora was left to touch Warcourage's head and murmur
blessings on her own. She stopped as soon as she could, feeling ridiculous.
But it seemed to have been enough for Warcourage. He scrambled to his feet,
yelling something incoherent, and the undines yelled back and danced up and down on
the railings, clapping their liquid hands. Ternora sagged back, panting, only to have
Warcourage clasp her arm and smile at her with his eyes shining.
"You are now part of the Light, Ternora, as you once were," he said. "I hope that
you will remain part of the Light all the rest of your life, and spend your final days in
peace, dreaming of Elle's arms."
That seemed a rather strange thing to dream about, but Ternora didn't have the
breath to say so. The goddess's passing had left her shaky and feeling empty. She sagged
back against the rail, tilting her head so that she could see the stars blazing above and feel
closer to her true goddess that way.
One of the stars vanished. Ternora blinked, and looked closer. Yes, there was
something in the air, and it wheeled across the stars again and then came down in a dive
straight for the ship.
Ternora didn't waste time, yelling, "Kitten!"
Kitten cut across the stars in turn- Ternora had learned to recognize her shape- and

then dived. A blast of silvery fire almost took her in midair, but she swerved to the side
and closed in on her target again. Ternora had been able to see faces in that brief flash of
silver, though, and she knew that it was another flight of elf-horses heading for them.
She looked at Warcourage. They were allies in this, if in nothing else. "Enemies,
my lord," she said. "Faerie elves."
Warcourage laughed instead of crying out or starting to make battle plans. "You
must think I'm stupid, Ternora," he said.
Ternora eyed him warily, wondering if he had figured out her deception after all.
"What do you mean?"
"I know that Faerie elves aren't evil, though Light elves have a grudge against
them," said Warcourage. "My own grandfather is a Faerie elf, and he is the gentlest
person I've ever met. Emrissa is a Faerie elf and evil, yes, but that's just because of who
she is, not because she's a Faerie elf."
"These elves are evil," said Ternora, her attention torn between Warcourage and
the battle in the sky. Kitten had escaped another blast of elf-fire and was diving yet again.
This time, her claws racked an elf-horse, and the beast squealed and shot off across the
water. The rest of the flight scattered in reeling confusion. Ternora smiled anxiously. The
ferret was probably doing so well because she was a fey creature, but what would happen
when the elf-horses descended close enough to the ship?
She found out when they did start descending, and the undines began to sing.
The ship began to rock almost at once. Waves, Ternora saw, were reaching around
it and straight up for the elf-horses. She blinked, then grinned.
It seemed that Erlande had no more reason to love the Faerie elves than she did.
Leaving Warcourage to his open-armed welcome, she went in search of Emrissa.
She had to explain immediately why she would pretend to kill her but not really do it.
Besides, Emrissa might have drawn some hasty conclusions from the light of Elle's
"blessing" around Ternora, and Ternora wanted to find her before she did anything about
it.

Chapter 14
Kestian
"Go softly around a mad silvereyes."
-Fastern of Rivendon.
"This is the Lady Kestian."
Olumer hoped that he didn't smell of awe as he approached the female silvereyes
who lay on a rock and watched her pack playing below. He had met pack leaders before
who could compel obedience from anyone, even a silvereyes not of their pack, with a
single glance, but Kestian was something different again. She smelled of sorrow, and of
hatred frozen cold and hard.
She looked over at him as he neared, and Olumer stopped altogether. Her eyes
were not pure silver, but silver tinted with red. Olumer might have thought them fair, but
he knew what they meant. Kestian had killed so much for pleasure that her very gaze was
tainted, the way that enough blood would taint the snow.
She stared at him for a long moment, then turned her gaze to the guard who had
found him near the border. "Yes, Femer, what is it?" she asked.
"My lady." Femer used the human title, and didn't speak to Kestian with any trace
of impudence in his voice, which after being around Helian and Temer Olumer had come
to think normal. "I caught him near the border with Adaner's pack. He said that an army
of filifernai, led by the Dark, is coming through the northern passes or will be soon, and
that he thinks the silvereyes should unite to oppose them."
Kestian flowed to her feet at once. Olumer noted with fascination the way that
eyes turned to follow her. Even the silvereyes who a moment before had been deep in
conversation or play turned their heads to keep her in sight as she stepped down from the
rock and studied Olumer. Olumer wondered if that was respect, or just good sense. She
was dangerous enough that he thought he would have wanted to know where she was at
all times, too.
"That will do," said Kestian. "I want no more details spoken where everyone can
hear. There may be spies for the Dark even among my pack." She raked her people with a
glance that made them drop their heads, and then she turned and walked towards a grove
of pines, gesturing for Olumer to follow.
Olumer looked to Femer for help, but the man just looked awed, which didn't tell
Olumer anything. Olumer sighed and followed Kestian, pausing when he realized that she
was actually ducking in among the pines' branches. She could probably move and fight in
the grove, knowing it well, but Olumer would find himself slowed down and confined in
narrow bounds.
Kestian looked over her shoulder. "You must come," she said, in a flat voice that
seemed to say she couldn't even conceive of his refusing her.
"First, my lady, I would like your assurance that you will not rip my throat out or
eat my eyes," said Olumer, glad that he still remembered the forms of human courtesy so
easily. Kestian seemed to like them, so he would use them as liberally as he had to. He
was more concerned about escaping with his life than his pride.
Kestian stared at him. "You can't have it," she said.
"Pardons, my lady?"
"You might be a spy for the Dark," said Kestian. "Therefore, there is no way that

I can let you have my assurance. It might become necessary for me to destroy you, in
order to preserve the integrity of my pack. I will require proof that you are not a spy for
the Dark, first."
Olumer shook his head. "I don't understand. Why do you care so much about the
ways of humans?"
Kestian moved lightly and rapidly forward, and laid her claws against his throat.
"You shall not question me," she said. "There is no one who questions me. You shall not
add to their number."
Olumer thought about pointing out that, if there was really no one who
questioned her, then he had already added to their number, but he wasn't feeling suicidal
yet. He managed to nod without bobbing his head enough to rip his throat open. "Yes, my
lady."
"Yes, what?"
"Yes, I won't question you any more."
Kestian nodded, and stepped away. "That is right," she said, turning forward to
shove through the pine branches again. "I am the one who shall question you." She
reached the middle of the pine grove, and Olumer was a little relieved to see a wide
clearing there, the kind that elves might use for dancing. She sprang onto the rock in the
center and turned to face him, adopting much the same pose she had when she lay on the
other boulder above her pack. "Now, Femer said that you have news of an army of
filifernai, but where did you get this news?"
"From the woman who calls herself Queen of Rivendon, Estora."
"And you meddle in human politics?"
Olumer thought of making the inevitable accusations of hypocrisy, and then
again checked his suicidal emotions. They were still too low to let him do such a silly
thing, so he said, "I am more or less meddling in human politics whatever I do, my lady. I
was once the mate of Queen Idona of Rivendon, so that she could breed silvereyes blood
into her children. Then she had me weave a shining net that obscured my memory of
what I had been. I thought for centuries that I was only the guardian of the royal line.
When I remembered, I-"
"Is there a point to this?" Kestian asked, flashing her claws as if to remind him
what she would do to him if this didn't measure up to her standards for importance.
"Yes, my lady. Estora trusts me to establish her on the throne, and she wants the
silvereyes to fight the dark fey so that they don't interfere with her reign. She thinks the
Dark is marching on Rivendon to force her to resign the throne."
"They must have broader motives than that."
"Yes, my lady, I think so too. Why would-"
"When I want your opinion, I will choke it out of you," said Kestian, and once
again turned back to considering her claws, while Olumer just stared at her back and tried
not to think dangerous things. At last she lifted her head, and fixed her eyes on Olumer's.
"I don't think you're a Darkworker, though you might still be a spy. But I am going to
trust you to an extent."
Olumer restrained the impulse to be sarcastic, and simply nodded.
"I think that I will assign you the duty of going to other silvereyes packs," said
Kestian. "You will carry the message to the east, and I will carry it to the west, to

Adaner's pack and beyond."
"You believe me, then?" Olumer blurted out. He caught her glance and dropped
his eyes at once, adding, "My lady."
"Yes, I do," said Kestian. "Even if we prepare for nothing, and wait at the passes
in vain, then we will have learned how to prepare quickly for an attack. And when the
filifernai at last show up, as of course they must, then we will have learned how to
counter them."
Olumer bowed, relieved. He would be able to continue his mission from Estora
with no trouble, then. Kestian could have been serious trouble if she wanted.
"There is one thing that I want you to do for me, though," said Kestian, in an
altered voice. Olumer glanced at her once, and promptly fixed his eyes on the snow
again. Kestian's face burned with a hatred that looked insane. "If you ever see an orange
dragon flying in the distance, or hear from anyone where such a dragon has been seen,
then you will send word to me at once. There will be no excuses and no hesitations. You
must do so. I charge everyone who passes through my territory with doing so. Do you
understand me?"
"Yes, my lady, but why?"
Kestian paused for a moment as if she would strike him dead, then sighed deeply
and cast herself down on the rock again. Olumer eyed her, deciding that he wasn't to be
torn to pieces at once after all, and wondering why.
"It is an orange dragon that made me what I am," said Kestian, in a tragic
whisper. "Orange dragons are metal dragons. They are mad and fierce, and this one
decided that it hated me. That was enough to make it destroy my pack, and destroy my
new pack when I finally found somewhere else to live. I could not resist it, but now I am
determined that the next time the dragon finds me, I will die in the killing of it. That is
better than permitting the hurt of another pack."
"Did you do something to the dragon?" Olumer asked, interested in spite of
himself. He had never known a dragon to hunt exclusive prey, or to keep going if its
enemy escaped it. "Something that made it hate you, and draws it after you? Could you
perhaps apologize and escape the danger?"
Kestian's eyes turned on him, burning, and Olumer wished he had kept silent. He
bowed his head, and thought about lying down in the snow to bare his belly, but decided
against it.
"I did nothing to the dragon," said Kestian. "What it pursues me for is born from
its madness and hatred. I stumbled on its nest by accident and smashed an egg. It will
accept no apology. It is determined to kill everyone I love, in return for my killing the
only thing it loves."
Olumer bowed, still certain he wasn't hearing everything, still wise enough not to
question it. And what did it really matter if an orange dragon hunted one particular
silvereyes pack leader, after all? It might be dramatic or even melodramatic, but it was
hardly his affair to be troubled with.
"Thank you for agreeing to help, my lady," he said. Curiosity got the better of
him then, and he added, "Do you hate the Dark because you think it sent the orange
dragon after you?"
"No," said Kestian, who also seemed willing to talk about this. Olumer supposed
it wasn't often that she had a new audience for her tales of tragedy. "I hate it because it

sent something else after me, a filiferna who killed my only surviving child. And that is
the extent of the questions I shall permit you to ask."
"Yes, my lady." Olumer knew when to retreat. If nothing else, living with royals
like Cadona and Estora had taught him that. He backed out of the pine grove and into the
snow, turning to find Femer beside him.
"You are still alive," said the guard, not bothering to hide his surprise.
"Yes," said Olumer, deciding not to ask why Femer had expected him to die.
"The Lady Kestian decided that I was fighting the Dark, and she will help me spread the
word of the filiferna army. Of course, she required in return that I report the presence of
any orange dragons to her, and not spy for the Dark." Despite himself, disbelief faintly
edged his voice for a moment.
"It truly happened," said Femer, his voice abruptly snapping as if he would
defend his lady's honor. Olumer eyed him with the same faint disbelief. Such a behavior
was for human nobles in a Court, not silvereyes. "If you doubt that it happened, then you
must speak to the Lady again, and I think she would try to convince you."
"I don't doubt that it happened," said Olumer, and decided he should say nothing
else, since Femer was now glaring at him. Besides, he had no wish to go back in the
grove and face Kestian again.
Femer looked at him closely, then turned abruptly away from the pine grove.
Olumer followed him to a stone half-buried in the snow, and covered with clumsy
constructions of wood and twigs. After studying them for a moment, Olumer decided
they were meant to be plates, and looked at Femer for some explanation of it. Silvereyes
ate with their claws and fingers alone, having no need for plates.
"The lady wants us to hold a feast, tonight," said Femer. "She told us that we
would have guests. There is you, and a young woman who arrived tonight from another
pack, looking for someone. The lady would have made her tell who, but she stood up to
her gaze, so the Lady Kestian was impressed and granted her her silence. And there is
someone else coming. When there are others here, then we eat off plates like civilized
people." He managed to speak the words without much disgust in his face, but Olumer
saw a flash of something darker in his eyes.
"Do you actually cook the meat, then?" he asked.
Femer grimaced. "If we have guests other than silvereyes. The lady likes such
things." The spiting motion he made, quickly checked, told Olumer that Femer didn't.
"But all the guests tonight are silvereyes, so even though we'll eat like a Court, we'll eat
the food raw."
Olumer glanced up as two other silvereyes walked towards the rock. Both of
them carried trays of polished stone, holding more twig-plates and some leaf-wrapped
food that smelled like grass. Olumer waited until they'd put it down, then stepped forward
cautiously and sniffed it.
He stared at Femer. "Fruit?"
The silvereyes lowered his gaze and shrugged. "The lady likes such things," he
said, as if that excused having fruit at a table that should only hold meat- or having a
table at all, for that matter, thought Olumer in growing astonishment.
He sniffed again at the fruit, and then took a step back. The smell was making
him ill. Even when he had believed himself only half-silvereyes, he had never liked to eat
or smell vegetables or fruit.

"This is so strange," he muttered, but Femer heard him.
"The lady was taught by a human," he said. "He took her in when her parents
died in an avalanche, and he'd been in the Court of Rivendon, so he taught her some of
the ways there. She likes them. She says it's much neater to eat from plates and cut our
food with knives than to try to eat with our fingers off the snow."
"If neatness is a concern," said Olumer, looking moodily at the twig-plates. They
weren't even good imitations of the crystal and silver and marble that the true royalty of
Rivendon made their plates out of. Twigs stuck up in the air here and there, as Olumer
couldn't imagine a facet of a royal plate doing even if it somehow got smashed. "I didn't
realize it was."
"Hush- the lady," said Femer urgently from behind him.
Olumer turned and knelt in the snow, not knowing what else that warning could
mean. Kestian's eyes fixed on his back, and then she turned away and said distantly, "You
can stand up again. You have feasted in the Court of Rivendon, you said, and you come
from the Queen."
"Yes."
Kestian turned to look at him, and Olumer blinked to see the ambition burning in
her eyes, something so human he was sure he must have mistaken it at first. "I would like
to learn more of the Court's ways. Will you honor us with your presence at the feast
tonight?"
Only imagine what Estora would do if she knew there was a silvereyes like this in
the mountains, Olumer thought.
And then came his second thought. I must prevent her from ever finding out.
"I would be honored, my lady," he said, sweeping a court bow.
Kestian beamed.

Chapter 15
The Effects of a Good Cry
"Tears are the first healing of a patient's heart, the balm of the soul poured out
through the eyes."
-From "The Education of a Healer."
"Do you feel better now?"
"Yes."
Elary gently let Luden blow his nose, then sat back against the chair in front of
him and regarded him seriously. Luden sat on the edge of the table, now and then
lowering his head as if he would start crying again, but always jerking it back up.
"You should have cried before this," said Elary, making the scolding as gentle as
she could. "I think it would have helped."
Luden laughed bitterly. "It would have helped to shed all the tears that I've been
saving for Alami since she died, the tears that Shadow and Rior would have thought
traitorous?"
"Yes," said Elary firmly. "Even behind a closed door, as we just did, would have
been better than saving them until they were boiling inside you." She hesitated. "Do you
feel better, now?"
"My head is clearer," said Luden. "And I feel as though I can see farther." He
smiled, looking up at her for the first time since he'd started to weep. "I believe I know
what I must do, now, to take vengeance for Alami."
"I think that you should seek justice, and not revenge," said Elary, falling into the
old familiar patterns that all healers learned at one point or another. Luden might be a
talking sword, but in his human form, he couldn't be that much different from all the
other patients she'd dealt with. "Revenge will only lead to a spilling of blood and anger
that you don't really want. It might never end, if Shadow and Rior decided to strike back
at you, and you had strength enough to resist them."
"Good," said Luden.
Elary frowned, jolted out of her pleasant dullness. "What?"
"I don't want it to end," said Luden, and his eyes had turned darker, which Elary
was relatively sure wasn't supposed to happen in humans. "My enemies are a power and
his avatar, either of which could probably survive almost anything I throw at them. And I
am a talking sword, forged by the obrynn, still containing the greatest powers of the
greatest of the fey. We could have a war that lasts most of time, and that's what I want. It
is the only price that will pay for the spilling of Alami's blood."
"One person, fey or human, isn't worth that," said Elary softly. The words were
from her training, but the horror she added to her voice, she hoped, was her own.
"Yes, she is," said Luden. "Do you know what it's like to live thousands of years
wondering and dreaming about what humans experience, and then to suddenly have it?
I'd never laughed before I changed for the first time. I'd never wept. And though I'd seen
humans in love and wondered about it, I'd never done it myself. Alami was curious and
patient enough to share all that with me, and she took as much delight in those things as I
did. I owe her nothing less than the best kind of war that human passions can rouse."
"So you believe that those who are truly human make wars for the sake of their
lovers?" Elary asked, revolted.

"Of course," said Luden. "The history-tales are full of it. One Prince spends the
rest of time fighting his brother, because his brother married the woman he truly loved.
Or a Princess loves a commoner, and her father forbids her to marry, and she runs away
to join her lover and help him topple the King from the throne. It can't possibly be wrong.
It's in all the history-tales." By now his face was softly glowing with hope and happiness,
as though lit from inside.
"Yes, but- Luden, you've lived thousands of years. You must have seen that
humans don't often do things like that, and when they do, it's wasteful and shameful and a
tragedy for everyone."
"But it's what Alami deserves. It's what Alami would have wanted."
"To be made into a tragedy?"
Luden held her eyes and nodded. "To be the cause of something so great and
wondrous that her name will ring in the history-tales forever. Once she thought she would
get that following Shadow, but Dark and Light obscured all memory of him for centuries.
And then she thought she would have a high place in the councils of Shadow and Rior
when she helped them win back Ilantra from the Light, but they barely thought about her,
because they didn't trust her. I'm not surprised that she betrayed Shadow. She wanted a
history-tale, and they didn't give her one."
"I hadn't even heard of Rior until I met him the first time, and I didn't know much
about what Shadow was like," said Elary. "I would think she could have been contented
with a smaller piece of glory."
Luden smiled dreamily at something behind her. "You didn't know Alami."
Elary controlled the impulse to say that she was glad about that, and instead tried
to plead to his gratitude. "Shadow and Rior gave you the gift to change into a human,
true?"
"Yes, of course."
"Don't you think that you owe them a little more than turning on them the first
chance you get?"
Luden laughed. "Loyalty to love is worth more than loyalty to a great power.
That's another one."
"Another what?"
"Another theme of the history-tales. I've listened to many of them in my time.
You can't fool me about what they mean any more."
Elary tried to speak as sensibly as she could. If she sounded like she knew what
she was talking about, there was a greater chance that Luden would listen to her, or so she
believed. "I am not speaking now of history-tales. I am speaking of what would happen if
you started such a war against the power who gave you the gift of shapeshifting. He
could take it away again as easily, and then what would you do?"
"Never forgive him," said Luden.
"You see? So much could be avoided, if you would only speak with Shadow,"
said Elary. "He couldn't have had a good reason for destroying Alami, but perhaps he can
tell you why he did it, and then you'll believe him."
"I wouldn't be alone with him at all," said Luden in disgust. "You're right, I might
start believing him, and I don't want that to happen."

"Why not?"
"I could give up my vengeance."
Since that was what Elary wanted to happen, she hesitated for a long time, unsure
how to speak and make it seem as if that were the best course. Meanwhile, Luden just
watched her calmly and let her know by his eyes that he would probably recognize any
deception in instants.
"I think," said Elary at last, "that you should at least speak to Rior. He wasn't
involved in Alami's death, was he?"
"No," growled Luden. "But he still thinks Shadow was right."
"Then maybe you can convince him otherwise," said Elary, struck by inspiration.
"And then you would have an ally against Shadow as well as someone else who cares
about Alami's fate."
"You don't, then?"
"I-"
Elary realized a moment later that Luden was laughing at her. She smiled and
tried, as best she could, not to look foolish.
"No," said Luden, when he had finished with his laughter. "I can't risk bringing
Rior or anyone else into this. And I know you mean well, but you can't possibly care
about Alami like I do." He gazed at her steadily, and Elary found herself looking at her
hands. "Thank you for helping me realize what I need to do, and holding me while I
wept. But there is nothing else for you to do here."
"I wish that I could have helped further," said Elary softly, standing up and
already thinking about who she should go to. Probably Rior. He was busy, but he would
be less busy than Shadow, whom Elary had barely seen in the past few days.
"You've helped immensely," said Luden, "and that's not something many half-fey
can do for a talking sword. Farewell."
Elary stepped out of the room, and heard the door shut behind her with a faint
click. She sighed, and wondered for a moment where Silar was. It would have pleasant to
go and huddle in the other woman's arms, and in general wail about her failure with
Luden.
But she didn't know where Silar was, while Rior would probably be in the
gardens training with his wolves. If he wasn't there, someone would know where he was.
Elary turned in that direction.
The castle shuddered.
Elary grabbed the wall and cursed in shock as the floor seemed to writhe beneath
her. She supposed that this could be an earthquake, but it seemed too sudden, and she had
never heard that the earth here had any faults. She thought that Shadow would probably
have chosen some other place for them to stay if it did.
The walls shuddered again, and this time the shaking threw Elary to the floor.
She moaned in pain, one hand clutching at her head as it smacked against the stones. Her
head cleared swiftly, however, when a voice she knew rang out over the castle, at least as
loud as the sound of grinding stone.
"Shadow! You hear the voice of the rightful Heir of Ilantra. I have come to take
the throne, and to claim it from you, since you have taken such ill care of the country.
Come out in front of the castle and yield the throne at once to the Princess Mitherill, and I
will be less inclined to think that you should be destroyed."

The castle shook again, and this time, if she concentrated, Elary could feel the
ripples running through the earth. This was the work of a skilled Crop mage. It seemed
that Mitherill had learned in the few days since Elary had last seen her, or perhaps
Destiny had been teaching her.
Elary stood and began to run towards the nearest window. The voice had sounded
so close that, even though she was sure it was amplified by Gust magic, she thought she
might be able to catch a glimpse of Mitherill.
The Princess stood on the other bank of the Isiluin, her head up and her eyes
calm. Elary squinted. She thought she could see Mitherill's eyes shining gold from here,
which was plainly impossible but still looked as if it were possible. The Princess turned
and said something to a taller figure behind her, and Elary blinked as she recognized
Palant.
Of course they would find each other again, she realized at once. They are
Destined lovers, and Destiny is rather fond of tricks like this.
She didn't see much more for a moment, as the air blurred and boiled in front of
her, gray shapes uncoiling like snakes. Then Shadow stood in the form of a human man in
front of the castle, quickly filling in with flesh, and studying Mitherill with a calm
expression on his face. Elary was only sure of that last, and didn't actually see it, since he
had his back to her, but she felt the frantic beat of her heart slowing nonetheless.
Somehow, she thought everything would be all right with Shadow there.
"You must realize," said Shadow, in a calm voice, "that I am not used to being
called forth like this. If you could give me some better explanation than you've given me
so far, I would be glad to hear it."
"And I would be glad to give it," said Mitherill, still in that amplified voice that
made the castle walls shake, pacing down the bank until she stood with her feet almost in
the water. Elary saw the bright golden flare of Destiny around her, and nodded wisely.
Mitherill probably wouldn't have approached so near the mud and water, and chanced
getting herself dirty, on her own. "The royal line of Ilantra-Arvenna has always ruled in
this castle, and I would take it back. You have only to remove your people and your
presence from the castle, and I would consider that fulfilling the bargain. You have a year
to remove them from the country. After that time, there shouldn't be a worshipper of
Shadow or a spy of Shadow left in Ilantra. I intend to rule in the Light, and it wouldn't do
to tolerate enemy agents. But I don't want to be capriciously cruel, either, which is why I
am giving you this much time."
"I understand you," said Shadow, with a little bow. "But I have loved Ilantra since
long before you were born, and will love it when you are long dead. This is my country. I
intend to fight for it."
"Because you want to rule it," said Mitherill.
"No," said Shadow. "It has survived well without a ruler for twelve years, and I
meant to keep it that way. I may be forced to choose a King or Queen in the end, if my
people's murmurs grow loud enough, but that does not mean that I think you should have
it, just because you happened to come out of the right womb."
"How dare you," said Mitherill, in a low, dangerous voice. "I will summon the
Crop to tear you apart."
"No, you will not," said Shadow. "I have only allowed you to get this far into
Ilantra because I wanted to speak with you and see if I could persuade you to give this up.

You won't, will you?"
"Never!"
Shadow sighed. "I thought not."
Elary felt only the slightest tremble as he unleashed his power, but the effect was
immediate. A line of silver-gray shadow snapped out of the air and traveled towards
Mitherill and Palant and the humans who stood behind them. They had no time to stop it
or get out of the way, and the line curved around them, carrying them north, in the
direction of the border. It was also, Elary realized, the only safe border right now, with
the Breathing Lands to the west and the mess of Orlath to the east. Shadow might have
put them in Doralissa to the south, but he had obviously decided against letting Mitherill
touch any land under his protection.
They flew out of sight, and Shadow lowered his hands and sighed.
"We prepare for war," he said to everyone and no one, using the same voiceamplifying trick Mitherill had used. "I am truly sorry for this, but it seems that we have
no other choice."
"I am ready!" said a clear, ringing voice, and Elary looked up to see Silar circling
down from the top of a tower, waving her blade.
Elary at once hurried towards her. After what she had just witnessed, she thought
she was more in need of comfort than ever.

Chapter 16
The Not-So-Secret Meeting
"If you can't even hold a proper secret meeting, then don't come crying to me
about people finding you out."
-The Leader of the Black Brotherhood of the Night.
Irianzh licked her lips. "Well- there's a very good explanation for that," she said.
"I'll find it in a moment."
"Oh, take all the time you need to look," said Kymenos. He was beginning to
enjoy himself. Irianzh could attack him, perhaps, but he was confident that he had more
powerful magic than she did; he would have sensed at once if she was a Master of the
Star Circle. And if by some chance she had some weapon that he couldn't defeat, there
was Norianna.
You are finally beginning to appreciate me, I see, said Norianna in his head.
Kymenos chose to ignore her for the moment, since he was more interested in
seeing just what Irianzh would manage to produce. If the frantic darting of her eyes was
any indication, she was wondering what she could produce to get her out of this.
At last she licked her lips, and said, "Yes, it's a very good question."
"We established that," said Kymenos encouragingly. "Now, answer my very good
question."
"I- can't." Irianzh gave him a pleading look that Kymenos would have been more
inclined to heed if he hadn't found her shuffling through a secret tunnel that led to his
room.
"Why not?"
"It's not only my secret," said Irianzh. "You have no idea how much trouble I
would get into if I told you, when the others haven't given me permission to tell." And
then she shut her eyes and flinched, as if she had told him something just from that.
And of course she had. Kymenos smiled more widely. "You're meeting with
others, then? And I wonder what others they could be, since- why, since you're a
Crownkiller!" He leaned forward and whispered excitedly, "Don't tell me it's a
Crownkiller meeting!"
"All right, I won't," said Irianzh with desperate bravado. "Are you going to
believe that, and let me go?"
"No," said Kymenos. "I somehow had the impression that you were the only
Crownkiller here. And that you wouldn't betray me to the others. Of course, except for
the specific words you spoke to me, I don't have a clue where I would have gotten that
impression."
Irianzh lowered her eyes in misery. "If you would just give me a chance to
explain," she said, "I am sure that I could make many things clear to you."
"Then do so."
Irianzh looked up as though she would speak to him, and then abruptly snuffed
the lamp and lunged forward. Kymenos thought she was groping at her side for her
sword, probably intending to draw and try to strike him down.
He laughed as he filled the tunnel with Light again, and Norianna flared at the
same time. He twisted to the side and grabbed Irianzh's arm, hauling her back against
him. The passage was hardly wide enough for two, and Kymenos suspected that he was

probably bruising Irianzh with the force of his grip if nothing else, but she had asked for
this when she lied to him and then tried to kill him.
"I don't mind you doing things like this," he whispered in her ear, "as long as it
doesn't rebound to my detriment. Take me along to this meeting of yours, and we will
see."
"But-"
"Yes?"
"I couldn't possibly do that," said Irianzh, her head bowing forward until she hit
her brow on the opposite wall and straightened with a soft exclamation of pain. "The
others would put me to death, more painfully than you could."
"Oh, I don't know about that," said Kymenos, and looked up at Norianna. "I
imagine that you could think of some very painful punishments, couldn't you, Norianna?"
"Oh, yes," said the sword.
Irianzh noticed the floating blade for the first time, and gagged with fear. "I
thought that was only your weapon," she said.
"She's a talking sword," said Kymenos. "Her name's Norianna. For some reason,
she's still inclined to protect me, even though she knows I'm not the Heir of Dalzna now.
And she will really inflict painful punishments on you until you scream, and then die.
Then I won't have seen this secret meeting, but at least I will have relieved my feelings
somewhat." He tightened his grip on Irianzh's arms until she once more whimpered, and
then loosened his hold a little. "And now, tell the truth. You were on the way to the
meeting to tell them about Talazh, weren't you?"
"I-"
"That sounds like the beginning of a lie," said Kymenos, squeezing her arms
again. "Tell me the truth."
"I was telling you the truth," said Irianzh, with a little more spirit, which
Kymenos was glad to see. As much as he liked women who were tame in bed, a Dalznan
woman should be more free outside of it. "The others don't know about you yet, and I
was going to tell them, yes. Then the Crownkillers could slay Talazh, and be rid of the
threat of the royal line forever." She glanced at him over her shoulder, and in the Light
from his own magic and Norianna, he could see that her eyes were narrowed, hard and
scornful. "You have only yourself to blame for falling for my lies. Did you think that any
true Crownkiller would so betray her trust, as to let the Heir go?"
Kymenos laughed. "You fooled me, lady, and that is not easy to do. And now you
are going to take me to this meeting."
"Why?"
"Why not?"
"You don't want to go," said Irianzh. "You're traveling with Talazh. You must
approve of him."
"What I told you before was the truth. I am going to take him to Nafair and put
him on a ship for the Green Isles. That will remove him from the Kingdom, and maybe in
the Isles, Destiny will finally leave him alone. I think the only power that rules there is
Erlande."
"But that will still leave him out there, with the potential to breed more Heirs
who could come home," argued Irianzh.

Norianna said at the same time, "Kymenos should you have told her our plans? I
can still kill her, or take her memory, if that's what you want, but you really should be
more careful with the words you speak."
"I am taking Talazh to Nafair because the Crownkillers we met in the mountains
would have tortured him," said Kymenos. "And I don't want him dead, or at least not
dying in pain. Would you promise that your Crownkillers would slay him with a quick
stab through the heart?"
"Of course not," said Irianzh. "We have been in suspense too long, and his death
should be the same way."
Kymenos snarled and dashed her forward, still holding her arms, so that her head
hit the wall. Irianzh gave a gasping sound, and then sobbed. Kymenos pulled her back so
that he could see the trickle of blood running down her face.
"Do you like the thought of dying in pain?" he asked, panting. "Even if he is
under the control of Destiny, his blood tainted, Talazh is no less Dalznan than you or I. It
was not his fault that he was born to that family. He deserves a quick death, for the sake
of what was and is still good in him."
"It can never happen," said Irianzh, in a weaker voice than before, but one still
throbbing with pride. "Of course it can't. The Heir has been a thing of dark legends in
Dalzna for centuries. We can only hope that we slay the last of them after we have killed
Talazh. We may have to seek out his family, but they shouldn't be hard to find. All the
Crownkillers keep records of where they come from, so that we can catch suspicious
connections to our enemies."
"You know that Talazh was a Crownkiller?"
"Of course."
"And you would torture him anyway?"
"Of course."
Kymenos felt a flash of the same anger that he suspected Nightstone felt with
him, and had to fight the urge to just fling Irianzh into the wall and have it done with. He
didn't torture. He only killed, if he had to kill, with things like Falto's Pattern that were
swift and savage and could not be countered. He didn't indulge in all this dramatic
nonsense that only wounded the enemy and gave him a chance to escape.
Really, I don't, he reassured the doubt in his mind that just wanted him to give in
and slaughter the Crownkillers.
That's for my enemies- for Nightstone and the Crownkillers and whoever tortured
those people in my dreams. I have something else, something better to do. And it doesn't
even involve killing Irianzh.
Kezzik.
He let Irianzh go, only to catch her again when she might have whirled on him
and drawn her dagger. "Now, my lady," he said, squeezing her arm. "It could be that
you'll persuade me to see your point of view." No. Never. But keep my voice low and
soothing, and she doesn't have to know that.
"Really?" Irianzh gasped, staring into his face. She seemed just as doubtful that
she would ever persuade him, but in her it showed more clearly. Kymenos struggled to
keep his face impassive, or encouraging, whichever one would work better, as he nodded.
"Really. Of course, I would like to believe that you feel some slight affection for
Talazh as a Dalznan and would only kill him-"

Irianzh snorted.
Kymenos kept the murderous impulses back, and smiled at her. "But you might
convince me that he, or at least his family, really does deserve it. Just take me to the
meeting."
"And if you're not convinced?"
Kymenos shrugged elegantly. "I'm only one man, even if I do have a talking
sword. You'll be able to deal with me."
"You'd willingly do this?"
Kymenos… said Norianna warningly in his mind.
Shut up, Norianna. I know what I'm doing. Kymenos smiled at Irianzh. "Yes, I
would. I want to be convinced, or unconvinced, that badly."
Irianzh eyed him for a long moment, then nodded. "Then you can come. But you
should know that I would try to kill you the moment I thought you were lying or trying to
betray us."
You obviously haven't sensed that I'm lying so far, so I think I'll take my chances,
Kymenos thought. He bowed from the waist, as much as he could in the cramped place,
and wasn't at all displeased that the gesture came off as curt. "Very well, then."
********
"Here we are."
Kymenos stamped his feet and peered over Irianzh's shoulder. They had gone
through the inn, and then briefly ducked across an alley in the open air, before they had
gone through another door and back into the tunnels. Kymenos was still waiting for
feeling to return to his fingers.
But he forgot about his possible frostbite when he saw something that could beprobably wasn't, but could be- far more interesting. The room in front of him seemed to
have been carved out of a cave, or perhaps it was natural. The walls glowed with lamps
and small balls of radiance that proclaimed the presence of Light mages. It was filled
with people, all of them bearing the badges of Crownkillers, talking to each other in
elegant whispers. They looked up when Irianzh led Kymenos in, and especially stared at
Norianna floating over his back.
"Everyone," said Irianzh, doing a good job of acting gracious about having to
escort him here, "I present Kymenos, a man who came to Pezhpyr this afternoon. He
travels with a young man named Talazh. I assume that most of you have seen him."
"Yes," said a tall man with long red hair, whose eyes reminded Kymenos far too
much of Ravenseeker's for his liking. "The boy is mad, or some such thing, and has a rich
father in Serian. We discussed taking him and holding him for ransom, but it would be
ten to one that we'd hear anything back, if the boy really is mad."
"The boy is not mad," said Irianzh. "The boy is the last Heir of Dalzna."
That caused a babble of voices. Kymenos listened, and soon enough heard the
words he had feared, such as "rack" and "thumbscrews" and "boiling oil."
He held up a hand, and Norianna came to his palm. The sword flared with silverwhite radiance that made many of the Crownkillers turn their heads away, covering their
eyes, and certainly got their attention; most of them stopped talking immediately.
"I traveled with Talazh," Kymenos said into the silence. "I rescued him from
Crownkillers, like the Lady Ravenseeker, who would have tortured him for the blood that

he carried in his veins. I don't think that anyone deserves torture, and especially a boy
who was a loyal Crownkiller for years. I want you to promise me that he'll get a quick
death, or, failing that, convince me that he really should be tortured and killed, just for
being who he is."
There was some more silence, and then another babble of voices. Norianna's light
was dying at last, and Kymenos could see the tall red-haired man looking around with an
imperious expression on his face, obviously trying to regain control of the assembly.
"Shut up!" he roared at last.
Everyone turned towards him, and the man shook his robes out and straightened
his hair. "We don't have time for this," he said. "We are going to seize the boy and kill
him, long and slowly."
"Not if you can't get past me," said Kymenos.
The man laughed at him. "We have more powerful mages than you here. I can
feel your strength in the Crop, and while it's fairly good, it's nothing like as strong as
mine."
"Ah," said Kymenos. "But I have a weapon that evens the odds."
"What?"
"A talking sword," said Norianna, and while everyone stared and screamed and
babbled, she complained in Kymenos's head, Your weapon, am I?
It was the only thing I could think of to call you right away. And you were made
as a weapon.
Norianna grunted at him, which was annoying but at least not as annoying as the
"Hmmm" thing, and then said, "It's quite true that I protected Kymenos, and I will protect
him and Talazh as long as I must. And if you don't give us an answer that satisfies us,
then I will simply drop the cave roof on your head and be done with it. I might do it
anyway," she added in a musing tone. "It's such a simple, elegant answer."
"Please," said Irianzh, who seemed more convinced than the others of Norianna's
power, "let us have a chance to persuade you."
"Oh, yes," said Norianna, sounding disgusted. "I knew that Kymenos had
promised you that chance. So talk. I can always drop the roof on you later if I don't like
your answers."
Irianzh glanced at Kymenos. Kymenos laughed and shook his head. He was
enjoying himself more than he would have thought possible. "That's what passes for
diplomacy or permission with Norianna. I would start talking, if I were you."
The only problem which followed was that everyone tried to talk at once.
Kymenos stood and waited until they got themselves sorted out, grinning.
This is the most fun I've had since I started associating with whiny royal Heirs.

Chapter 17
Fortifying the Castle
"Great powers are forever doing things that don't mean anything at all to the rest
of us hapless mortals."
-Attributed to Queen Rizzeros, Founder of Doralissa.
"I know. I'm sorry, Elary. I wish that there was more that you could have done,
too, but I don't think you need to blame yourself."
Elary listened in silence and sorrow to Silar's words, since she knew the kiness
woman's thoughts were really on something else. She was trembling, her wings moving
now and then as if she were straining to leap into the air. Her hand clutching her sword
shivered, too, and she licked her lips even as she spoke the comforting words, which
made them come out somewhat slurred.
"You're thinking about battle again," said Elary softly. "I can tell."
Silar blinked and looked back at her. She hesitated, then shrugged. "Yes, I am,"
she said. "I'm sorry. Is there something wrong with thinking about battle?"
Elary shook her head. After seeing what Mitherill had done on the bank of the
River, and that without apparently exerting much of her power at all, she had to admit
that it seemed as though Shadow needed all the help he could get, and Silar's blade would
be a large portion of that help. After watching her practice, Elary was utterly convinced of
her fighting skills.
She was not so convinced that their friendship would last. Silar kept urging her to
take up a blade and practice, not seeing that it would be contrary to the ethics of a healer.
And yet she kept urging, and kept urging. Elary had to smile at that. Silar was as much a
warrior as Elary was a healer, and she couldn't make an exception any more than Elary
could.
"Elary," said Silar abruptly. "Look at me."
Elary blinked and did so. The kiness woman was leaning forward, her wings
fluttering even harder in their agitation now, and her hands clenching as if she would like
to rip out someone's throat.
"Yes?" Elary asked.
"You can't go on like this," said Silar. "Trying to help Luden only worked for a
little while, and only left you all the more sullen and miserable, from what you told me."
"Because Rior wouldn't listen," said Elary, frowning again about that. She knew
that Shadow's lieutenant was busy with whatever grand strike or experiment Shadow had
involved him in now, but that didn't mean he had to take the news of Luden's betrayal
with a calm nod and a distracted, "That's nice, Elary. I'll think about it later."
"Yes, I know," said Silar. "But it's more than that. You've been complaining about
how you have nothing to do, that you feel useless when almost no one needs healing, that
you can't do what you like. Then I say it's time to start serving Shadow's cause by doing
something that you may not like."
"You're going to suggest training with the sword again, aren't you?" Elary shook
her head. "I told you, Silar, I can't do it. I've seen far too much damage done to the human
and fey bodies by swords. Cutting apart an elf, for example, is one of the few ways to kill
them. I've seen that done." She shuddered. "I still wake up at night from dreaming about
it sometimes."

"I was going to suggest that you haul stone," said Silar.
Elary blinked. "What?"
"Shadow is fortifying the castle," said Silar. "Shoring up the battlements, and so
on. Making sure that all the gates are either guarded or blocked. Extending his own magic
over every one of the people in the castle. He seems intent on guarding them all, even
that traitor Luden." There was wonder in her voice. "He's either the best ruler I've ever
seen, or the most foolish, to think that he can protect everyone and every room in the
castle."
"Not just the castle," said Elary, remembering something Shadow had said to her.
"Everyone in Ilantra. He won't allow anyone to be harmed. He would be destroyed before
he allowed that to happen."
Silar stared at her with troubled eyes. Then she shook her head and said, "Then
you see how important it is to avoid burdening him further."
"Of course."
"And wandering about and moaning how useless and bored you are will burden
him further," said Silar decisively. "Therefore, I think you should go and haul stone for a
little while. That will at least give you something to do."
"But that really will be boring," Elary complained.
"Look at it this way," said Silar, leaning forward so that Elary could see her
sword. "Will it be more boring than what you're doing right now?"
"Point," Elary conceded, watching the sword.
*******
"Careful, hold the end, it's going to fall…"
Elary straightened herself against the stone as best she could, but it still fell,
almost hitting her on the head as she let go instinctively. It would have crushed her foot if
she hadn't pulled that back. The swan who hovered above the stone block glared at her
for a moment, then landed and transformed into Neretsa.
"You could have tried to be a little more careful," she said, in a voice that wasn't
exactly a bark or snarl, but more like a swan's hiss. Elary turned her head away, feeling
her cheeks burn.
"I'm sorry," she began, but something else snatched Neretsa's attention, and she
changed back into a swan and wheeled into the sky. Elary, feeling rather silly making her
apology to empty air, stopped and stared about helplessly.
Everyone around her on the battlements worked in coordinated motions, levering
the blocks of stone into place with the help of arms and wings and sometimes even backs,
if they could change into large animals. They should have dropped their blocks far more
often, Elary thought, but they seemed to know the steps of the dance. They even had the
breath for laughter and jokes, which was more than Elary could imagine mustering right
now, or indeed ever again.
"Here I am," said Neretsa, flinging herself down in front of Elary again, and
making the healer start back. "Now. I believe that you came up here seeking some
usefulness, and some relief from boredom?"
Elary nodded cautiously. She was sure that Neretsa was going to accuse her of
something, but the beginning was true enough, accusation or not.
"You should know this," said Neretsa. "You have dropped a block twice in the
past hour, and it's incredibly useless to have you here and spreading your uselessness

around. My other workers can hardly get anything done for laughing at you." She raised
her voice as another stone settled into place with a grinding sound. "I don't think that this
is the best place for you."
"Where, then?" Elary asked. She hated the feeling of helplessness that filled her,
loathed it, and yet she really didn't know what else to do or where else to go. No one
required healing; she had been assured of that over and over. The placing of stone in the
walls, though it looked so much like brute work, obviously required more finesse or
knowledge than she had. And Elary was sure that Neretsa was about to mention that she
go fling herself off a wall.
The Lady of the Swans stared at Elary for a long moment, then sighed. "Go and
see Shadow," she said. "I would be perfectly happy to give you any ten humiliating
suggestions, but I know that he wouldn't like it."
"But he's busy."
"He'll care that you're unhappy," said Neretsa shortly. "Best way to get in and see
him when he's busy. Go, now, before I start taking out my temper on you whether my lord
likes it or not."
Elary hastily bowed and ran off down the battlement. She could hear the roaring
and groaning of some traps being laid in the River below; apparently, they involved the
riverbed being dug up and several nests of dangerous fish being placed beneath the mud,
which would be opened by Azure mages when the moment was right. Elary hadn't quite
understood that, and when several of the workers had tried to explain it to her, she had
just been left bewildered.
"I hate it," she whispered as she took one of the inner staircases down towards
the corridors. "Hate it, hate it, hate it."
"Hate what?"
Elary started, glancing up. A man she couldn't remember seeing before stood in
front of her, staring at her curiously. He looked fully human, which was unusual enough
in Shadow's service to make her study him closely. He had blue eyes, a face that could
have been Doralissan or Orlathian, and a guileless expression that Elary immediately
distrusted.
But he had asked an honest question, and if he was preparing to laugh at her, then
Elary couldn't sense it. She sighed and said, "I hate being useless. There's nothing I can
do to help here, and I hate that."
"Nothing at all?"
"Nothing at all."
The man studied her for a moment, then shook his head. "I don't believe that.
You're half-ilzán, aren't you? You must be able to find someone to heal, even in this
gigantic place."
"Everyone tells me that no one will need healing until the battle begins," said
Elary, concealing her irritation as best she could. "And then Shadow will probably take
care of most of them, or the wounding won't happen at all. He is seeking to protect his
people from that."
"You sound disappointed," the man said. "Did you want the wounding to happen,
then?"
Elary hissed under her breath. "Of course not! I'm glad that the people in the
castle are safe and healthy. But I do wish there was something else I could do, something

that wouldn't make- that wouldn't make me feel as if I were the Princess Mitherill,
pampered as much as necessary and then ignored!"
The man studied her for a moment, then said, "I think you need to talk to
Shadow," and seized her hand. Elary found herself stumbling as she followed him down
the passage, and had to regain her feet before she could feel any sense of dignity. Even
then, she was almost hurrying behind him as he tugged her down the stairs and along a
corridor that Elary hadn't often entered.
"You know where Shadow is?" she asked.
"Oh, yes. I talk to him all the time. Besides-" the man looked back at her and
winked "-I have some advantages when it comes to finding him, or anyone else, that
others do not."
"Who are you?"
"It would take too long to explain." The man paused outside a door carved with
flowing waves. "Ah, yes, I thought he would be here. He's talking to Rior, and when Rior
is agitated or upset, they often come here, to his old room."
"I shouldn't disturb them if they're together," said Elary frantically, remembering
the way that Rior had looked after some of his meetings with Shadow. Something was
bearing on him, heavier and heavier, and that had almost roused her healer's instincts all
by itself. "I know that they have important things to discuss, and that I can't-"
The man paid no attention to her at all, instead knocking and calling, "Shadow?
Sorry to disturb you, but there's a child out here who needs your help and guidance. She's
unhappy, and has nothing to do."
Shadow opened the door at once, while Elary was still opening her mouth to
object to being called a child. He looked at her, then at the man who held her hand, and
smiled instead of getting upset at the interruption, in the way that Elary had expected.
"Elary! Just the woman I was looking for. Could you come in here and speak with Arran
for a moment?"
"Who's Arran-" Elary began, but Shadow had already tugged her into the room.
The man who had brought her here watched her go with amusement, only shaking his
head and winking when Elary glanced back at him.
"My work here is done," he said, and then turned and walked off down the hall,
whistling. Elary thought she saw a badge on his shoulder as he went, something that
looked like a bird with wide-spread wings and an odd head, but she didn't get a chance to
identify it before the door shut and Shadow almost shoved her into a chair.
"Sit, sit. We may be here for a while, and I don't want you tiring yourself out with
standing up."
Elary blinked at his back as he walked across the room- he was wearing flesh at
the moment, his human form all filled in- and spoke softly to Rior, who was sitting with
his head bowed on a chair at the far end of a table. Rior snapped something. Shadow
patted his shoulder, carefully making the motion so that his hand didn't go through Rior's
misty body, and then turned and looked at Elary, speaking as though nothing
extraordinary were happening.
"When Rior became my avatar, he of course forsook his other ties and
obligations. But those other ties and obligations did not necessarily forsake him. He has
to be free of them in order to-"
"My lord."

Shadow glanced over his shoulder. "Yes, Rior?"
Elary looked at Rior, too. His features were misty, of course, but finely created
enough that she could see the pain and weariness and terror in his eyes.
"I would prefer that you didn't discuss this with her at all," he said quietly. "There
are some things she has to know if she's going to talk to Arran. But don't tell her what
we're going to do."
"Why not?" Elary asked.
Shadow turned grave eyes on her. "I want Rior to do something specific for me.
He fears that he can't do it. He doesn't think he's brave enough, or good enough, or strong
enough. I think that was the last excuse, wasn't it, Rior?" Though his voice stayed light
and playful, Elary could hear the sharp edge to it. "You thought that you weren't strong
enough to bear the burden I ask of you, even though you have borne all the others, and
cheerfully at that."
"Do not ask this of me," Rior whispered, so lowly that Elary could hardly hear
him. "Please, my lord, do not."
"You know I have no choice," said Shadow quietly. "What might happen when the
Faerie elves come, as you know they will do, and with Princess Mitherill and the Dark
attacking at the same time- well, I want to be ready."
"I'm so afraid," Rior whispered.
Elary started to stand and go to him, but Shadow, his attention attracted by her
sudden movement, turned back and said, "One of his ties was to Arran, Lord of the River
Isiluin. It appears that Arran has never truly forgiven Rior for betraying him." He
gestured to one of the room's windows, and Elary, turning, started. She had been so
absorbed by Rior that she truly hadn't noticed the watery figure that hovered in the air
beyond the window.
"Could you talk to Arran for us, please, and try to persuade him not to take Rior
back?" Shadow asked casually. "I have things to discuss with Rior, among them getting
rid of his silly fears about his strength."

Chapter 18
Court Manners
"I have forgotten how many times I said
That my love should not come back from the dead.
And yet there he is, knocking on the door again.
When will he lie still? When, oh when?"
-Song of the bardess Alain.
"Olumer."
Olumer turned around, for a moment sure that Kestian was going to give him
some advice on etiquette at the dinner table. However, he wound up staring, because the
woman smiling at him wasn't Kestian. It was Helian.
Of course, he thought, his surprise fading. She always manages to show up
somehow, just when I might be in danger or doing something she might find interesting. I
really shouldn't be surprised at all.
"My lady," he said, bowing. "I didn't expect to see you here. The Lady Kestian
said we would have guests for the feast, and that one of them was a young woman
seeking something, but I didn't know-"
"Of course you didn't know," said Helian airily. "I didn't know that I would find
you here, and I had no reason to mention your name. Nor did you have a reason to
mention that you knew me." She abruptly leaned forward and looked him in the eye.
"Unless you came back to the mountains because you at last saw sense and decided to
accept my offer."
Olumer cleared his throat and looked away from her eyes, which were a little too
intense so early in the evening. "I am afraid that I must disappoint you yet again, my lady.
I am here because Estora has proclaimed herself Queen of Rivendon and also sensed that
the filifernai are moving against her in the north. I came to warn the silvereyes about that,
and to ask them to defend the passes."
"For a human Queen?" Helian shot her claws and scraped at the air as if she
thought that would somehow hurt Estora.
"No," said Olumer, surprised that she could think that, even of him. "For the sake
of the territories and packs that would be hurt by the filifernai, otherwise. We might as
well think of them and take thought to defend ourselves." Sarcasm edged his voice before
he could stop it. "Even those who leave our packs behind to travel great distances and
find the cold knows what."
Helian just smiled at him. "And now I have found you," she murmured, sounding
entirely unruffled, "and I am free to return to my pack, who I am sure are waiting
impatiently for me."
"You don't think Temer's reclaimed his status?" Olumer asked.
Helian laughed. "My cousin is not that stupid. Better to remain a subordinate
with a modicum of power and respect than try to reclaim the position of leader and just
fail when I return."
"My lord, my lady," said Femer, appearing beside them so suddenly that Olumer
wondered if he had overhead what they were saying, "the feast will now be served."
Olumer nodded and followed Femer towards the rock, already making up his
mind how he would disrupt the dinner. It would be easy enough, given Kestian's apparent

obsession with the ways of the Rivendonian Court, and he began it the moment he sat
down in front of the rock and glanced at the twig-plate holding his food. His lip curled.
"What is it?" Kestian asked anxiously. She had planted herself on the other side
of the stone, directly opposite from him- probably so that she could see all his facial
expressions and the pleasure he would supposedly take in the meal, Olumer realized.
Olumer looked up and smiled tightly. "Nothing, my lady. Would you have a guest
be rude to your meal? It is indeed-" He paused as if he were thinking through certain
words. All the while, Kestian's gaze sharpened with anxiety. "Abundant," he said at last.
"It is certainly abundant."
Kestian eyed him for a moment, as if determining whether to accept the
compliment, then said, "No, I must know. What were you about to say before you chose
that word?"
Olumer shrugged and picked up a piece of meat from the twig-plate, beginning to
eat it as though he wanted his mouth full of food. Whether that was to prevent him from
saying something unfortunate or not, of course, was anyone's guess, but he knew full well
what Kestian would assume.
"This is my table," said Kestian, her voice sharpening, "and I would like a little
politeness from my guests. Speak!"
Olumer finished the meat in his mouth- which was good, but only because it was
venison, untouched and uncooked, not because of anything Kestian had done to it- and
spread his hands. "My lady, why would you want my opinion? Just because I have spent
over a hundred years guarding the royal line, and more than twenty years altogether in the
Court-"
"I will have your word."
Olumer sighed and bowed his head. "It pains me to hurt one who has been so
generous to me," he said softly. "Not everyone would welcome a stranger to her table, or
share so freely of her food."
Kestian's sharpness softened a little. "But I must know what you think, so that I
can better my service for the guests who come after."
Olumer waited a moment, his head still bowed, to give himself time to recover
from the amusement and irritation Kestian's pompous words inspired. Then he looked up
and assumed a languid expression. "I must admit that, next to the table of the royal Court,
your table lacks a certain- something, my lady."
Kestian, who had been leaning forward across the stone, let out a tight breath.
Then she said, "I had suspected that, but most of my former guests were too afraid of
offending me to say anything. You are not, and I like that. Good!" She was smiling, but
Olumer kept his eyes on the flash of her fangs and not on the words that her lips formed.
"Tell me more. What is this certain something that I lack, and what is the way I can
obtain it?"
"Well, for one thing, they make do with real plate, and not this unflattering stuff."
Olumer picked up one of the twig-plates, not having to hide his disgust at the poor
construction. "Your intentions may be noble, my lady, but inferior materials will always
produce inferior results. That is the simply the way the world is. If you had crystal, now,
or marble, or silver, then you might create an effect that would remind me of the royal
Court instead of the imitations that the peasant children make."
Kestian was trembling, but she was also nodding, her eyes alight, and Olumer

didn't think she was angry. "Yes, yes, I needed to hear this," she was murmuring.
"Crystal, marble, silver. Go on."
Olumer let his gaze stray to the fruit and vegetables in their leaves, and then
snapped it quickly away. "Nothing else, my lady," he said firmly. "I am sure that everyone
must praise the delights of your table."
"Liar!" Kestian shrieked, leaning forward across the rock. That disrupted the last
of the conversations that the other silvereyes were pretending to make, so as not to stare
at their leader, and they looked with open fascination. "There is something else to be said,
and you will say it!"
Olumer patiently waited out the screaming. He knew he was playing a dangerous
game, since Kestian in a fury would be more dangerous than most silvereyes. She had
killed for pleasure, and might kill again, and not only orange dragon eggs.
But he knew what he was doing. Once he had learned the games the Court
played, he had played them on his own, sometimes for survival and sometimes just for
amusement. Kestian had never played them at all before, and that made her an easy
target. Olumer just waited until her rage had calmed, and then fixed her with a sorrowful
look.
"Politeness is a feature of the Rivendonian royal Court at all times, my lady. The
Queen of Rivendon would never yell at a guest, or demand that he say something he had
been on the point of not saying. She would simply ask in a calm and cold voice, and the
guest would reply, not daring to disappoint her." And, if the Queen was Idona, she would
probably arrange to have the person who had angered her poisoned later, but Olumer
wasn't going to give Kestian that kind of idea.
"Politeness," said Kestian, leaning back against the snow and seeming to give it
serious thought.
"Yes," said Olumer. "And, of course, the Queen would never force her guests to
eat something they didn't like. She would be well-informed in advance of all their
favorite foods, and instruct her cooks to prepare them, so that no one would feel as if they
had come for a night of staring at their plates and eating nothing."
"I knew I should have ordered cooked meat prepared!" said Kestian angrily.
"After living so long among humans, you must eat it that way."
"No," said Olumer. "I find that I prefer the simpler, hardier dishes of my native
land, as many visitors to the Court do, and as the Queen would unhesitatingly order her
cooks to prepare. I was thinking of something else, something that in the name of
politeness you are trying to force your pack to eat." He nodded at the leaves full of dried
fruit, and then at the young woman who had just taken a slice of dried apple and was
cautiously trying it. She froze when her pack leader looked at her, but her disgusted
expression said all she needed to say.
Olumer looked back at Kestian and added the words that would tip the balance.
"Your people are not happy at your table, my lady. That is the infallible mark of a bad
Queen, if she does not care enough about her subjects to give them what they genuinely
enjoy."
Kestian stared at her twig-plate for a moment longer, then pushed it back,
muttered, "I'm not hungry," and strode into the pine copse.
Her pack watched her cautiously for a moment, then turned and started eating the
raw meat with expressions of bliss on their faces. They probably would still have to eat

the fruit, their stances said, but they were going to take advantage of this rare chance to
eat the food they loved. Olumer chuckled and picked up his own venison.
A moment later, he was aware of someone regarding him intently. He turned his
head, slowly to give the other silvereyes time to look away, but found Helian still gazing
at him, and smiling.
"Clever," she said. "Clever you are, intelligent enough to hunt at my side. And
you know the ways of humans, which could be an advantage to my pack."
Helian was probably right, Olumer decided, but he wasn't going to worry about it
right now, at least until little concerns like a filiferna army coming through the northern
passes were taken care of. He contented himself with a smile and a soft, "I am glad that
my lady thinks so well of me."
Helian promptly slapped his shoulder, though since she didn't have her claws out,
Olumer knew that she wasn't really angry. "Don't call me that," she said. "Such words are
for fine ladies, like Kestian. I don't like them."
Olumer grinned. She had managed to insult Kestian in such a way that no one in
the leader's pack had immediately taken offense. Of course, part of that could be that all
of them were so busy eating they wouldn't have noticed if someone had insulted their
mothers. "You wouldn't make a bad Court lady yourself."
He expected another slap, but Helian preened instead. "Really? Do you think I
could carry off the silver gown?"
"Only the Queens of Rivendon wear silver gowns in the Rivendonian Court,"
said Olumer, examining the meat again. There was only a little left, but he was still
hungry. He supposed he might go hunting later. "It's their color, a symbol of the
silvereyes blood still left in them, or some kind of nonsense like that."
"That's what I'm asking," said Helian, leaning back in the snow as if lounging on
a throne. "Do you think I could carry it off?"
Olumer laughed and returned to his meal. Helian was annoying, of course, but he
was willing to forgive that when she was being amusing.
******
"I have thought long and hard about what you said."
Olumer snapped awake, his heart pounding hard for a moment before he
remembered where he was. Of course he expected that people would take less care to
avoid waking him up suddenly than they did in the Court. In the Court, he was one of the
very few naturally armed fighters, with no sword to snatch before he could start rending
and tearing. In the middle of a silvereyes pack, he was around people who had no concern
for Court propriety, let alone concern about his claws, having their own.
And of course he liked it. Of course he did. But when he was tired and awakened
in the middle of the night, Olumer couldn't help thinking wistfully that there was
something to be said for Court propriety.
Kestian crouched above him, staring not at him but past him into the darkness.
Olumer composed himself to wait until she spoke again. Silvereyes pack leaders were
often whimsical, as he had seen with Helian and Temer. She might not be inclined to
speak again at all until the morning came.
But, in this case, perhaps what she had to say was too urgent to yield to whimsy,
because the pause barely lasted three minutes before Kestian said, "I didn't want to
believe what you said, but I think that I have little choice other than to do so now."

Olumer frowned at her shoulders, and could think of nothing to say. "Why?" he
ventured at last, when he realized the pause had been almost expectant, wanting an
answer.
"Because," said Kestian, "I know that the Court is grander than any poor vision I
could put together out here in the snows. My foster-father always told me that, and even
though he was human and weaker than I was, he was grander in his visions. I thought I
was content to be constructing my Court out here in the snow, and I am not. I want
something more." She turned until Olumer could see the gleam of her silver eyes. "Teach
me."
"My lady," said Olumer, "I cannot teach you how to mine silver or import crystal,
because I don't know that. I was never involved in such things. I was only involved in
eating off the crystal and silver."
"Yes, I know," said Kestian, with a desperate yearning in her voice. "But you
have proved that you retain an impressive set of manners. You really might be able to
teach me something, more than my foster-father did. You know more recent Court
manners than he did."
"When did he leave the Court?" Olumer asked.
"Two hundred years ago."
Olumer nodded. "I first came to Court in the time of Queen Idona, more than a
hundred years ago."
"I know," said Kestian. "I have always kept informed of the names of the new
Queens and Kings. That kind of thing I can learn from human peasants. But the Court
manners and fashions of Court dress and so on are much harder to learn, as I am sure you
can imagine."
"Yes," Olumer murmured.
"That is why I want you to teach me."
Olumer tilted his head. "My lady, with a filiferna army approaching? I thought
you wanted to help stop them."
Kestian scraped her claws in the snow for a moment, then said, "Femer can go to
the packs to the west, and tell them about the coming attack. I trust him. But I will come
with you on your way to the east, and you will instruct me in Court manners and teach
me how to behave politely."
"As you will," said Olumer, though his irritation grew at the thought of a journey
with the mad pack leader.
Kestian nodded at him, and then stood and turned, bounding into the darkness. It
stirred only a moment later, though in a different direction, and Helian came out and sat
down beside him, gazing expressively at him.
"I heard that," she said. "It will be a problem."
"Why?" Olumer asked, keeping his voice low just in case Kestian had someone
spying on him. Given how much she worried about Darkworkers and orange dragons and
the cold knew what else, he thought it highly possible.
"Because," said Helian, "I intend to travel with you myself, and her presence will
annoy me as nothing else could."

Chapter 19
In the High Passes
"Before you name a thing divine,
Look on it in moon and in starshine,
And decide if it is fine,
A gift for you forever."
-"A Gift For You Forever."
My lady, we should rest.
Nightstone nodded her consent, and a moment later she heard it ripple back along
the line, in the nodding of heads and the flapping of wings and the trumpeting cries of the
swans. Nightstone had found that she didn't mind traveling with them after all, even
though swans couldn't fly as fast as pegasi and she had thought they would be as calm
and sweet as natural swans. They had come to her quite often throughout this first day
and shared bloodthirsty thoughts, though, and now Nightstone almost looked forward to
engaging their opponents in battle.
I hope that our first enemy will be something less formidable than Faerie elves,
however.
She descended, kicking her legs out behind her and flirting her tail so that the
swans could more easily follow her. Nightstone had found that such gestures came
naturally all the time, without her even considering the convenience before they
happened. The pegasus body seemed to have instincts of its own, which Nightstone was
happy with. She had lived too long to be much surprised by anything anymore, and the
surprises were even more rarely pleasant.
They landed easily on the stone, and Nightstone took a moment to sigh and
stretch her wings before she changed back into a human. Of course the cold coiled around
her at once, and the bite on her rump stung, and her back ached where the wings had beat.
But she still felt good. Besides, the swan shapeshifters were changing back into their
normal forms as well, and she could easily tell them what to do.
"Build a fire," she said to the first who emerged, a pair of lightning-fey.
The liadrai bowed to her and went to do as she asked. Nightstone smiled. She had
always liked commanding liadrai. They seemed to live mostly in their silences and
reveries, and as long as she didn't interrupt too many of those, they were content to do as
she asked.
She turned away from the camp for a moment and stared towards the snowtouched heights gleaming in the moonlight. Though she knew they were filled with
dragon caves and haunts of People of the Blending and just about everything else
dangerous she could imagine, they still thrilled and awed her. Nightstone sometimes liked
to pretend she hadn't seen what she had seen, and that she could just gaze and imagine
adventure in the next cave like anyone else traveling through the Rashars.
And whose fault is it if I cannot? Dark's, mostly, but surely also my own, she
thought temperately. I didn't have to accept commands in the north, the haunt of so many
wonders that the south has forgotten. And I didn't have to stay in the north, either, when I
could have come south and explored the Rashars. So I might as well stare and dream,
now, and think about investigating them, even though it would have to wait until later.
"My lady." One of the liadrai appeared before her, bowing, and holding out a cup

of mulled wine as though in apology for breaking her reverie. Considering how much the
lightning-fey valued private thought, it might even have been that, Nightstone thought as
she accepted the cup.
"Thank you," she said, and blew on the wine to cool it a little before she began to
drink. The liadra draped a blanket around her shoulders, which somewhat lessened the
cold, and Nightstone went back to enjoying the view while someone else set up her tent.
Doubtless Shadow would have made her carry her own pavilion, and set it up, if he was
here, but he wasn't, and she could have the liadrai carry it in swan form and set it up if
she wanted. She deserved some considerations.
Besides, after what seems like centuries of fending for myself in the tunnels, I
need this to recover. Yes, that's it.
Someone shouted something, abruptly, and Nightstone turned, setting the wine
down on a stone. She realized that she was moving as if she had expected an attack, and
had a moment to laugh at herself before everything exploded around her.
Lightning flashed in front of her, and then formed itself into a liadra. This one
didn't look like the liadrai that Nightstone was used to, though, and after a moment she
realized that she must be half-liadra. The lightning bolts glowing in the center of the dark
eyes proclaimed it. She stared at Nightstone for a moment, then tried to lash out and take
Nightstone down.
Nightstone was ready for that, though, and she had trained long in handling
Lightning magic, which was essentially what liadrai called on. Lightning was formed
from the blending of Scarlet and Gust, and so Nightstone had only to catch hold of the
Scarlet and bend it a certain way, and then she caught the bolt and turned it back on the
woman.
She vanished for a moment into the light she had come as, then reappeared,
looking as crazed as ever and ready to fight.
"Who are you?" Nightstone asked, falling back a pace so that she would have
more room to move. Of course, she would attack the half-liadra even without that, but
Scarlet favored movement, and so did Nightstone.
"I serve the glorious Princess Mitherill," said the woman. "And my name is
Melior, just in case you want to know who will kill you." She shot a fist forward and
opened her fingers as it went, so that a series of bolts sprayed at Nightstone.
Scarlet ate the bolts before they could reach her, and Nightstone snorted as she
sent forth a flare of flame that the woman only avoided by transforming yet again. "And
you call her glorious? She was the one who caused the ending of Arvenna. That would
have been your Kingdom. I am amazed that you can stand to speak the name without
spitting, let alone that you would follow her."
"You know nothing," said Melior, as she came back to herself. "The Princess is
the rightful ruler of Ilantra, and we will take the country from Shadow and give it to her,
since Shadow could not be persuaded to give it up and spare many lives." She looked
over Nightstone's head and nodded.
Nightstone sat fire to the snow behind her. Of course the flames quickly went out,
but they raised a kind of mist which made the arrow go wide and stick into the ground
instead. Nightstone found herself laughing eagerly and springing forward to the attack.
Melior again fell back, and then turned as a trumpet call sounded from the corridor of
rock that Nightstone and the swans had landed in.

"What is this?" Melior screamed. "Retreat? Who told them to sound the retreat? I
would have to give the order, and-"
Nightstone struck while she was babbling, driving forward a hand in much the
same strike that Melior had tried to use on her, though of course her fingers shone with
fire instead of lightning bolts. Her punch blew straight through the hands that Melior
raised too late to defend herself, and burned away a good portion of Melior's chest.
Nightstone reached firmly forward as Melior screamed, and then seared through the last
portion of muscle that enclosed Melior's heart. The woman would probably have fled, but
she was also probably too much in pain to transform.
Nightstone pulled back in a spray of blood, some of it hissing and burning as it
hit her hand. She held Melior's heart for a moment, then laughed and tossed it into the
snow. She turned back just in time to see Melior collapse.
Nightstone regretted that. She would have liked to whisper a final message,
something about never underestimating one's enemy, but Melior had gone behind its
reach. She turned to find the enemy who had stood above and shot the arrow at her, but
he or she was already gone. Nightstone pouted for a moment, then turned and rushed
downhill to join the battle, laughing wildly as she went.
She found one of the shapeshifters down with a scratch on her arm, but the others
still up, and unwounded, and fighting. The half-liadrai and humans Mitherill had sent into
the pass were pitifully overmatched, since they relied on long speeches to convince their
enemies before they even struck. And, too, a lot of these shapeshifters were fey, and had
had centuries to learn the finer points of their magic.
Then Nightstone came along and set her fire free among them, and after that it
was all over. The humans and half-liadrai raced each other in a mad stampede to get
away.
Nightstone fought the impulse to take to the air and go after them in pegasus
form. She still needed to rest, and so did her command, especially since she knew that
none of them would have had time to sleep before the attack. She turned to assessing
their health, therefore, though part of her was running after Mitherill's command and
shouting gleefully all the way.
She returned to her command, and found most of them clustering around the fey
shapeshifter who had been wounded in the arm. She lifted a tear-streaked face to
Nightstone. Nightstone was a little startled at the tears, but then realized from her copper
skin and smoky eyes that the woman was mizan. They had less compulsion about
expressing such emotions in front of humans than any other fey.
"What's the matter?" she asked gently. "Was the wound poisoned?"
"No," said one of the dark-skinned fey who reminded Nightstone of Neretsa, but
whose voice of doom might have belonged to the healer, Elary. "But it's in her arm. That
means in her wing, too. She can't fly."
Nightstone didn't hesitate. "Then you'll need to go downhill, and back into
Ilantra," she said. "Shadow swore to protect the whole country, and you saw how well he
was able to defend us even when we were miles from the castle. I'm sure he'll be able to
protect you, too, the moment that your foot touches the soil of your native country. Don't
you agree?"
Whether it was the shock of the wound or just the good sense in Nightstone's
voice, the mizan agreed with a little nod and a sob, and Nightstone saw her bound and

bandaged and put to sleep in the most comfortable of the pavilions, save for Nightstone's
own. She would go on her way in the morning, but not too early. Nightstone knew the
fine art of making it seem as if she cared about everyone who had been wounded in her
troop, and sending her on her way too quickly would be a mistake.
With that settled, Nightstone retired happily to her pavilion and closed her eyes
as the liadrai draped yet another thick snow leopard fur over her. It had been a good idea
to require them to carry the packs, she reflected in the moments before sleep snatched
her.
*******
Come home.
The words were ringing, compelling, surging in her head like the crash of the sea.
Nightstone had to resist the urge to simply stand up and run in the voice's direction.
Surely she could at least know where she would be going? She didn't want to go back
home to Orlath, not with the mess the country was in now.
Come home.
And then a vision seemed to spring to life behind her eyes. Nightstone smiled
contentedly. Good. If there was a way to go home, and not have to hunt Princesses down
for their royal blood, then she would appreciate it.
But the place she saw was not Orlath, nor even near it. It was laid among shining
mountains and great glaciers, and walls that shone silver and white even in the dark rose
into the night forever. Nightstone could see slender minarets near the top, however far
away that was, but it was the bottom of the fortress that held her eyes. She knew that in
the cellars lay the great pool of blackness that spun its dreams out over the world.
The Dark.
Come home.
Nightstone breathed quietly and tried to make herself as small as possible. She
had drawn some attention by responding to the summons, but surely she could avoid any
more by just staying still. The Dark hadn't really meant to call her, she knew. It was just
sounding out a general call to its servants who hadn't yet become part of the war effort,
and her mind was still tuned to it, since she hadn't given up service in the Dark of her
own free will.
But, oh, it was hard to resist! Nightstone remembered walking the corridors of
silver and ice, trembling as she realized how near she was to one of the great powers of
the world. The Dark had touched her, and she had bowed before it, humbled. She hadn't
been humiliated- the Dark didn't believe in humiliation of its servants unless they did
something wrong- but she was awed at the sheer might that lay in the Dark.
Come home.
Nightstone served Shadow now. She knew that. Shadow had been good to her,
had been kind, and she was sure that he was the better power to serve.
But the Dark still impressed her.
She clutched the ground and shivered until morning came and the dream let her
go, and even then she could feel it whispering in her mind if she looked north.
Consequently, she turned and led the flight of swans more west than north that day, still
along the Rivendonian border but away from temptation. She ignored the other
shapeshifters' confused whispers.
Shadow had given her ten days only to seek the Princesses, and this was the

second.

Chapter 20
Kesista
"The passing of the storm only reveals new dangers."
-The Doubtful Oracle.
"There it is."
Ternora nodded. "Yes, my Prince."
Warcourage glanced at her quickly. "You've been here before?"
Ternora kept her smile patiently in place. "Yes, Your Highness. If you remember,
I suggested leaving from this port in the first place because I thought that the undines
would be willing to carry across the ocean where almost no one else would be. You didn't
know about the existence of the ports in the south until then," she felt compelled to add.
Warcourage scowled. "Are you calling me stupid?"
"Of course not, Your Highness," said Ternora patiently. "Only ignorant. And
ignorance can always be cured."
Warcourage continued to stare at her suspiciously for a moment, then snorted and
turned away.
Ternora kept her smile in place for a moment, then looked away. Since the attack
of the Faerie elves, which Erlande had repelled but which Warcourage had claimed the
glory of getting rid of, she had found it harder and harder to tolerate the Prince. Of
course, he had been hard to tolerate even when they were first walking through the jungle
together towards Kesista, but at least then he had been somewhat focused on persuading
her to his side. Now, he seemed mostly focused on irritating her with the glaze of his
arrogance.
The only thing to come out of the whole journey, as far as Ternora was
concerned, was that Emrissa didn't seem to mind that Ternora had prayed to Elle. In fact,
she thought it was amusing, for some reason that she smiled about but wouldn't actually
confess whenever Ternora asked her.
And I suppose even that isn't good as much as irritating.
Ternora wondered, as they drew nearer to shore and the towers of Kesista, if
perhaps she could stop pretending when they landed. Reweren might cut the tethers. She
and Emrissa had failed to get into a situation where they could lure Warcourage into the
water, and so they'd lost their best chance; neither of them had realized how fast a ship
crewed by undines would sail. Surely they could give up pretending to like Warcourage
and just go back to killing him? Ternora thought she would welcome the change.
Even- or especially because- Warcourage wouldn't.
"There it is!"
Ternora smiled a little at the excitement in Warcourage's voice. So long as he
wasn't behaving like a Prince, but like a child, then he was tolerable.
"I shall order towers like that built when I rule from my palace," said
Warcourage, dreamily touching the hilt of his sword.
Ternora's mood soured again. She looked away from him and concentrated on
Kesista, which never failed to enchant her when she saw it, even though by now she had
seen it several times.
The undines had built the city themselves, since they were the only ones who
would carry passengers across the Lilitha. The humans who wouldn't follow the royal

family's example and shun the sea were extremely rare. So all the buildings weren't solid,
but a mass of water contained in walls of magic, most of the time forming gleaming
towers, but altering when the undines declared it so. At the moment, they were minarets,
delicate things straight out of some elven tale, and undines were swarming around them,
brightly-colored flashes in the middle of the clear water.
The streets, too, were flowing streams of seawater, continually pulled out and
continually sent back. Undines flowed along on the top of them, sometimes taking the
trouble to form legs and feet, more often dropping their female forms to run in the shape
of waves. Visitors traveled in boats, pulled by undines or large fish. Ternora grinned,
since she could imagine the expressions of the humans even if she couldn't see them.
There was no telling when an undine might feel mischievous and send the boat spinning
towards the ocean. The passengers were never really in control of their own rides, and
among people who hated the sea, that was a maddening thing.
"And here we are," said one of the sailors on Ternora's ship, her voice shrill and
sweet.
The quays were solid stone, Ternora saw, as she remembered them. It was hard
even for undines to anchor a ship in water. The crew went into action, flinging themselves
around the masts and singing to each other in their bubbling language as they made ready
to moor the ship.
Another ship slid past them as Ternora waited, and she glanced at it idly, then
looked again. The sails were gray, and they bore symbols of wolves and dolphins. The
dolphins might have passed unnoticed among a people so obsessed with water, but the
wolves weren't usual animals in Doralissa. And given the ship's gray sails, and the mostly
human sailors who crewed her, Ternora knew that it must be one of Shadow's ships.
"I wonder where that's going?" she asked softly.
Warcourage glanced at her. "What?"
"That ship." Ternora pointed after it, leaning over the rail already to see it. It
traveled across the water more smoothly and swiftly than their own ship had, and Ternora
wondered if Erlande was cooperating to pull it across the ocean. "I suppose Shadow has a
plan of some kind, but I don't know what it is."
Warcourage laughed. "Your eyes are probably the victims of sundazzle, Ternora.
There's nothing but shadows there."
"Yes, I know," said Ternora. "That's what I mean. A ship of Shadow, sailing out
from Kesista."
"Nothing's there, Ternora," said Warcourage, gently patting her elbow. "But I do
appreciate that you're being vigilant about all this. You're protecting my safety even when
there's nothing to protect it from. That's dedication!"
Ternora swallowed, thought about arguing, and then said nothing, even when she
saw one of the sailors on the ship turn back to the land and fling out a compact gray ball.
It expanded as Ternora watched, and flowed over the port, enclosing it in a web of
shadows. For one moment, the shadows breathed as though they were alive, or as though
their Lord were looking out of them and laughing. Then they vanished.
Warcourage shivered and glanced up at the sun. "That was a swift-moving
cloud," he commented.
Ternora thought about objecting yet again, and then decided that it wouldn't do
any good. Why should she take the time and trouble to protect Warcourage, when he

wasn't interested? Probably this plot of Shadow's had nothing to do with him, anyway.
Shadow had never seemed to care very much about Doralissa, and had even allowed
rebels to plot and sometimes come to him and demand that he leave the country, without
any more response than a few chuckles.
The ship was moored at last, and the undines created another solid ramp of water
extending from the ship to the quays. Ternora hurried across it as soon as there was
relative assurance that she wouldn't slip. She needed to be away from Warcourage and to
think for a bit.
I can't take much more of this.
It might not have mattered that much if Warcourage had talked to her like a real
servant. But he had treated her like a dog, even patting her head or calling her a "good
half-elf," sometimes. Ternora knew she and Emrissa had to find another plan to win his
trust and draw a knife across his throat, or whatever they were going to do, because if
they didn't, she would simply try to kill Warcourage out in the open, and never mind the
penalties.
"Good half-elf," she muttered as she stepped off the bridge and turned to wait for
the others. Already the tether around her neck was tugging at her, and she knew she
couldn't go much further.
"Is something wrong?"
Ternora glanced over her shoulder curiously. A clear face looked back at her from
the top of a running wave, soothing her curiosity. The undines would often ask questions
just to know what was going on, whether or not it had anything to do with them.
Ternora shook her head. "I'm just waiting to welcome the arrival of Prince
Warcourage to shore."
"Prince of where?"
Ternora blinked. Even an undine couldn't be that politically unaware, certainly.
"Prince of Doralissa."
The undine reared up into female form, watching Warcourage walk down the
ramp. "He looks it," she agreed. Seeing Ternora glance at her, she added, "Those bright
green eyes, the blond curls, the self-satisfied expression. The monarchs of Doralissa like
to pretend that they're all glitter and all substance, at the same time, not seeing that one
has to yield to the other."
"You don't talk much like most undines I've met," said Ternora. She considered
that. "I like you."
The undine laughed. "I'm not only an undine," she said, and then transformed into
a Light elf. Ternora blinked, and the elf laughed in turn, her chuckle no different from the
laughter that Ternora had heard all her life whenever she was clumsy or made a mistake.
Before Ternora could take offense, however, the elf added, "I'm a Person of the Blending.
I only take the undine form for convenience, usually, when I'm in Kesista or in the
ocean."
"Amalierie!"
That was Warcourage, Ternora realized, calling a greeting in the tongue of the
Light elves who'd raised him. The seeming elf beside her raised her hand and called back.
Reweren swiftly appeared behind Warcourage, putting a hand on his shoulder.
"Who are you?" he asked the Person of the Blending.
"My name is Sorsiriel," said the seeming elf equitably in the Light elf tongue,

Talathiel. "I have been waiting for the Prince to come back to Doralissa. I have important
news for him, concerning the movements of the elves in the south."
Ternora gaped at her. Sorsiriel shook her head and winked, then turned to
Warcourage again. "My Prince," she said, going down to one knee. It looked graceful and
not subservient, though, in the way that Ternora had only ever seen an elf manage it. "We
welcome you to the Kingdom that you should have ruled long since, if not for unhappy
chance."
Warcourage's lip trembled, and tears filled his eyes. "I haven't seen a Light elf in
so long," he whispered, and hurried away from Reweren, flinging himself into Sorsiriel's
arms. Ternora almost expected her to dissolve back into water when he touched her and
laugh merrily, but Sorsiriel gathered him close and rocked him, murmuring the soothing
words used to children all the while.
Ternora turned to look at Emrissa, whose face was very dark. Emrissa caught her
gaze and smiled. "I'm waiting for her to let him go," she explained, stepping close so
Reweren wouldn't hear them. "Then I'm going to stab her so hard the heart will come out
the other side."
"Your dagger would go straight through," said Ternora, "since she can change
into water, or flame, or whatever she wants. Sorsiriel is a Person of the Blending. She
was an undine when I met her a moment ago, and she claimed not to have any idea that
Warcourage was Prince of Doralissa."
Emrissa stared at the embracing pair again. "So…"
"Yes?"
"She is playing some sort of game?"
"I think so," said Ternora, looking back as Sorsiriel ran a hand through
Warcourage's curls. "Unless the first part was the game, pretending to have no idea who
he was, and this is reality."
Sorsiriel looked up at her and winked again.
Which, Ternora thought, could mean anything.
*******
"You have not allowed me to speak my gratitude to you, Your Highness, and say
how glad I am that you have returned to lead us into the Light once more! How Doralissa
has suffered without you! You might have…"
Ternora fought frantically to keep a smile on her face and her eyes from glazing
over. She didn't know how Sorsiriel could go on and on in this vein; she only knew that
she couldn't have.
I'm going to keep on nodding and smiling until my face and neck freeze like this.
They'll find me in the morning dead and stiff with no idea of how I got here.
She turned away from the Light elf's- or the Person of the Blending's, thought
there was still no sign that either Reweren or Warcourage knew that- chatter, and looked
out over the restaurant in which they sat. It was one Ternora had never eaten at before,
and the only thing that made the evening of Warcourage-worship tolerable. The table at
which they sat perched on a floating island of coral and grass-draped material that was
probably a great pumice stone, and drifted in circles around the deep pool that formed the
dining room. Of course, it was filled with undines, sporting on the edges of the island and
then melting back into the water again. Ternora could see them at their own "tables" in
the pool itself, talking in their bubbling language and clashing together cups that might

have been made of more solidified water or the most delicate glass. The walls that
contained the pool and held it apart from the rest of the water flowing through Kesista
were decorated with fish and dolphins, bits of coral and unusual seaweed, and delicate
colored lights that cast wavering blue and pink and gold reflections on the surface of the
water, mingling with the light of the setting sun that streamed through the windows.
Ternora kept her eyes on the reflections, and let them almost hypnotize her before
some word from Sorsiriel pulled her back. Blinking, she looked up. "What?"
"I said that you must have been the Prince's Destined guardian," said Sorsiriel,
leaning towards her in interest. "I don't think that any other half-elf would be traveling
with the Heir of Doralissa."
Ternora forced herself to smile. It wasn't enough for Sorsiriel to adopt the face
and form of a Light elf, apparently; she had to adopt their prejudices as well. "I was his
guardian," she said. "And here I am."
"But she betrayed me," Warcourage interrupted importantly. "She joined with
someone who killed my former guardian, Savior. It's only lately that she saw sense and
joined with me to win back the throne of Doralissa."
"Really."
Ternora scowled. If Sorsiriel hadn't already known of her deception, as she was
certain the elf did, then those golden eyes would have broken through it in a second.
Sorsiriel was simply far too interested in Ternora.
"Yes," said Ternora. "That is the simplistic version of things, of course." Catching
Warcourage's and Emrissa's combined glares- Reweren just looked anxious- she added,
"Begging Your Highness's pardon, but there were many things happening that you didn't
know about, then."
"Tell me about it when we're in the High Court, Ternora," said Warcourage, with
an arrogant flip of his hand. "Then you can speak any nonsense you wish, and we'll be
compelled to laugh at it."
Ternora frowned. "I don't understand you, Your Highness."
"I didn't tell you, did I?" Warcourage asked, his face lighting with a delicate,
malicious smile. "I plan to offer you the position of Court jester. I thought you would do
rather well at it."
Ternora stared at him. His mouth was wide open, his green eyes sparkling with
laughter, and the only thing she could think of was how good it would feel to rip his
throat out.
But that would waste all the work she had put into her deception, and she couldn't
do it anyway, thanks to the tether around her neck. She forced herself to open her mouth
and laugh, instead.
Warcourage looked pleased. He turned and gestured to one of the undines
swimming by with a tray of delicacies. "A candied jellyfish for my half-elven friend, if
you would," he said.
Ternora hated candied jellyfish. But she took this one and ate it, while
Warcourage and Sorsiriel laughed at her, and even Reweren smiled.
Emrissa just watched with an enigmatic expression, and said nothing at all.
That's enough, Ternora thought. I am tired of this. If I didn't have a reason to kill
Warcourage before, then I would have one now.
I will try to kill him tonight. I think I know a way.

Chapter 21
Glimpses of Evil
"I tell you, the Dark is not synonymous with evil. There are things that even the
Dark would find disgusting."
-Attributed to Arikari, Dark's Lady.
"There they are."
Nightstone nodded to the fey shapeshifter named Ilarsa, while keeping her eyes
on the gathering below her. It radiated such strong ripples of wrongness that Nightstone
had to fight the temptation to be sick.
Yes, the castle of ice and silver to which she was called had its own kind of
wrongness, but that was defiant, ringing, a laugh in the face of the Light that would
demand the world be perfect and smooth and orderly. In its own way, the Dark was right,
and when Nightstone had spent long enough in that perfect palace of its power, then she
would never doubt it.
Come home.
Nightstone scowled and tried to stop thinking of the Dark. Fixing her thoughts
too much in that direction just brought the renewal of that relentless call she could, now,
never quite escape from.
The wrongness below her. Yes.
This was of an entirely different kind, the kind that Nightstone had found the first
time she visited a village that Light fanatics had burned. There was hatred here, and an
insatiable hunger for blood. If the Dark had ever wanted, had ever hungered, for this
much, then Nightstone would be surprised.
Below her walked living stone statues, all of them dark, all of them with crowns
molded on their heads. And they shouldn't walk, shouldn't move at all. It was blood that
had brought them to life, blood that had bought them that life, and Nightstone had to keep
conquering the impulse to just sweep down with her command and obliterate them. For
one thing, she knew that there was really nothing she and the swans could do.
For another, there had to be a better opportunity to snatch the Princess of
Rivendon than Nightstone could see right now.
A slender figure with long silver hair stood in the middle of all the walking stone
statues, now and then directing them with a shrill voice. She still wore the tattered
remnants of a silver dress, and sometimes she stomped her foot in a matter so reminiscent
of Princess Alliana that Nightstone knew she had found another of her great-nieces.
Nightstone curled her lip when the Princess ordered a stone statue to go do something,
and the statue started piling rocks. Was she really trying to build a castle, as the echo of
her words seemed to suggest? Didn't she know how long that would take?
I don't really think she cares, of course.
Nightstone laid her head on her hands and contemplated the scene once again.
She had to do something. This was their fourth day out from Ilantra, and that meant she
would only have two more days at most to capture Cadona and Mitherill before they had
to turn for home. Nightstone had not the slightest idea where Mitherill was, so she would
capture Cadona for right now and be content, she thought. Then she would ask Shadow's
permission to go on another Princess-capturing expedition when he saw how well
Cadona's blood restored Orlath.

In the meantime, there remained the problem of how to get Cadona away from
her protectors.
"I didn't say that stone on that stone! I said that stone on this stone!" Cadona's
shrill voice drifted up to them, setting Nightstone's teeth on edge.
"Must we capture her?" Ilarsa muttered to Nightstone, rolling her eyes.
"Look at it this way," said Nightstone. "After we capture her, we get to spread her
blood across an entire Kingdom."
Ilarsa smiled at once. "Somehow I had managed to forget that. Can I watch?"
Nightstone nodded, and the fey sighed contentedly and stretched her arms. "Then
can we go capture her now?"
Nightstone was about to explain the problems when one of them explained itself,
by closing its hand around both their throats and saying, "I think that you should rethink
who's capturing who."
Ilarsa twisted at once, in a way that told Nightstone she had escaped grasps like
this before, and transformed into a swan even as she leaped. Her neck was too long and
slender to fit the grasping hand now, and as the woman watched in astonishment, the dark
fey beat her way into the sky.
Nightstone was trying to transform as well, but the hand tightened, and she lost
her concentration in the wash of dizzying pain. The woman whispered into her ear, "I'm
stronger than I ever was, now that I've been reborn in a body of stone. And don't think
that you can just take my granddaughter- Nightstone!"
The hands had turned her as the woman spoke, and Nightstone, returning to
consciousness, found herself looking into a face she had once known well. Really, the
sculptor had done a remarkable job. The statue's face was almost the same as that of the
young Princess Nightstone had seen once long ago, when she came north to pay her
homage to the Dark. Arrogant, fine-boned, high and haughty. Nightstone nodded.
"It has been a long time, Princess Idona," she said.
"Queen." The statue spoke quickly, one of her hands rising to touch the crown
embedded in her hair. The other kept careful hold of Nightstone's neck, so that Nightstone
couldn't really use the lapse in her concentration to escape. "I am Queen now."
Nightstone chuckled. "You are? Where's your throne?"
The hand on her throat squeezed again, and Nightstone saw a brief wash of
blackness travel across her vision. When she came back to herself, Idona was saying, "—
not right now, but I will take my throne again, and I would appreciate it if you would
think about what you're saying rather than just saying it."
Nightstone coughed and managed to speak, though her throat did feel sore. "You
are arrogant beyond measure, to think that you can choke me like this and get away with
it."
"I heard about your betrayal by the Dark," said Idona, her face full of smug pride.
"Now that I'm back in the world again, I'm one of the Dark's most trusted lieutenants.
There's no power that you can bring down on me."
"Perhaps not," said Nightstone, deciding at once not to tell her about the gift of
shapeshifting that she had. She would save that for a more- opportune moment. "But that
doesn't mean I'm going to give up." She wrinkled her nose. "I'm amazed the Dark would
trust you, given how bad you smell."
Idona laughed. "What are you talking about? Stone doesn't smell."

"The stink isn't physical," said Nightstone. "But the stink of the magic you use to
maintain yourself? That almost is."
Idona blinked at her, then shook her head. "It is a necessary tool to allow us to
walk the world again," she said. "We are the Kings and Queens of Rivendon, and most of
us have come to our descendant's command."
"I didn't think you would be the type to come to heel at anyone's command," said
Nightstone.
Idona winked. "I did say, most of us." Then she arranged her face in a stern
expression. Really, Nightstone thought as she watched her, it was incredible how flexible
the stone used to make her was. "But you are an intruder, and I am sure that you can
mean nothing good to my granddaughter. Come, confess. It was your intent to claim
control of her, wasn't it?"
"No," said Nightstone, for some reason starting to feel happy. "Guess again."
Idona snorted. "As if you would bother to confess the truth, even if I guessed it."
She paused, then gave in again. "You were going to take her back to your current allies
and hold her hostage until you convinced her to rule Rivendon the way that you wanted
her to."
"My current allies have not the slightest interest in Rivendon," Nightstone said.
"Guess again."
Idona studied her, head on one side. "I cannot guess," she said at last. "The only
value that Cadona has is as the Heir of Rivendon. And I am afraid that I cannot let you
have her. She is my Heir until I can find a better one. I am not sure if I am capable of
bearing children, and though Cadona is rather silly in herself, I may need to marry her off
and use her children to claim the throne for me if my people rise up against me."
"You didn't do such a good job of raising your own children," said Nightstone,
and made her voice slow and thoughtful. "Your own son led the coup against you, didn't
he?"
Again came the choking, but Nightstone was already getting used to it, and
thought she might eventually break free of it. When she came back to herself this time,
Idona was hissing at her, in an attempt to sound threatening, "You will tell me what you
want my granddaughter for, and at once."
"I want her blood to settle Orlath," said Nightstone. "It's a mess again, now that
Elle has withdrawn her power from it. And I don't want it to dissolve into the fey country.
I want Cadona's blood to cool the grass and give the hills their shape. Her father was a
Prince of Orlath. That connection should be close enough."
Idona stared at her. Nightstone stared back. She had the feeling that she had
managed to shock the old Queen of Rivendon, but she didn't know why, exactly. Surely
Idona, if she couldn't guess the answer, should have thought it would be something
shocking?
Then Idona shook her head and said, "Tempting as it is to believe you, I am
afraid that I cannot. You must want her for something else."
"And why?" Nightstone asked calmly.
"Because you don't care about Orlath, not in the way that I care about Rivendon,"
said Idona. "You could have ruled it at any time during the four hundred years you lived.
You had the best claim. Granddaughter of Aneron herself! Trusted lieutenant of the Dark!
And yet you turned your back on your royal blood, and claimed no royal privileges. They

even told me that you didn't like being addressed as Princess."
"All that is true," said Nightstone. "But I do treasure memories of the time I spent
in Orlath. Perhaps as long as it exists, then I shall not truly have lost my home, though
my brother and sister drove me from it and would have killed me if they had the chance.
Perhaps I just want the peasants to have a place to live, since I spent the last twelve years
trying to teach them how to govern themselves and killed the nobles not long ago."
"Killed the nobles?"
"Set their bloodlines afire," said Nightstone casually, grinning. No real reason to
tell Idona that she couldn't do that anymore, either, not with the moving of the Cycle that
Change had inflicted on the world. "It reached back through the nobles in front of me, to
everyone who was bound to them by blood, and on to everyone bound by blood to them.
So the peasants will have to learn to live on their own. I was thinking councils, the way
that the Dark created in Dalzna. It seems the best way."
Idona just went on staring at her. Nightstone grinned. This is wonderful. I can
bewilder her simply by telling the truth. If she ever managed to understand me before the
Dark cast me off, then she doesn't now.
Idona at last shook her head, and said, "I think you should meet my
granddaughter. You have more in common than you think."
Nightstone shrugged. "Bad tempers?"
"Dreams that aren't going to come true," Idona snapped at her, and then dragged
her down the hill.
*******
"Cadona! We have a guest."
The Princess leaped to her feet. Nightstone blinked. Her silver eyes were
extraordinarily bright. She hadn't really noticed them when she had the Princess captive
in the dungeons of Orlath, since she had other things on her mind at the moment, but now
she could see why they said there was fey blood in the royal line of Rivendon. They
dimmed a little at the sight of Nightstone, though.
"Oh," said Cadona quietly, and sat down. "I thought that perhaps Olumer had
returned."
Nightstone tried to let no expression appear on her face, but she was listening
intently. Olumer had been the name of Cadona's guardian, whom she had also briefly met
in the dungeons of Orlath. If he had abandoned her, then it might mean something
important, something that Shadow would want Nightstone to spy out and tell him.
"No, of course not," said Idona, and Nightstone could hear the remains of old
exasperation in her voice, though it also sounded as though she were trying to be patient
and loving. "I told you, Princess, that he has abandoned you, and will never come back
again. He serves a false woman, the traitor who calls herself Queen of Rivendon, the
woman he dared to tell you was dead. I think that you should give up hope of his
returning."
Cadona nodded slowly, sadly. In that moment, as she sat with her head bowed
and her eyes on the ground, Nightstone thought she could almost feel sorry for her.
Then she looked up, and her eyes hardened as they fixed on Nightstone.
"I remember this woman," she said. "She held me captive, and she would have
killed me using the Ritual of Cortalis if she had a chance."
Idona stared at her, then again at Nightstone. Nightstone was pleased to see that

the bewilderment was back in her eyes. Probably she couldn't conceive of why
Nightstone would want to kill Cadona instead of using her to claim and rule Rivendon.
Idona recovered in a moment, and shook her head. "Well, she is our prisoner
now, and you can do what you like with her, Your Highness. What punishment would you
recommend?"
Cadona smiled slowly. "Throwing her off the highest cliff nearby, and burning
her with my fire in midair, sounds good to me."
Nightstone couldn't keep from giggling.
Idona stared at her strangely again.

Chapter 22
The Hall of the Babblers
"Because nothing is worth less than words incorrectly spoken, I propose a new
law: that anyone who tells a lie or makes a mistake in his speech should have to pay a
fine of twelve silvers. At least it would shut some of the babblers up."
-Motion of a councilman in Serian.
"—and so your little companion has cost me most of my life," Irianzh finished,
her eyes flashing. "If he hadn't continued to exist, and the existence of his family
deprived me of peace, then I might never have become a Crownkiller. I could have stayed
in my village and farmed."
Kymenos yawned. The Crownkillers had babbled at him throughout most of the
night, and utterly failed to convince him. He wished they could send people better at the
task. He could hear the slight dip in Irianzh's voice on the last words, even if she herself
couldn't hear it.
"And you would rather have stayed home and farmed?"
Irianzh paused. The other Crownkillers, who seemed to be as enthralled by the
sounds of each other's voices as Kymenos was bored, leaned forward and gazed intently
at her.
"I didn't say that," said Irianzh at last. "I said that Talazh's existence deprived me
of the opportunity."
Kymenos laughed aloud. Irianzh flinched, but the other Crownkillers snorted and
nodded to each other, muttering about the uncouth lowlander without any manners.
Kymenos turned towards them, and they stopped at once. A tall, pale-haired woman who
seemed to be one of their main leaders stepped around a barrel and addressed him.
"Have you made up your mind?" she asked.
"I have," said Kymenos.
"Well?"
Kymenos dipped his head. "I have considered what you said through and
through, and I find that you are wiser than I thought when I first came here. Then I
thought hatred burned behind each breast. Now I find that cool intelligence guides each
hand." He had to swallow back his revulsion, but he did say it. "I will turn over Talazh to
you."
What? Norianna demanded in his head, and then paused when she saw his
thoughts. That's just another lie to get us out of here.
Very good, Kymenos complimented her. As if I'm going to tell the truth when
surrounded by a bunch of Crownkillers who want nothing better than to snap my neck
along with Talazh's.
The sword fell silent, and Kymenos turned and smiled at the wildly applauding
Crownkillers. Only Irianzh was silent, frowning at him, but then Irianzh had had the
chance to speak to him and lie to him herself. Kymenos was not surprised that she knew a
little more about him than the others.
"That is wonderful," said the white-haired woman warmly. "And you would bring
him to us at once?"
Kymenos bowed his head. "At once." He turned away, then nodded to Irianzh.
"You were instrumental in bringing me here in the first place, my lady, and in convincing

me that I was wrong about Talazh. Will you show me back through the Inn, and to the
passages that lead to Talazh's room? That way, we can fetch him back to the Crownkillers
at once, and perform the execution right here."
"No need," said the tall woman, and clapped her hands twice.
Kymenos turned swiftly back to see some of the Crownkillers herding Talazh
forward. His hands were bound behind his back, but they still didn't touch his arms to
guide him, prodding him with swords instead. Talazh kept his head up through it, and
Kymenos was dismayed to see that his eyes were burning brightly, as though he were
savoring every bite of his shame for later. He groaned.
Irianzh cast an anxious look at him. "We didn't mistreat him. You can see that we
didn't."
"Yes, I know," said Kymenos shortly, and then said to the white-haired woman,
"You were that sure of my convictions, then?"
She smiled slightly. "Let us say, we hoped that you would turn for us, but we
were proof against your convictions one way or the other." She turned and spoke in a
friendly way to Talazh. "Do your bonds hurt?"
"No," said Talazh. "You didn't tie them that tightly." He smiled, and it seemed to
Kymenos in a strange way as if the boy and the Crownkiller understood each other. "You
have bound me as befitted a dangerous enemy," he said, sounding flattered. "You bound
me as befit the King of Dalzna."
"If certain ceremonies were attended to, you might have been King of Dalzna,"
said the woman, and then nodded at two of the Crownkillers waiting off to the sides with
torches. "Come here."
Kymenos tensed as they moved nearer, and said to Norianna, Can't you do
something?
The sword sounded surprised. Of course. But I thought you had another plan
than fleeing madly into the blizzard.
My plan was fetching Talazh out of his room and then having you take us to the
stables while we merrily waved farewell to Irianzh.
I see. Wait a moment.
The Crownkillers with the torches came closer and closer to Talazh, while the
Crownkiller leader began a dreamy recital of all the things that would happen to him
before the Crownkillers were finished.
"We will take your toes, so that you can no longer walk upon and pollute our
good Dalznan soil. Those will be buried in the earth, as an apology to the land you
fouled. We will cut off your fingers, and they will be flung into the sea, because you must
have scooped up a handful of water from a stream at one point or another, and spread
your taint that way. We will cut off your tongue and throw it from the highest cliff,
because you have made the air travel over it. And your eyes we will pluck out and throw
into the fire, because they have gazed upon the flames' bright beauty once too often."
Talazh nodded all through her words, looking absurdly happy.
"The eyes first, I think," the Crownkiller concluded, and one of the two people
with torches stood very close to Talazh's face, thrusting it at his eyes.
Now, Norianna! Kymenos screamed in his mind.
How impatient you are, said Norianna lazily, as every Crownkiller in sight
abruptly began to scream and clutch at their heads. I knew what I was doing.

"And I still know," she added aloud, floating out of his grasp suddenly and into
the air. She grew brighter and brighter, and louder and louder, since she had to raise her
voice above the screams of the Crownkillers. "You are seeing now the fey who made me,
the obrynn. Is he not wonderful?"
She turned and gestured sharply to Kymenos, then dived at Talazh. Kymenos
found himself hoping beyond hope that Norianna would kill him, but instead she sliced
through the ropes that bound his wrists behind his back. Talazh held his hands out in front
of him and surveyed them with dumb wonder.
"Come on," Norianna snapped briskly, and soared towards the door that they had
come in by.
The Crownkillers were beginning to recover by now, and press in around them,
but Norianna simply made an annoyed sound and flared with light again. They fell back,
and Kymenos grabbed Talazh's arm and hurried after the talking sword, thinking they
might actually get away.
Then Irianzh called out, her voice as eager and arrogant as the bay of a hunting
hound. "I know of that sword! She can talk and shine, but there's nothing else that she can
do. Kymenos threatened to kill me in the tunnels, but he used his hands, and nothing else.
She must be just a prop that he uses to terrify those whom he can't kill right away!"
The Crownkillers bayed back in agreement, and poured after them. Kymenos
grimaced and looked at Norianna.
"Is there something you can do?" he asked, as he hauled Talazh around a barrel.
The boy wasn't making much trouble yet, but he was reaching towards the Crownkillers
slowly, as if the mere motion might carry him out of Kymenos's grip and into theirs.
"You've forbidden me from doing much before," said Norianna primly, soaring
around a pillar. "I thought that you didn't want me to call on my power."
"There must be a happy medium between hurting no one and destroying
everything in sight," said Kymenos, ducking as an arrow nearly struck him in the
shoulder. "At least, I hope there is, or you might as well leave all of us here and just fly
away now."
"Very well," said Norianna, sounding faintly amused. "All you had to do was
ask."
Before Kymenos could respond to the sword's irritating smug tone, Norianna
turned around and unleashed another boiling blast of silver-white light. This time, though,
Kymenos could see the bones of the Crownkillers glowing through their skin as the light
cut into them. They stood on their feet, shaking, for a few moments, and then fell to the
ground as the light faded, little more than fried corpses.
The awful silence endured until Irianzh, who had somehow escaped being
cooked, bayed, "They're getting away!"
The Crownkillers began to run after them again, this time with true desire for
vengeance in their calls.
"I could-" Norianna began.
"Not this time," said Kymenos, and wove his fingers in Falto's Pattern. The
collapse of Irianzh into a dead, dried thing with her bones pressing against her skin made
them scream and cry, and halt in their running for a moment to stare down at her.
Kymenos shook his head. "That won't distract them for long. Come on!"
He ducked out of the warehouse, dragging Talazh with him. Norianna followed

with a will, but she was complaining even as they came into the snow and she cast a light
around them that deflected the worst of the cold. "What are we going to do now? You
said that we couldn't survive three days in a Dalznan blizzard."
"We'd have even less chance of surviving if we stayed in Pezhpyr," said
Kymenos. "The best chance is to get out of town and then find shelter in a cave."
"Good," said Norianna. "I can lead you back to the stables." She began to circle
the inn.
Kymenos ran after her, dragging Talazh and wondering why he didn't feel more
disconcerted than he did. He had just killed, almost without thought, a woman who was a
fellow Dalznan and who believed in many of the same things that he did. He should have
felt something, he thought, guilt or a solemn expectancy of worse to come, now that he
had committed the one crime he had managed to avoid so far.
But all he felt was cold, and tired. The Crownkillers had babbled at him and
hadn't convinced him. They'd had their chance. What he wanted now was to get Talazh
out of the town and be on the way to Nafair.
"Norianna!"
Kymenos looked up sharply. The voice wasn't his, nor yet was it Talazh's. The
boy was still running at his side with head drooping, as though he couldn't deal with what
had happened yet. And yet who else in this town would know Norianna's nature or her
name?
A misty shape was forming in front of the hovering sword as he watched. It
seemed to be going for human for a moment, and then settled on a blade instead. In
seconds, it looked as if another talking sword confronted Norianna, though this blade was
misty and so probably an Illusion.
"Luden," said Norianna, in a bored voice. "Was there something you wanted?"
"I can feel the power that you're using, Norianna, the ripples that you're making
as you move through the world," said Luden self-importantly.
"So can the elves, and many, many other people," said Norianna. "I know that. If
you came only to reveal old truths to me, then you'd be better off coming back in the
morning, when I have some time to spare. Right now, I'm escorting the Heir of Dalzna to
the sea."
Luden turned so that he was, Kymenos supposed, looking at them. He glared
back at the sword, and then over his shoulder. The Crownkillers hadn't recovered enough
to come out of the warehouse yet, but he was sure it was only a matter of time. And the
cold was getting to him now, even through Norianna's protection. He thought it wouldn't
be long before one or the other became too much to handle.
"Which one is the Heir of Dalzna?" Luden asked a moment later, subdued and
with interest in his tone.
"I'm not telling you," said Norianna. "Now move aside."
"It's very strange," Luden went on. "I can see that one of them has a strong aura
of Destiny, and yet sometimes the ones with the strongest auras of Destiny are just the
ones who are meant to change the world. Someone who merely alters a few
circumstances can affect the world more powerfully than any monarch. And then again,
you have some who just don't-"
Kymenos was tired of listening to this. He called on the Azure in the snow
around him and flung a blast of cold water at the sword. It went through Luden, who

laughed. "I'm not really here," he taunted. "Just an illusion. I'm a servant of Shadow, and
we have such powers."
"Then why in the world are we listening to you?" Kymenos asked, and he shoved
forward, passing right through Luden. Norianna chuckled beside him and then pressed
forward as well, ducking along behind his arm when Luden tried to accost her again.
"You'll be sorry for this!" Luden yelled. "I'll report you to Shadow, and see what
he makes of this whole Heir of Dalzna thing!"
"Please do," Norianna called back. "I think I know what Shadow has to worry
about, and I assure you, it's worse than this."
"What do you mean?" Kymenos asked, as they turned the final corner and at last
ducked into the warmth of the stables. The horses woke up and snorted, though some of
them just flicked an ear or so before turning around and going back to their sleep.
"Shadow is in Ilantra now," said Norianna. "I know enough of the great powers to
feel that much. And all the powers are coming down on him at once, Dark and Death and
the Faerie elves. I have the feeling that he'll want to deal with those threats, instead of
attending to the ramblings of a talking sword."
"Do you think he'll be destroyed?" Kymenos asked, as he saddled Sykeen and
looked around for another likely horse.
We have to go out into the cold again? Sykeen moaned, stepping as if in distress,
though given his bond to Kymenos he knew very well what had been happening.
Shut up, horse. Kymenos chose a chestnut mare and flung a saddle over her back,
nudging her sharply in the belly when she started to inflate herself with air. She relaxed
with a snort, and he tied the girth tight, then grabbed a bridle and nodded to Talazh. "Get
on her. We're running."
"Why?" Talazh asked in a doleful voice; he seemed to be coming out of the
trance, finally. "I think that we should go back to the Crownkillers. They treated me as if I
were a real person. It was more than you ever do."
"No, I just don't treat you like a royal person," said Kymenos, and nodded to the
mare. "Climb up."
Talazh folded his arms. "No."
"The answer to your question," said Norianna, "is that yes, I think it quite likely
that Shadow will be destroyed. And there's no reason that Talazh should be allowed to
slow us up any longer." She dived at him, and he cowered. "Get on the horse," she added,
in a voice of slow menace.
Talazh climbed up, muttering something about bullying. Kymenos bridled the
mare as best he could with fingers that shook with cold, then tied Talazh's hands to the
reins before the boy could object.
"It would not displease me at all if Shadow was destroyed," Kymenos said,
mounting Sykeen and flinging a handful of silver into the mare's stall.
"What was that money for?" Norianna asked sternly. "We could need it."
"And I say that we won't," said Kymenos. "Better to pay for the mare than have
the villagers trying to follow us as horse thieves." He glanced at Norianna. "And you can
protect us from the storm for a little while?"
"For a little while. But find shelter soon."
Kymenos nodded, wondering why he had heard a note that sounded like concern
in her voice, then took a deep breath and aimed Sykeen at the stable door. The moment

the stallion began trotting, the mare followed, still with Talazh complaining about his
hands being tied to the reins.
They burst into the snow.
And something large and dark dropped onto Kymenos, sending him rolling from
the saddle.

Chapter 23
An Assassin For An Assassin
"It is not the usual state of affairs, for assassins to hire assassins, but sometimes
the world is full of strange things."
-The Mistaken Mage.
"Get out of here, half-elf."
Ternora gritted her teeth and ignored the insult. She couldn't afford to do anything
else. "You know me, Carindra. You should. Shara knows that we did business together
often enough."
The undine blinked and suddenly foamed up into a shape as tall as Ternora's, to
see her face better. "Ternora?"
"The same."
The undine smiled and grabbed her in arms that felt like the grip of an undertow.
Ternora held her and gingerly patted her back, trying to use her hand to make only a
discreet splash. Carindra drew back and grinned at her, her teeth shining like pearls or
bright coral. "Come in, won't you?"
Ternora nodded, and sat down on the shore of the deep pool that formed the bank
of Kesista. A deep breath, and then she was in, plunging towards the bottom. The water
was warm here, and as clear as an undine's body. Carindra swam beside her, making little
encouraging bubbles.
Ternora dived further and further as she felt her air run out, and then turned
sharply for the wall. She popped out into a little bubble of air in a moment, a room
attached to the wall and filled with the Gust, courtesy of the People of the Blending.
There were no visible walls, just the Gust holding back the Azure, and it always made
Ternora feel a little strange to see the water stop short of her. But she found comfort in
glancing about and realizing how little this room had changed. There were still two coral
desks in front of her, and a mother-of-pearl vault behind them. Ternora wrung some of the
water from her hair and sat down behind the first desk, on a chair that wove itself
expertly out of wind for her.
"I am ready to begin," she intoned, the first words of the ritual that the undines
had developed for the banking.
Carindra floated down behind the other desk, keeping her form of a woman as
tall as Ternora, and inclined her head. "Then you must have money to give me," she said,
the next part of the ritual.
"No," said Ternora, and then grimaced. The pull of the tether on her neck was
becoming maddening, but she thought- she hoped- that it was only because of the drift of
the island in that damnable restaurant. As long as they didn't actually leave the restaurant,
then she didn't have to follow Warcourage. But it would help to get this concluded
quickly. "But I have money to request from you, and information that would help me
pursue the course of wealth."
Carindra paused, and glared at her severely.
"What?" Ternora asked, and rubbed at her throat.
"You haven't withdrawn money in years," said Carindra. "Almost a century, I
think. How can you remember the ritual so well? You have the best memory of any
mortal I know."

Ternora grinned smugly. No need to tell her a half-elf's memory was almost
exactly like an elf's memory, and worked just as well to contain infinite things that
happened to her; it was only that a half-elf would die before collecting as many memories
as an immortal elf. "Secret," she said, and returned to the ritual. "Will you give me
enough money to advance the course of wealth?"
Carindra hesitated.
Ternora snorted. "I know that I must have enough. From the interest alone, I
should have enough."
"Yes, you do," Carindra agreed. "That's the problem. You're our biggest earner,
and- well- we've financed quite a few large projects lately-"
"My money is out working on those projects, I assume?" Ternora finished
sweetly.
The undine coughed and looked at the water below them, her way of acting
embarrassed.
Ternora laughed dryly. "Lucky for you that I only want a hundred silver pieces,
then," she said. "I assume that you can do that much."
Carindra looked up with another pearly smile. "Of course! We can do that,
easily." She sat up and assumed a sterner expression. "Of course, now I must ask what the
information you want is, and how it will advance the course of wealth."
"I must have the name of someone who will remove a person I hate from the face
of the earth," said Ternora flatly.
Carindra's eyes widened, and once again she abandoned the words of the ritual.
"You want an assassin?"
Ternora inclined her head.
"But- you've never wanted one before-" Carindra stared at her in wonder. "Who
could you hate enough to want to kill? I assumed that you would either take care of the
problem on your own, or find some way beyond killing to solve it, which is what I think
you should do."
Ternora smirked. Carindra was doubtless worried about what kind of money
Ternora might call on the bank for if her plan didn't work, perhaps enough to finance an
escape. "I want to kill the Prince of Doralissa. At the moment, elven magic is guarding
him. I'll need someone who can find her way through that barrier, and take care of the
Prince as well."
"You can't want to kill the Prince of Doralissa."
Ternora leaned close to Carindra, studying her eyes. Yes, there was a bit of a
glaze in them, as though she'd spent a little too much time without sleep. Ternora nodded
"And why not?"
"He's the rightful ruler of Doralissa."
Damn, that is one powerful sword he has. He might win the throne of the
Kingdom after all.
"You caught me," said Ternora, sitting back and holding up her hands, with a low
laugh. "I gave you the test of your loyalty so that I could say to Warcourage I had, and
now perhaps he'll rest more easily."
Carindra frowned, a bit of sense returning to her eyes. She still looked drugged,
though. "I don't know what you mean."
"The Prince is a bit anxious about his safety," said Ternora. "Understandably, of

course, since he spent his first twelve years in the care of the elves, and then Shadow
almost destroyed them when he first found the Prince. And then he fled to the Pool of
Siliyonete, only to get intercepted and almost stopped permanently numerous times."
Carindra nodded, drinking the words as eagerly as she would drink saltwater.
Ternora snorted, and then formed her face into a stern mask, since she wouldn't be able to
continue otherwise.
"So he wanted me to ferret out the ways that an assassin could reach him. I'm his
Destined guardian, you know. I'm in charge of his safety. And I knew that you would
sometimes give the information about how assassins could reach to their targets- to
advance the course of wealth."
Carindra looked anxiously at her. "You won't tell him that we're disloyal to the
throne, I hope?"
Ternora fought the impulse to stand up and leave right then. It was just so skinrasping to sit here and listen to an undine worry about such things. She should be
worrying more about the favor of Erlande and the way the waves moved, rather than who
sat on a throne she would never see.
"No, of course not," said Ternora. "Since you questioned me about it. But I will
need the money, to buy luxuries for the Prince, and I will need the information, so that I
can block the path for any assassin who might actually be able to reach the Prince."
"I don't know if I should-"
"He will be King of Doralissa, Carindra," said Ternora, testing the hold that the
sword had over her.
It worked. The undine handed over the silver without a peep more of dissent,
only a wish that the Prince would sincerely enjoy whatever Ternora bought for him, and a
long list of gift suggestions that Ternora could really have done without. And she gave,
far more importantly, a short list of names of assassins who could actually reach
Warcourage, and where they could be found.
Ternora embraced her one more time, and then held her breath and swam back up
through the bank pool. She sat on the shore of the pool, counting her wealth and dangling
her feet in the water.
A hundred silver pieces. More than enough to pay most assassins, and if the
assassin needed more, then Ternora could always go back to the bank pool with an
assurance to Carindra that she was going to use her gift suggestions.
Ternora rose and tucked the money in her pocket, then turned, hopping from
stepping stone to stepping stone across the flowing streets. The assassins all lived in the
small part of Kesista reserved for those who couldn't swim, which was more than a few
streams away. Ternora knew which one she was going to find first, though, since she had
extra reason to trust him.
He was a half-elf, and therefore of course he would be more competent than
anyone else.
********
"Come in, come in."
Ternora bowed and ducked in, damning Carindra meanwhile for not telling her
all the details. She hadn't mentioned that Aranthran the assassin was half-Faerie elf, and
not half-Light elf.
It might not have seemed a large difference to an undine, but it meant much

among half-elves.
Aranthran waved Ternora to a seat, and Ternora took it, gingerly. The chair was
covered with a cloth so deep and luxurious that she didn't know what to make of it. She
thought it was probably a fur of some kind, but it didn't have any pattern that she
recognized. Then she picked up a fold of it between her fingers, and realized that it did
have a pattern- of small, minute scales. It was dragonskin.
Ternora dropped it, shuddered, and fixed her attention on the man in front of her,
who had taken his own seat. Aranthran fixed Ternora with bright eyes and an attentive
smile, both of which looked older than the world.
Ternora picked up her pouch of money, jangled it once, and then tossed it to him.
Aranthran caught it with a deft movement that brought tears to Ternora's eyes, and looked
inside. When he looked up, his eyes were burning.
"This will be enough," he said. "I kill only truly dangerous prey, though. I must
warn you that if you want a romantic rival dead, I will not do it."
"The Prince of Doralissa."
Aranthran threw back his head and laughed.
Ternora felt her bowels briefly contract with fear. It's too late. He's caught in the
spell of that damn sword, too, and now he won't kill Warcourage for me.
"Oh, that will do very well, very well indeed!" said Aranthran, clasping his hands
and leaning forward. "Tell me more about him. Why can't you kill him yourself?" he
added, his eyes falling to the dagger in Ternora's belt that was forged for the killing of
Faerie elves. It had been struggling slightly ever since Ternora came into the house,
trying to get to Aranthran.
"Because I have a tether around my neck that prevents me from going too far
from the Prince, or doing harm to him," said Ternora, and rubbed her throat again.
Warcourage and the others had moved north while she went to visit Aranthran, which was
the only reason she could continue to stay here instead of getting up and running to him.
"And I want him dead."
"Why?"
"He would make me his Court jester."
Aranthran blinked. "He doesn't know anything about building trust and patience
with a half-elf, does he?" he asked, shaking his head.
Ternora shook her head in turn. Half-elves had it uneasy enough, she thought
angrily, with the Light elves laughing at them, the Faerie elves paying no attention, and
the humans regarding them with awe or outright fear. She would have accepted a Court
position in Warcourage's service, even now, even after all that had happened to her; it
would gain her some respectful notice and a safe place to live when the madness of age
started to take her. But this was the final insult.
"Because you walk between the worlds, even as I do," said Aranthran solemnly,
tucking the pouch of money into his belt, "I will kill this Prince. Tell me about his
defenses."
"There are two Faerie elves traveling with him, but only one, who calls himself
his grandfather, will stand in your way," said Ternora. "Reweren is his name. And
Warcourage has Gust magic, and a powerful Destiny, and carries a sword that renders
everyone who sees it a true believer in his right to rule Doralissa."
Aranthran grinned even more brightly. "You were right to come to me," he said.

"Destiny does not touch me, any more than it does a Faerie elf. And I am not from
Doralissa originally; I can easily resist the sword."
"What about the Gust magic? And the Faerie elf magic?"
"That I will find a way around," said Aranthran. "The bargain is concluded." He
spread his hand, and a bubble of silvery light grew around his fingers. "You will accept
this as a promise from me?"
Ternora nodded, and made herself accept the bubble, even though she was
shrinking from it inside. Such promise-bubbles were common among those with the
blood of Faerie elves; those with the blood of Light elves couldn't make or use them,
though, and were wary.
"Now," said Aranthran. "Do you have time for a quick bedding before you go?"
Ternora shook her head regretfully. "I am afraid the tether would tug me out the
door in the middle of the performance. It is already pulling at me as it is."
Aranthran grinned, leaned over, and delicately savaged her mouth with his own.
Ternora was breathless by the time she pulled away. She touched his cheek, tracing the
curve of one pointed ear.
"For the sake of those who walk between," she said, and hurried out the door,
Aranthran bowing after her.
Ternora had to hurry to catch up to Warcourage and the others, but at least she
was content, believing that she had settled the problem for good. It might take a few days,
it might take a month, but Warcourage would be dead at the end of that time. Trust a halfelf.

Chapter 24
An Uncomfortable Journey
"The group of companions that go on a Quest in a history-tale should be of
course be mismatched. However, I don't think that the authors of the history-tales
envisioned quite this kind of mismatching."
-Princess Jewelbright of Doralissa.
"Well."
"Well," Olumer echoed, not really knowing what else to say.
"Here we are." Kestian smiled at him as if to say that she was on the brink of a
grand adventure, but the pretense faltered soon enough, and left her looking cold and mad
as usual, given the red tint in her eyes.
Olumer nodded, and then turned and looked at Helian, on the other side of him.
Helian was glaring steadily at Kestian, and Olumer had to cough once or twice to get her
attention. Of course, once she saw that he was looking at her, she put on a smile that was
far too sweet. Olumer wondered in irritation how she expected that to fool anyone.
"We should move," said Olumer abruptly, and began to trot down the hill.
Kestian followed him at once, studying his stride and the way he moved. Olumer
stared at her for a moment, then realized what she was doing, and shook his head. "This
is not the way that Ladies, or Lords for that matter, move in a Court, my lady," he said.
"That requires much more practice, since they must wear gowns and trousers and other
pieces of clothing that inhibit their movements."
Kestian stared at him. "What is the point of my coming with you, if you are not
going to teach me lessons?" she asked, an impatient fire starting to glow in her eyes.
Olumer fought back the impulse to say that she was the one who had insisted on
coming with him, and not the other way around, and smiled patiently. "My lady, if you
watch me lift my legs and put them down, you will see that I am using strides that would
be impossible in a gown."
"I have never worn a gown, so I wouldn't know," said Kestian, with a look that
seemed to suggest she had been deprived by never having experienced it, and also that
the deprivation was somehow Olumer's fault.
"It is a strange experience, my lady," Olumer said, as temperately as he could.
"You would find your legs much more confined, and you would almost be forced to
prance along."
"That doesn't sound fun."
Olumer shook his head. "It isn't. I heard Queen Idona complain often enough."
Idona hadn't even cared for the coronation robes, in the early days of her reign, and had
complained extensively when they were alone in their private apartments. Of course, she
had quickly developed a taste for the luxuries of the Court, and had altered the gowns a
bit so that they were more comfortable, while still retaining the grace she loved.
"But it must be very beautiful," said Kestian, as if musing on something.
"I suppose you could say that it is," said Olumer, again as temperately as he could.
Kestian heard the difference in his tone, of course, and fixed him with a
meditative stare. "You do not agree."
"My lady-"
"What do you find most beautiful?"

Olumer glanced helplessly at Helian, but she was watching the mountains and
humming under her breath. She didn't seem inclined to offer him any answer that would
placate the madwoman.
Olumer turned back and smiled as broadly as he could. "I find the mountains
beautiful, my lady. And the snow, and the sunset, and the peaks by the light of the moon.
All of that is wonderful."
"Wonderful," said Kestian, and fell into silence.
Olumer hoped that was a good sign, and increased the pace. They bounded down
the further side of the hill, and then they were climbing again. Olumer drew in the cold
air and let it go again in a rasping sigh. Even the cloud of his breath enchanted him, and
he was watching it dissipate when Kestian spoke again.
"You say it is wonderful. But you do not use splendid, or gorgeous, or
magnificent, or any of those other words."
Olumer glanced at her from the corner of his eye, not seeing what prey she had in
mind. "That is true, my lady. I find that I have little need for those words, away from the
Court."
"Then there must be spectacles in the Court that need them, and which you don't
see out here in the snow," said Kestian.
"I would say that you are correct, my lady."
"Tell me of such a spectacle," said Kestian haughtily. "And be sure to use all the
right adjectives in all the right places."
Olumer licked his lips and launched into a description of King Glangon's
coronation. Of course, it was a high occasion, not the kind that took place even in the
Court every day, but he could hope that it would satisfy Kestian while he tried to think of
something else.
I came to the mountains to get away from all the pomp of the Court, he thought
sourly, and it appears to have followed me, instead.
"Go back over that part."
Olumer blinked and came back to himself. Kestian was gazing at him with such
shining eyes that it was evident she had paid much more attention to his recital than
Olumer had himself. "Go back over what part, my lady?"
"The part where the King descends the stairs," said Kestian, a far-away look in
her eyes, "clad in silver robes."
Olumer shrugged and repeated it, adding in more adjectives as he went. For some
reason, he was now aware of Helian's presence at his back. She didn't do anything, just
ran along beside him and sometimes breathed in a way that made Olumer aware of her at
once. By the time he reached the end of his description and couldn't think of any more
details to add, he was very aware of Helian. She reached up as they paused and put a
hand casually on his shoulder.
Olumer leaned back into her grip. It helped that Kestian was currently gazing into
the distance, and didn't appear inclined to notice them at all.
When she looked back, Olumer was amused, but not surprised, to find that
Helian's hand dropped away from his shoulder. If she was courting him, then she didn't
want Kestian to know it yet. Olumer could understand the feeling. He didn't want Kestian
to pay that much attention to anything he said or did.
"I would like to practice that," said Kestian.

"Practice what, my lady?" Olumer asked respectfully, and then scowled at
himself. The title had simply slipped out, without his paying attention to it. He shook his
head and fixed his attention more firmly on Kestian. He didn't want to fall back into the
manners of the Court.
"The descent to the throne," said Kestian, and sprang onto a snow-covered rock.
"This will serve for a dais, don't you think?"
"Very well, my lady," said Olumer, who was at a loss for anything else he could
have said, just then.
"And- I wish that I had true robes, but some snow will do," said Kestian, and
scooped up a handful of snow to drape across her shoulders.
"Very well, my lady," Olumer murmured, fighting to keep looking directly at her.
He felt horribly embarrassed for Kestian, and even more for the pack she led. He could
imagine Femer turning away and hiding his eyes in his hands, rather than seeing his
leader perform some grotesque parody of human royals.
Kestian advanced gravely down the rock, placing her feet with true silvereyes
grace. Her eyes were distant and abstracted, seeing other scenes. Olumer watched her in
silence, wondering what she thought about. Could she really believe that she would rule
Rivendon? With her reverence for royalty, he was surprised that she would dream of
displacing the royal line.
Kestian descended to the bottom of the stone, and then turned around and stared
hard at them. Olumer jumped, remembering what she would probably be looking for, and
began to applaud. At once Kestian's face softened, and she nodded at him as though she
had known all along that would happen.
"I imagine that the dais of the monarchs of Rivendon is far grander, of course,"
she went on, turning to stare at the rock again.
Olumer made some noise that was as noncommittal as he could, since he didn't
want to encourage her to think about it, but unfortunately Kestian was paying attention
again. She looked at him closely. "What did you say?"
"I said that of course, it is a dais, and in the royal palace," said Olumer, some of
his real feelings escaping him for a moment. "It is grander than a rock in the wilderness.
But that doesn't necessarily mean that it is grand all by itself-"
He stopped, seeing that Kestian wasn't listening. Besides, Helian's hand was on
his shoulder again, and she was whispering into his ear, "Don't bother with her; you see
that she isn't at all interested."
Olumer watched her studying the rock, then shrugged. "She doesn't seem to be."
"But I am," said Helian, and then nuzzled him behind the ear.
Olumer grinned and tried to remain as quiet and grave as he could while still
enjoying Helian's attention. She was obviously paying some attention to Kestian, though,
since she stepped back a moment before the pack leader turned around again, her face as
grave as ever.
"I will see the dais in the throne room someday," said Kestian.
"Of course, the Queen of Rivendon would probably be very pleased to receive an
emissary from the silvereyes," Olumer began. He was actually looking forward to telling
Kestian that Estora would only see her as a lesser lady coming to swear loyalty.
Kestian stared at him for a moment, then laughed. "Oh, I don't plan to go there
and act as an emissary."

"No?" Olumer asked warily.
"No. I plan to go there as a Queen in my own right, when we have defeated this
little threat of the filifernai. I don't flatter myself when I say that I command a large pack,
and I could command more of them, who would come when they saw I was in earnest.
We could have another silvereyes monarch on the throne, instead of these humans or halffey who insist on sitting there. We could truly claim our Kingdom back again. Is that not
a good plan?"
Olumer wanted to tip his head back and howl at the sky. Of course he would meet
the one silvereyes in all the mountains who would think that was a good plan. And he
couldn't even say anything, since he knew that he couldn't defeat Kestian in a fair fight.
"No."
Olumer blinked, and then touched the muscles of his throat, wondering if they had
insisted on betraying him to his death. Then he turned as Helian strode from behind him,
and saw the lazy, arrogant smile on her face, and knew.
"No," he whispered.
She winked at him, and then turned and met Kestian's eyes. The pack leader was
frowning slightly, as though she couldn't believe that anyone would really oppose her.
"What?" she asked.
"No, I don't think it's a good plan," said Helian. "And do you want me to tell you
why it's not?"
Kestian pulled back her lips so that all her fangs showed. That didn't seem to
impress Helian, who just bared her own. Kestian gave a snarl of disgust. "Tell me, if you
are so wise in the ways of the Court."
Helian laughed. "Not in that! I know the spring-dance, and the mountains, and the
deer, better than that. But I am wise in what the ways of the Court do to silvereyes." She
tilted her head at Olumer. "He has been miserable since I met him, and it's only when he's
out in the mountains and away from the humans that corrupted him that he's happy. You
would be the same way if you really got involved with human monarchs, and human
politics."
"I have been involved with them since I was very young," said Kestian. "My
foster-father told me of them, and that means-"
"You are not a true silvereyes," said Helian, and then laughed. "Of course,
everything makes so much more sense now. Do forgive me for not understanding before."
She glanced at Olumer. "I hope that you'll watch me as I do this. I'm not challenging
Kestian for control of her pack, but killing her as a threat to our people and to sanity."
Kestian snarled and sprang at her. Helian stood there, laughing, until she was
close, and then whipped to the side. Kestian fell sprawling in the snow, whining as her
head came down hard on the stone.
"You see," said Helian, "how someone can-"
"Watch out!" Olumer shouted. He wondered how Helian could bear to take her
eyes from a foe so dangerous.
Helian was leaping as he spoke, though, and Kestian's grab for her ankle missed.
Helian landed fast, before Kestian could withdraw her hand, and broke one of her fingers
from the sound of snapping bone. Kestian made a horrible spitting sound, and then stood
up and began to circle. Helian fell into a circle opposite her, stepping as finely as a young

horse, her eyes still sparkling with life and good humor.
"This is the way that I fight," she said, and then sprang at Kestian.
Olumer saw at once that he had underestimated Helian. Of course, he had never
seen her fight except once with Temer when she took the leadership of her own pack, and
that had been almost joking. Everyone had known from the beginning who would win.
Helian wasn't that strong, but she was fast, and graceful, and clever. Olumer saw
her hands move in a dozen blows that he wouldn't have thought to use, and they left
Kestian doubled over at the end of them, vomiting and moaning. Helian danced around
her, laughing and tossing her hair.
Kestian looked up, her eyes terrible, the blood that seemed to have soaked into
them standing out vividly red.
"Helian-"
And then Kestian showed that Olumer had underestimated her, as well. She
charged forward, and bore Helian to the snow. Her claws tore something that made
Helian shriek, and then Kestian drew back, her jaws open, her fangs bared. Helian was
pinned beneath her, her throat ready to be torn open. Helian's face was calm, but it was
the calm of someone who knew that she could not possibly survive the coming strike.
Olumer danced nervously for a moment. This was a private contest between the
two pack leaders. He wasn't supposed to interfere, by all of silvereyes pack law that he
knew.
But Kestian was so clearly crazy.
He jumped.
He slammed into the mad pack leader and bore her from Helian's body and into
the snow. He knew he had only a moment before Kestian recovered, and he at once put
his claws into action, tearing at Kestian's legs and trying to hit a vital artery before the
pack leader got back up.
It didn't happen. Her claws dug into his shoulders, and with enormous strength
she threw him from her. Olumer rolled and came back up, only to see Kestian stalking
him. Drool fell from her jaws. Olumer shuddered.
"Olumer."
He glanced to the side and saw Helian standing there, her eyes alight with
laughter again. She winked at him and looked back at Kestian.
"You ready?" Helian asked.
"To attack her?"
"Yes."
"Together?"
"Of course."
Olumer nodded, and together they ran forward.

Chapter 25
Arran the Angry
"If you have to attempt healing with a god, do try to make sure that the god is
properly calm first."
-From "The Education of a Healer."
"Who are you?"
Elary licked her lips, wondering what kind of answer she could give, and then
straightened her shoulders. Might as well give the best one I know. "I'm a healer."
Arran stared at her for a long moment, then shook his head. "That's not what I
meant. I want to know what your name is, and how high you stand in Shadow's councils,
that you should be given the pleasure of conversing with me."
Elary thought before she could stop herself that it wasn't exactly a pleasure, and
saw the god's eyes narrow as if he had heard the thought. She bowed instead, saying
hastily, "My name is Elary, and I am a new servant of Shadow. He has trusted me to
speak to and counsel out of his lieutenants, Luden. I suppose you could say that I stand
high in his councils for that reason."
Arran leaned close and stared at her. Elary found herself staring back at him, in
sheer fascination. His eyes were rivers, she saw, moving with small waves even when
they seemed most still.
"There is something more about you," said Arran. "I have a feeling I should have
heard of you before, and there is a heavy aura of Destiny around you for a mere healer."
Elary tried to conceal her irritation at being referred to as a "mere" healer. This
wasn't the place for a lecture on how hard the healing arts were to master, and how useful
they were for anyone who wanted to make her way in the world. "I was once guardian to
the Princess Mitherill of Ilantra-Arvenna, my lord."
Arran relaxed at once, and nodded. "Then you understand the nature of Destiny,"
he said. His eyes went past her, fixing on Rior, Elary supposed. She didn't dare turn away
from the god, in case he took that as a sign of inattention. "And obligations. Rior owes
commitments to me, that he did not fulfill before jumping headlong into Shadow's arms.
He should have fulfilled them."
Elary rubbed her temples with one hand, but stopped when Arran looked back at
her again. She supposed that she didn't want to betray just how she was feeling to him
right now, because it was also possible that he would take that as an insult. "What kind of
commitments are those, my lord?"
"He worshipped me," said Arran. "He was once an Azure mage, and I am the god
of the greatest river of Ilantra. Is it any surprise that he worshipped me, or that I
encouraged him to?"
Elary frowned. "But he is not an Azure mage any longer, my lord. How could
someone who does not have a solid human body command the force of blood, or the
force of water?"
Arran nodded to her. "I see that you understand the importance of Azure magic."
Elary fought to keep from rolling her eyes. She was saying the right thing by
accident. Besides, Arran was continuing.
"It is true that he isn't an Azure mage anymore. But still, I was part of a grand
Destiny for him. He was supposed to become Regent of Ilantra, and then he would have

spread my worship across the Kingdom, and even beyond it. Instead, he ran away with
Shadow and became his lieutenant, and even now, Shadow doesn't propose that he
become Regent of Ilantra."
"I don't think that Shadow intends for the Princess to return to the throne, my
lord," said Elary, thinking of the casual way she had seen Shadow brush Mitherill aside.
"Still," said Arran. "Obligations are obligations. Now Shadow is seeking to do
something that will take Rior even further away, and he thinks that he needs my consent
to free Rior from his old bonds." He crossed a pair of blue-green arms across his chest. "I
won't do it. He should know that. He took my servant from me, and if he won't give him
back, then I can at least hold him back."
Elary blinked, then shrugged. She wasn't sure whom Arran had referred to with
the last part of that sentence, Shadow or Rior, but she supposed it didn't really matter.
"My lord, Shadow assigned me to you because healers are trained in soothing such
distempers of the heart," she said, making things up as she went along. "I would be most
happy to listen to both sides of the story and try to make peace between you."
Arran looked at her again. "And what are you trained in healing, besides
distempers of the heart?"
Elary shrugged again. "Diseases, my lord, since my blood is half-ilzán. But I
don't see how that can help in this case."
"I do," said Arran fiercely, and then something red swelled in him and came to
the surface. Elary, staring, thought it looked like a beating heart. "I think I have a fever.
I've had heat in my waters for years now, and it refuses to leave even when I send my
servants to cleanse it. Tell me what causes it."
Elary let out her breath. "I'm going to need a little more than that, my lord," she
said. "I need to know the other symptoms. Where is the heat?"
"Near the riverbed," said Arran promptly. "It continues for irregular bursts, and
then it will fade, sometimes for so long that I forget it's there. But it always comes back
again."
"And does there seem to be any particular schedule to its reappearances?" Elary
asked, picking the question from the list she could ask that she thought would be most
likely to work.
Arran smiled. "Yes, there is. Whenever I alter my course a little, then it wells up
as if it were never away."
Elary sat up and tried to look as stern as possible, given that she was making a
healing pronouncement to a god. "My lord, I think I know what the problem is."
"You do?" Arran was shifting from foot to foot, or the equivalent of it, if the way
the water shuffled was any indication. "What is it?"
"I think that you are disturbing a source of heat under the earth when you shift
your bed," said Elary. "Perhaps there a hot spring runs very near the surface, and you are
opening a vent further each time. Or perhaps there is a close link between the Crop and
the Scarlet," she added, inspired, since Arran was only gazing at her in puzzlement.
Arran laughed aloud. "Of course! It must be that!" He frowned at her
thoughtfully. "But what would you suggest I do? I am a river. I must of course continue
shifting my bed."
"Speak with the Crop," Elary suggested. "I know that you cannot ally with the
Scarlet-"

"The very thought!" Arran shuddered.
"But the Crop might be able to figure out a way to open the vent all at once, so
that the hot water can rush out," said Elary. "Or perhaps the Crop could act as a gobetween for you and the Scarlet, and enable you to reach a solution that would benefit
both of you."
"I don't particularly want to benefit the Scarlet," said Arran haughtily. "It is my
enemy."
"But you must get rid of the distemper that you have somehow," said Elary. "And
what better way is there than to do something that will benefit you? If it benefits the
Scarlet, then that is only incidental. It need not matter."
Arran looked thoughtful. Elary held her breath.
"I believe," said Arran, "that you are right. How extraordinary."
Elary chose to believe that he thought it was extraordinary about ignoring the
Scarlet, not that she was right, and smiled encouragingly at him. "Well, then, my lord,
will you let Rior go?"
The god narrowed his eyes. "That was all it was to you, then?" he asked. "A
means to an end?"
"No, Your Lordship," said Elary, bowing her head. "I have been away from
Ilantra for some time, and I did not know that you were having trouble with such a
distemper. But I have done you a service, and it seemed prudent to ask if that meant you
might release Rior."
Arran watched her. She could feel the regard of his eyes, like the heavy pressure
of being underwater. Then his eyes went to Rior, and he sighed, a sound like wind on the
surface of the ocean.
"I suppose that I have no true claim to him," he said slowly. "And that he will be
happier in the protection of Shadow."
Elary looked up and smiled. Those were the arguments that she would have used
herself, if she thought the god would have accepted them.
"And really," Arran went on, almost as if he were arguing against himself, "why
should I want a servant who does not want me? Rior will not spread my worship across
Ilantra now; I have accepted that he has spread the worship of Shadow instead. And he
will not become Regent when I fully believe that the royal family of Ilantra will never sit
the throne again. And…"
He drifted away, still arguing with himself, and then sleeted down into the River.
Elary waited for a moment, blinking, and startled that he had not tried to argue
against her more forcefully. Then she stood and walked over to the window, peering
down into the Isiluin.
It rushed along, chuckling and talking to itself, but seemingly not interested in
preventing Rior from remaining with Shadow anymore.
Elary turned and walked over to Shadow, slowly, so that she could savor her
triumph. Shadow would praise her and then dismiss her, and then Elary would just have
to find something else to do. She thought she might as well rest on her triumph while she
had it.
As she drew near, she could hear Shadow speaking to Rior, his voice low and
serious.
"…and can't tell anyone else about this, do you understand? They would only

worry, and they shouldn't. We are going to protect them. But it's much harder to protect
them when they're worrying about being protected."
Rior nodded. Elary was glad to see that he had lost his terrified look. Perhaps
Shadow had explained whatever he was going to do more fully, or dropped that particular
plan.
Then Rior looked up and met her eyes, and Shadow at once looked up and went
silent. Elary nodded to them as if nothing was wrong, and sat down beside them.
"I think I have convinced Arran to leave Rior alone," she said. "He had some
trouble with a fever, caused by a vent in his bottom, and I think that my advice was
valuable enough to him to give up any claim to Rior."
Shadow bowed his head. "That is good. I will tell you openly that I was worried
about the possibility of getting him to do that. My thanks to you, Elary, and be assured
that your good healing does not go unnoticed by your patients." Elary felt a warm glow of
pleasure move through her, and was sure that it wouldn't be succeeded by boredom, at
least not too quickly.
She looked back at Rior, and found that his head was up and his eyes fixed
calmly on her. He nodded to her, and found a smile and a cheerful note to his voice that
both seemed rusty with disuse. "Yes, thank you, Elary. Now that I know I must go
forward with Shadow's plan, it is a relief to have the chains that held me back removed."
He hesitated, then added, "And to know that I have the hopes of other courses removed
from me."
Elary's curiosity overcame her. "You are sure that you will not tell me what your
grand plan is?"
Shadow shook his head gently. "For the same reason you would not tell a child
that she was dying," he answered. "Not that you are a child," he added, correctly
interpreting her bristle. "But it would take too much explaining, and you would become
so angered and upset by the explanation as to destroy all its promise."
Elary inclined her head unwillingly. She understood the impulse, but she still
resented the implication. She was sure that she could have borne the news, whatever it
was that Shadow wanted to tell her, without panicking.
"My lord," she said, to soothe her other fears, "have you heard about Luden?"
"That he intends to betray me?" Shadow sighed. "Yes, Rior told me."
Elary looked at Rior in surprise. "I thought you didn't really care."
"Shadow had just told me about his plan when you found me," said Rior. "It was
an effort to appear as composed as I did." Elary lowered her head in quiet acceptance of
his rebuke.
"I do worry about him," she said. "I know that he has plans in mind, but he won't
tell them to me. And it seems so strange that he should turn against you, when you gave
him the gift of humanity that he always wanted, and since he had served you so faithfully
for the last hundred years."
"It is not so strange for a talking sword," said Shadow. "They live centuries, and
in his time, Luden has had many loyalties. And he tells so many lies, to himself and for
the benefit of his listeners, that sometimes I am surprised he still remembers his name. It
is natural for a talking sword to shift and follow his own loyalties at some point. I am
grieved, but not surprised."
"But, my lord, shouldn't you make some attempt to win him back?" Elary asked.

"His betrayal could be a small but crucial one."
"Perhaps at some other time, when I have more leisure to worry about such small
things," said Shadow. "In the meantime, I do believe we are attacked."
Elary, following his gaze out the window, wondered for a moment what he was
looking at. The River sparkled in the sun as it had kept on doing, and didn't seem inclined
to lash out and flood its banks. Then she realized that the glare of the sun was growing
brighter, and hotter, and she looked away just before it exploded in a dazzling flash.
"Rennon is attempting to burn my land and blind my people," said Shadow, in a
drawling voice that didn't hide his rage. "How tiresome."
And he raised his hands and summoned forth his power.

Chapter 26
Unfortunate Coincidences
"I would never try to kill an elf with a sword, in the same way that I would never
try to kill an eagle by throwing it off a cliff."
-Princess Selnnea of Amorier.
"You're sure that this is the way that you want to kill her, my Princess?" Idona
managed to make the question sound insolent and innocent at once, which was something
that Nightstone didn't think she could have done. Of course, it was difficult to do much
right now, while she was slung over Idona's shoulder and seeing mostly the rock of the
path, with now and then a glimpse of the Princess, who was walking behind them.
"I am sure," said Cadona, and then her voice became slow and thoughtful.
"Unless you have a better idea."
"No," said Idona. "I think that we should keep her alive and try to use her as a
hostage, though."
Cadona laughed. "You think that about everyone, though, Idona. You think of
holding peasants from the villages as hostages in order to wring concessions from their
families. Who would pay for her, I ask you? She's a criminal, and even the Dark has
turned against her."
"She might be worth something to Shadow," said Idona stubbornly.
Nightstone sighed. Idona was right, but not in the way that she thought. Shadow
seemed to care about Nightstone, and she knew that he would mourn her death. But if she
couldn't get out of this on her own, then she wasn't worthy to be called his servant.
"Here should do."
Idona halted at once, and Nightstone snorted. Her motions were so abrupt and
crisp and efficient sometimes when she obeyed Cadona's orders that she came off as a
grotesque parody of herself. Nightstone wondered that the Princess of Rivendon didn't
see it, but she supposed that Cadona was too young and too self-involved to really notice
anything that didn't happen in her own head.
"Toss her off into the cliff into the wind," said Cadona, her eyes bright. "And then
I will burn you." She turned abruptly and looked at Nightstone. "I suppose that your
magic is not the Gust?"
"No," said Nightstone, and waited for the little brat to ask her what it was, so that
she could reply "Scarlet" and watch her face fall.
But Cadona just watched her with a funny little smile for a moment, then said,
"Good," and turned back to look over the cliff. Her voice assumed a rich cadence a
moment later, as if she was declaiming. Nightstone couldn't see any papers in front of her,
though, so she supposed the Princess was reciting from memory.
"There have been many different ways of punishing the enemies of the royal
family in Rivendon. Sometimes they have been drowned, when they were Scarlet mages
and the death in the water would be painful to them. Sometimes they have been hanged,
when they had done such disgraceful deeds that they deserved no better. And sometimes
they have been beheaded, when they merited a quick and painless death, but were too
frightened to stab themselves through the heart."
"I'm not frightened of that," Nightstone felt moved to protest. "I just don't
particularly want to do it."

Cadona didn't seem to hear her. "Crop mages have been imprisoned on pinnacles,
where they were surrounded by the billowing Gust and could not touch the earth they
loved so much. Azure mages were burned to death, of course, and the Gust mages left to
rot in underground cells, far from the touch of the free air." She paused dramatically.
"And, of course, those who did something personal to one of the royals were destroyed
by that royal's hand."
She turned and looked directly into Nightstone's eyes again. "I want everyone to
see you die. You tried to harm me with the Ritual of Cortalis, cutting me off from my
guardian."
"That wasn't me," said Nightstone. "That was Artaen."
"Artaen is beyond my vengeance," said Cadona, her eyes narrowing slightly.
"He's dead?"
Cadona shrugged. "He's in Orlath, and at the moment that is the same thing as
being dead. I don't know if he will reform from the fey country, but I can't worry about
that." She offered Nightstone a dreamy smile. "I can worry about you."
Nightstone did her best to look frightened, but in reality she was trying to
calculate what the chances were that Artaen would make it back. If he had died in the fey
country, then would restoring Orlath to what it had been restore him, too? And what
about the others who had died?
"I am going to fling you off the cliff," said Cadona, "or rather, my great-greatgrandmother is going to do it. And then I will burn you to death with the Scarlet." Her
face still wore the same odd little smile.
Nightstone thought again of saying that her magic was the Scarlet and that she
was probably better at it than Cadona, and then decided against it. She would just wait
until she was in midair and wheeling back to see Cadona's expression of rage and
disappointment.
"Now," said Cadona.
Idona ran forward and cast Nightstone over the cliff.
For just a moment, the power of the throw and the speed of her descent took
Nightstone by surprise. Then she reached out confidently in the direction that she had
learned since Shadow gifted her, and changed.
She could hear shrill cries behind her as she grew wings and suddenly stopped
falling, but she didn't stop to listen to them and figure out who was making what sound.
She was really interested in seeing the expression on Cadona's face as she turned around
and flew towards the cliff.
Cadona was laughing, even as she cast fire at Nightstone. Nightstone felt
insulted. Did the stupid girl not realize what was to happen to her? Probably not. The
royal Heirs weren't all that intelligent, or they would realize what kind of lives they were
Destined for and fight to be free of them.
Nightstone called her own fire, and it flared around her and sent Cadona's Scarlet
falling back. Then she snatched the girl's arm in her teeth and tugged. Cadona staggered
towards the cliff-edge.
"No!" Idona shouted, and lunged after them. "Not my Heir!"
Cadona moved. Nightstone thought she was trying to tear free, but she jumped
forward and landed on Nightstone's back instead, awkwardly bent forward to answer the
imprisonment of her arm in Nightstone's teeth. She bent her head and wrapped her free

arm around Nightstone's neck.
Nightstone was surprised, to say the least, but she didn't stay to wonder about
something that was so beneficial. She turned and rose towards the sky so steeply that she
heard Cadona gasp.
"My Heir!"
Idona's shouts drifted after them, loud, but distant and impotent. Nightstone
flicked her tail softly as she flew, more than pleased with herself.
Carefully, Cadona sat up. It was a most odd sensation, Nightstone thought,
snorting as the Princess's clothes tickled at her fur. She was glad that Cadona was female,
so that it wouldn't be as embarrassing to carry her. Nightstone wasn't sure that she could
bear a male rider.
Then Cadona began to laugh.
Nightstone snorted again. This wasn't the way it was supposed to go. The
Princess should be demanding that Nightstone put her on the ground again immediately,
if the way she had behaved in the Orlathian dungeons was any guide, or she should be
crying and screaming and promising vengeance. But she just sat merrily on Nightstone's
back, and laughed as if she hadn't just been snatched from her army.
Nightstone looked down at the thought of the army. The stone Kings and Queens
were scrambling, but none of them seemed to know what to do, and none of them would
be able to reach her. Nightstone flicked her tail in pleasure.
"Thank you," said Cadona.
Nightstone nearly fell out of the sky in shock. She jerked her head around, finally
letting go of her last hold on the Princess's arm, and met the girl's silver eyes
suspiciously, thinking Cadona was playing some sort of a joke. But the girl, though she
was smiling, looked solemn and not as though she thought joking with a pegasus in
midair was funny.
"I know that you won't believe me," said Cadona. "At this point, I'm not sure how
much I care if you believe me or not. But the truth is that I hoped you had some plan that
would involve getting me away from Idona."
Nightstone couldn't speak as a pegasus, and she wasn't sure how to reach the
girl's mind and speak telepathically to her. This left her with only the option of stamping
her hooves and flicking her tail to show her displeasure, and Cadona seemed to take that
as a sign that Nightstone was eager to hear the story.
"I've grown wearier and wearier of it lately. I thought I wanted to be Queen of
Rivendon, but everything just exploded. I know that I didn't fulfill my prophecy the way I
was supposed to. I thought it meant I would find a phoenix or something of the kind, and
instead I found the Silver Stair and the Hall where I woke the Kings and Queens. And
then…" Cadona was shivering, from the way that her legs tightly gripped Nightstone's
sides. Nightstone snorted, becoming interested in the story despite herself, but wishing
Cadona would find some other place for her heels. "Then it just went mad. I couldn't keep
track of what they all wanted to do, and I knew that Idona was plotting to take the throne,
and there didn't seem to be anything I could do about it. And Estora was there, too."
By this point, Nightstone didn't think she knew what the girl was talking about,
but she could see the black wings of swans ahead, her command reeling towards her. It
really didn't matter. She would get Cadona back to Shadow, and then he could listen to
the Princess ramble on and on while Nightstone begged to go after Mitherill.

"And then Olumer abandoned me." Cadona's voice was abruptly full of tears. "I
thought he would always be with me, that he would never fail, but he ran away and…and
since then, it's been hard. I realize every day that I don't really want to be Queen of
Rivendon, not if this is what it's going to be like. But Olumer isn't there to tell me
comforting stories anymore, and Idona just says whatever she thinks I'd like to hear,
while plotting to take the throne herself.
"And now I'm thinking that I might have to take the throne in spite of myself,
despite everything, because all the other people who could do it are so completely wrong,
and I hate it, and…"
She went on and on in that vein until Nightstone met up with her command,
when she fell silent, blinked at the black swans, and then asked Nightstone, "Is this for
me?"
Nightstone snorted and soared towards the ground, where she could see that her
command had begun to set up camp. Shining lines of fey magic ran all along it.
Nightstone didn't think they would have trouble with the Kings and Queens tonight.
"All of this," Cadona whispered, as Nightstone landed and managed not to go
down in a tangle of legs. "For me."
Nightstone cocked her head back and watched the tears glitter in the girl's silver
eyes. It was very affecting, she supposed. But she had seen many things that were
supposed to be affecting in her time, and most of them no longer impressed her. She
trotted towards the fire wearily and spread her wings to revel in the warmth, while
Cadona slid off her back and continued to gaze around her.
You'd think the girl had never seen an army camp before, Nightstone thought in
disgust. At least she didn't start when the swans landed in front of her and changed back
into humans and fey. Of course, perhaps she had expected something like that after seeing
Nightstone assume pegasus form.
"You're servants of Shadow, aren't you?" Cadona asked breathlessly. "Did he
send you to fetch me? Does he want to put me on the throne of Rivendon?"
The shapeshifters stared at her in silence until her words ran out, and then turned
and looked at Nightstone. Nightstone sighed and changed back, giving thanks that she
had managed to learn how to shift so that her clothes went along as part of her body. It
would have been embarrassing otherwise.
"We did indeed come to fetch you, Princess-" she began, thinking it couldn't hurt
to treat Cadona with a little courtesy at first.
She was interrupted by Cadona's delighted squeal. "I knew it!" She ran towards
Nightstone and threw her arms around her waist. "I've studied the Rivendonian royal line,
and I know that you're my aunt," she muttered. "I know that you tried to kill me, but you
probably didn't mean it, and now you're going to help me find Olumer and fight Destiny
and win the throne back from people like Idona."
Nightstone's patience faded. She gripped Cadona's wrists and squeezed, until the
girl stepped back from her and looked up in confusion. Nightstone gave her a sharp
smile, and her hands another squeeze.
"No," she said quietly. "I think that you misunderstand me. I did indeed come to
fetch you because of the blood connection."
Cadona beamed.
"However," said Nightstone, "it's because we need your blood to restore the

Kingdom of Orlath. We need to restore it as soon as possible, and I can't shed my blood
over the whole of the Kingdom. I'll shed yours instead."
It was wonderful to see Cadona's face fall, to see the dreams that she'd cherished
crumble. Nightstone smiled a little and wondered if she had ever been that innocent.
Probably not since the first time her brother had lured her into the Temple of Elle and
showed her the torture instruments that the priestesses used, promising to use them on her
with relish if she ever strayed into the Dark.
And he kept his promise, didn't he?
Cadona's wail snapped Nightstone back to the present. She shook her head and
saw Cadona spinning from face to face, her eyes bright with anger and fear.
"You wouldn't do something like that," said Cadona, when she at last faced
Nightstone again. "You couldn't do something that cruel. I've heard about Shadow. He's
supposed to have something of Light in him."
"Something of Light," said Nightstone. "But he cares most about his own people
and his own country. He's protecting Ilantra right now, not moving into Rivendon. And he
has agreed to let me use your blood to reclaim Orlath. He despairs of ever teaching you
better or having any hold in Rivendon."
Cadona shook her head. "But I don't care about Orlath. I care about Rivendon."
"Reverse the names of the two Kingdoms, and then you will know my feelings,"
Nightstone told her calmly.
Cadona buried her head in her arms and began to cry. Nightstone shook her head
and turned to look at the shapeshifters, who gazed back at her attentively.
"Make ready to fly. We return to Ilantra within six days."

Chapter 27
Over the Edge
"Sometimes we can't stop our own falls, and sometimes we don't want to."
-Hyelin the Bard.
Olumer felt himself shoulder into Kestian, and felt the punishing sweep of her
claws as they descended upon him. And then he felt the sudden lightness as Helian swept
in close beside him, and knocked Kestian away. He turned, grinning and panting despite
himself, and saw the silvereyes pack leader climbing to her feet, her red-tinted gaze
glinting once again.
"Don't let her get up!" Helian shouted at his side, and once again drove forward.
Olumer found himself running beside her as easily as if they were old comrades, or
familiar pack members. He dug his claws into the stone as they hurtled over it, and then
launched himself at Kestian when they were close enough.
It seemed that she hadn't been expecting the power of his charge, or perhaps she
had counted on intimidating him before he could make it. She went down again, and this
time Olumer was determined that she shouldn't stand.
He dug his teeth into her shoulder and hung on, chewing while he sought for a
vulnerable place with his claws. He could hear Kestian screaming with rage and pain, and
a moment later her own claws shredded his shoulder again. And then the pain became
fiercer as Helian piled on top of them both, teeth snapping. Olumer thought she was
seeking Kestian's throat, but he didn't look up. He didn't think that he could. He clung to
his position, shaking his head to worry loose a piece of flesh. In moments, he had done it,
and Kestian's blood was streaming into the snow.
He reared back then, as Helian's weight sprang off, and saw the two pack leaders
locked together. Helian had managed to lean forward and close her teeth on Kestian's
throat, but Kestian had her arms lifted and planted under Helian's body, claws spread so
that she could easily hook out Helian's internal organs. Both were breathing heavily, and
neither seemed about to give up.
Olumer suspected that it might easily have stayed like that for a long time if it
was just a battle between pack leaders. But he was there, and he stared for only a moment
before he went in.
He hit them half-twisted, at once breaking the stiff posture of Kestian's arms and
forcing Helian's head down. He heard a squall of pain that trailed off into the gurgling of
blood, and knew that he had succeeded in killing someone. He just hoped it was Kestian.
No fear of that, he saw when he turned. His strike had had the intended effect,
abruptly freeing Helian from the trap and driving her head down so that she bit through
Kestian's throat. She was now shaking her head and spitting, as though she didn't care for
the taste of the pack leader's blood.
Olumer eyed Kestian's well-chewed corpse with some satisfaction. Her reign was
over, and with it, the power and prestige of her pack.
"Olumer."
Olumer looked up at the low, satisfied note in Helian's voice, to see her stretching
and shaking her head as if awakening from a long sleep. He waited, fighting the urge to
dance in circles or laugh, knowing what would come next.
Helian sprang at him in the middle of a stretch. They rolled over in the snow

together, in much the same way that Olumer and Adaner had fought, but with a good deal
of laughter mixed in with the struggle. Olumer gave her a good nip behind her ear, but
she was in the better position and managed to claw his arm. She sat back, panting, and
studied him with shining silver eyes.
"You're wounded," she said, an invitation out of the coming dance, if he wanted
it.
"It'll keep."
Helian nodded, and then she turned and ran madly over the hill and to the west,
keeping to the direction that Olumer needed to travel to warn the silvereyes packs. He
appreciated it for a moment, and then he decided that what he appreciated more than
anything else was the fact that Helian was running.
He went stiff-legged after her, catching her up easily. Of course, she wasn't
running all that fast. Olumer bounced around her and made soft growling noises. Helian
stopped running long enough to look at him haughtily.
Olumer tackled her again, and sent them rolling down the slope of the hill they
had been carefully negotiating until that point. Olumer's shoulder bounced off a rock,
further opening the wound that Kestian had caused, but he found that he didn't really
mind. They hit the bottom, and Helian bounced up from him and began to move in a fast,
elaborate dance. It was like the dance she had used to welcome in the spring, but this had
no magic about it, unless it was just the magic of their joy. They had survived a battle
with a savage enemy, and that called for celebration.
Olumer joined her, but the more he moved, the more confining he found his
clothes. They were little more than rags anyway, after days in the snow and the wind, and
the punishment they had taken from claws and teeth. He tore them off, over his head and
over his legs, a few moments later.
Helian sang her approval, and then her voice lifted higher into one of the hunting
calls that pack leaders gave when their packs followed them in pursuit of the deer.
Olumer sang back. Helian looked startled for a moment, as if she thought he
wouldn't have remembered how to do that, and then sang again. They circled each other,
matching voice to voice and movement to movement for a short time.
Then Helian threw her head back, sending her dark hair flying, and reached out
for him. "Unless you will still claim, of course, that Queen Idona is your mate," she
murmured.
Olumer laughed. Joy sleeted through him, bright and swift as snow. "How could a
thing of dead stone be my mate?"
Helian laughed, too, and then Olumer sprang forward and joined her.
*******
"Olumer."
"Hmmm," said Olumer, and then rolled over and reached out for Helian, who had
been right beside him the last time he looked.
She wasn't, though, and Olumer quickly opened his eyes and sat up, worried that
she might have abandoned him somewhere. Helian was hovering just above him, though,
and her face was so tender that Olumer relaxed at once, meeting her eyes and losing the
first traces of panic. She was his mate, and she wouldn't leave him. He should have
known that. The commitment they had made to each other was no bond easily snapped.
They would be together more often than he and Idona had been.

Helian flopped down in the snow beside him and nuzzled his shoulder. He had
packed snow into the wound before he slept, but it was slipping free. "Do you want me to
clean that?"
"Please." Olumer turned and lay on the shoulder that, while bitten and clawed at,
hurt less than the one that bore the enormous hole Kestian had given him. He closed his
eyes in rapture as Helian delicately raked the snow out of the depression and then began
to clean it with a mixture of fingers and teeth. She bit away the flesh that only clung on
by a thread, and what looked as if it might become diseased. Olumer tensed, then hissed
as she pulled at one particularly stubborn piece.
"Sorry," Helian whispered, and soothed the place with her fingers and tongue
again. Olumer laid his head in the snow and closed his eyes.
The grooming and cleaning went on for a while, and then Helian said, "There is
something that I must know."
"Hmmm?" Olumer asked, burying his head deeper in the snow. He felt as if he
could lie here forever, with her beside him. No dream had ever been so lovely.
Of course, every dream had to end.
"Do you still intend to go on to the packs in the west and warn them? Or will you
come back home with me?"
Olumer rolled over and looked at her, which caused Helian to growl, since she
hadn't yet finished cleaning his wound to her satisfaction. Olumer wanted to look at her,
though, and he didn't think he could wait until she had finished the cleansing, assuming
she did. Under his gaze, Helian fell silent, and looked back at him, almost defiantly.
Olumer studied her eyes, her face, the fall of her hair, the way that her muscles
moved when she shifted restlessly under his gaze. Silvereyes rarely looked at each other
so long unless they planned to challenge for pack leadership. It was humans who had to
look each other in the eye to try and see truth.
But Olumer had rarely felt less human than he felt at that moment.
He lifted a hand and stroked it through Helian's hair. Her eyes narrowed in
pleasure, but it seemed that was against her desire, since she shook her head and kept her
eyes fixed firmly on him.
"Answer me, Olumer."
"I am," he answered, and then leaned forward and kissed her. Helian allowed that,
but only until she decided that a sufficient amount of time had passed. She pulled back
and hissed at him, showing her fangs when Olumer acted as if he would lean forward and
claim another kiss.
"You are playing games," she said. "I don't think that you understand the
seriousness of my question."
"Of course I do."
Helian sprang to her feet and paced back and forth. Olumer lay in the snow and
watched her, admiring her grace. She was beautiful. She was finely made, and clever, and
strong, and a good hunter. Olumer knew that he required nothing else in a mate, as no
true silvereyes would.
"I took a risk in choosing you," said Helian abruptly. "I knew that you weren't part
of the pack. I knew that some human corruption had taken root in you, and that you had a
strong sense of misguided loyalty. I took the chance that you might stay loyal to the
humans who had ruined you rather than the silvereyes who loved you for who you were."

She swung around to look at him. "Was I wrong to choose you?"
Olumer rose to his feet and stretched, then turned to the east. The sun was rising,
and he admired the blue shadows it threw on the snow.
Helian grabbed him by the throat, interrupting his view of the sunrise, and
tightened her grip until Olumer raised a hand in submission. She let him go, but she
panted hard, and blocked his view of the sunrise when he would have resumed it.
"No," she said forcefully. "Tell me what you mean. Tell me if you mean to go
back to Idona, and Estora, and Cadona, and all the rest of them."
Olumer bowed his head. "Of course not. I am your mate. I would sooner cut off
my arm and leave it lying in the snow than part from you now."
Helian blinked at him, then said, "That was all I wanted to hear. Straightforward
speech."
"You are getting corrupted by the humans yourself, if you believe that you need
words where actions should do," Olumer teased her gently. "I was trying to show you
how much I enjoyed your company, and you willfully insisted on misunderstanding me."
"Shut up," said Helian harshly. "You never did answer my original question. Are
you still going to travel west?"
"Of course."
Helian hissed. "Then you still do serve the Queen of Rivendon, and your
declarations are nothing more than the pretty words that a Court Lord might speak to a
Court Lady," she said.
"You are far too obsessed with the ways of the Court." Olumer peered at her. "Are
you sure that I killed the right silvereyes? Perhaps Kestian could have put on your skin,
and-"
Helian jumped at him. Olumer landed flat on his back in the snow with her teeth
hovering just a few inches above his throat, and her breath scraping his face. "You will
tell me what you mean," she whispered, a declaration that sounded tender only because of
her low voice. Olumer could feel the prickle of her claws on his wrists, and had no doubt
that she meant her next declaration. "Or I will let your blood out to stain the snow, and
make little blood-blossoms to warn anyone else who is so foolish as to trouble me and
torment me with such silliness."
"I am going on," said Olumer, "because I want our people to have a chance to
defend themselves against the filifernai. I won't insist on a union if they don't want one,
but it's still the best chance. I care about the lands and packs of the silvereyes. Would you
really let dark fey swarm all over them just to prove a point about not letting humans
control your life?"
Helian slowly eased her hold on his wrists, and then rolled off altogether and let
him get up. Olumer sat up to see her eating a handful of snow, paying far too close
attention to her claws. She was embarrassed, he knew, and cordially looked to the side to
give her a chance to recover herself.
"I suppose," said Helian, "that I asked the wrong question."
"Yes," Olumer agreed.
He could feel her glare on the side of his face. "You don't have to agree with that
so damn quickly, you know."
"Sorry," said Olumer. "But you have a right question to ask, and it won't get asked
if we sit here and yelp about it. Ask it."

"Will you go back to the Court of Rivendon when your time among the packs is
done and the war is fought?"
"Never again," said Olumer, and finally looked at her again. "I will never leave
you behind, and I know that you would not tread into the Court for all the deer that I
could give you."
"I like hares better."
"Hare, then. No. I am done with humans. I came here on a human mission, but
that can be turned to a silvereyes purpose easily enough. And then we will run into the
woods and have children and rear them, and hibernate when we need to, and dance to
welcome in the spring, and Destiny can destroy the rest of the world for all I care."
Helian's smile was warmer than the sunrise. Of course, since this was a sunrise of
early spring, that wasn't difficult, but still. Olumer basked in it, and returned it when he
could be sure that she wasn't going to scold him for doing so.
"One more question," said Helian. "You had a mate and cub, you told me, when I
first met you. And now?"
"My mate is sitting in front of me."
"And your granddaughter?"
Olumer shrugged. "If she appeared in front of me, I would still not act to put her
on the throne. She has her own concerns. Whatever they are, I am sure that she can fend
for herself."
Helian almost purred as she slid through the snow towards him. "Now that kind of
pretty speech," she whispered before she nipped him, "I don't mind at all."

Chapter 28
Into the Snow
"A surprise attack only benefits its maker when the target doesn't know it's
coming."
-Advice from the Obvious One.
Kymenos felt oddly for a moment as if he were flying. The cold air and the
dreamy way that he tumbled through it probably had something to do with that.
And then the sensation faded and he could feel, far too well, how much he hurt.
His shoulders ached, his head hurt, and his back hurt from slamming into the ground.
And, above all that, there was something on top of him, and Kymenos had the idea that
he should stop it before it killed him.
He looked up, and stared. The face that looked back at him was human, but
Arvennese, and crazed. Kymenos almost thought he recognized the man in the moments
before Norianna chopped off his head, though, and when he had time to scramble up and
look at the body, he was certain of it.
"He was one of Ishella's people," he said. "The Goddess of Royalty. Do you
remember meeting her, Norianna?"
"Of course," snapped Norianna. "I think we will have an opportunity to relive
that meeting, all too son, if we don't get out of here now. Up, Kymenos!"
Kymenos found himself starting to stand without recalling any conscious
decision to move. He narrowed his eyes. Apparently Norianna could sometimes take
control of his body, in the way that Sykeen could through the bond. He would have to
remember that.
Can we get out of here? Sykeen was dancing, his breath blowing in front of him.
"No."
Kymenos swallowed. He could recognize that voice, too, as low and rich as
melted butter. Ishella stepped out of the snow and smiled at him. Of course, the cold did
not touch the goddess, save to give a slight and becoming flush to her cheeks, and she
looked as if she could stand there and talk to them forever without taking notice of the
blizzard.
But then her eyes fell on Talazh, and she smiled. "There is an Heir of Dalzna,"
she said, as if someone had challenged her to prove that there was. "I always knew it."
She glanced sideways at Kymenos. "And I knew that it couldn't be you, when I thought
about it. Someone as rude about royalty, and with as little consideration for a lady as you
had, could not be royal."
"You were willing enough to accept me before," Kymenos said, standing. He was
tense, not sure what even Norianna could do against a goddess. "What do you want from
me?"
"A repayment for your insults, of course," said Ishella. "I thought I would take
the price out in blood, but now I think I have a more interesting way. Come with me and
help me put your young friend on the throne."
"No."
Kymenos had hardly uttered the word when he felt fire enter his veins. He
collapsed to the ground again, screaming. It was similar to some of the things Nightstone
had done to torture him when he was in her power, but it hurt more keenly, as though all

his blood had gone aflame at once.
The pain receded, enough for him to hear Ishella saying, "I do not think that it
will take much more to convince you. You preferred to break under torture, when I last
checked, rather than submit to it."
Kymenos forced himself back to his feet, panting. He could call on Chaos, as he
had the last time he had faced Ishella, but the great power was unpredictable and might
come to his call, or not, or hurt Kymenos for disturbing it. He didn't know what else to
do, though.
My lord? he tried.
You are only lucky that I don't choose to punish you, in gratitude for some of the
exercise you have given me in the past, said Chaos, and then fell silent again. Kymenos
was on his own.
Not entirely, said Norianna's voice in his head, and then the sword flew down and
hovered in front of him. "I was forged before you were made," she said to Ishella. "Do
you really want to test your strength against mine?"
Ishella frowned. "You wouldn't do that, sword. You would draw your enemies to
you as if you were a beacon, did you try such magic on me."
"It might be worth it."
Ishella tossed her dark hair back. She was still the most beautiful woman
Kymenos had ever seen in her human form, which didn't help at all. "I don't believe that
you will do it," she said, and reached towards Talazh. He walked his horse forward at
once, his eyes bright and dreamy.
"There shall be royalty on the throne of Dalzna again," said Ishella. "And it really
doesn't matter if it's Light or Dark royalty, you know, as long as he has the proper blood.
It should take only a moment to make that determination."
When I tell you to run, then move, said Norianna calmly in Kymenos's mind.
What about Talazh?
What about him?
Ishella reached up and stroked Talazh's face. The boy stared back at her as though
she were the most beautiful thing he had ever seen, and Kymenos had to turn away. The
sight made him sick.
"Yes," said Ishella. "Yes, the Crownkillers have gripped your mind and changed
you, but Destiny is working to change your conceptions. Soon you will come to think of
yourself as royal, and you will see that you should rule the country. Do you plan to rule in
accord with Light or Dark?"
"Dark," said Talazh, gazing into Ishella's eyes with intense devotion. "I think it
would be too much trouble to try and change the minds of my people, who have now
worshipped Dark for generations."
Ishella nodded. "That is a wise decision. But you will encourage them to worship
me, I hope, the goddess who helped you to the throne?"
"Of course-"
Run! Norianna cried in Kymenos's head, and he began to run, without stopping to
look back at Talazh. The boy was starting to disgust him. Whether he should go to Nafair
or not, Kymenos was beginning to feel as though he would rather have no part in
determining.
He hurtled along for only a moment before Sykeen came chasing up beside him.

Get on, the stallion said.
Kymenos didn't argue, instead gripping Sykeen's mane and swinging up. His
bones and blood still seemed to hurt, and so he clung willingly as the horse laid hoof to
ground, not even objecting when Sykeen drew on the strength of the bond between them
to hurry them along.
Kymenos couldn't help glancing over his shoulder, but he saw only a flare of
light that could have meant anything. And then the light arranged itself into a silver dome
over the inn's stables, which meant even less to him.
He bent over Sykeen's neck and hurtled on, into the heart of the storm.
*******
Here.
Kymenos awoke reluctantly from a dream of light and warmth. He had been in
the parlor of an inn, drinking mulled wine before a fire. He had known that someone
beautiful and willing waited in bed. It was a dream that far outmatched the swirling
reality of blind whiteness and cold around him.
Sykeen stepped carefully around a rock that Kymenos only knew was there
thanks to banging a leg on it, and then halted in front of blackness. He shook his head to
shed some of the snow, then looked at Kymenos and snorted. Here. There's a cave. Go in.
I'll try to find something to build a fire with.
"You- you won't come back," Kymenos mumbled, struggling to keep his eyes
open. "Know that."
You don't know anything, said Sykeen testily, and then turned and trotted off into
the middle of the storm.
Kymenos lay motionless on the floor of the cave for a moment, very tempted to
curl up and just go to sleep right there, so close to the cold that he would probably die of
it. That would show them.
The problem was that he couldn't really remember who it would show, and he
wasn't sure that the people he could think of wouldn't just laugh and shrug it off. So he
sighed, and placed his hands on the cave floor, and began to drag himself further into it.
It seemed to be a fairly large cave, and uninhabited, which was unusual. Still, it
was almost spring even in Dalzna, and not the beginning of winter. Kymenos supposed
that might account for it.
He curled up and went to sleep despite the hard floor and the howling cold that
still pressed against him, or perhaps because of them. He would try to retrieve that warm,
lamplit inn room and the mulled wine and the beautiful woman waiting in the next room.
*******
Here you are.
Kymenos opened his eyes as a loud clattering noise filled his ears. He stared as
Sykeen shrugged, sending a large bundle of logs toppling to the ground. There were more
than enough for a fire, provided he could start one. He didn't think that he had a flint or a
firestarter on him.
The sight of the logs was enough to make him start patting his pockets, though.
"Where did you find so many?" he asked Sykeen.
Never you mind.
Kymenos narrowed his eyes, but didn't say anything. If Sykeen was embarrassed
about it for whatever reason, then he could go ahead and be embarrassed about it.

Kymenos suspected he had stolen them from someone's woodpile and didn't want to
admit it. Nothing wrong with stealing, though, he thought, not when it was going to
support someone else.
He clasped his hands over the logs and tried his best to concentrate, to summon
some spark of the Scarlet, since he knew now that he really had fled without his
firestarter or flint. Or perhaps Ishella's servant had knocked it out of him when he tackled
Kymenos. There was no way of telling.
Nothing.
Kymenos felt like crying, but he thought that would probably freeze his eyes
shut. He took a deep breath and looked up at Sykeen. "Can you help me?"
How would I help you? Sykeen, who had twisted around to begin nudging at the
saddlebags that held the feed, drifted towards him.
"Your shoes."
Luckily, Kymenos didn't need to repeat the word, since he was trembling with
cold, and that affected his lips, too, making him slur his words. Sykeen followed the bond
they had with each other into his mind and saw his thoughts. He snorted as if scolding
himself, and struck the cave floor hard with a hoof.
It didn't work for a time, and then the spark that the shoe did strike faded before
Kymenos could position the wood under it. He tried again, his hands shaking. He could
hardly feel his fingers now, and though he hadn't spent much time in the mountains of
Dalzna for years, he knew that was bad.
The next spark caught, though, and then Kymenos managed to spread the fire
towards the nest of branches. He sighed and lay down close to the flames, staring at their
dazzling colors. He had never imagined that he could be so happy to see fire. He shivered
and pressed even closer, disgusted that the warmth couldn't immediately banishing the
crowding cold.
Kymenos.
Kymenos lifted his head warily, thinking he would have to fight some enemy.
Sykeen looked at him with dark eyes for a moment, revealing nothing, and then moved
aside.
Norianna and Talazh are here.
Kymenos let out his breath, and sat up, slowly. Some feeling was returning to his
fingers, and though he wasn't sure, he thought that was a good sign. He expected Talazh
to step in from the snow and start complaining.
Instead, he floated in, followed by Norianna and the mare, who turned to nuzzle
up to Sykeen. The sword said only, "I knocked him unconscious," before she fell to the
ground. Kymenos picked her up and held her out towards the fire, as if that would help.
It actually seemed to. The sword vibrated in his hands after a moment, and
Norianna said, "Ah, I must have felt like that at my forging, emerging from cold into
living heat."
"Cold out there," said Kymenos.
"Very," said Norianna flatly. "And now, we have some problems. Would you care
to hear about them?"
Kymenos sighed for the memory of the inn room and the mulled wine that never
was, and then forced his mind into as much alertness as he currently possessed. "Tell
me."

"I knocked Talazh unconscious to put him beyond Ishella's reach," said Norianna.
"She can't reach him and make him behave like an idiot when he's asleep. He has to be
awake so that her words can reach him and make him think like a royal. But that means
that we'll have to keep him unconscious for the rest of the journey to Nafair. Otherwise,
she'll just find him again and make him-"
"Behave like an idiot, I know." Kymenos rubbed his chin. "Well, I won't miss his
whining."
"It's not that simple," said Norianna.
"I never said it would be," Kymenos muttered, but the sword was rushing on and
didn't seem to hear him.
"I've been in the company of healers tending the unconscious before. They have
to give them plenty of food and water, and regularly move their limbs so that their
muscles don't just waste away. And you don't want to know what they have to do with
chamber pots."
Kymenos grimaced. "I think I can guess."
"But it's still better than having the goddess after us," Norianna summed up. "She
let me go, I think, because she was amused at the way I tried to take Talazh away from
her. And she thinks that she can catch up and just take him back any time she pleases.
And you'll have to tend him on the way."
Kymenos nodded. "But you'll have to tell me what to do." He hesitated. There
was something that had been troubling him since Norianna first helped him threaten
Talazh into going along. "Norianna? Why have you changed sides? Why didn't you
accept her offer and put Talazh on the throne?"
Norianna was silent for a long time, trembling now and then in his hands as
though she were shivering. Then she said, "I think that Talazh should go to Nafair. I
suppose that you could say that I changed my mind, but it was more in the nature of
realizing something."
"Realizing what?"
"That Talazh would make a good Crownkiller, but not a good King," said
Norianna flatly. "Give him something to do, and a simple code of orders to follow, and
he's happy. But he couldn't make decisions on his own."
Kymenos closed his eyes tightly. "Please tell me that you haven't taken up your
old plan of putting me on the throne."
"I haven't."
Kymenos sighed. "But you're still going to try and put someone on the throne of
Dalzna, aren't you?"
"Hmmm."
Kymenos only kept from throwing the sword across the cave by an effort of will.
Then he looked at Talazh, and wrinkled his nose at the smell coming from the boy.
"I suppose you should tell me what the healers do with chamber pots," he said
reluctantly.

Chapter 29
The Heart of Doralissa
"The beating heart of most of the Kingdoms is the King or Queen, of course. But
this is not true in Doralissa- or not true in the same way. Only a King or Queen who is
truly in touch with the land and the people can rule that oldest of the Kingdoms. Others
will simply lose their thrones to usurpers who only remain usurpers as long as they aren't
sitting on the throne."
-From Hearts of the Kingdoms.
"Isn't it wonderful to be home?"
Ternora found it amazing, but it seemed that Warcourage had actually managed to
find something that she couldn't argue with him about. It was indeed wonderful to be
home, and she was enjoying the scents of the jungle flowers and the bright flashes of
color from the butterflies that slid past her. The birds danced and called in the branches,
and Kitten, who had remained outside the city but still accompanied them above, had a
fine time swooping at them. Ternora had forbidden her to actually kill them, since
Ternora found them so pretty. But the great ferret was allowed to hunt and eat all the
snakes she wanted.
Spring was coming in the Kingdoms, which in Doralissa meant something more
like summer, just as the winter was more like spring. It never got truly cold here, but
some times were more full of life than others, and Ternora was rejoicing in the light and
heat that surrounded them now.
"I had forgotten how beautiful it is."
Ternora looked sideways at Emrissa. The Faerie elf hadn't spoken much since
they reached the mainland, and since then she had spent most of the time glancing around
with such a strange expression on her face that Ternora wasn't sure whether she approved
of the jungle colors and sounds and sights or not. Now she was smiling, and her face was
so fair that Ternora couldn't help but smile back.
"You lived here once, didn't you?" Ternora asked.
Emrissa glanced sideways at her. "I didn't realize that you didn't know who I was
before this."
Ternora shook her head. "I didn't pay that much attention to human history. Elven
history, yes, but you weren't among the Light elves. I would have known you in just a few
moments if you were."
Emrissa inclined her head. "It's true that I served one of the human Queens, and
that I spent some time in the Doralissan Court. But I spent much time walking in the
jungles as well. I can see why your people choose to live here," she added softly. "There
is much to delight in."
"Don't call them my people."
"Why not?" Emrissa asked. "You look like them."
"But I have forsaken them," said Ternora firmly. "They thought it was a good
idea to get involved in human politics. They were the ones who raised Warcourage, and
who probably encouraged him to think of me as his guardian. Besides, I have a weapon
of theirs." She touched the dagger that clung to her belt. "I don't need more of them."
"And I suppose that was my lesson for the day in understanding half-elves,"
Emrissa murmured, with a strange smile.

"I thought you knew all about mortals already," Ternora challenged her. "You
certainly act like it."
Emrissa shrugged. "I know that there are different kinds of mortals. But even I
don't know all about them. I know that half-elves are very often jealous of the elves, and
wish they were more like us."
"That's not true," said Ternora hotly.
Emrissa glanced at her in amusement. "How could it not be? You are not as
beautiful as we are, and you are mortal. You must be jealous. It wouldn't make sense if
you weren't."
Ternora smiled. It was rare, to have the chance to feel superior to an elf. What
Emrissa was saying was true, for the most part, but that didn't mean that she had to feel
jealous of someone who had a Faerie elf's advantages. "You don't know that much about
half-elves, because you haven't paid attention. What would you think if I told you that
we're glad to be mortal?"
"I'd think you were lying," said Emrissa bluntly.
Ternora ignored her, though briefly her anger was enough to make Kitten pause
and glance towards her. "We're the best off. We're the ones that everyone else should
envy. We don't spend our time worrying about death, like the humans, who feel that they
can't avoid it, and that they're just its prey, waiting to be caught. And we don't think about
avoiding death as the elves do. We live just long enough to do many things, and to grow
weary of the wonders of the mortal world, and to start to think of the wonders that must
lie beyond death."
"Are you that way?" Emrissa asked.
Ternora laughed. "I have hardly had a typical month in the mortal world. Here I
am, personally serving a goddess and escaping from Destiny and learning the secrets of
worldwalking. Ask me again in a year."
"But that would mean that what you said doesn't apply to you," continued
Emrissa stubbornly.
"Not right now," said Ternora. "But we really have it best. We're mortal, and we
live long enough not to fear mortality."
"Elves don't fear mortality," said Emrissa.
"Oh, really?" Ternora asked. "Have you ever thought about what it would be like
to die?"
"Of course."
"You have?"
"Of course," Emrissa repeated, but she avoided Ternora's eyes.
Ternora grinned, and pressed harder. It was dangerous to do this sort of thing,
with a Faerie elf, but Reweren was nearby. Ternora really didn't think he would allow
violence between them. "And what do you think will happen when you die? Will one of
the gods pick up your soul? Will you just hang in the air and wait until nothingness
comes?"
Emrissa shrugged. "I don't know. Why should I care? It's far more likely that I'm
not ever going to die. Elves were made for bearing the burdens of immortality, and not
those of mortality."
"Whereas half-elves were made for bearing both," said Ternora, warming to her
point. "But, of course, you haven't thought deeply about death. As you said, it's likely not

to happen to you."
"And I tell you that I have thought about it," said Emrissa, with a stare that might
have frozen fire. Ternora didn't think she was really trying, though, or perhaps she was
just too rattled by the subject to make a really good effort of it. Ternora felt nothing more
pressing than a faint chill.
"Then tell me what you think happens."
"I don't know."
"But you said-"
"I said I didn't know," said Emrissa, with a faint expression of triumph. "That
doesn't mean I haven't thought about it. It just means that I can't know for certain. Do you
know?"
Ternora smiled a little. It was a deception that she wouldn't have credited an elf
with thinking of. "That is true. I think that Shara will take up my soul, since I serve her
now, but I don't know for certain."
Emrissa snorted. "Then will you give up this ridiculous notion of elves fearing
death?"
"You think about it," said Ternora, "all the time. If you really didn't fear that you
were going to die, you would just not think about it. But it's there, and hunting your
thoughts the way that it hunts the thoughts of mortals. We have it best."
"You may," said a voice above her. "But I fear that I must end the discussion
there, interesting though I find it, and so no one may ever know for sure."
Ternora turned slowly. She found herself, as she had expected, looking up the
shaft of an arrow to the hands of the archer that held it. She held her own hands to the
sides, away from the dagger in her belt, and tried to speak as calmly as she could. "I
assume that you aren't alone?"
"That would have been rather stupid of me," said the archer, and then whistled
sharply.
The trees shook, at just the moment that Warcourage abruptly called out, "What
is going on?" and drew his sword from its sheath. The leaping humans stopped at once
and stared at him, some of them falling to their knees. Ternora sighed and rolled her eyes,
waiting for them to fall under his spell.
The archer who held the arrow on her never wavered, though. "Do put that blade
away, Your Highness," he said. "Or I will kill the half-elf."
Warcourage glanced at Ternora, and she thought he would tell the archer to go
ahead and do it. But perhaps he didn't want to appear so ungracious in the eyes of his
subjects, so at last he sighed and slid the sword into its sheath. Then he turned towards
the archer and planted his feet, crossing his arms in a stance that would have looked far
more impressive if he weren't twelve. "I suppose that you came to kill me?"
"Hardly," said the archer, and leaped lightly to the ground. Ternora blinked. He
was older than she had thought from his voice, at least in his thirties. Except for his
golden eyes, he looked almost entirely human, though his face had the graceful elven cast
that most Doralissans retained from ancient and long mixings of blood. He bowed,
sending a long tail of dark hair over his shoulder, and flipping it again casually behind his
back as he straightened. "We came to serve you, Your Highness. We are rebels who have
always served the Doralissan throne, and who were not happy when the royal family
perished at the claws of Shadow. We have been waiting for a True Heir to appear. You are

the True Heir, are you not?"
Warcourage nodded, looking impressed in spite of himself. "You will help me
fight for the throne out of loyalty?" he asked.
"Yes, my Prince."
Ternora eyed the man with interest. He spoke the replies with perfect courtesy,
and his eyes never left the Prince, as if he couldn't wait to start serving Warcourage. And
yet, there was something strange about him. He looked almost too direct, as if he were
searching for flaws in Warcourage along with perfection.
"You worship Elle?" Warcourage continued.
"I have never worshipped anyone else," the man answered.
"You love the Light?"
"More than my children."
Warcourage smiled broadly. "I think that I will take you into my service," he said.
"What is your name?"
"Pyeros, my lord." The man bowed again. "And this is my lieutenant and wife,
Blierrina," he added, as a woman who looked much like him appeared at his side. "We
have led the rebels in Doralissa for twelve years, waiting for you to grow into your
Destiny. We remember the Doralissa that is gone, and we hail the Doralissa that is to
come as even more glorious."
Ternora thought, a little spitefully, that Warcourage would hurt himself if he went
on grinning like that. He was already nodding like an idiot, in a motion that must have
hurt his neck. "Good, good," he said. "I would like you to escort me through the jungles
north and to the donasae. Of course, you are to show me the rebels you would personally
trust to fight beside me and serve me on the way."
"Of course."
Ternora stared again. There was no hint of rebellion in Pyeros's voice, no
flexibility in his tone.
And yet, he had sounded as if he were not, like Warcourage, thinking of this as a
permanent arrangement, just one of convenience.
*******
"This is the place that we usually camp, my lord."
Ternora glanced around approvingly. She thought it perfect, though of course no
one had asked her opinion. The Doralissans had chosen a deep jungle dell, sheltered on
all sides with thick trees that someone would have to hack through to pass. The ground
was covered with soft, thick green grass, and everywhere the humans had built small
stone houses that could be concealed from the air with piles of grass at any moment. Best
of all, the air was lit with softly hovering silvery elf-globes. There wasn't a shadow in
sight, and no way that Shadow could spy on them.
Then Ternora shook her head. What am I thinking? I want Shadow to spy on us.
He's Shara's ally.
But she couldn't deny that there was a charm to this place, and even a charm to
the Doralissans, though they were currently engaged in serving Warcourage's every
whim. It meant something to her, to have the human language she knew best chanted and
chattered from every side, as she hadn't heard it in months. She had traveled long in the
jungle before she joined Warcourage, and the undines in Kesista had mostly spoken their
own bubbling tongue.

And, too, so much of what they did was human blended with elven that Ternora
felt almost as if she were around other half-elves.
"It's perfect," Warcourage declared in ringing tones, which made Ternora stare.
Our opinions coincide twice in one day? I am amazed. "Of course, you shall tell me all
about the other rebel detachments."
Pyeros inclined his head. "In this case, the more recent information belongs to
my wife. I would speak with your companions, my lord, and sound them out as a danger
to yourself or Doralissa."
Warcourage waved a lordly hand to dismiss him, and turned eagerly to Blierrina,
who began at once to speak in extraordinary detail. Ternora wasn't sure that the Prince
was following all of it, but he nodded as if he was.
Pyeros turned and looked directly at Ternora. "What kind of Prince is
Warcourage?" he asked.
Ternora blinked. Then she said, "I think you would do better to ask his
grandfather that." She nodded at Reweren, who stood in the middle of the clearing and
watched the rebels as if he took pleasure in the elven nature of their dwelling, even as
Ternora did.
"Why?" Pyeros countered.
"I won't give you a favorable opinion."
"But you will give me an honest one?"
Ternora shrugged. "I couldn't lie well enough, and besides, I'm not sure what kind
of lie you would want to hear."
Pyeros didn't smile, though Ternora really thought her line deserved at least that
much. He leaned forward and looked into her eyes, as he had looked into the Prince's,
searching for flaws. Ternora looked stolidly back. If he was looking for some sign of her
hatred and desire to kill the Prince, then he would find it. Ternora was certain she couldn't
hide that.
"Why do you want to kill His Highness?" Pyeros asked.
"Because I hate him," said Ternora.
"And why is that?"
"He's a spoiled child who thinks he's a Prince," snapped Ternora. "And why do
you want to know this? So that you can kill traitors?"
Pyeros shook his head. "The best monarch should rule Doralissa," he said. "I will
serve the best monarch without hesitation. But he might not come from the line of
Rizzeros. And a spoiled child who thinks he's a Prince isn't the best monarch, either."
Ternora blinked, and then began to smile.

Chapter 30
The First Wave
"A war between the great powers is my greatest fear. Think of it. They do not tire,
and they do not slacken in their anger or their hatred or their vengeance. It is a matter of
wonder to me that everyone in the world does not fear it."
-Harpteros.
Elary felt a whisper against her cheek as the shadows poured out of the castle and
engulfed the sunlight. She looked up, and blinked. She had almost lost sight of Shadow
and Rior in the shifting blanket of mist that now covered the room. Pearly-gray, crystalgray, it grew thicker moment by moment. Elary lunged forward and clasped Shadow's
hand as something comforting and solid, since she knew she would feel nothing but
coolness if she tried to clasp Rior's.
She shivered in the next moment. There was a great wave of cold beating out
from Shadow's hand, and it would grab herThen Shadow detached her firmly, saying as he set her back in her chair, "I'm
sorry, Elary, but you will be needed elsewhere in a moment, and I must be free to call my
power through any part of my body, without a mortal touching it. Why don't you go and
find Silar?"
Elary bowed her head. It didn't feel like a dismissal, just a warning, and so she
stood and pursued her way towards the door without feeling slighted.
She did glance back near the door, and make sure that Rior was looking at her. "If
you want someone to talk to," she said softly, "and Shadow doesn't understand, then
come and find me."
Rior gave her the first genuine smile she'd seen from him in days. "Thank you,
Elary. I'll remember that."
Elary nodded and slipped from the room, with the odd sensation that she wouldn't
see them again. Or, at least, not in the same way.
*********
"Only you would manage to do this already."
"Shut up."
"I will not shut up," Elary snapped, pulling Silar's wing in tight to her body and
binding it with bandages that wouldn't immediately yield to the kiness woman's restless
fluttering. "Only you would go out flying at the moment that Rennon wakes, and try to
attack him. You're lucky it was just burns and one sprained wing. Who knows what could
have happened to you?"
Silar sighed. "Just patch me up and let me get back out there."
Elary shook her head, even though Silar wasn't looking at her. She didn't have
much power in war- no healer did- but she had some outside it. "You'll need to stay here.
You can't fly with that wing."
"What about my legs?" Silar extended her legs and peered at them, as if she
expected to find more than burns marring her skin.
"They'll be fine once the cream I put on them begins to work," Elary admitted
unwillingly. "But that doesn't mean that you should run about-"
"Farewell, for now." Silar stood and made her way towards the door of the
infirmary.

"You are going to do it, aren't you?" Elary asked with a sigh. "Attack Rennon
again."
Silar turned and gave her a peculiar smile. "Do you want to know something
important?" she asked.
Elary snorted. "What could you have to tell me that's important?"
Silar maintained her funny little smile. "You say that you wouldn't have the
courage to face a sword on the battlefield, after seeing what it does to a body. Well, I
wouldn't have the courage to face death the way you do in blood-soaked beds, not
knowing if your patient is going to live or die."
Elary blinked at her for a long moment. It sounded like something a healer would
have said. Some healers considered themselves in an endless battle with death. It wasn't
even the people who wounded their patients that they hated, since those people could be
among the wounded tomorrow. It was the force that took them away.
"Thank you," said Elary after a moment.
Silar nodded firmly. "Different kinds of courage," she said, turning towards the
door, "but neither is less important."
Elary had a moment to stand tall and feel proud before three people hurried
through the door, brushing Silar aside. The kiness woman nodded to her and then slipped
out the door.
Elary turned at once to her patient. She started to reach out towards the human
woman's skin, and then stopped. She could feel the heat from here.
"Is there anything you can do for her?"
Elary looked up. One of the woman's bearers was Neretsa, and Elary guessed that
this woman was probably part of her command. The dark fey stared at her with wild eyes,
and Elary found herself adopting the calmness that worked best around impatient
warriors.
"I probably can. Tell me what happened." She examined the human again.
Boiling heat under the skin, which itself was flushed red as though she were scalded. But
it was definitely a disease that had hold of her, though which one Elary didn't know. She
wasn't personally familiar with it.
"Rennon attacked her," said Neretsa, making the god's name sound like a curse.
The man who had borne the woman was arranging a bed for her, and Elary nodded to him
in gratitude. Even if she knew what to do for a patient, Neretsa was so agitated at the
moment that she couldn't do anything but talk. "I've never seen anything like it. She was
fighting one of the warriors he brought with him, and then the sunlight on her took fire."
Elary froze for a moment. She recognized the description, from one of the books
she had read long ago in Tirantien.
"Wildfire fever," she whispered.
"What?"
Elary glanced into Neretsa's face, and shook her head. "Hold her still," she said.
"I have to enter her mind and body in order to heal the fever, and it will be very risky."
Neretsa nodded, though the man looked up in concern, and clamped her hands on
the woman's shoulders, not seeming to notice the burning heat. Elary took a few deep
breaths, filled her mind with thoughts of water and ice, and then touched the woman's
forehead.
At once, the fever swept her under. Elary could feel the burning waves of it

crashing against her, trying to scald her, trying to destroy her. They wanted to destroy her.
They wanted nothing so much as to burn. Elary recognized that desire, the oldest wish of
fire, and managed to slip past it, into the depths of the fever that were actually destroying
the woman.
They had opened up a conduit to the Scarlet, Elary saw almost at once, and
bathed the woman in it. The fire would char her from the inside, and explode in glittering
flames that would give the fever to everyone who touched them, spreading like the
wildfire it was named for.
Elary knew what she had to do, but she knew it was going to hurt, and she
actually dithered until the woman cried out.
Then Elary dived.
She stepped between the conduit and the woman, and the fire blast hit her. For a
moment, she was dying in heat, drowning in it, her lungs crisping.
Then she summoned her own knowledge, and the images of water and ice she
had prepared, and slammed them between the open end of the conduit and the vulnerable
woman's brain and organs.
There came a shriek, somewhere, and Elary smiled grimly. Scarlet mages quite
often worshipped Rennon, the Lord of Flame and the Sun, and she had just disrupted
one's concentration quite severely. Good. She hoped viciously that he would have a
headache for days to come, and then turned to spreading coolness throughout the body of
her patient.
It wasn't enough, she realized in a moment. She could dull the force of the fever,
and at least, now that the conduit was closed, the woman wouldn't get worse or be
contagious. But she would still probably die from the sheer height of the fever. Elary
sighed, trying to resign herself to losing someone.
Not yet, sister.
The blessed coolness that filled her with lapping waves of ice in the next moment
made Elary smile and open her eyes. Standing on the other side of the woman, a fullblooded ilzán met her eyes and bowed his head slightly, his staring white hair glinting
harshly in the light.
"Shall we save her?"
Elary nodded, and together they turned to drawing out the wildfire fever. They
had almost finished when Elary shivered abruptly, feeling a cold more intense than the
one they had been filling the woman with touch her. She looked up, thinking that perhaps
more ilzánai had come in to help.
Instead, she found herself standing in shadow, and felt the pressure of enormous
eyes staring at her. It lasted a few more tense moments, and then vanished.
"What was that?" Elary asked.
The ilzán glanced up, withdrawing his hands from the woman's shoulders at last.
"That was Shadow. I think he is quite angry that one of his people was hurt."
"Ah," said Elary weakly, and then turned to welcome the next patient.
********
She was dying in heat.
Or something like that.
It was too hot.

Elary opened her eyes and sat up, looking around. The flood of new patients had
stopped for a while, and Elary assumed that the battle must have ended. Or perhaps
Shadow had gotten better at protecting his people, so that they weren't being wounded or
sickness-stricken any more.
Elary had taken the chance to rest, leaning against the bed where her last patient
to be brought in with wildfire fever lay. She had been helped enormously when a few
other ilzánai came into the room, but she was still tired. She hadn't realized how draining
it would be to counter the forces of Scarlet with the forces of the Azure, when neither of
them belonged to her.
"Elary."
Elary looked up. One of the ilzánai, who had given his name as Lorien, stood
over her, gazing down at her solemnly.
"Come see."
Elary stood up and followed him to the window, which looked out over the River
Isiluin. She wasn't sure what she would see, but she was entirely unprepared to look out
and see that it was still noon.
"Surely we worked for longer than that," she blurted.
"We did," said Lorien, his voice flat. Elary looked up to see him baring his teeth
in the sun's general direction. "The god is holding the day in place, preventing any light
from passing. That way, the shadows are at their weakest, and the sun does not fade from
its place in the sky."
"But that- what will happen to those who have to live and walk in the night?"
Elary asked.
"He doesn't care."
Elary clenched her fists and stared at the sun, wishing there was some way she
could make the god care.
Obviously someone else had the same idea. It was the only explanation that Elary
could think of for the small winged shape tearing determinedly across the sky a moment
later, followed by a flight of black swans. She knew it was Silar in the lead, of course.
With that great curved blade and that deranged fluttering as she tried to accommodate her
sprained wing, who else could it be?
Silar turned and brought the sword down in a great sweep that caused the swans
to scatter out of her way.
A line of darkness traced the edge of the blade, and then a door opened and night
spilled into the world.
Elary gasped. She didn't know what kind of gate Silar was opening, but thought it
must be a gate to Faerie. She had managed to settle those dreams of purple mountains and
dazzling meadows at last, and thought she had escaped the contamination of the Faeriemadness. But this…
Silar opened the gate wider, working grimly. Night came further and further into
the world, spilling through the doorway, and opening up patches of starry sky in the air.
That looked so odd, Elary thought, shivering, to see the stars and the calm darkness
glinting next to the brightly shining sun.
A wordless howl came from near and far away.
Rennon struck.
The first Elary knew of his presence was a gush of heat against her skin. She

looked down, thinking that she might have gotten the wildfire fever. Though she would
have a better chance of surviving it than most of her patients thanks to her ilzán blood,
she would still have to go through it and suffer it, so that she could recognize the disease
later.
But then she saw the stones glowing red, and knew that some source of immense
heat was attacking the castle itself.
The air filled with bolts of light. Elary covered her eyes and looked down. She
could hear the crackle of flames, and the screams of Scarlet mages as they came to the
attack, probably riding on the light.
Silar laughed.
Elary jerked her head up again, and stared into the heart of the light. She would
have known that laugh anywhere, and she wanted to see her.
As though Rennon wanted to grant her one last sight of the kiness, the radiance
cleared, and Elary could see Silar hovering in front of a golden human shape that might
be the god, her head up and her wings working hard, even the sprained one. Behind her,
night was flooding into the world of its own free will, the black air wiping away the blue
and revealing the stars and the full moon.
"Do what you will to me," said Silar. "I am not afraid. How could I be afraid of
someone like you, who sends fevers to do his dirty work and bullies the harmless night
creatures?"
Bold words, Elary thought, and for a moment she was entirely lost in her
admiration of what Silar was saying.
Rennon was not.
A bolt of fire struck from the sky, and hit Silar full-on. For a moment, she
continued to fly anyway, and she was laughing again at Rennon; Elary knew she was.
And then she fell to the ground, wings ablaze.
Elary had seen enough. She turned from the window and ran out of the infirmary,
ignoring the calls of Lorien. She sprinted up the steps that led to one of the towers,
knowing that she couldn't get out of the castle easily. The drawbridge was up, and the
River was in full flood with the snowmelt coming down from the mountains.
But she could look.
She arrived at the turret she sought in a few minutes, and hung there, gasping, her
eyes too hot for tears, staring towards the figure that sprawled motionless and smoking on
the ground.
Some of the Scarlet mages headed towards her, as did the god-figure of light.
And then the air tore itself apart again, though this time not with light or night.
These were shadows instead, and they wound around the Scarlet mages and ripped them
limb from limb, strong as snakes. Elary could see the flying blood even from here, and
even with the coming darkness. She leaned over the turret and vomited until it was done,
then looked up again.
Shadows were coming towards the castle, bearing Silar with them as tenderly as
a babe.
Behind them, the god-figure was gone, the Scarlet mages dead, and the night sky
silent and full of stars.
Elary hung there for a few more breaths, then turned and ran madly towards the
infirmary to meet them.

Chapter 31
Journeys Resumed
"When the spring finally comes to Dalzna, then it comes like a miracle, like a
leaping stream, like a blossoming flower."
-Attributed to Selwen Affadire.
"Kymenos."
Kymenos slowly opened his eyes. He had been having another wonderful dream,
though this one just concerned a bed and a willing woman, rather than mulled wine and a
fire. He was actually warm, given the fire and the blankets and Norianna.
"Talazh is waking up."
Kymenos sat up quickly. "Can't you put him back to sleep?"
"I'll exhaust myself if I try to do that," said Norianna. "And though the blizzard is
over, I don't think I should exhaust my magic quite yet. You're going to have to put him to
sleep by physical means."
"I don't know how hard to tap," said Kymenos, picking up a knife and turning it
around so that he gripped it just above the blade. "Can you at least show me where to do
that?"
Norianna murmured, "Yes. Hush- he's awake. He'll hear us if we keep talking
aloud now."
Kymenos looked up and grinned at Talazh sat up, stretching and rubbing his
head. "Hello."
Talazh stared at him, then wildly around the cave. "There was a beautiful woman
here, just a little while ago," he said, half-incoherent with urgency. "The most beautiful
woman I've ever seen. She was the Goddess of Royalty and she was going to put me on
the throne, she said."
"You shouldn't believe everything you hear," said Kymenos, concealing the knife
behind his body. "Now, Talazh. I'm afraid that you'll be very hungry, and that you'll
probably need to piss."
Talazh looked at him warily. "Yes, I am, and yes, I do."
"Then do it," said Kymenos.
Talazh stood up and crossed his arms. "What are you doing? Why are you doing
this? You're treating me as if I were the captive and you the captor."
"Of course I am," said Kymenos. "That's what you are. You'll eat and piss, and
then we'll go riding on. We are going to Nafair, and not turning aside to answer the
ambitions of Destiny."
Talazh tried to bluster it off, waving one hand airily. "What makes you think I
would do that? I'm still Dalznan, you know, and that would be- that would be obeying the
dictates of Destiny. I don't want to do that!"
Kymenos sighed and rolled his eyes. "I don't believe you, Talazh. You were
looking for the Goddess of Royalty just a moment ago. I wish I could believe that you
were still uncorrupted, but I know better. You do want to go to Serian and sit on the
throne, in the palace where your ancestors ruled-"
He watched Talazh's eyes closely as he spoke, and was rewarded by the flash of
longing that he knew had to be there.
Kymenos smiled thinly and showed the knife. "So. Piss and eat, and then we'll be

on our way."
"What is there to eat?" Talazh asked.
"Oats." There was the bread and cheese that Kymenos had bought from the inn,
of course, but he didn't see why Talazh needed any special treatment. The boy must have
survived on worse when he was in the Crownkillers, and he could survive on worse
again.
Talazh glared at him, but turned to the saddlebag and scooped out a handful,
beginning to munch them. He coughed heavily a moment later. "Water?"
"Norianna?" Kymenos asked.
The sword knew what he meant, thanks to being able to read his mind. A handful
of snow flew in from outside, hovered for a moment, and then settled into Talazh's hands
as it began to melt.
Talazh gave him a dirty look and then began to drink the snowmelt, now and then
smacking his lips and wriggling his tongue at the feel of the cold. When he was done, he
turned to Kymenos. "I insist on privacy while I relieve myself."
Kymenos narrowed his eyes. "While you piss."
A blush stained Talazh's cheeks.
Kymenos laughed aloud. Yes, he had known that Destiny was changing the boy,
but he hadn't thought that Destiny would change him this much; what was the point?
"You're becoming an Orlathian peasant, if you think that you can use words to make your
shit smell good."
Talazh managed to say, "I insist on privacy while I piss."
"No," said Kymenos.
Furious, Talazh pissed- or "relieved himself"- in the corner of the cave, and then
did up his trousers. Kymenos waited until he did that before asking Norianna, And now?
How hard shall I strike him?
On the side of the skull, and just hard enough to send him unconscious.
Kymenos sighed, and did as she instructed. Talazh went down, and Kymenos
blinked, for a moment impressed. I don't know my own strength.
"Kymenos, he's-"
But Kymenos saw the flicker of movement from Talazh's eyelids, and he jumped
as the boy abruptly tried to scythe his feet from under him. That was an old trick, and he
shook his head as he planted a much firmer blow on Talazh's temple. "You shouldn't have
tried that," he said to the unconscious boy. "I might have been more inclined to treat you
kindly."
"You're not going to mistreat him?" Norianna asked.
"No," said Kymenos. "But there's no reason that he has to eat bread and cheese,
or even ride upright like the rest of us." He whistled to the mare, and bound Talazh to her
saddle, his legs and arms hooked together under her belly.
"That will hurt him when he wakes," Norianna observed. "The human limb
wasn't meant to bend like that."
"Good," said Kymenos, completely without sympathy, and then sat down and had
his own, much more filling breakfast.
********
They set out not long after sunrise, with Sykeen picking his way tentatively
through the soft snow, and the mare following behind them on a lead rope. Norianna slept

in her sheath at Kymenos's side, recovering her strength.
Kymenos found himself humming as he rode along. Of course, this was hardly
over yet. He would have to endure more miles to Nafair, and then he would have to
bargain with the Green Isles sailors to take Talazh away. And he would have to tend the
unconscious boy in the meantime, changing his clothes and exercising his muscles and
making sure he ate and drank.
And yet he was happy.
Seventy miles to Nafair, now. If that much. The trails could be clear of snow by
the time they got over this mountain. The blizzard had come sweeping in from the east,
from the heights of the Dalorths, which meant that the passage to the north should be
cleaner thanAnd then they came over a ridge, and Kymenos sat back in Sykeen's saddle with
a soft exclamation.
The blizzard had indeed come sweeping in from the east, and ended probably
even before Kymenos thought it did. The snow all around them could just be what was
normal at this height for this time of year.
Behind them, it was winter.
In front of them, it was spring.
Kymenos stared with wide and wondering eyes down the slope, at the sheltered
valley full of a singing stream and trees that actually grew taller than the stunted things he
was used to seeing in the mountains. And green. After eyes accustomed to the whiteness
of the snow, it was almost blinding. Kymenos could even see the bright splashes of color
here and there that meant the swift-blooming, swift-dying flowers had come forth, to live
as furiously as they could in the brief growing season.
He didn't have to nudge Sykeen forward. The horse had smelled the grass and
had begun trotting on his own.
They came easily down the gentle slope and into the valley. Kymenos could
almost feel the air grow warmer- or perhaps that was just his impression, based on the
protection that Norianna provided even in her sleep. The valley was sheltered, but not
much warmer. Not that that mattered to the plants drawing as much life as they possibly
could from the water and the sunlight, of course.
Kymenos had to pull Sykeen's head up many times as they crossed the valley; the
stallion insisted on trying to graze even with his bit in. After Sykeen whined about that to
him yet again, Kymenos patted his neck and said, We'll camp here. I might even manage
to hunt something, and I'll take your tack off.
Sykeen snorted in agreement and stopped abruptly. This looks like as good a
place as any.
Kymenos looked carefully around, noting that Sykeen had stopped a good
distance from the stream, and then nodded. "We might as well camp," he said, jumping
off the stallion's back and unsaddling him at once. He could feel how much the saddle
was chafing at Sykeen's back, and how much he longed to be running and rolling in the
lovely greenness stretching all around them.
Sykeen turned his head so that Kymenos could remove the bridle, all the while
breathing in and out in great exaggeration. Kymenos laughed and shook his head as he
unstrapped the bridle. "I can feel how much you hurt, horse; have you forgotten that? I
know that the saddle wasn't that tight. I would have loosened the girth if it was."

You could ride me without any tack at all, said Sykeen, blinking miserably at
him.
"I don't feel confident enough for that," said Kymenos, and stepped back to let
Sykeen at the grass. "Not yet."
The stallion flicked his tail and snorted, then set to eating. Kymenos turned and
untied Talazh.
He was ready when the boy tried to slam an elbow into his face, and not all that
sympathetic when Talazh fell to the ground instead, where he once again hit his head.
Kymenos shook his head and unsaddled the mare. She tossed her head, snorted, and went
over to join Sykeen.
"You should really stop doing things like that," said Kymenos to Talazh, who had
sat up and started groaning. "You might manage to shake loose what little brains you do
have, banging yourself around."
"You're taking me to Nafair," said Talazh, who had examined the valley.
Kymenos beamed at him as he set about breaking branches from the trees. They
could have a fire, a true fire, this time, and not one in danger of choking them with its
own smoke or going out in a blast of wind. "Very good! Was it the sun that let you figure
out we're still moving north?"
"You don't understand," said Talazh intently, his voice low and harsh. Kymenos
didn't look at him, which must have infuriated the boy, because he abruptly lunged
forward and caught Kymenos's hand. Kymenos looked down in annoyance. Talazh
looked up in desperation. "You have to take me to Serian. I have to sit the throne. I'm
Dalzna's last chance."
"Against what?" Kymenos asked, and twisted his hand free so he could go back
to collecting firewood.
"Against- Death and Dark, and all the other forces that are invading Dalzna right
now, of course," said Talazh, grasping at what he probably thought was inspiration. "You
know that they would stop when they heard that a monarch had taken the throne, and that
things were different now."
"I don't know why," said Kymenos. "You know that Death in particular has a
grudge against the royal line, and that Light lives to put you on the throne in the first
place, making Dark unlikely to back off. You can't change anything but the position of
your own rump by sitting on the throne."
"But it has to mean something, that I should go to Serian," Talazh insisted. "Why
would I feel this pull, if it didn't matter?"
"That's Destiny, not you," said Kymenos. "It's corrupted you, and if you were as
much a freeborn Dalznan as you used to be, then you would see that." He gathered the
firewood and then touched Norianna.
What? the sword complained sleepily.
Light me a fire, if you please.
The sword sighed and let out a tendril of yellow light that curled towards the
wood and then lit it. Kymenos nodded. "Thank you."
Hmmm, said Norianna, but she couldn't put her usual force in it to make it
irritating. She just went right back to sleep. Kymenos grinned, and then looked around for
something to kill and roast over the fire. It seemed like so long since he'd had warm meat,
though he'd had it in the inn. But he was going by his stomach's memory and not his

mind's, and his stomach wanted meat.
"I'm not corrupted," said Talazh. "I'm just awake for the first time in my life. You
must be able to see that the Councils haven't done a good job of ruling Dalzna. They
squabble all the time, and there's corruption rife in them. You must be able to see a
monarch would do a better job. There's no squabbling. Everyone would obey me because
I'm royal, and that's an end to it."
"Good monarchs can be very good," Kymenos agreed. He had spotted a pair of
birds fluttering around one of the trees, probably building a nest. A moment's
concentration, and a flash of Light seared into the air around the tree, making the birds fly
in frantic, blinded circles. It was easy to go over and pluck them out of the air. "But bad
ones are horrid. You know all the stories of Queen Bel and what she did to people.
Tortured them for looking at her strangely when she crossed a street! Would you say she
did right, just because she was royal?"
"No," said Talazh. "But I wouldn't be that kind of monarch."
"And your son, and his son, and his daughter?" Kymenos asked, bringing the
birds back to the fire. They fluttered and struggled, but only until he closed his hands a
little tighter. "You can't rely on a monarch, Talazh. You can only hope they'll be good.
And Dalzna has stupid squabbles, but at least they don't result in stupid civil wars over a
chair that get a lot of people killed. At least there's that."
Talazh opened his mouth to reply, and an arrow soared past him, sticking into the
ground in front of Kymenos. Kymenos stared at it for a moment, then slowly lifted his
head and looked to the heights above the valley.
They were there, of course, swarming around and among the rocks. Kymenos
narrowed his eyes. Crownkillers. The kezzik Crownkillers had picked up their trail again.
"We should go to Serian," Talazh insisted, sidling away. "We would be safe
there."
"No," said Kymenos quietly, feeling the rage grow in him. "This happened in the
first place because I wasn't firm."
He dropped the birds and then strode towards the Crownkillers.
Where are you going? Sykeen asked. Looking through his eyes, Kymenos saw
Talazh start to run, probably planning to jump over the narrowest part of the stream.
Sykeen lashed out casually and felled the boy with a well-placed kick in the rump, then
planted a hoof on his chest to keep him there.
"To be firm," said Kymenos.

Chapter 32
Armies and Arrows
"If you must take your chances with a small army, then try to get in the way of the
archers. At least they'll likely kill you faster."
-Nassondria, Queen of Doralissa-Ilantra.
"She's called that many to her now?"
Nightstone nodded. "I don't think it was natural, mind," she added, when Ilarsa
seemed ready to faint. "I think Destiny probably summoned them to her side, just the way
that Destiny told Cadona how to stab her companion and wake the Kings and Queens."
Ilarsa shuddered. "I don't want to think about either of those. It's bad enough
hearing about them."
Nightstone nodded, and maintained a diplomatic silence on the subject of people
who were afraid of words.
"Look there!"
Nightstone turned forward again at the fey woman's exclamation, and narrowed
her eyes when she saw the train that followed along behind Mitherill. "They have to be
there for their own reasons," she said flatly. "They can't be there because they really want
to put her on the throne." She squinted harder, just in case it was an illusion that she could
make go away, but the image didn't change. Nightstone sighed. It seemed as though the
Faerie elves had really chosen to join Mitherill, though certainly for their own reasons.
"What can they do in battle?" Ilarsa asked.
Nightstone gave her a surprised glance. "I would think that you would know
better than me. You're fey, aren't you?"
Ilarsa laughed sharply. "Of course, but I've been in Shadow's service for hundreds
of years, and away from the mad way that some of the fey behave. I just thought there
might be- I don't know exactly. I suppose you could tell me why the Faerie elves act this
way, since you traveled with them for a little while."
Nightstone shook her head, though she leaned forward a little further so that she
could make out the mounts they rode. Yes, those were definitely elf-horses, though she
thought the elf-horses would have needed to go back to Faerie by now. Perhaps they had
gone, and then come back again? They certainly looked sleek and healthy enough,
parading the road behind a long line of Arvennese troops.
"Down," said Nightstone abruptly, as one of the Faerie elves turned and looked
up at the heights. Ilarsa flattened herself without question, and Nightstone kept her head
down until the intense feeling passed. Looking up, she saw the Faerie elf shake the mane
of her horse and trot towards the front of the line, her own long pale hair streaming
behind her.
Nightstone narrowed her eyes thoughtfully. Was the woman going to repeat that
she had seen something strange on the heights? Just going towards the front of the line by
coincidence? Or did the elves consider themselves above such mundane duties as
scouting and reporting strange things they would have seen along the road?
There was no method of telling. Besides, Nightstone knew that she must be
trying the patience of her command by now. It was time to get back. Nightstone had left
to do the scouting herself only because she needed a break from Cadona's shrieking.

She longed to murder the girl. Really, she did.
******
The trouble had started when Cadona recovered from her fit of docility on the
day after her capture and demanded to be flown to the palace in southern Rivendon and
left there with profuse apologies.
Nightstone refused.
Cadona had shrieked and stormed and thrown curses around. Nightstone had
been quite impressed with some of them. They were in fey languages that she was sure
proper young Princesses weren't supposed to know, though of course she had never raised
a proper young Princess. Perhaps their guardians regularly let them get away with such
things.
Nightstone had carried on refusing. Then she had picked up Cadona and flown
away with her by force. She had thought that the sound of the rushing wind and the
reminder that Cadona's life depended on Nightstone's good graces might calm the girl
down a bit.
No such luck.
Cadona had tried to kill her in midair, using a knife that she had found Shadow
knew where, and Nightstone had been forced to nearly buck her off before Cadona would
come to her senses. Then Nightstone's command had wanted to destroy her, arguing that
she was a menace. Nightstone had to agree with that, but reluctantly forbid their
destroying her, which left some of them sulky.
And Cadona had sulked at them for mentioning the idea at all, and finally ended
up screaming at them.
It turned out that some of the fey curses she knew implied unfortunate things
about the heritage of the fey shapeshifters. After restraining yet another enraged swan
only with the promise of Shadow's vengeance, Nightstone had announced that she was
going scouting. She would take Ilarsa, the most plagued person besides Nightstone
herself, with her.
And Cadona had better be alive when she got back.
Nightstone waited until the long line of soldiers marching under the Arvennese
flag had passed, and she was sure that no elves were glancing back with curious eyes.
Then she transformed, and flew hard and silently towards the camp. Ilarsa followed her in
swan form.
But they had only made sure that Cadona was still alive when it became clear that
someone had been watching after all.
Nightstone began the circle of her descent, and abruptly felt a piercing pain strike
her wing. She snorted, and whirled to look down. She had been shot by an arrow, she
knew, but it wasn't directly through the middle of her wing, and she could resist for a
while, until she saw who had dared to strike at her.
Arvennese soldiers were stepping out from behind the rocks, all with longbows,
all of them with half-laughing expressions on their faces. Nightstone supposed they might
find it funny, since the shapeshifters were an oddly mismatched group unless someone
had seen them change. They aimed their bows at everyone except Cadona, and then the
leader stepped forward and spoke in a pleasant voice.
"Now, then. Yield Her Highness, and you can go on your way."
Nightstone snorted again. How did they know that we had Cadona? And why are

they coming to rescue her? I certainly wouldn't care about rescuing her, if I didn't need
her for anything else.
"Do you think we believe that?" one of the humans asked. "You would shoot us
all for the fun of it."
"The Light does not kill if it can help it," the Arvennese leader said sternly. "And
we have come only for the Princess. The Princess Mitherill has learned of the existence
of her cousin and wants her back. We promise that we will let you return to your filthy
master if you don't oppose our taking the Princess."
Nightstone could almost smell her command's indecision. They wanted to give
Cadona up. They might even be arguing to themselves that there was no harm in it, that
Nightstone couldn't want the girl for any great purpose.
Nightstone's thoughts ran far differently, of course.
She kicked down, wincing as the arrow through her wing tugged and pulled at
her, and landed between the archers and her troops. A few of the archers shot through
pure reflex, but the arrows went over Nightstone's head and her troops had been prepared
enough to duck. She bared her teeth and snorted at them, then transformed, unsure what
would happen to the arrow. It turned out to be halfway through the muscles of her back,
near the spine, and hurt. It hurt a lot.
Nightstone composed her features and looked at the archer. "I have been looking
for representatives of the Princess Mitherill," she said.
"You have?" the leader asked suspiciously. He kept his bow raised, but he
signaled the others to lower theirs. "You wish to kill her, I suppose?"
"No." Only take her. "We wish to surrender and beg the indulgence of the Light
for any sins we have committed."
Ilarsa landed beside Nightstone, hissing like a goose. Her telepathic voice spoke
in Nightstone's head with extreme indignation. What are you doing? Are you really
betraying Shadow and everything we have worked for?
Be quiet, and I will try to show you what I am doing. Squawk on, and you will
learn nothing at all.
Ilarsa clamped her beak shut, and said nothing even when Nightstone looked at
her again. She glanced up to meet the startled, appraising gaze of the leader. He nodded a
little, slowly, as though she had said something that attracted his attention.
"Come with me, then," he said, and turned back in the direction of the army that
Nightstone had seen. "The Princess of Ilantra shall judge how worthy you are to receive
pardon."
"Is she not the Princess of Ilantra-Arvenna?" Nightstone asked in surprise as she
followed the leader.
"No," said the man. "Arvenna is destroyed." For a moment, there was savage
anger in his voice. "That was the doing of Dark and Shadow, who could not stand to see a
Kingdom at peace under its rightful Princess. She has claim only to Ilantra, now, though
she will try to use the money and food of Ilantra to restore her land."
Nightstone rolled her eyes, then found one of the archers aiming at her. She fixed
a smile on her face. "Who are you?"
"My name is Dassen," said the leader. "I think that you'll find our camp to your
liking. We have many there who were formerly part of the Dark or Shadow, or had
different goals, and have become united in the hopes of putting our Princess on the

throne. You'll know her at once when you see her." The man's voice was soft with awe.
"The way that you do when you see Princess Cadona?" Nightstone asked, testing
his views.
Dassen glanced back at Cadona, who was glaring at her new companions as if
she distrusted them every bit as much as the shapeshifters. "More," he answered. "Cadona
is only a child. Mitherill is a Queen."
Nightstone raised her brows and kept her words to herself, somewhat pleased to
notice that Cadona had overheard the words and was now looking rather hurt.
*******
"Your Majesty, we have returned."
"Good, Dassen. Did you find my cousin? I would look for her myself, but with
the aura of my power blinding me, I don't think I could find her."
Nightstone found herself raising her hand to shield her eyes. She had rarely seen
light as bright as the radiance that now appeared before her, and certainly it hadn't come
from an aura of Destiny when she had.
Mitherill glanced at her cursorily, then looked away. "And why did you bring
them along, Dassen?" she asked. "Why not just kill them? They tried to claim my cousin,
didn't they?"
"They said that they wanted to repent of their sins, Your Majesty," said Dassen,
bowing his head. "We did indeed find your cousin. She was a prisoner of these- these
criminals," he finished, glancing at them curiously. Nightstone didn't think he really had
the slightest idea what the group of them were doing in the Rashar Mountains. "And of
course you will want to greet the Princess Cadona."
"At least you remembered the title," said Cadona, and then stepped forward to
meet Mitherill. Nightstone smiled a little. She had to approve of the girl's courage, though
the tremble that shook Cadona's step told her it was at least a little feigned.
Mitherill looked at Cadona, and blinked. "You're not going to kneel before the
Queen of Ilantra?" she asked.
"I don't see why I should," countered Cadona stubbornly, folding her arms. She
was looking at Mitherill hard, as if trying to see something in her eyes that would prove
their kinship. "You're not Queen of Rivendon, or even Princess of Rivendon. I am, and I
will rule my country someday."
"But we stand on the borders of Ilantra," said Mitherill.
"We stand on the borders of Rivendon, too," Cadona said.
Mitherill stared at her, and then abruptly tears filled her bright golden eyes. "You
can't speak to me that way!" she wailed. "No one is allowed to speak to me that way. You
take that back!"
"Oh, what's the matter?" Cadona asked, in the same kind of sickeningly sweet
voice that Dassen and the others might use. "Does the little girl have to cry because I hurt
her feelings?"
Mitherill turned away, the white streak in her long black hair shimmering like
fire. Nightstone blinked and shook her head. The girl should really do something about
that aura of Destiny, she thought absently. She could blind people, waving it around like a
crown.
A crown?
Ah, yes, perhaps that is the point.

"Your Highness," said Dassen, stepping quickly forward, "you are not allowed to
speak to Her Majesty like that."
"I don't see why not," Cadona snapped, folding her arms even more tightly. "I
was seized and dragged here against my will, and no one has explained anything to me.
And you keep treating me like a child, even though I know I'm older than she is. Olumer
told me so. And I've had my first bleeding, and I know what death is, and stop treating
me like a child."
Nightstone nodded slowly. If the words had been spoken by someone other than
the spoiled Princess of Rivendon, she supposed they might even have managed to sound
impressive.
Dassen sighed. "I am sorry, but you are still a child in the ways of the world,
Your Highness. But Her Majesty is a queen, and you should respect that."
"Has she been crowned?" Cadona asked.
"No-"
"Has she sat on her throne?"
Dassen sighed. "No. But that doesn't matter. She has been in her country, and she
has claimed it. As soon as we defeat Shadow, then we will march into Ilantra and seat her
on the throne. So then she will have had her coronation, and be the true Queen of Ilantra,
you see."
"Dassen!" Mitherill turned around with a tragic wail. "Do you mean to say that
I'm not a true Queen, now?"
The man hurried over at once to reassure her, and Mitherill whimpered a little
less as she listened to him. Cadona curled her lip.
"She's such a child," she said, turning to look at Nightstone. "And I think that I
know what you should do."
"What?" Nightstone asked absently, not really paying attention. The arrow in her
side was paining her, and she would have to get a healer to look at it soon. Besides, she
was listening to everything around her, trying to remember the words that were spoken
and the tone they were said in and the way that people around her looked as well.
"I think that we should catch Mitherill and take her away as soon as we can," said
Cadona. "And then we should fly as far and fast as we can, so that her protectors don't
actually get the chance to rescue her."
Nightstone stared at Cadona. The Princess looked back at her with her chin up
and fire glowing in her silver eyes.
"I see," said Nightstone after a moment. "And why would you want to help those
who serve Shadow capture your cousin?"
"Because," said Cadona, "she's a child, and she treated me wrongly. And if you're
going to spill royal blood in Orlath, then it might as well be hers."

Chapter 33
"Violated and Corrupted and Fallen Long Ago"
"The silvereyes have their own histories and legends, into which humans
sometimes intrude. But there is at least one time they will not speak of, no matter what
the human historians try to induce them to talk about it. That is the time before humans
came into Rivendon, when they had their great falling-out with the wolves- and with the
filifernai."
-Attributed to Kendos Evemarre, Second Queen of Rivendon.
"Here?"
"Yes, this will do," said Olumer, after what he pretended was a judicious glance
around. He couldn't keep from baring his fangs in a smile, though, and Helian smiled
back at him, bowing in a parody of Court manners.
"Will you go first, my lord, or will you allow me the privilege of leading off
and-"
Olumer had already jumped down the slope. In a Court, of course, he would have
allowed the lady who invited him here to lead off, but why should he, when she had
offered to let him go first?
He skidded down the slope on his stomach, pivoting and swirling through the
snow, laughing as it rose in pale fountains all around him. There were rocks under the
snow, of course, and they could hurt him, especially if he slammed his head or his ribs
into them. But this was part of the fun, after all. There always had to be a risk, or where
was the fun?
It feels so good to be silvereyes again, after all those years of thinking I was
mostly human.
He sprang to his feet and shook himself free of the snow, then turned to call up to
Helian. She was already on the move, though, and Olumer winced as he saw her strike a
rock hidden under the snow. She came back up panting and holding her side. She turned
her head as if to avoid his eyes, a trickle of blood already beginning to creep out through
her fingers.
"Helian? Are you well?" Olumer trotted a little close, trying to show from the set
of his head and the position of his eyes that he wasn't aggressive in his concern. A few
wrestling matches with Helian the day before had shown him that he would have had a
hard time challenging for pack leadership, assuming he wanted it. Helian was swift and
clever and brave, of course, but she was also very strong and quick to take offense.
"Yes," said Helian softly. "But if you could clean the wound, then I would
appreciate it." She lifted her hand away from the gash, and Olumer hissed as he saw how
deep it was.
"You should be more careful," he said, cleaning the wound with fingers and teeth
and then snow. "Your life is the one that the whole pack depends on, of course." He
paused and looked up at her. "And you might become important to more silvereyes than
that, soon."
Helian shook her head and snorted. "If you are ready, we should go on," she said,
and pulled away from him. "It's quite a run to Falorian's territory."
"How much did Kestian really control?" Olumer asked, shaking his head in
wonder as he looked around at the snow-covered slopes. They had been running for two

days, and still weren't out of the land that had belonged to Kestian's pack. Olumer thought
it was a little strange, since it was more ground than a silvereyes pack would ever need,
but then, Kestian's pack had contained more silvereyes than one would usually meet with
in a group, too. Olumer supposed it was born of Kestian's need to have the best and the
most of everything. A woman who wanted Court plate on her table in the wilderness
would want the most silvereyes to show it off to, and the most game to put on that plate.
"At least another day's worth of traveling," said Helian, and settled into a steady
run, sometimes broken by her jouncing hissed breaths from the wound, so Olumer
forbore to talk further. He followed her without question, though sometimes he did look
around at the rocks and trees with regret. Another pack could have lived here for quite a
long time without ever encountering Kestian's people.
I could have lived here quite a long time without meeting with anyone else.
Olumer paused long enough to sternly shake his head and free his eyes of tears.
He still wept sometimes, when he thought of all the years he had wasted in the shining
net, believing himself half-fey. He wasn't, and he knew it, and he was running across the
snow with his mate, and he didn't understand why these tears would sometimes come
bubbling up out of nowhere to ambush him.
I'm still part-human, he thought, and was almost comforting himself with that
thought- after all, the human thoughts and sensations would fade in time- when he heard
Helian hiss from up ahead.
That hiss brought Olumer bounding at once. It wasn't the sound that she would
make in play, or even in aggression that related to her position in the pack, such as when
she was defending her meal from a lower-ranked silvereyes. She was staring out over the
peaks, and trembling in every muscle in her body.
Olumer bounded up beside her, and looked down.
In the valley beneath them, the filifernai were marching.
Olumer found himself performing the same hiss. He glanced at Helian, and saw
that her eyes were narrowed, mere glinting slits nearly as bright as the sun off the snow.
"We fight them, of course," she said, glancing at Olumer as if to ask him whether
he would oppose her.
Olumer dipped his head. "There is only one thing that I would advise, Helian," he
said.
"What?" Helian snarled.
"That we ambush them, and use only magic and not our teeth and claws, since we
do want to live to hurt them."
Helian blinked for a moment. Olumer looked up to see her staring at him as if she
had never seen him before.
Then she muttered, "Yes, of course. Of course. I don't know why I wanted to
charge down there and fight them with claws and fangs," and turned away, trotting to find
a good ambush spot.
Olumer took a deep breath. She had listened to him. That meant good things for
their future lives, he thought, as well as for their chances of surviving the upcoming fight.
He glanced at the filifernai. Some of them had begun to raise faceted eyes to the
heights, as if wondering where the defending silvereyes waited, and Olumer turned
hastily away.
He knew the impulse Helian had spoken of. It whispered in his mind, too, telling

him to spring on the filifernai and rip them apart, that it was the only way to end them. Of
course it wasn't, and his magic was the better way.
But the hatred between filiferna and silvereyes ran so deep, the desire for their
blood beat so strongly in his own, that Olumer had difficulty making himself accompany
Helian to her chosen ambush site.
******
"Shining nets?"
"Yes."
Helian nodded to him, and then looked down. The filiferna army was spread out
beneath them, marching with its front near the end of the valley and the rearguard just
coming over the ridge into it. They wouldn't know what was going on immediately,
Olumer knew, and it was the best chance to strike them.
"Call them," said Helian, her eyes glinting.
Olumer reached out and plucked at the light in the air that was always around
him, dancing sometimes like the spirits and begging to be used, other times only glowing
quietly and summoning his impatient looks when it could. He gathered the light, and bent
it into a shining net, shaping it very carefully. He would have the chance to strike at the
dark fey, however long he waited. The line of filifernai went on and on and on.
But his net was done quickly, and he whirled and cast it at the first filiferna who
caught his eye, a vicious-looking thing who probably took a particular delight in feeding
on young silvereyes.
The net caught the filiferna around the middle, and it bent double, gasping. Then
the net's meshes tangled around it fully, and it shrank to a dark point in the midst of the
shining light and vanished.
Olumer hissed his triumph, and again a moment later when he saw another dark
fey crumple inside Helian's net and vanish. The filifernai who died that way would not
come back; the silvereyes had destroyed them forever.
Of course, they now had several thousand angry filifernai looking about for them.
But that didn't matter. What mattered was that they had struck a blow against the
filifernai, one that the dark fey would remember.
Helian stood and uttered the ringing call that the silvereyes used in times like
this. Her own pack would hear it, crying far away. Any of Kestian's pack would hear it. In
fact, just about any silvereyes the two of them had been around in the last few days would
hear it.
It was the war-call, the war-cry. It had drummed across the mountains since the
day the filifernai had first emerged, seduced by the beauty of the Dark away from the
beauty of the fey and corrupted into what they now were.
Olumer was grinning by the time the call ended, feeling his fangs ache with the
longing to bite. It didn't matter if they died in the battle; it really didn't. It was important
that they took some filifernai with them.
"Violated and corrupted and fallen long ago," Helian said.
"Violation for violation, we will return to them," Olumer answered.
They grinned at each other, and then turned back as excited calls rose all around
them. The filifernai had finally discovered them.
Olumer looked contentedly down as the nearest filifernai began to dance, their
chains whipping around them. That dance was the thing for which the filifernai had given

up being true fey, and with it they could enchant humans and even most silvereyes who
didn't know what they were doing. But Olumer and Helian were alert, and in that battleanger that would protect them. They just watched the dance for a moment before Helian
shook her head.
"They could stand to work on their technique," she said.
Olumer laughed, and then both of them called shining nets and cast them again.
The filifernai didn't seem to notice. They did become caught up in their own dance,
almost too much to notice any outside danger that headed towards them. Olumer growled
softly as he watched another dark fey shrink to a dot and vanish. He would have liked to
destroy all of them that way, but of course he couldn't.
It was only a matter of time before they woke up and came after the silvereyes,
and then they would destroy them.
Olumer leaned against the stone wall behind him and watched Helian weave
another shining net. The thought of impending death wasn't that important, though only a
short while ago, running through the snow with Helian, he would have been horrified to
entertain it. But that was the way things were. He would destroy the enemies of his
people, and then probably die, and altogether he thought he would be content with his last
moments.
Abruptly, the sun vanished.
Olumer blinked and looked up. He could see nothing but the thick darkness,
though, as though someone had slammed a lid down over the valley's opening to the sky.
Had the Dark really come to help the filifernai against two silvereyes?
He reached out and took Helian's hand, and she squeezed his wrist hard, thinking
the same thing he was. Their death at the hands of the filifernai was something to expect,
but the Dark might keep them alive to torture them, and if that was the case, then they
would give each other death before they let it happen.
Olumer heard the darkness shift. He was looking at a lid of stone, he decided,
turned by unseen hands.
Then a long strand of stone unwound from the rest, and extended down into the
canyon. It seemed to have two brightly glowing specks attached to it, and it was so
enormous that it took Olumer a moment to realize what he was looking at. A head, he
realized, with diamonds for eyes.
A dragon.
The dragon hissed, and lowered its head the rest of the way, calmly crushing the
filifernai to death as it went. It was flowing into the canyon, Olumer realized as he
stepped back against the wall with Helian at his side, and though its bulk wasn't enough
to destroy them right now, it soon would be.
A familiar whoop sounded from above him, and Olumer turned his head,
frowning. Who was whooping? Had the rest of Helian's pack been nearby after all, and
come to join their leader in death?
But it was Pannerel who floated there, borne on the back of an elf-horse, perhaps
the last one Olumer had seen him ride. He didn't know, not being able to tell elf-horses
apart. Besides, he was much more occupied in staring at the elf's excited face, which
altered to an odd expression of pride as he watched the dragon.
Olumer recovered his breath at last, and shouted to be heard over the sound of
rock on grating rock as the dragon moved. "Pannerel? What are you doing here?"

Pannerel grinned at him. "I found the dragon, and tamed it, and brought it to
destroy the filifernai," he shouted. "Aren't you proud of me?"
Olumer blinked. "I-"
"Say yes," hissed Helian at his side. "He's the only chance we have of getting out
here."
"Yes!" Olumer shouted.
Pannerel ducked his head. "Oh, don't," he said. "You're making me blush."
"Could we- could we perhaps have a ride on your horse?" Olumer yelled,
flinching as something that might be part of a talon swept past him. All he knew was that
it was sharp and longer than he was.
"Why else did I come?" Pannerel laughed, and then horse spiraled down and
landed on the ledge. Two others almost immediately followed it, not protesting when
Olumer and Helian mounted. Olumer was glad of that. All they needed was a miraculous
escape ruined by a bucking horse.
"Isn't he wonderful?" Pannerel went on proudly, as the dragon went on oozing
past them, mile on mile of stone. "He used to be under Arvenna. Then he woke up, and
went looking for a new place to sleep. I promised him that I would find one, and I did."
"Where?" Olumer asked, almost afraid to know the answer. Helian just went on
staring at Pannerel, as if she had finally found someone strange enough to shock even her.
"Under these mountains," said Pannerel. "He won't disturb the silvereyes, but you
might want to prepare them for a little shock."
"How much of a shock?" Helian demanded.
The mountains began to shake.
"Oh, he's burrowing," said Pannerel brightly. "I suppose that we should leave."
He lingered on the ledge, though, until Olumer yelled.
"Pannerel, if you came to rescue us, don't you think you should do that?"
Pannerel blinked. "Oh, yes, of course." He turned and led the way up towards the
rim of the canyon. His horse shivered and flinched when it passed the dragon, and
Olumer shook his head at the thought of what Pannerel had probably done to accustom
his mount to the great beast.
Pannerel said something in a voice like sliding rock as they approached the place
where natural stone ended and living stone began. At once a small gap opened, and the
elf-horses tore through it.
Olumer glanced back as they rose, trying to take in the sheer scale of the dragon,
and could not.
He looked at Pannerel. The elf was still gazing earnestly at the dragon, as if it
were a beloved pet.
I would almost rather the filifernai had taken us. At least I would know what they
are going to do next.

Chapter 34
Burned
"Never approach the source of a flame, or the sound of a harp, without first
making sure that it is not a god who burns or plays."
-The Mistaken Mage.
"Elary, you shouldn't-"
"Yes, I should," said Elary, and tried to push through Rior. Of course, her hands
struck only mist, and the most pressing sensation she felt was a faint coolness. She swore
at him and tried to shove through again.
"You mustn't," said Rior quietly, and then changed into a wolf. He jumped on her
abruptly, pinning her to the floor. He stretched out and laid his head on her shoulder, and
Elary thought his harsh panting breaths came from the same kind of pain that racked her
own body.
"Why won't you let me?" Elary whispered, and closed her eyes. Of course, that
only brought the image of Silar falling, laughing and defiant and burned, from the air, and
she quickly opened them again.
Because, said Rior, it would be too hard for you. We have to think of not only the
wounded, but the living"She's not going to die!"
Rior paused, and then sighed. No, of course not, he said. The unwounded, I
should have said. Shadow thinks it would be too hard for you to see her right now, that it
would hurt you too much.
"I'm a healer," said Elary. "I can hold a calm mask." She ignored the tears on her
face that argued otherwise. "Please, Rior, I must see her. She's my friend. I do have the
right to see her."
Rior stared into her eyes for a long moment, then sighed again and abruptly
leaped off her. He padded towards the infirmary, and Elary almost ran at his heels to get
there first. She knew that he might try to block Silar from her sight, and she didn't want
that. If something terrible had happened to Silar, then Elary wanted to be the first to
know.
The ilzán healers looked up when she entered, and one of them might have
objected- at least, she was opening her mouth to say something- but Lorien hissed under
his breath. The woman flinched, and stepped out of the way so that Elary could take her
place at the bed.
She found herself flinching in turn. Burns crisscrossed every inch of Silar's body,
seaming her skin black. Her hair was singed to just a fuzz covering the topmost part of
her scalp, and her fingers looked as if she would never be able to hold a sword again.
Elary knew that last would hurt her most.
Then one of the working ilzánai turned Silar on her side, and Elary almost felt
the tears come in spite of herself. No, there was one thing that would hurt Silar more, and
she was seeing it now. Her wings were entirely gone, the wounds cauterized, and only the
smell of burning feathers left.
Elary reached out and laid her hands on Silar's shoulders, just above the missing
wings. "Can you save her?" she asked Lorien, in the tongue of the ilzánai. Rior, who was
listening anxiously behind her, didn't need to know what was going on.

Lorien stared hard at her. Then he said, "You know the answer to that as well as I.
If Rennon had stricken her with wildfire fever, then yes. But our gifts do not work nearly
so well on injuries. You know that."
"There is one that does," said Elary.
Lorien hissed again, this time at her. "I will not use that. It is evil. I will not
permit it to be used."
"You must permit me to use it," said Elary, feeling calm overcome her tears and
the desire to scream in anger after all. She really could do this. It wasn't that hard, once
she reminded the ilzánai of what it would actually cost. "You are dedicated to saving
lives."
"Yes," said Lorien, "and not to losing them."
"If you don't help me, then two lives will be lost," said Elary. "Hers, and mine in
attempting to save her alone."
Lorien closed his eyes. Then he said, "To prevent that from happening, I will help
you." His voice altered to a high, ringing cadence. "You will forsake your own claim to
be free from pain to help her?"
"I will." Elary could feel cold at her shoulder again, and guessed that Shadow had
entered the room behind her, but she didn't turn around.
"You will forsake your own unmarred state to help her?"
"I will."
"You will forsake your own life to save hers?"
"I will."
Elary heard a loud ringing snap, and after that a soft sound rushing past her ears
like wind. She was unsurprised to open her eyes and find out it actually was wind, that
the infirmary had vanished around them to be replaced by a view of the Corlirin Plains,
with air stirring its vast grasses.
"You cannot turn back now," said Lorien, as the first clear link of magic sprang
from Silar's chest and to Elary's. "If you are mistaken about how much you desire to take
her pain from her, then you will both die. If you try to turn back, then you will both die. If
you cannot bear the pain, then it will recoil upon her, and you will both die."
"I know that," said Elary calmly, and then gasped as the first pain cut into her.
She didn't scream, though. It wasn't that bad, not yet, and she had felt worse when she
had battled wildfire fever.
She suspected that last would not be true for very much longer.
But it did work. When Elary looked down, the burn had vanished from Silar's
chest and appeared on her own. She smiled. The ritual was going to work, then. She was
taking Silar's pain and wounds from her in the same way that she would take disease
from a patient she was treating more usually.
Of course, the drawback was that taking pain away wasn't something ilzán bodies
were adapted to do. And the body of a half-ilzán was even less able to bear it. Elary knew
that she would die.
She didn't care that much.
Or rather, she found as she gazed down on Silar's pain-twisted face, she did care,
but she would rather think of Silar screaming defiance against Rennon than think of what
would happen when she woke up the next day and Silar was dead in spite of all the
ilzánai could do. She was selfish. She couldn't bear to live when Silar died, not if there

was some way to take that death on herself.
Elary relaxed a little. That was another sign the ritual was working the way it was
supposed to. She had to realize everything about why she was doing this. This forced
introspection was good.
Though painful, of course. A healer wasn't supposed to be selfish. But Elary
acknowledged that she was.
Another burn appeared on her chest. She gasped for a moment, then opened her
eyes and looked down at Silar. A small patch of white skin had appeared around her heart,
and that gave Elary all the strength she needed.
She leaned forward and let the next clear bond of magic spring up, curving from
Silar's head to her own. The body knew where the worst pain was, once the ritual was
actually begun, and would make sure that the healer took away the major wounds before
it would let her go on to the lesser ones.
The words sang in Elary's head, the knowledge that she had read in Tirantien like
beautiful music. Oh, she would die, she would die, and she did not care. She would give
Silar everything back again. She would let her handle a sword and fly again, and if Silar
remembered her at all, let it be with gentle regret.
But, of course, it would not be, said the brutal knowledge of the ritual. Silar
would recall her with painful regret. She would not let Elary do this, not if she was awake
to prevent it.
Did that matter?
Of course it did, Elary acknowledged cheerfully. She was doing something that
Silar would hate, something that Silar would curse her bitterly for if she could speak right
now, and she had to wince when she realized that. But she had also made her choice, and
was going through the ritual, and though Silar could have cursed her, at the moment she
was in no state to do so.
That bit of trial slid past, and Elary readied herself for the next one as she felt her
hair begin to burn, frizzing short around her skull. The burns on Silar's head and face
began to fade, and she sighed in her sleep.
Elary smiled. She wouldn't wake before the healing ritual was done. She couldn't.
Elary had helped perform such a ritual twice before, and read about many more, and the
patient always slept through it, while the healer slipped past them, into the calmness of
death. Silar might wake with some confused memories of fading pain, but she would
wake whole. Elary was determined on that.
Which was why she was somewhat surprised that the bonds of magic weren't
trying to regrow Silar's wings yet. But perhaps her back had actually been protected by
the presence of her wings, and the wounds there weren't as bad.
More burns, and this time Elary did scream. She could feel the first touch of
death in the pain that seared through her, and she thought she could hear Rennon's
laughter. She was frightened.
Something cool brushed against her. Elary knew what it was without being told.
Rior or Shadow, trying to pull her out of the healing bond and back to life. They would
think that Silar was beyond saving, and it was better to keep at least one person whole
and safe.
They didn't know Silar like Elary did, or Elary as she herself did. She would
rather that Silar was whole and laughing. And she would serve the cause of defending life

by healing Silar, since she knew that Silar was more a part of life than she was. Who
could see the kiness woman flying to bring night into the world and not believe that?
The cool hand slipped away. Shadow was mighty, but he had actually ruled in
Ilantra for less time than the ilzánai had been here, thanks to his exile of twenty centuries.
The ilzán magic, linked to the blood that flowed through Elary's veins and the illusion of
the Ilantran land that surrounded them now, was winning out.
And now Elary could see some of the things that she had only been told of, the
things that only a healer in the middle of the ritual could experience. All around her,
shadows were leaping and spinning. They were the shadows of the dancing ilzánai,
celebrating the sacrifice that she was making to continue a life. They knew, as Elary
herself did, that a healer would do anything to preserve a life that should be preserved,
and when it was a healer's friend, then the notion of preserving the life was enough to
lead to a joyful death.
Elary smiled, and screamed, and lifted her head to watch the approach of a
massive black hound. Death himself had come to watch her, as it always would. Such
powerful magical rituals were rare among the ilzánai. It would want to know why she
was denying it Silar, and giving it herself instead.
If not for the bonds of magic that bound her to Silar and her bedside, Elary would
have danced to meet it. She had managed to yield desire of life. Of course there was still
regret, that she would not meet Silar's eyes and smile, and that she would never again
walk through the forests of Ilantra, which she hadn't had a chance to do since she first
arrived home. And she would never see if Luden really did betray Shadow or not, and
what Rior and Shadow had been planning. But she had chosen her road, and she would
walk it.
The pain was worse now, and worse. Sharp and punishing flame closed in all
around her. But through the flames, the black hound was there, watching her with intense
silver eyes. And Elary could see that Death knew compassion, which was not something
she would have suspected. The hound quelled the worst of the punishing flames just by
its cool presence. Elary smiled, and locked eyes with the hound, and opened her mouth.
"Give Silar my farewell, Lorien. I cannot do otherwise than what I have done.
Oh, she will hate that! But she will understand the courage that it takes to save lives- she
told me that once- or she will understand the lack of courage that meant I couldn't just
stand by and watch her perish. Either way, she'll understand something. And tell Shadow
and Rior that I am sorry, but that there are some things I just won't sacrifice, not even to
life."
The black hound paced closer. Elary could see its gaze shining more and more
fiercely, until it looked like a silvereyes of Rivendon rather than a dog. She smiled and
stretched out a hand, and the hound came up and snuffled it, licking her with a tongue
that soothed some of the pain.
The final bond of magic sprang into place, connected Elary's back to Silar's. She
knew that this would regrow Silar's wings.
It had to be, because when she looked down at Silar, she could see no other trace
of wounds. Silar was whole, and sleeping, and now and then sighing slightly and
allowing a frown to cross her face.
Then her eyes opened.
Elary blinked as those eyes met her own, but then decided it was all right. She

couldn't expect Silar to remember any of this later. It was simply too much unlike
anything she had ever experienced.
But it gave her a chance she hadn't expected, and which she seized at once, as the
burns began to appear on her back.
"Farewell," she whispered.
"Inet to you," said Silar angrily, and then reached back and tore the bond from
her shoulder blades.
Elary screamed, and sagged towards the floor. The illusion of the Corlirin Plains
wavered. Death roared and lunged for her. A cool hand grabbed her and dragged her back.
Pain struck at her for a moment before Lorien gripped her and shouted something
to someone else, and then dissolved into cool mist.
******
Elary opened her eyes slowly. She was lying in a bed, and someone was holding
her hand so tightly that barely any blood was getting to her fingers. Elary turned her head,
slowly, wincing as her skin pulled tight. She was badly burned, she knew, but she had the
feeling it should have hurt far worse than it did.
She understood when she saw the mist of shadows that encircled her, soothing
her heated skin, and understood more when she looked up her arm and met Silar's eyes.
Glaring at her, the kiness woman stood and turned around. Elary saw that her
wings were still gone, completely. She closed her eyes.
"I'm sorry," she whispered.
"You had damn well better be," said Silar harshly, wringing her arm until Elary
opened her eyes with a little squeak. "Sacrificing your life for mine. Shadow, what kind
of stupid trick was that? Did you think that I would appreciate flying when I knew that
you had died to regain it for me?"
"I made the decision to save your life," said Elary. "I don't regret it at all." Silar
wouldn't have believed her if she had tried to lie anyway, since she was grinning widely.
"You could have saved my life, and not endangered yourself trying to restore
everything to me," Silar pointed out crossly. "Lorien told me that. You saved my life, and
you had the strength to do that and not die from it. It was trying to give me everything
back that would have killed you."
"No one can interrupt the ritual once it's begun. I went into it knowing that."
"But this time," said Silar, with grim satisfaction, "you had a patient wake up
during it, and a great power waiting behind you who was more than willing to do what he
had to to save both our lives."
Elary closed her eyes. "Hmmm." It really did feel comfortable, with the mist all
around her.
"Elary? Are you listening to me? I am still very angry at you."
"Hmmm," said Elary, and went to sleep, not bothering to change her smile.

Chapter 35
Test of the True King
"If you can't sing the songs of a country, or dance its dances, then why in the
world would you want to live there?"
-King Ander of Dalzna.
"Ternora. Wake."
Ternora woke up almost at once. It was hard to sleep, when someone spoke in
that sharp tone of voice, and still harder when it was someone like Pyeros. Ternora didn't
think that she had ever been so tuned to someone's voice before so quickly after meeting
him. Like his followers, she found it easy to keep track of where he was moving and what
he was saying.
Or when he's shouting into my ear to wake me.
She expected to see sunlight when she opened her eyes, and so was startled when
the only bits of it she saw were already red and deep gold, the colors of sunset. She sat
up, yawning. "What is it, my lord?" And why couldn't it wait until morning, whatever it
is? I think I could sleep at least that long.
"This is a test of the true monarch of Doralissa," said Pyeros. "We must see if our
Prince is suitable to sit the throne, or not." He turned and made his way rapidly towards
the edge of the clearing, leaving Ternora to blink stupidly for a moment before she
followed him.
Ternora found Blierrina, Warcourage, Reweren, and Emrissa near the edge of the
clearing, where one of the tree-studded banks dipped. The setting sun could still be seen
through a gap in the branches, though, and one of the golden rays of light fell directly
onto Warcourage. He was breathing deeply, now and then shaking or nodding his head as
if he were listening to advice someone were speaking in his ear. Ternora hoped viciously
that the advice was all bad.
"My lord," said Pyeros, making the boy start and look over at him. Ternora
wondered if that was because Pyeros had spoken suddenly, or because Warcourage had
expected a royal title. "You should draw your sword and get ready to place it in the
sunlight. That is part of the test."
"I don't see how," said Warcourage. "You know that only the true monarch of
Doralissa would carry a sword like this."
"I know what it seems like," said Pyeros, and left it at that. "But you must draw it
and hold it out into the sunlight."
Warcourage shrugged as if it didn't really matter to him, and withdrew the sword.
Ternora looked away from it. She could resist the pull to kneel to Warcourage now, she
knew, but she still didn't like looking at the thing that made so many other people into
blithering idiots.
"Ah," said Blierrina.
Ternora glanced at her sharply. The woman was not kneeling, not bowing, and
not slobbering. She stood with her hands on her hips, and her eyes fixed on the sword.
Ternora looked at the blade as well, though wincing in expectation of the blindness that
she thought would dazzle her. The sunlight flashing on the sword ought to do that.
But, instead, the sunlight was growing perceptibly dimmer as it fell on the sword.
There was even a black outline surrounding it. Ternora, open-mouthed, watched as that

ray of sunlight faded, while all around them the other rays went falling normally.
"What is it doing?" Warcourage asked in a high, nervous voice that would have
made Ternora feel sorry for him if anything still could. He sounded like the twelve-yearold boy he was.
"I thought this might happen," said Pyeros. "You see, my lord, such a sword can
make you King of Doralissa, but it cannot give you the heart of a King of Doralissa, the
responsibility that you must have to rule, or the knowledge of the elves and the land and
the humans and the half-elven folk of our Kingdom."
"I know that!" said Warcourage indignantly. "I never thought it did. I know that I
am meant to be King of Doralissa because I have the royal blood, and I love the land. I
was raised by elves, and I know and love the elven heritage of Doralissa. I don't think that
anything could make me turn my back on the Kingdom."
"You may be determined, and proud, and yet still not capable of ruling," said
Pyeros. "Do you know about Shara?"
"The goddess who would kill me?" Warcourage lifted his head proudly. "Of
course."
Pyeros shook his head. "That is not what I meant. There is a temple of Shara, and
perhaps more than one, east of here."
"I know. I passed it on my first journey to the sea, while Ternora was still my
guardian."
Ternora frowned as Pyeros glanced at her again. The glare was like a sword. How
in the world does he do that?
"And what did you think of the priestesses and their shrine?" asked Pyeros. "You
did go inside the Temple and look at the activities of the women as they went through
their day, I suppose."
"No, I didn't!" said Warcourage proudly. "I know that Elle wouldn't have wanted
me to, so I didn't. I stayed out and prayed to Her all night. I never saw anything of the
foulness that I'm sure goes on in that Temple of Shara every day. I am still an innocent in
many ways, still uncorrupted."
Pyeros leaned closer to him. "And how do you know what kind of foulness goes
on there, if you didn't go inside?"
Warcourage opened his mouth, then blinked. "I- I've heard about it, of course," he
said blankly. "From the elves who raised me." His green eyes filled with tears. "They
were killed, did I tell you that? Shadow-"
"Yes," said Pyeros, without a sign that he knew he was interrupting his Prince,
and looked at Ternora. "Did you go into the Temple?"
"Yes. Several times," Ternora added truthfully.
"And did you ever see any foulness there?"
Ternora laughed sharply. "Of course not. The priestesses serve Shara as Lady of
Mysteries. The most they do is read scrolls and try to find out the answers to things like
why the sky is blue. But I might not be the best person to ask. I never served Elle, after
all, and I do serve Shara."
Pyeros just turned away from her without saying anything further, and looked at
Warcourage. "My lord, there should be a King in Doralissa. It is a proud tradition, and I
am reluctant to throw away a tradition when it works so well."

Warcourage beamed at him.
"But," Pyeros continued, "you should not have stayed out of the Temple of
Shara."
Warcourage stared. "What?" he said at last, in that child-like voice, when he had
gotten his composure back. "Why?"
"Because," said Pyeros, "you should not have presumed to think for the Lady of
Light. She would have spoken to you, telling you the truth, if She didn't want you to go
into Shara's temple. And of course we have not heard from the goddess for some time.
Therefore, you were making a guess on your own, and it was wrong."
"How could it possibly be wrong?" Warcourage asked, sounding as if he were in
a daze. Ternora felt a little as if she were in a daze herself. She stared at Pyeros and
wondered where in the world he had gotten these words and why he was saying them.
"The Light is light," said Pyeros. "It shines. It shows the way for the rest of the
world, still struggling in Dark and Shadow." His eyes shone. "My lord, how in Elle's
name could we do that if we stayed out of places where we thought there might be
foulness? We must find and cleanse it when it shows up, not avoid it because we fear our
own contamination. Those strong in the Light need fear no filth. We find it, and shine the
light upon it, and then we see how petty it really is, a squeaking rat fleeing from the
radiance. I have been into the Temple of Shara, and looked upon their secret chambers
myself, and stood in the darkness that they use to initiate the scholars into Shara's
embrace. And though there is darkness there, and many things I must detest, there is no
foulness, no evil."
Ternora blinked at him. You know, she thought, if someone had explained it that
way, I might even have been inclined to serve the Light.
Blierrina spoke then, since it seemed that Warcourage was just going to stand
there in silence and gape at them. "We suffer no darkness that we can oppose to remain
within Doralissa, and we had thought that we might have to destroy the Temple. But there
was nothing evil within it. The priestesses are true scholars, and concerned only with the
answers to the mysteries they discover. They do not want to use their knowledge to hurt
the children of Light, though of course they would use it if they were attacked. Pyeros
and I acknowledge that they are part of Doralissa, and so they remain unattacked and
unharmed."
Warcourage found his voice then. "I suppose it never occurred to you to ask what
the future King of Doralissa would say about this?"
"We know ourselves to be in the favor of the Light," said Pyeros. "It has always
accompanied us, and it accompanied us after we had made the decision. We did not think
that you would say anything different."
Warcourage shook his head. "Shara is my enemy. She corrupted my guardian,
and she has always opposed Destiny."
Pyeros looked at him strangely. "My lord, I don't think that you understand. All
this talk of Destiny and Elle… we do not serve them, unless their goals are also the
Light's. For a long time, Destiny's goal was the Light's, but we do not know that it is
anymore, since we have rumors from the north that it is favoring royals who would serve
the Dark. Why would you seek to become King of Doralissa, unless you were sure that it
was the will of the Light?"
Warcourage took a deep breath, and closed his eyes. "I am sure that it is the will

of the Light," he said. "The Light has never spoken up to oppose me, at least, and so I am
sure."
"But your sword is a tool of the Dark," said Blierrina softly. "It would swallow
the sunlight that shows it for what it truly is. Why carry a tool of Dark, if you are so
devoted to the Light?"
"You don't understand!" said Warcourage, his eyes filling with tears again. "You
were not raised by the elves, and you did not have the horror of seeing your families
dying."
Pyeros and Blierrina waited for a moment. Then Pyeros said, "Our son died in the
war against Shadow, when he took the country. I was Captain of the palace Guards. I saw
the King fall fighting. I saw you carried away. We have loved and lost, my lord, and we
are far from being certain that it is always best to yield to Destiny. Your father did it, and
lost everything he loved."
Warcourage gaped at him for a moment. Then he said, "If you were Captain of
the palace Guards, then you should want to love and protect me with your life. You
should throw yourself at my feet and beg my forgiveness for failing my family. Why are
you still standing there?" he added, when Pyeros just looked at him with bright golden
eyes. Ternora found herself edging back away from the man, though she wasn't sure why.
"I did not fail," said Pyeros. "Nothing could have challenged the power of
Shadow, as he came south on that day. And I am far from sure that you are the best King
of Doralissa we could have."
Warcourage screamed and ran at the man, wielding the sword with a skill that
Ternora was sure the blade itself must have given him. She didn't think he was all that
proficient on his own.
Pyeros drew his own sword at once, and leaped backwards to bring it down. It hit
Warcourage on the arm, creating a gash that made the Prince scream again and drop the
sword. He wound up on his knees, sobbing, while Pyeros picked up the sword and glared
at it as if it were a snake.
"This is an evil thing," he said. "I do not know why you asked for this from the
Pool of Siliyonete, rather than freedom from our country or a way to defeat Shadow. But
it shall go away now."
Whirling, he threw it into the bushes. Ternora watched it soar, and marked where
it landed by a last flare of the light from the blade.
Pyeros turned back, and stood watching Warcourage with hawk's eyes, bright and
pitiless. "That was your test, my lord," he said quietly. "And the Light has spoken, thanks
to your mad words and the tool of darkness that you carried. You are not fit to be King of
Doralissa. You are not fit to do anything but beg for forgiveness from the Light. If you do
it well enough, then the Light might forgive you, and then you could easily become a
King when the forgiveness had changed you into a proper one. But you are not to be a fit
King as it stands."
Ternora felt a burst of sweetness flood her heart. Of course, it wasn't enough;
only the death of Warcourage would be enough. But it was far more than she had
expected when Pyeros and Blierrina had first found them.
Blierrina walked over as she watched and hauled Warcourage to his feet. "We will
pray to the Light together," she said. "And perhaps you will learn something." She led
Warcourage into the jungle.

"I am sorry that you had to see that," said Pyeros, and Ternora, turning back, was
startled to see that he was looking at her and the two Faerie elves. "It is never pleasant to
see an idol crack."
Emrissa said nothing. The sweet, vicious smile on her lips said it all for her.
"I expected it," said Reweren hollowly, bowing his head. "I still thought he could
be changed."
"He can change, but not in the way that you were trying to do it, indulging his
whims and hoping he would come around," said Pyeros. "It will take severe instruction.
You may be part of that."
Reweren glanced up. "Yes. I would like that. Tell me what to do."
He walked with Pyeros after Blierrina and Warcourage. Emrissa stood there for a
moment, and then began to dance and laugh.
"We are free!" she whooped.
Ternora felt it, too, in that moment, the absence of the tether from her neck. She
grinned, and waited until Emrissa was fully caught up in one of those wild elven dances.
Then she went into the bushes, and searched carefully until she found the sword,
which she tucked into a plain sheath she had bought in Kesista. It might have muffled the
sword's power, she remembered thinking vaguely at the time. The trouble would have
been in persuading Warcourage to use it. Now she didn't have to worry about that.
And who knows, she thought as she tucked it away, but that it might be useful
someday?

Chapter 36
In the Highest Hills
"The silvereyes haunt the highest hills,
And live and love there amongst the snows,
And perhaps they would care that the wind kills
Those who live in the lower hills, those
Who fear the wind and the silvereyes.
But beyond fear they live, in this wise…"
-Traditional song of northern Rivendon.
"Here we are."
Olumer looked around expectantly, and then blinked again. Perhaps it was only
him, but he didn't think this looked like a camp, or a house, or any other place they could
easily have expected Pannerel to bring them. It looked more like what he suspected it
essentially was, a patch of snow in the middle of some random silvereyes territory.
Olumer looked up at the elf as he hovered above them on his elf-horse, already looking
back to the east, where they had left the earth dragon.
"So you're safe," said Pannerel in a vague voice. "And now-"
"Wait!"
Pannerel blinked, seeming to snap out of his trance, and then looked down at
Olumer. "Yes? Is something wrong?"
"You could at least tell us something about the filifernai's movements," said
Olumer. "Are there more of them nearby? Should we warn our people? Or did the earth
dragon crush the largest army of them? Should we-" He stopped when he felt Helian's
hand come to rest, with a prickle of claws, on his arm.
"He won't know," she said gently. "And we have no right to ask more of him than
what he has done, in bringing us so far west so quickly."
Olumer swallowed a protest. There were still silvereyes that should be warned,
wherever they were. And there might be filifernai. He could easily see if there were more
moving in the high passes.
And, above all, Pannerel and his dragon had helped destroy a massive army of
the dark fey that could have threatened silvereyes territory.
"Forgive my impertinence, my lord," he said, bowing to Pannerel. "If you have to
fly back to your friend, then I understand."
The elf-horse landed. Olumer looked up, not sure what he would see, to meet
Pannerel's eyes. The elf was staring fixedly at him.
"Are you going human again?" Pannerel asked.
Olumer choked. "I don't think so," he said, his hand coming to rest on Helian's.
"We must warn our people, just as we would if Estora had not sent me north. It's true that
she hoped I would bring the silvereyes to her and make them her people, but that's not
going to home, and sooner or later she'll realize it."
"But you bowed to me, and called me lord," said Pannerel suspiciously, peering
at Olumer's face as if he expected to see something human pop out from behind the mask
and wave cheerfully at him.
Olumer shrugged. "I fall back on Court manners in a time like this," he said.
"Sorry."

"A time like this?"
"When I don't really know what else to say, my lord." Olumer paused, then said,
"You see?"
"Hmmm." Pannerel twisted his head to the side, looking Olumer steadily in the
eye, and then climbed off the elf-horse. "I should stay with you, then, until I figure out if
you really are human or not."
Olumer stared at him, then at Helian. She was baring her teeth, in a way that
made Olumer concerned for someone, though probably his mate more than Pannerel.
"You should not stay," she said. "You need not stay. You can fly away, and go back to
your dragon."
"But I want to make sure that Olumer doesn't become human again," said
Pannerel, as if that really mattered to him, and then sat down in the snow and closed his
eyes. "I can be quiet," he added, and indeed in moments almost seemed to become a
statue. Olumer listened, but could hear no sound of breathing.
"That's not what we want, though," said Olumer, loud enough to break whatever
kind of trance the elf was in; the golden eyes fluttered open again and looked up at him.
"I mean- that's very flattering, of course, that you care so much about how I am," he
emended, when he saw Helian glaring at him again. "But you must have places to go, and
elven things to do."
Pannerel shook his long pale hair behind his ears and smiled at them in delight.
"Well, no, actually, I don't."
Helian turned away with a snarl and started to run uphill. Olumer ran behind her
in complete agreement. The elf was mad, and he could follow them or not as he chose.
Olumer, at least, was not going to stand around and listen to the elf act mad any longer.
"There is one thing that I can tell you," said Pannerel's voice from beside them.
Olumer looked at him in annoyance, to find the elf running so smoothly he seemed to
melt through the snow and rocks that stood in his path. Cold, for all Olumer knew, that
was really what he was doing. "The filiferna threat to Rivendon is ended for now. The
Dark will send another army, but only when they can figure out what happened to the
first one, and that should take some doing." Pannerel gave them an innocent smile that
did not fit at all with the words he said next. "Since most of their first army is scraped
blobs of blood on the belly of my friend the earth dragon."
Olumer nodded carefully. "But there is a threat to Rivendon, I suppose, or you
would not have said the 'filiferna threat.'"
Pannerel peered into his eyes again.
Olumer sighed, and stopped running so that he wasn't using so much air. Helian
came up beside him and growled at him, but Olumer cuffed her and she shut up for once.
Both of them stood and watched Pannerel rocking on his heels, looking to the north and
then back to Olumer again.
Olumer abruptly realized what the matter was. Pannerel didn't want to tell himwhatever it was. He might have thought it would cause Olumer pain, or rekindle the
human side of him, or something else.
It was a sign of consideration from an elf.
It was unnerving.

Olumer pushed the distracting thoughts away, and asked, "Well?"
"There is another threat, indeed," said Pannerel quietly. "The Kings and Queens
that Cadona woke."
Olumer sighed and bowed his head. He should have known that he would have to
deal with them sooner or later. He had no commitment to putting anyone on the throne,
not anymore, but he did have a commitment to living in a world where living statues of
stone weren't trying to hunt him down. "Yes? What about them?"
"They've given up the notion of putting Cadona on the throne, now that Cadona
is no longer with them-"
"What?" Olumer's head jerked up.
"Some woman in the form of a pegasus has her," said Pannerel, with a shrug.
"Pegasus, and black swans behind her. That's all I know for certain. I saw them from a
distance as I flew with the dragon."
"How great a distance?" Olumer asked, wondering how such a dragon could have
passed unnoticed over the Kingdoms.
"Oh, about a hundred miles up," said Pannerel casually, and went on before
Olumer could say anything. "But the Kings and the Queens have decided to put your
mate on the throne, Olumer."
"My former mate."
"What?"
Olumer moved back until he was standing beside the growling Helian, who under
his gaze stopped growling and leaned heavily against him. He turned and smiled at
Pannerel. "As you can see, I decided that silvereyes concerns were more important than
human ones."
Pannerel grinned, looking genuinely delighted, and Olumer found himself
smiling back. No one could look as happy as an elf in a good mood, he had to admit that.
"Wonderful," said Pannerel. "Then it will give you no pain to hear that the Kings and
Queens are marching to put Idona on the throne."
"It does give me great pain," Olumer acknowledged, "but I know how I will stop
her."
"You do?"
"Yes. I will go back to that hall that Cadona was at when she woke the Kings and
Queens in the first place, and take the sword from Lyli's heart. That should put a stop to
their evil quickly enough. I don't think they can live without the constant supply of nearroyal blood the sword draws from her."
"Olumer," said Helian urgently. "May I speak with you for a moment?"
Olumer nodded, and followed her towards a hollow in the snow. He looked back
to see Pannerel standing between the three elf-horses, speaking to one while he kept a
hand on the neck of each of the other two. Probably sending them back to Faerie, Olumer
thought.
He turned forward to find Helian grabbing him and dragging him into the snow.
Olumer tried to put up a fight, but Helian had the muscle on him, and now, the better
position. And the rage, he realized, when he lay in the snow and looked up into her eyes.
"What are you doing?" she demanded, voice low but still full of anger. "You said
that I was your mate, that you would put me first now. You said that you were part of a

silvereyes pack, and would no longer pay heed to human things. I remember all of that as
clearly as if you told it to me a few days ago- perhaps because you did only tell me a few
days ago." Her claws tightened on his shoulders. "Why are you going back now to take a
sword out of someone's heart, and stop the Kings and Queens? Those are human things.
Let the humans handle them themselves."
Olumer lay beneath her claws, and looked up at her, speaking as gently as he
could. "They are human things, Helian, but in a few years, they would become silvereyes
things. I see no way that most of Rivendon could resist these Kings and Queens. The
silvereyes can destroy them, but you know well enough that humans cannot. They would
be crushed by statues of living stone, and in a short time, Idona would claim the country.
Then she would turn her eyes northward in revenge. She would remember that I did not
come and help her, and she would, perhaps, want another silvereyes mate. She has always
thought it a deficiency in herself not to have silver eyes. She would wreak revenge on us
for the sake of her hurt anger and pride, and to protect the way to the Hall where the
flowing blood keeps her alive. I would become the excuse for a war against all our
people, and then, yes, it would become a silvereyes concern."
Helian knelt in the snow, staring at him for a long moment. Olumer stared back,
since he didn't know what else to say. He had spoken the truth as he saw it, and he was
well-aware that that might not convince Helian, but he didn't have anything else that he
could use, either truth or a lie, to convince her.
Helian at last rolled off him and lay beside him in the snow. Olumer waited a
moment, then reached out and took her hand. Helian let him clasp it, even pulling close to
him so that her head rested on his shoulder.
"I don't know how you do it," she murmured into his ear.
"Do what?"
"Think in a human way and a silvereyes way at the same time. It's exhausting.
You have to turn your mind from so many of its natural pathways and make it this
hunting thing that preys on itself. How do you do it?"
Olumer laughed and rolled over to kiss her, then lick her gently. "I had years of
unwilling practice. I certainly wouldn't have chosen to get caught in that shining net and
lose my memories, but it has helped me greatly. I can think the way that humans think,
for a little while. Or maybe it's just knowing the woman who was once my mate. She
would start a war for vengeance, and think nothing of it. She has murdered children and
thought nothing of it."
"Do you sometimes think of her, still?" He could hear the uncertainty in her
voice. Silvereyes did not usually take more than one mate in a deep bond; they might lie
with each other and then just as easily go their separate ways many times, but a mate was
different.
"Oh, yes," said Olumer. "With contempt and scorn and fury."
Helian relaxed and nuzzled her face into his shoulder. Olumer lay with her for a
moment, then nudged her head. "Come. Pannerel will be waiting, and I want to see if he
will fly us on his elf-horses to the Silver Stair and the Hall. I don't know where they are
from here."
"Always thinking," said Helian, but she stood and followed him out of the dell.
Olumer half-expected to find Pannerel gone, since the elf was so unpredictable

anyway, but Pannerel still stood there, even looking at them expectantly.
"Pannerel," said Olumer, unsure of his request even as he made it. "I suppose that
you remember the way to the Silver Stair?"
"You are going after the Kings and Queens and the source of their evil, then?"
Pannerel asked quietly, without any trace of expression on his face, smile or not.
Olumer nodded.
Pannerel's face broke into that joyous smile again then, and he gestured to the
horses. "I waited to see if you would need my help. Of course, the Silver Stair is not far
from here, but that does not mean that you would be able to find it again, silvereyes that
you are."
Olumer glared at him. "I have no idea what you mean. Silvereyes are wonderful
with directions."
"Then why wait for me?"
"I haven't been in this territory before," Olumer explained patiently. "I would
remember the way to the Silver Stair if we were in the country surrounding it. But in this
country, of course, I don't know it."
"I'm sure," said Pannerel, and then snickered when Olumer glared at him. He
turned to the elf-horses and gestured lazily, sending them trotting forward. Olumer glared
at him once more for good measure and then jumped, mounting easily. The elf-horse
tossed its mane and snorted, then leaped into the air. Olumer could hear Helian mounting
behind him, and in seconds she was beside him, all the while muttering about how
unnatural it was for a silvereyes's foot to lose contact with the ground.
Olumer held on as the horse turned into the wind. He didn't think it would be as
easy as walking into the Hall and tugging the sword from Lyli's heart- after all, there
would probably be guardians the Kings and Queens had put there to protect their source
of power- but he was going to do it, and then he would be rid of the last nagging human
obligation.
He looked casually back down at the snow where they had been, and then
blinked. It looked as if the snow were moving. A moment later, he realized that it bore a
snow leopard, trotting to the place where the elf-horses had been and sniffing deeply of
the drifts before it looked up at them.
Olumer caught a flash of familiar yellow eyes. That was Silverheart, Cadona's
leopard.
It watched them for a long moment as they flew, and then began to bound after
them.
Olumer shook his head. Never that easy, of course. Not really.

Chapter 37
Being Firm
"All that I had to do was kill the King, take the crown, hurl it from the
battlements, and then make sure that no one found out I did it, even remarkably scarred
as I was. That sounds simple, doesn't it?"
-From the works of the assassin Ellas.
"I wish to talk to you!" Kymenos called to the Crownkillers, who were watching
him come with a mixture of sneers and boredom.
One of them raised a bow to shoot again. This time, Kymenos didn't plan on
being diplomatic, and so he wasn't. Another flash of Light, and the arrow went wildly as
the archer staggered around, his hands clapped to his eyes. Kymenos smiled, and then
looked up with a raised eyebrow as he saw that other Crownkillers were readying their
bows and their swords.
"You didn't think it would really be that easy to get rid of me, did you?" he asked,
and surrounded himself with another flash of Light. This time, the Crownkillers were all
blinded when it ended, and staggering about on the hill cursing so hard that Kymenos
didn't think he would be able to get a word in edgewise.
He called on the Azure, and started congealing the blood in one woman's veins.
When she screamed, the others fell silent and turned towards her. Kymenos let her go,
and said, "Now, will you listen to me?"
"Why should we?" spat another woman, who was edging towards her bow as if
she thought she could shoot him anyway, blind though she was. "I don't think that you
want anything but the life of your Heir, and we want him dead. There is nothing we could
talk about and still have it make sense."
"I do have something that you want," said Kymenos. "I will not kill you if you
back away now and let Talazh and I pass north in peace."
"Why should we?"
Kymenos shrugged. They probably knew already, from the way that his and
Talazh's course was laid across the mountains. Unless they were heading into Amorier,
there was no reason for anyone to hold north across Dalzna but Nafair. And most of the
people who traveled to either Amorier or the port waited until later in the year, when the
ice and snow would be less. "We are going to Nafair, and I am going to watch him get on
a ship for the Green Isles and wave farewell merrily. Then I won't have to listen to any
nonsense about torture, or nonsense about reclaiming the crown, which he's begun to give
me lately. So you can step away and let me pursue my course, and I'll make sure that he
doesn't rule the country." He smirked. "You could say that I'm an honorary Crownkiller, if
that makes you happier."
"But he could come back," said the woman who was still edging towards her
bow. "Or his children. They could come back, and then we would just have the same
problem that we do now."
"No," said Kymenos. "There is no Destiny in the Green Isles, and I don't imagine
that Erlande would be very pleased about it interfering among his people if it did try. And
you can put the bow down," he added, just as the woman's hand touched the wood.
"Unless you want your skin sticking to your bones in a few minutes."
The woman made a sulky noise, and dropped her weapon, but said, "You must

see that it's for the best. Only death will really rid us of the royal line, not all these
measures that Shadow and Dark have taken in the past, and you're trying to take now.
There are no excuses for being soft when you're dealing with Destiny. Let us take him
and drive a sword into his heart and be done with it."
Kymenos narrowed his eyes. "And you are?"
"Erien."
Kymenos nodded. "And do you have authority to speak for the Crownkillers?
Could you promise me that you would kill him with a single strike, and not take him back
and torture him?"
Erien paused. Then she said, "Wait a minute. You're really saying that we should
just kill him now and be done with it?"
"That's exactly what I'm saying," said Kymenos calmly.
A wild kicking behind him told him that Talazh had heard him and was trying to
get out from under Sykeen's hoof, but the horse held him fast. Kymenos sent him a
mental burst of admiration, and then turned back to Erien. "I would kill him myself, but I
prefer that he go to the Green Isles, if only because I hate to think that I've wasted so
much time and effort, and we had a friendship once. But if you can promise me that he
will receive a quick death, I will turn him over to you now."
"I can't promise you that," said Erien. "He has to suffer for what he's done to us."
"Which would be what?"
"Made us suffer the anxiety of thinking that a Dalznan monarch would come
back to the throne someday," she argued, leaning forward as if hoping that the blindness
would wear off and she could see him. Little chance of that, since Kymenos had clapped
wards over all their eyes and wouldn't be releasing them for a while. "He has made all the
Crownkillers and all the people of Dalzna suffer."
"Has he?"
"Yes."
"How?"
"By existing."
Kymenos laughed aloud. "And yet he was a Crownkiller, and in your ranks until
recently. I doubt that he caused many of the Crownkillers that much suffering when he
was riding beside them, fighting beside them, sharing their meals. You'll pardon me if I
don't really believe you."
Erien shook her head impatiently. "It doesn't matter. The point is that you can't
just expect us to kill him. There does have to be suffering first. I'm sorry for it, but too
many people died in Queen Bel's dungeons. The memory is still alive, and very evil. His
death will be a way to expunge that memory."
"Nothing can ever expunge that memory," said a new voice. "But we can try to
insure that nothing like this ever happens again, and tracing the bloodline of the old
Kings and Queens and killing them is one way."
Kymenos looked up with a blink. Probably because all his life in the south had
been filled with memories of his former home, he had not forgotten that voice. He
watched in silence as the figure in the pale blue robe of a Master of Twenty Wonders
came down the rocks and stopped in front of him.
"Turor," he said after a moment. "I always thought that you would rise high in the
ranks of the Circle."

Turor smiled tightly at him. The boy that Kymenos had known was still in his
voice, but almost gone from his face, Kymenos realized. Once he had seemed almost
serene enough to be Lord of the Star Circle himself. Now, he looked as if his eyes had
seen too many nightmares, and his face was fervent and wild, as were his words.
"You should have stayed with us, Kymenos," he said. "Then this might not have
happened."
"What are you going to do?" Kymenos asked. He suspected he knew. The Lady
of the Star Circle had talked of it when he was last with her.
"Take away your powers," said Turor, confirming his guess. "And then take the
royal Heir and gut him." His eyes went to Talazh, looking hungry.
"Why?" Kymenos asked. "He never did anything to you."
"But his family killed my ancestors," said Turor.
"Not well enough, seeing that you're standing here," said Kymenos.
Turor shook his head and seemed to awaken from a dream. "You are mad,
Kymenos," he said lazily, with the serenity that Kymenos had once known in him. "You
know well enough the hatred that all Dalzna holds for the Royal Heirs. You know that our
peace and freedom and our Councils depend on him being dead."
Kymenos laughed. "Doesn't it seem strange that, despite all your searching, you
never found him before?" he asked. "For something that has seared the mind of every
Dalznan for centuries, it hasn't struck deeply enough to make you search very well. And,
of course, most of the rest of Dalzna doesn't care. They just spit at the palace and go on
their own separate ways."
Turor's face flushed, then paled slowly. "You have no idea of what has happened
in Serian since you left," he said.
Kymenos eyed him. "No, I don't. I suppose that you're going to tell me now?"
"The Crownkillers rule there now," said Turor simply. "They were the ones who
taught everyone about the dangers of the royal line and how it had to be eradicated. They
entered the city perhaps five years after you left and demanded that the Star Circle ally
with them. There were some complaints, of course, but the Star Circle has always known
what was best for its members. And since then, we have all learned how much the royal
line must die."
Kymenos stared at him. "What is wrong with you?" he asked. "How in the world
can you believe such nonsense?"
"Oh, put it down to my training, if you will," said Turor. "But they convinced me,
and I wish they could convince you. Once, you could have been something. Now, excuse
me while I strip you of your powers." He lifted one hand.
"This has gone on long enough," said Norianna's lazy voice from the sheath at
Kymenos's side, and she drifted out and hung in the air. "Even if I didn't want to protect
the Dalznan Royal Heir, I would still stand against you, because you are acting stupid
beyond measure. Everything Kymenos pleads makes sense. Send the Heir away, kill him
quickly, or just search intensely for a few years and then destroy the line when you find
it. Not this lingering search."
Turor said nothing, but his eyes were fixed on Norianna. At last he said, "They
didn't tell me that you had a talking sword, Kymenos. The Lady didn't mention it." His
voice was growing tighter and tighter, and he reminded Kymenos of nothing so much as
the Lady Ravenseeker, the fanatic he had taken Talazh away from in the first place. "I

shall have to ask her about that."
Kymenos looked up at Norianna. "Will he be able to ask the Lady about that,
Norianna? I don't know."
"That question might have many answers," said Norianna. "But, at the moment,
the answer is no."
The boiling white-silver light once again exploded out of her and hit Turor and
the Crownkillers. Kymenos winced as he heard screams quickly cut off. He waited a
moment for Turor to appear from within the light, thinking the man might have managed
to survive, but when the light cleared, the steaming corpse in front of him wore light blue
robes. Kymenos nodded, and turned away to go back to the rest, with Norianna pacing
him in the air.
"I heard you say that you were going to be firm," she scolded him. "Next time,
just use Falto's Pattern on them."
"They were still Dalznan," Kymenos defended himself.
"They were crazy," said Norianna. "I find myself curious about what has
happened in Serian, now. I may go there with you after we put Talazh on the ship to the
Green Isles."
Kymenos shook his head, and said nothing at all. The sword was too
unpredictable. She was probably just joking with him about changing sides now, but he
still didn't know how to tell her serious tone from her joking one.
"You killed them," Talazh was saying dazedly from beneath Sykeen's hoof.
"You know, I believe we did," Kymenos commented, and then turned and looked
up at Norianna. "Should we stay here?"
"It should be safe for now," said Norianna. "I'll keep watch."
"Are you rested enough?"
"Are you concerned for me, Kymenos?" Norianna asked him, with something
that sounded suspiciously like a simper. "How sweet."
Kymenos scowled furiously and turned away from her, then told Talazh, "We'll
stay here. You can let him up now, Sykeen."
He'll just bolt again, said the stallion, swishing his tail and gazing down at the
boy with murderous eyes. He seemed to have now decided that it was Talazh's fault that
they were out in the mountains and not in a warm stable, and that he had been interrupted
at his grazing. Kymenos thought that fair. I can feel it in his mind. He's thinking of going
to find some Crownkillers and dying in a heroic manner.
Kymenos shrugged and looked at Talazh, whose eyes stared back at him, bright
with anger and fear and other emotions Kymenos could only guess at. "Will you promise
not to run if Sykeen lets you up?"
"No!"
Kymenos shrugged again and knocked him on the head, then went to pluck and
roast the birds he had killed earlier.
*******
"Kymenos? What are you thinking about?"
Kymenos glared at Norianna, who was hovering above the fire so that its light
could sparkle on her hilt. "You know perfectly well. You can read my thoughts."
"I was trying not to, for once," she responded haughtily. "I was trying to be

polite."
Kymenos sighed, and looked to the north, and then back south again, towards
Serian. He wanted to go home, he had reassured himself again and again, and yet the pull
to the south had never been stronger than it was now. He wanted to find out what had
happened in his city, why the Star Circle appeared to have listened to the Crownkillers. "I
am thinking that the world won't go back to normal, even if we get Talazh on the ship,"
he replied. "I'm thinking that I was a fool to believe it would. And what am I going to do
after Talazh is on the ship? I don't want to leave Dalzna with him, but if the Crownkillers
rule…"
"I told you this already," said Norianna. "I am going to come back to Serian with
you, and find out what went wrong."
"And if the Crownkillers are really in power, and find us out?" Kymenos asked.
"I'll be firm with them."
That finally made Kymenos smile, and eased his mind enough to go to sleep,
though he had a very odd dream about the Lady of the Star Circle trying to mouth
something to him, and then an old one about a woman with silver in her hair being
tortured as she screamed. He woke up, panting, and stared at the fire for a while, before
sliding into a dream of a woman he had known in Orlath.
Ah. That's more like it.

Chapter 38
Plans of Princesses
"If you haven't helped with a plan of a Princess, then I suggest you learn how to
do so before you accompany her, in the same way that you will have to learn how to fly
before I throw you from the window."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"Exactly what are you offering?"
Cadona tilted her head to the side, a smile she had probably been told was
winsome on her face. "Tell me what you need, and then I can better tell you what I'm
offering."
Nightstone reached out and gripped her arm, making the Princess wince, though
she didn't squeal, luckily. She must have known that the Crownseekers' attention would
turn to her at once, if that happened. "You will play all the games you like with your
cousin," Nightstone whispered, "but you will not play games with me. I need Orlathian
royal blood to bring the Kingdom back. Both of you would be best, but if I can have only
one, then I will take you."
Cadona stared at her with big silver eyes, but didn't say anything for a long
moment. Nightstone wondered if she was actually considering what Nightstone had said,
as little likely as that appeared, or if she didn't really understand what Nightstone was
saying at all.
Then she straightened her shoulders and said, "Why?"
"Because your father was Prince Haniron of Orlath," said Nightstone, "and
Mitherill's Orlathian blood is much further back. The closer connection should make your
blood stronger. You could have ruled Orlath, if your cousin Alliana didn't exist. I think
that your blood would be the better."
A flash of panic showed in Cadona's eyes for exactly one moment. Then she
shook off Nightstone's hand and stood there with her chin up. "I can give you more than
that," she said.
"Really? What?"
"I was listening to the Crownseekers, and talking to them," said Cadona. "They
talked to me, while they just treated you like prisoners." She smiled as if pleased about
that, and then turned her head away when Nightstone gave her another threatening look.
"They said that Shadow's shut the borders. The only people who can cross the borders
now have to be directly under the protection of a god or great power, and apparently
Light is busy somewhere else, helping someone else, so it's not guiding Mitherill right
now. I don't know how you're going to get across. But help me, and I can tell you a way
to get across."
"What is it?" Nightstone asked impatiently, not believing for one moment that the
girl really did know a god or a great power, but willing to give it a try.
"No. First promise me that you're not going to use my blood to restore Orlath,
that you'll just use Mitherill's."
"I can't promise that," said Nightstone. "You might not even succeed in bringing
Mitherill to me, for all I know."
"You're going to make me do that, too?" Cadona squeaked, her composure
slipping a bit.

"Oh, yes," said Nightstone, smiling at her. "As you pointed out, the Crownseekers
would talk to you, while they laughed at us. I think it's only fair that you walk about the
camp, move freely as we cannot, and bring back word to us of what the Crownseekers are
doing."
"You're not being fair," said Cadona. "I want that promise."
"You won't get it. Bring Mitherill to me, and then we'll talk."
Cadona closed her eyes. Nightstone almost thought she was willing herself calm.
Then she looked at Nightstone again and said, "I'm afraid that you don't understand. You
must realize that I don't have any motive to help you, not really. The Crownseekers won't
harm me, even if they think I'm talking back to their Princess. I will survive here. You, on
the other hand, will not."
Nightstone bared her teeth. Cadona blinked and stepped away from her.
"You," Nightstone snarled softly, "have no idea at all of what I would do to
secure you again, did you manage to escape me. If that happened, then you would bleed
your life out on the Corlirin Plains, to restore them, without hope of mercy or remorse. As
it stands at the moment, you only might bleed your life out on the Corlirin Plains. Send
Mitherill to me, and tell me about this way out, and then I'll consider it."
Cadona backed away, eyes still on Nightstone, and then whirled and fled.
Nightstone closed her eyes and shuddered. That had been one of the harder
games she had ever played, and against an opponent so young that it startled her. But
some of the nobles' children were just as accomplished, and Cadona was a Princess with
Destiny whispering in her ear. Nightstone thought she should consider herself as not
having done too badly.
"Nightstone."
She looked up. The voice was loud, unfriendly, and almost without a hint of
music. Nightstone nodded wearily. It wasn't really a surprise to see Annalithiel standing
in front of her, yet again.
"Annalithiel," she replied as laconically. "What do you want?"
The blow took her off-guard, though it really shouldn't have. Nightstone suddenly
rolled on the ground, spitting out blood as the elf tried to hit her again and again. Only
three of those blows landed before the Crownseekers restrained her, but those were quite
enough. Nightstone sighed, then made a little shriek when she tried to sit up and the
arrow through her muscles pulled at her. Elves were far stronger than they looked. She
had always known that, of course, but it still hurt and filled her with shock to have it
confirmed this way.
"You should not do such things, my lady," said a harsh voice, and Nightstone
looked up to see Dassen standing over her, glaring at Annalithiel.
The elf only laughed, and Nightstone shuddered .It was a thick, choking sound,
as though her throat were full of foam. "When you have been betrayed and seen your
hopes destroyed by someone like her," she said, "then you can tell me what I should and
should not do."
But she turned and walked away with the Crownseekers who led her. Nightstone
snorted to herself, then closed her eyes tightly in pain. If the humans couldn't see that the
elf was about as captive as a wild boar, then they were fooling themselves.
"My lady? Can you sit up?"
Nightstone blinked and looked up at Dassen, wondering why he should take the

time to care for her like this, but after a moment she nodded and leaned on the shoulder
he offered. Dassen sighed as he looked at the arrow, and shook his head. "That should
have been looked at at once," he said. "I'm sorry, but with our Queen hurt and wanting to
see her cousin-" He looked around. "Where is Her Highness Cadona?"
Nightstone would have shrugged, but that would have made her wounds hurt
even more fiercely, so she only said, "I don't know. She said something about being able
to move around the camp freely."
"That is true. None of the Crownseekers would harm someone of royal blood."
Dassen hesitated, gazing anxiously at her. "Can you wait until the healer gets here? It will
take a moment, as she's busy with the Queen."
"What's wrong with her?"
"A broken heart, of course," said Dassen. "She had been imagining that her little
cousin would play with her and delight her, and instead her cousin insults her and turns
against her. She is rather upset."
"Cadona is not a child, and Mitherill is," said Nightstone, a little amused to think
she was echoing Cadona's words, but seeing the truth in them even as she spoke them.
"You may think that all you like, but you must not repeat it," said Dassen,
looking up with a smile as the healer hastened towards them. "Our Queen is young, that
is all, and not a child. Isn't that so, Kirien?"
"I'm not the best one to ask about age, Dassen," the man replied, kneeling beside
Nightstone. "I have seen two centuries, and that means that almost everyone is a child to
me."
Nightstone blinked at the sight of him. Half-ilzán, she thought at first, but his
face was smoother and darker than their faces, and his hair dark rather than their staring
white. He took her arm while she looked at him and gazed at the arrow for a moment.
Then he sighed and yanked it immediately out of her.
Nightstone almost fainted with the pain, but was revived by the touch of the
healer's hand on her back and a rush of coolness that surged through her and then died
away again. She sat back up, still sore and aching, but with most of the immense pain
gone, and her wounds repaired. She blinked, and looked at Kirien in wonder. He grinned
at her.
"Yes, we can heal wounds," he said, as if reciting a prayer. "That's something that
everyone's been asking me since we came back to the world. It seems that the ilzánai here
can't, which is very careless of them, I must say. But we can."
"What are you?" Nightstone asked.
"Ilantien, we call ourselves. We came back to the world with our goddess
Shamiela." Kirien touched her jaw, and Nightstone felt the pain from Annalithiel's blow
fade. "I am afraid that I cannot get the teeth to regrow," Kirien apologized to her. "Only
the pain to fade."
"That's all right," said Nightstone, feeling talking grow easier even as she did it.
"That's wonderful."
Kirien nodded to her. "Thank you will not mind that I can only heal the pain, and
not the bruising." His hands flitted over the other places on her body where Annalithiel
had beaten her, and each time the rush of coolness soothed away what had been throbbing
centers of agony a moment before. Nightstone sighed and shook her head.
"How does it work? I know that the ilzánai recognize the disease and sing it

away, or sometimes take the sickness into themselves, but I didn't know that you could do
that with pain."
"Oh, we don't really do that," said Kirien. "I'm feeding on it, you could say.
Although some of my patients don't understand what that means and seem compelled to
accuse me of a crime." He looked narrowly at Nightstone.
Nightstone shook her head. "It's just the way you do it," she said. She had seen
many more disgusting things among the Dark, and among the Light too, than fey
creatures that fed on pain. "Why did you join Mitherill, if you just now returned to the
world?"
Kirien sat near her as if happy to stay a while. His face was flushed, Nightstone
realized, and his stomach seemed to have swelled slightly, visible because his frame was
so slight. She shrugged. Whatever works to heal me would hardly be objectionable to me,
she thought.
"Because we want to go home to Ilantra," said Kirien. "And Shadow is being
most stubborn about not letting us in. Mitherill has promised to let us have a place in her
Kingdom, if we serve her people with healing when they need it. That feeds us and
provides us with a home, so it was fairly simple to make the decision."
Nightstone nodded. "And what about the others that came with her? Are they all
from half-destroyed Arvenna?"
"Arvenna was completely destroyed, not only half…"
Nightstone managed to listen, though she was trying to think about several other
things at the same time, and listen to the conversations going on around her, too. She
heard enough to convince her of one thing.
Even if Shadow does manage to hold Ilantra safe, the world outside it has
changed too drastically to ever go back. Destiny's hold is broken, whether or not it wants
to believe that.
Did Change plan this, I wonder?
******
"Nightstone."
Nightstone opened her eyes, expecting to see Cadona. Instead, she saw Mitherill,
standing over her and staring down. Nightstone took her time about stretching and sitting
up, since she'd expected the "Queen" of Ilantra to come and see her before dusk fell, and
she was a little irritated about having her rest disturbed.
Mitherill waited until she was most of the way up, then started tapping her foot.
Nightstone stretched one last time, and then looked at her, inclining her head a little.
"Your Majesty." It cost her nothing to speak the title, except the self-control that it took to
keep from laughing very hard.
"You would have tried to take me with you, and shed my blood on the Corlirin
Plains," said Mitherill. "Did you think I wouldn't find out?"
Nightstone just sat, watching her, and wasn't surprised when Cadona stepped out
of the darkness and stood beside her cousin, watching both of them with high glee.
"Of course Cadona came and fetched me at once," Mitherill went on in
indignation. "How could you have thought of doing such a thing, when you are royal
yourself, the last of the Orlathian royal line?"
"I am not," Nightstone protested mildly. "You both have the royal blood, and
there's at least one more who was turned into a cheetah. And you will both serve nicely to

drive the madness from the Corlirin Plains."
Mitherill looked at Cadona and shook her head, the long white streak in her hair
gleaming in the light of the numerous fires. "She's mad, isn't she?" she asked. "I wanted
to believe she was just Dark, but she's mad."
"Oh, she is," Cadona agreed, sounding entirely serious. "There's one person
who's worse, though."
"Really?" Mitherill sounded interested. "Who's that?"
"You."
Mitherill opened her mouth to protest, but Cadona had already hit her neatly on
the back of the head. She watched without emotion as her cousin's body dropped, then
looked up at Nightstone.
"I brought you what you wanted. Are you happy now?"
Nightstone nodded, and stood. The Crownseekers weren't watching them at the
moment, since they thought there was nowhere they could go through the archers. They
didn't know that most of the shapeshifters were black swans, and they seemed to have
forgotten that a black pegasus would be hard to see against a black sky. "You did well.
Now tell me what the way into Ilantra that you know is."
Cadona laughed, a sound that was high and shrill at first, but which she quickly
tamed down into a snicker. "There never was any way," she said, "not if Light and
Shadow will not help you. I made it up."
Nightstone shrugged. "I suspected that," she said, and then picked up Mitherill,
whistling sharply into the darkness. Two of the transformed shapeshifters, whom
Nightstone had spoken to telepathically the moment she woke up to find the Princesses in
front of her, descended from the darkness and picked up Cadona by her arms.
"What are you doing?" the Princess of Rivendon shrieked.
"What are you doing over there?" Dassen, or one of his people, called.
"Since we can't enter Ilantra," said Nightstone, answering Cadona's question,
"we'll just go right to Orlath and start pouring your blood on the Corlirin Plains."
"But," said Cadona, twisting as the swans pulled her up, "you believed me!"
"I hoped," Nightstone corrected her. "That's not the same thing. I was ready if
you betrayed me. Darkworkers always are." She maneuvered Mitherill into position
across her back, bending slightly, and then changed. She had been afraid of pain, but
Kirien had done his work well, and she felt nothing more than a faint ache as she sprang
into the sky.
By then, of course, the camp knew something was wrong, but the shapeshifters
turning south and east were already beyond sight when they really figured it out.
There were some who were quicker, of course, and Nightstone, glancing back,
could see them flying across the moon.
Elf-horses were hard to see at night, too.

Chapter 39
Training in the Light
"I have not, of course, received a complete training in the Light, but I must
believe it not to be very different from the training I have done with Elle. She is the Light,
or should be. Don't tell anyone I wrote that last part."
-From the journal of Calza, priestess of Elle.
"And this is the way that you should think of the Dark. Not as foulness, not as an
enemy, but as a child who needs guidance. That way, you might show it the way into the
Light, instead of telling it that it can never learn anything and should be forced along the
roads. It is always better when a child learns to walk on his own, don't you think, instead
of being pushed?"
Warcourage nodded. He seemed hypnotized. Ternora reminded herself that he
probably was. She herself was almost hypnotized at the smooth words that came from
Blierrina, who had taken charge of his "education" in the ways of the Light.
They sat on two horses who walked near the front of the line of Doralissan rebels
making their way into the north. Ternora knew the road well, and she eyed it often,
wishing she could just slip away. But she had two problems. The first was that she still
wanted to kill Warcourage, and while Blierrina and Pyeros didn't bother putting tethers on
her, they still watched over him. Ternora hadn't yet figured out a way through their silent,
vigilant protection.
The second problem was Emrissa.
She had come up the other day and suggested impatiently that they just ride off
on Kitten and some mount she could call up, and then continue Ternora's Starwalker
training. But Ternora, who didn't particularly like the idea of sacrificing the closeness to
the Prince of Doralissa that she had begun the Starwalker training in the first place to
obtain, had objected.
Then had come an interesting session when Emrissa chased her around
threatening to cut off the point of Ternora's remaining ear. Pyeros had showed up and
looked at them, though, and at last even Emrissa had been taken into a humble apology.
Ternora was grateful for the assistance, but it made the Doralissans notice her, when she
didn't want to be noticed.
Emrissa was currently riding on the ground, and sulking, even though the jungles
around her were beautiful and the horse she rode one of the high-stepping ones that had
obviously been crossed with elf-horses. Ternora smiled and shook her head, then turned
around to look at Warcourage again.
Perhaps it wasn't such a problem after all. She had been permitted to remain near
him, though not close enough to harm him yet.
And there was the sword.
And there was the fact that she was riding Kitten again, and though the great
ferret couldn't understand why Ternora didn't want her to rise a certain distance above the
group or lose sight of them, she didn't protest. She was too busy scanning the jungle for
food, and sometimes diving and catching snakes, or snapping at birds just to listen to
Ternora scold her.
Ternora held on through the dives, and watched Warcourage, and felt the sword
glowing in her sheath, and waited.

*****
The first interruption to their journey came that evening.
Most of the caravan had settled down, either in sleep or in evening prayers to
Elle. Ternora was aloft, though, and she could see the shape that came flying from the
north, hurtling at a great speed.
She touched Kitten's neck, and the winged ferret stooped down and landed near
the camp with a speed that left Ternora breathless. She was still learning just what the
ferret could do. She patted Kitten in thanks, and then slid off her and hurried over to
Pyeros, who was sharpening his sword. He flowed to his feet when he noticed her. "What
is it, my lady?"
"Something coming from the north," said Ternora. "Something flying. I don't
know what it is, but it looked gray."
Pyeros stood extremely still for a moment, then smiled. "Shadow," he breathed.
"Shadow has come to the battle at last, and I shall pay him back for the death of those I
loved."
Ternora shrugged. She didn't have to actually fight in the battle that would follow,
she knew. But she would like to watch.
Pyeros turned, barking orders, and most of the camp exploded into readiness.
Ternora blinked as humans and half-elves assumed their places with startling speed. It
looked as if they had practiced this again and again. Certainly, when the rearrangement
ended, they were in the perfect positions to resist an attack from the north and above.
Ternora glanced at Pyeros, shaking her head. Every time she thought she knew
him, she learned yet again that she had underestimated him.
The formation waited, until the gray thing was very near. Ternora still couldn't
really make out what it was, until it landed in front of Pyeros's group, and she realized
there was a good reason for that. It had the general outline of a great wolf, but it was
made of shadow, and billowed and rippled with the wind.
It stared at them with eyes that were only hollows in its face for a moment, and
then cleared enough to show burning gold sparks. Ternora caught her breath. This was
Shadow. Of course it was. She supposed it would have been a bit silly to think of anyone
else, but she hadn't been sure that he wouldn't send one of his lesser servants instead of
coming himself.
"Shadow," Pyeros whispered.
Ternora glanced at him uneasily. The man was trembling as if at the approach of
a lover. He paced a step or two forward. Blierrina at once walked up beside him and laid
a hand on his arm. That made Pyeros shake his head and come a little out of the trance.
Then he smiled, which was worse.
"Shadow. You have come to settle the debt at last. I suppose that you want to duel
our Prince?"
"I know that you would like that," said the voice that Ternora remembered- or
almost. It was still male, but kinder, gentler, more cautious. "Then you could offer to duel
me in the Prince's place."
"He's not expert with a sword yet," said Pyeros, edging around his wife, who just
followed him and put her hand on his arm again, as if she were used to this. "And as
Captain of the royal guards, it would be my place." He held his sword up to catch the

light of sunset. "Did you come for that?"
"No," said the wolf. "What I have to say may surprise you, but I do believe that it
needs to be said. I convinced- that is, I spoke to others who might have a say, and they
agree with me." For a moment, his eyes lingered on Ternora, and then turned away. She
wondered if he was talking about Shara.
"There is no one who can have a say in the future of Doralissa but the people of
Doralissa, and the true monarch of the Kingdom," said Pyeros, watching the wolf
intently.
"I know that," said Shadow. "And that is why I will make no attempt to dictate
the future of Doralissa. No matter how well I did, no matter how little, I would offend
someone. Therefore, I am only going to step back and bid you farewell."
"I don't understand," said Pyeros, a small frown crossing his face.
"Shadow is leaving Doralissa," said the wolf, and paused impressively. "Of
course, some of my people may choose to stay here, loving the warmth of the sun and the
jungles in preference to the colder north. I trust that you shall treat them well. I don't want
to have to come south again."
"You- this can't be true," said Blierrina, who seemed to have been startled into
speaking. Pyeros just stared at the shadow-wolf, now and then trembling slightly.
"It is true," said Shadow.
"And why?" another voice asked. Ternora turned her head to see Reweren,
mounted like Emrissa on a high-stepping horse, ride out of the line. He tossed his head
back and regarded the wolf evenly. "Why would you go to so much trouble to
exterminate the Doralissan royal line, only to yield the country back to them without a
protest in twelve years?"
The wolf gazed at Reweren for a moment, and then panted. A lupine smile,
Ternora thought, though she didn't know why. Reweren's question sounded like a
legitimate one to her.
"I have always been more concerned with Ilantra," said Shadow. "And now that
there is a good monarch to be put in place there, if the people there even decide to go
back to a monarchy, then I will not trouble myself with Doralissa- unless you start killing
my people, of course. Don't do that, and I think we should do well."
"This can't be!" Pyeros stepped forward, his hand gripping his sword. "You killed
my son. Your shapeshifters, at least."
Shadow shook his head slowly. "You have known the truth for a long time, my
Lord Pyeros. The King of Doralissa and his family were never the same after
Warcourage's birth. The Destiny overcame their minds, and the last three decisions that
King Steadythrone made showed him to be unworthy of his title. I killed things that were
already dead."
He turned and faded to whispering shadow on the winds. Ternora blinked at
where he had stood, feeling numb. He had made a conquest, had ruled Doralissa for
twelve years- surely he wouldn't just resign it all?
But that is a mortal way to think, she pointed out to herself. He is a great power.
And he really has always cared more for Ilantra. He let Warcourage and me travel south
without interfering. Perhaps he just wanted Ilantra safe, and with that achieved, he was
content to resign Doralissa.
"My lord. My lord."

Ternora looked over, blinking, when she saw Blierrina gently soothing Pyeros.
His head was bowed, and his shoulders shook with sobs. Blierrina stroked his shoulder
and whispered his name. When he finally looked up at her, she shook her head, though
her own eyes were bright with sorrow.
"You knew this could happen. We all knew. We should try, now that it has
happened, to give over our grief and think instead of the good of the country, which we
are in charge of."
"I'm in charge of it."
Ternora looked with loathing at Warcourage, who was sitting up in his saddle
now and appeared impudent. He looked from face to face, and then his belief seemed to
falter when he noticed all their glares. Ternora liked to think it faltered in particular when
his gaze met hers, though she didn't know that for sure.
Ternora sniffed at him and looked back at Pyeros, who hadn't even looked over at
Warcourage to take any notice of what the Prince had said. His eyes were closed and he
was breathing deeply. Then he looked up and nodded.
"Yes, I always knew that this could happen," he said. "I should even have
expected it, since, after all-" For a moment he was silent, and then his mouth twitched.
"Shadow came and conquered the country under protest. He was never happy about his
alliance with the Dark, and he always hated Destiny. That made him decide to play along
with the Dark and conquer Doralissa, but just barely."
Ternora blinked. "I have never heard anyone of the Light sound so reasonable,"
she said.
Pyeros heard her, glanced at her, and then seemed to dismiss her. He looked back
at Blierrina. "You want to continue?"
Blierrina looked up at him with stern eyes. "Of course we must continue. There
will be a monarch on the throne in the end, and if it is our Prince, then he still needs much
training in the Light-"
"What!"
"-and if it is not, then we must find someone else who can rule as soon as
possible," Blierrina finished, without even glancing at Warcourage. "So we must go on to
the north and have contact with the other rebel bands."
Pyeros nodded, then turned and called to the riders, urging them to travel just a
little further north while there was still light. Surely, though slowly, they began to move
again. Ternora hopped thoughtfully on Kitten's back and urged her into the air. Welltrained, all of them.
It was almost a shame, she thought as she trod the air above them, that she served
Shara and hated Warcourage. She could have found much to admire in the Light, enough
that she could have lied her way among them without pause. And then they might have
offered her the Court position, and the jewels that she needed to take care of herself, and
everything would have been all right.
Though, of course, the madness does not seem to be attacking me after all. I
wonder why that is?
******
"Ternora, I need to talk to you."
Ternora looked up, more than a little startled that Warcourage had dared to

approach her. Actually, she thought as she surveyed the boy, she was startled that he had
managed to get out from under the watchful eyes of Blierrina, who seemed to think that
the Prince should be perfect by the time they reached the end of the jungles. Warcourage
looked haggard, and he was gazing pleadingly at her.
"What is it?" Ternora asked.
"I know-" Warcourage looked up as one of the rebels passed, and gave him a
smile that made the rebel actually smile back. Then he sidled in closer to her, and his
ruined hand gripped her arm. "I know that you're an assassin, a Starwalker," he whispered
to her. "I want you to kill someone for me."
"And what can you pay me?" Ternora asked, staring into the jungle and
wondering why these things always happened to her.
"Jewels. Money. Anything you want. I have all the money I need. Reweren
promised me that much."
There was no reason to expect Warcourage to keep his word, but Reweren
certainly would. Ternora closed her eyes for a moment.
And, as if it had been waiting for this moment to emerge, the plan was suddenly
in her head, perfectly formed and gleaming. Ternora caught her breath at its beauty. It was
long and complicated, had many steps, but she knew that she could do it.
She opened her eyes and nodded at Warcourage. "All right. I'll kill Pyeros and
Blierrina for you."
Warcourage blinked. "How did you know it was them?"
Ternora laughed. "Not hard to guess, really. I know you, my Prince." And myself.

Chapter 40
Practicality and Sympathy
"I don't know that anything can change
The evils that in my vision range,
But if something can
It is something known to no man,
Something in the voices of wolves that run
Beyond sight of moon and sun…"
-Supposed song of the shapeshifters of Ilantra.
"Rior?"
Elary looked curiously at the gray wolf asleep on two chairs outside the
infirmary. This was the first day she'd been let out to explore again, since Silar wouldn't
hear of her getting up and walking around until the shadows had almost soothed all the
pain from her burns. Elary was wise enough not to push, but when Silar left to see how
the continuing battle against the Faerie elves was going, Elary took the chance.
She hadn't asked for a mirror, yet. She needed time to get used to how bad the
burns would be.
A pair of golden eyes snapped her back to the present as they opened, and then
the wolf they belonged to stretched. Elary recognized the intelligence in that gaze,
though, and knew she had indeed found Rior. Why he would be sleeping anywhere that
he wanted, though, was a bit more of a puzzle. Usually he stayed on the ground and off
the furniture as a wolf, as though he had imaginary standards about when he should sit
where.
Elary forgot about that in the next moment. Rior looked incredibly weary, more
than she had ever seen him in his shadow form. He stretched and yawned and then leaped
to the ground. As he landed, he stumbled. Elary knelt, using the protection of her own
cane to reach out to him.
Something slammed into her, knocking her to the ground so hard that Elary cried
out in pain. Almost immediately her attacker backed away and allowed her to rise, but by
the time Elary got up again, she was between the healer and Rior. Elary looked into
golden eyes and large teeth and backed away.
The fawn bitch eyed her for a moment, then turned and nudged Rior. He nudged
her back, and for a moment, their heads rested together. Then Rior transformed into
human, gray fur gushing into shadows that reformed briefly into a human body. The fawn
bitch leaned close to the shape of his leg and then stood there, as if she were well-used to
the cool brush of mist on her fur.
"Elary," said Rior, his voice slurring. "I am sorry for that. I should have warned
Garden not to attack anyone who came up to me while I was asleep." The bitch snarled
something, and for a moment he gazed down on her with intense eyes, then relaxed. "Not
that she would have listened."
"Garden?" Elary asked in surprise. She hadn't known that any of the wolves
besides Rior had names in wolf form. Rior had explained that they really had no use for
that kind of thing, when scent would tell them perfectly well. Humans and fey wanted
names; wolves didn't.
Rior's hand rose and swept along Garden's neck, making her fur ruffle towards it.

"Yes. She named herself that." He looked up into her face and smiled. "And she is a born
wolf, not a werewolf. She considers herself my mate and protector, and she doesn't like
others to approach me when I'm sleeping."
"Why were you sleeping?"
Rior hesitated, and Elary waited. She felt a little embarrassed for having asked
the question, but a healer had to be nosy, and if there was something she could do to help,
then she wanted to know about it. No one had told her much of anything lately, under the
pretense of getting her to rest. Elary was becoming tired of it.
"I was tired," Rior said at last, and then laughed when Elary gave him her best
disdainful look.
"I don't believe that for a moment," said Elary, stepping closer.
Garden growled.
Elary blinked and looked at her. Garden showed her teeth suggestively and
moved out a little, as though she were prepared to meet Elary in front of Rior and keep
her away. Elary shook her head and looked back at Rior. "Not a werewolf, you said."
"No. It's complicated. I'll tell you the full story someday, if we have the time."
Rior closed his eyes, and his face abruptly appeared more drawn. "For now, there are
things you should know."
"That implies there are things I shouldn't know."
If Rior had heard her, he gave no sign of it, just went steadily on. "Shadow is
fully committed to defending Ilantra. And I mean fully; he has withdrawn his power from
Doralissa, and from everywhere outside Ilantra." He let out a long breath, then opened his
eyes and seemed to force himself to meet her gaze. "And it is not enough. We are losing,
Elary."
That was not at all what Elary had expected to hear. She blinked at him stupidly.
"What?"
"We are losing," said Rior patiently. "Rennon and the Faerie elves are both here
now, and the Dark will not be long behind them; we think it was hesitating only to decide
what kind of warriors to send at us. All of them have their own reasons to hate Shadow,
and they are hitting us very hard. The defenses are crumbling on the outer borders, and
many, many of our people have died." He bowed his head.
Elary swayed dizzily, and then took one of the chairs that Rior had abandoned.
Garden snarled at her, but Rior hushed her with a quick snarl back, and then knelt in front
of Elary.
"Are you all right? Did I-"
Elary shook her head, then roused herself with a further sharp shake. "I was being
silly," she said. "Now. I want all the details that you can give me- all the details that
wouldn't compromise what you're trying to do."
"That may not be necessarily the same thing," said Rior.
Elary might have tried exploding, but Garden was standing there and baring her
teeth, and Elary really didn't think it would be a good idea. She nodded shortly. "Very
well. Then tell me what you can without compromising your plans."
"Even that is not very much," said Rior. "It is simple, really. The battle continued
while you recovered, and we are losing." He shut his eyes. "I know that sounds too bare,
too simple, but it is what is happening."

"How could the elves destroy a great power, though?" Elary asked. "Or even the
gods or the other great powers? I don't see how either could lessen Shadow. They're either
smaller than he is or only equal to him, aren't they?"
"If you want to kill a god," said Rior softly, "you deprive him of worshippers.
That won't kill a great power. They continue existing even if they're shut out of the world,
as Shadow showed me." A faint, brief smile flickered on his lips, and then died. "But if
you want to kill a great power, then you must eliminate that which he is the great power
of."
"Shadows?"
Rior nodded and opened his eyes. "Probably no other alliance could have done
that, but Rennon and the Dark can. Bring down the night, and alternate it with the noon
sun- both times when shadows are at their smallest. And end the dusk and the dawn, the
times when the shadows are at their longest. It doesn't take that much, really. It was the
implications of a world without Shadow that kept them from going after him before this."
"But what will happen if he dies or is destroyed?" Elary leaned her head back
against the chair. The world was reeling around her, and she was almost sure that wasn't
supposed to happen.
"You're weak, and tired," said Rior solicitously. "I'll stop."
"No," said Elary as fiercely as she could, managing to open her eyes, which had
somehow slipped shut. "I'm well, truly. And I want you to tell me more about this. What
will happen if they destroy Shadow?"
Rior's eyes fell away from her. Elary guessed the next words were hard for him to
get out, and several times when he almost spoke, Garden snarled and interrupted him. He
finally snarled back at her, and his mate lay down beside him and regarded Elary with
mistrustful eyes.
"Then we will all be in trouble," said Rior. "There will be no shadows left in the
world, only absolute light and darkness, night and day, and the clash between the two.
There would be no dusk."
"But- they can't do that!"
Rior smiled, a more open smile than the ones he'd given so far, but also far more
bitter. "Why not? They have the power, and they have what they think are sufficient
reasons. The Dark was allied with Shadow, and is terribly displeased about the way he's
acted by betraying that alliance. Rennon is tired of seeing his worshippers punished and
driven by the worshippers of Elle, and Shadow's allied with Elle. They would try to
destroy him for that."
"But don't they know what a world without shadows would be like?" Elary
exclaimed.
"Not really," said Rior, "because no one does, except maybe Time mages." He
sighed and floated back to his feet. "Shadow is trying to do something that may lessen the
risk of this, but I have to be with him for it to work."
"He's doing that in the middle of defending Ilantra and losing?"
"Oh, yes." Rior closed his eyes. "Do you know how much I wish I could run into
the forests as a wolf at the moment and just stay there?"
"Can't you?"

Rior shook his head. "Of course not. The forests are in danger from Rennon's fire
and the riding of the Faerie elves. They have called the Hunt again and again in the last
few days. They will be places of darkness and terror now, and I would not go into them
even if my lord did not need me."
"What does he need you for?"
Rior's face closed, and he turned his back on her. "I have told you what I can, my
lady," he said. "I hope you will not misuse it."
He drifted down the hall, with Garden pacing beside him. Elary thought about
standing and following them, but the wolf bitch glanced back at her and bared her teeth
again, without a sound, which was somehow more frightening than the snarl. Elary
remained seated, and watched them walk away.
She was sitting there like that when Silar found her, picked her up without a
word, and carried her back to the infirmary. Even without wings, she still had the muscles
in her chest and arms that flying had given her.
Elary laid her head on Silar's shoulder and let the tears come. For a long time,
Silar only rocked her, and didn't demand an answer.
********
Elary opened her eyes to find Silar still sitting beside her, staring out the window.
She blinked, for a moment certain that she must be in the middle of one of the dreams she
had used to use to comfort herself. This was a dream of joy, obviously, because Silar was
smiling and looked happy.
"Silar?"
The kiness woman started and turned towards her, and now Elary could see that
she was endeavoring to hide the smile behind a mask of sorrow. "Elary," she said gently,
squeezing her hand. "How you are feeling?"
"Better," said Elary. "But I would feel better still if you would tell me why you're
hiding your emotions."
"Hiding my emotions?" Silar gave her a charmingly confused glance, which
didn't fool Elary at all.
"You were smiling when I woke up. I think that I deserve an explanation for that,
don't you? I just received the most horrible news I can imagine, and you're grinning as
though you heard a great joke."
"You can imagine many things more awful, if you try," said Silar encouragingly.
"Think about never being able to heal again, for example. Or what would happen if I had
been awake in time to stop you from making your insane decision to save me." She
frowned at Elary's burns.
Elary almost let herself get distracted into an argument about that, but Silar was
using the distraction a little too obviously. "Silar."
"What?" Silar glanced up at her.
"Rior told you. He must have. You know that Shadow is being conquered, and
that all of us are going to die."
Silar closed her eyes. "I wish that I could tell you the truth, Elary," she said
wistfully. "But I can't."
"And why is that!" Elary shouted. She caught a glance from Lorien across the
infirmary, who stood by a patient trying to sleep off the last effects of wildfire fever, and

lowered her voice. "Sorry. But why in the world would you feel that you couldn't tell me,
Silar?"
"Because," said Silar, "you were saying that you thought Shadow should talk to
Luden, and that his claims weren't that unreasonable."
Elary stared at her. "Does Shadow really think that I would betray his secrets to
Luden?" she asked, her throat hurting for some reason. It was probably the tears she was
holding back, she thought.
"Of course not," said Silar gently. "He just thinks- well, he thinks that Luden
might do something to stop him, not necessarily out of vengeance but because he'll think
that Shadow shouldn't do it. And you would do the same thing." Some hint of real anger
touched her eyes. "And I think he's right. You do interfere even when you know that you
shouldn't, Elary."
"I saved your life."
"And endangered your own!" This time, it was Silar who won the glare from
Lorien, and she nodded to him and leaned in close to Elary, her words an intense hiss. "I
can never express my gratitude to you all for you've done. And I'll never forget that you
could have died, that you were willing to die so that I could live."
"So?" Elary asked. "That's what healers do."
"Not ilzán healers," said Silar flatly. "Yes, helping me in battle with disease is one
thing, and if you had saved me from a sickness I wouldn't think to complain. But you
intervened in my death, which had nothing to do with disease. I talked to Lorien about
that. He said it's not usual. You endangered yourself in a way that not just any healer
would have done, Elary, so you can't use that excuse about preserving life. Lorien said
that the full-blooded ilzánai were willing to let me die, because they knew they had to
save their strength for people who actually could recover. And that would have been the
decision I expected you to make, too."
Elary stared at her. "And at the same time you're glad that I didn't make that
decision," she said, shaking her head.
"Yes." Silar sat back and flashed her a smile. "It's complicated." The smile faded.
"But the problem is, it showed me something I hadn't known about you, something I
would never even have suspected. You had a streak of practicality, I thought, but you
have one of sympathy that's bigger. You were willing to abandon Mitherill in the end, and
I suppose that obscured, for me, how long you'd stuck with her." Silar leaned close to her
again. "Shadow's plan will work, but it needs absolute trust for it to work. He can use
Rior, who does trust him that way, and he can use me, since I approve of the sacrifices
that his plan entails. You wouldn't trust that way. You would try to intervene on some
pretext or other. So would Luden. Do you see?"
"Not really, but I know that you won't tell me," said Elary softly, closing her eyes.
Silar squeezed her shoulder. "One of two things will happen soon," she said.
"Either the plan will become necessary and you'll see what it means anyway, or Shadow
will manage to win, and then we can tell you because it won't need to happen."
Elary kept her eyes closed. Silar lingered beside her for a while, then sighed and
departed.
Elary expected to lie awake and fret. Instead, she was rather surprised to find
herself falling into a deep and comfortable sleep.
It was probably something Shadow had done, she decided later.

Chapter 41
The Chase
"The Hunt rides and does not give up. Even now I can hear the pounding of
hooves in my ears."
-Talam Empresan, on the Hunt of the elves.
"They're not going to stop chasing us, are they?"
Nightstone shook her head at Ilarsa. She was still breathing harshly, given the
pace at which she'd pushed herself as well as the rest of the command. "No," she said,
when she thought she had enough breath back not to sound like a gasping idiot. "They're
not."
She watched as the elf-horses wheeled again and again across the moon,
seemingly looking for a place to scan for them. They were still deep in the Rashars,
though, now on the border between Orlath and Arvenna, and there were too many caves
and peaks and hill-crests. The chances weren't great that the elves would spot them here
in this sheltered dale.
But these were elves they were dealing with, Nightstone realized, and just at that
moment she heard a shout in what was almost certainly Annalithiel's voice. The elfhorses turned towards them, though they came flying south as if considering other places
than the dale.
"Ilarsa," said Nightstone quietly, her eyes on the flight, "I am going to give you a
chance to turn aside now, and take the others with you."
Ilarsa stared at her. "What? Why?"
Nightstone stared directly at her. "I will take the two Princesses. I can carry them
both, as long as I don't actually rest for long enough to let my muscles cramp up on me. I
am bound to try and use them for the purpose that we took them for. But that doesn't
mean that the rest of you have to die with me in this chase."
"It could mean that you don't have to die, either," Ilarsa pointed out. "Just leave
the Princesses. We can take them again, later, when we know that the elves had gotten
bored and left. It's bound to happen eventually."
Nightstone smiled in spite of herself at the words of a fey woman about elves. Of
course, sometimes even the other fey distrusted elves, so that might be the cause. "I can't
leave them. Shadow gave me ten days. I would be back in Ilantra in two days if I was
keeping my word."
"We can't cross the borders of Ilantra."
"I still want to keep my word."
"Why?"
Nightstone sighed. "Because there's no way that I'm good to Shadow's cause,
otherwise. I promised to reclaim Orlath with royal blood if I could, and suggested this
plan. Shadow found it a good one, and allowed me to take a troop of his people and fly
away. I wouldn't like to come back empty-handed."
"Shadow doesn't care, you know," said Ilarsa quietly. "He took me into his
service and kept me there, and all that I'd done until then was ask for the gift of
shapeshifting."
"I know," said Nightstone. "Call it a legacy from being a Darkworker. I do need

to try something, or I won't be easy in my mind."
"Won't this get you killed?"
Nightstone rolled up a sleeve to point to a bruise on her arm. "Annalithiel did this
to me. I think she has a personal grudge against me, and would chase me whether or not I
left the Princesses."
Ilarsa considered that for a moment. Then she said, "I will stay, but we should
start flying now."
"And the others?"
"Let me talk to them," said Ilarsa. "I know them better than you do, and I know
what will make them decide quickly." She turned back to the others, and Nightstone stood
watching the elf-horses come. She was sure now that though Annalithiel had seen
something, some flash of movement, she couldn't have seen it closely, or the flight would
already have swooped down.
She touched her back, and winced. The arrow wound had begun to ache again,
probably from all the hard flapping her wings were doing. At least she would probably be
able to land again after this and not have to move for a long time.
One way or the other.
Far more quickly than she had expected, Ilarsa was back at her side, and
frowning. "The others are split, my lady. Some of them want to stay with you, and the
others want more reassurances that it would be safe if they did, or that the elves would
really only keep after you."
"No time," said Nightstone quietly, and transformed again. That hurt, as it hadn't
since the first time. Nightstone took it as a sign that she was exhausted and hungry, and
really shouldn't be flying like this on an empty stomach.
It was just one more in a long list of things she shouldn't be doing, though, and so
she accepted it, trotting forward and taking up Cadona's motionless form again. If the
worst came to the worst and she had to choose between the two Princesses, then she
would take Cadona, whose blood was half Orlathian.
Ilarsa and another swan snatched Mitherill's arms, and then flew into the air after
her. Nightstone glanced back and saw most of the line following them. Others remained
tucked in the rocks.
"Alya!"
There it was, the cry of the elven Hunt from the stories. Nightstone bent her
muscles to their task, and tried not to think about either the ones she was leaving behind
or the ones she was leading into danger.
What she needed to think about now was flying.
******
Nightstone?
Nightstone came out of her daze. They were still flying over the Rashars, she
knew that, but she had stopped seeing individual mountains some time ago. Now they
just blended into the same mass of rushing gray stone.
Nightstone, Ilarsa repeated. We should watch out. We're in dragon territory.
Nightstone considered that for a moment, at least as best as she could flapping
along above ground and half-drunk with tiredness. Dragon territory. They were in dragon
territory. Why hadn't she thought of that before? Of course to reach Orlath, they would

need to go through one of the most populated dragon territories in the Rashars. She hadn't
thought of that.
She was an idiot.
Nightstone shook her head powerfully. She wouldn't call herself that, not now!
She looked over her shoulder at Ilarsa, who still pulled grimly along with her feet hooked
under Mitherill's arms and her hair in her beak. You are tired. We are all tired. We could
not survive faster flying.
But we could not let the elves catch us.
I know. Nightstone closed her eyes. She liked plans. She didn't like improvising.
She had always detested those leaders of the Dark, like Artaen, who could somehow
adapt to every circumstance that came along and be just as well off as they were before,
or sometimes even better. She hated what she would have to do now. Follow me towards
one of the larger caves.
That would trap us.
You will see. If Nightstone tried to lay out her plan now, she would have to spend
almost as much time explaining it as implementing it.
Ilarsa made a squawk Nightstone could hear even in her head, but followed
Nightstone as she soared for one of the larger caves. Nightstone was sure that she could
feel a few swans dropping off, unwilling to risk their necks on whatever crazy plan their
leader had come up with.
Nightstone could hardly blame them, really, though she wished a few more
would stay. She could use the support, and Mitherill might well need the support in the
air.
She made a snorting noise that sounded like a giggle even to her, and then felt
Cadona stir on her back. Well, if the girl was sane- and she had proved herself that so far,
with even the addition of cleverness- then she would realize her position and not do
anything that would get her bucked off.
Nightstone spoke to Ilarsa as they neared the cave. I'm going into it. If I don't
come out in five minutes, then fly to Orlath with Mitherill, and spill her blood on the
ground for me, to win back a small patch of land. Just do that in my memory.
NightstoneNightstone ducked into the cave, riding high between the stalactites. Without any
doubt, the cave was a dragon lair. It was big enough to admit a dragon, one sure sign, and
Nightstone could smell the almond-cinnamon stink that she had never known dragons
had until she was gifted with a pegasus's nose. Funny, she could live centuries and
sometimes things still surprised her.
Like how far she was willing to go.
She sped faster and faster ahead, and the winds whipping all around her dropped
from a howl to a steady thrum. Nightstone flew as hard as she could, spending her wings
in the last push. She would be right or she would be dead in a short while. It wouldn't
matter what happened then.
She saw it at the end of five minutes. A pair of golden eyes opened ahead of her
and regarded her steadily.
Nightstone spun neatly in front of the gray dragon and kicked her in the snout.
A cloud of thorns at once roared past her, and Nightstone lowered herself closer
to the ground and flew. The dragon was coming after her, and she thought she wouldn't be

fast enough, but the dragon was flapping her wings as she roused, and that wind seized
Nightstone and tossed her ahead. She spread her wings and gave the giggle-snort again,
ignoring Cadona's shrieking.
Nightstone reached the mouth of the cave much more quickly than she had gone
in. She knew the dragon was right behind her, and Ilarsa and the other swans were dots
on the horizon, very far from helping her.
She did not care. She hovered, and waited until the elf-horses were close enough
to see her and the Princess on her back. The triumph in Annalithiel's eyes was clear from
that distance, too.
"Do you think that you can live through this?" the elf asked, readying something
that looked like a sword but might have been a spear, since she was going to throw it.
"Do you think that your precious Shadow can live through the attacks happening on his
precious Ilantra?"
Nightstone looked blearily towards Ilantra. A light filled the skies there, too,
bright sunlight, and for the first time she was aware that it was still night everywhere else.
She gave a weary snort.
"Do you think that you can do anything to us now?"
Nightstone felt a rumble at her back, and she dropped.
The timing was perfect. The gray dragon burst into the air above her, and the first
cloud of thorns that she breathed swept towards Annalithiel and cut the elf to pieces even
as she prepared to throw her weapon. The cloud turned, cutting the other elves as they
tried to fly, since it obeyed the will of the dragon who had breathed it. The dragon herself
hovered in midair and roared. Nightstone suspected she knew that the pegasus who had
kicked her was not there, but she didn't seem to care all that much, in the fun of chasing
and consuming the elf-horses. And perhaps the elf-horses were enough like the pegasi to
satisfy her; Nightstone didn't know.
She lay in the snow, her wings splayed out on either side of her, Cadona draped
across her back. She almost thought it would be worth it to turn human again, so that at
least her wings wouldn't ache so fiercely, but the fur provided her with better protection
against the cold. So she lay still, and watched as the dragon chased and hunted until the
elf-horses were out of sight or she had eaten them. Then she hovered in the middle of the
air, looking around importantly.
"What's she doing?" Cadona whispered. "Isn't she coming back? Shouldn't we
move?"
If they flew, she would see them at once. Nightstone lay still.
The dragon flapped her wings hard, and then a massive pile of feces plopped into
the snow. She yawned, stretched her wings again, and wheeled in a circle, breathing
another cloud of thorns for the sake of it. Then she turned and flew back into the cave.
Nightstone was almost sure those great golden eyes raked across her as the
dragon went, but if so, she didn't stay to do anything about it. She simply flew into the
cave and settled there, licking her claws and rumbling for a moment more before the
length of the passage hid her growls from Nightstone's ears.
Only then did Nightstone pull herself up, grimly, and glad that Rior had insisted
she should learn how to run on four legs. She began to trot, the sounds of her hooves
muffled by the snow and, she thought, the sound of Cadona's mind working overtime.
"You protected me," said Cadona. "You saved my life, when you could have left

me for the dragons or the elves. The elves might even have stopped chasing you if you
had let me go."
Nightstone was too tired to speak telepathically to the girl, even if it would have
worked, and besides, she would let Cadona believe what she liked. She had saved Cadona
for the blood, of course, which was no good if it did not stay in her veins until Nightstone
needed it. She stepped over a stone and found herself looking down another long expanse
of hillside.
Then wings sounded above her, and Nightstone looked up to see Ilarsa flying
down towards her, skimming softly as she landed. For a moment, they looked at each
other.
Then Ilarsa transformed and said, "I'll call someone to take the Princess." A
squawk called other swans from the sky, who dealt not at all gently with Cadona's attempt
to run away, to Nightstone's weary delight.
Nightstone shivered, but did not transform back, just trotted beside Ilarsa as the
fey led her towards their hiding place. Her wings ached fiercely. She wanted nothing so
much as sleep.
"You did it," said Ilarsa. "Found some way to protect us not just for now, but to
make sure the elves wouldn't chase us again."
Nightstone snorted.
"I won't doubt you again."
Nightstone snorted.
Ilarsa said some more nonsense, but Nightstone didn't answer it, and when they
reached the hiding place she just locked her legs and went to sleep the way a horse
would, wrapped in blackness where silly fey and Princesses couldn't bother her.

Chapter 42
Frustrated Prophecies
"Sometimes- not often, mind you- a prophecy will turn on the one who originated
it, and try to attack them, because there is a chance that it might not come true due to
their actions. This is why the priestesses of Elle are the only ones able to handle the
telling of the future. The others might not have the protection of the goddess, or might go
insane when the prophecy begins to turn on them."
-Ameriand, in the book The History of Prophecies in the Kingdoms.
"Here we are."
Olumer nodded absently, his gaze fixed on the mountain that he had recognized
the moment they began to fly above it. He had been here before, even if he had been
rather preoccupied with other things, like finding out that he was a full-blooded
silvereyes, at the time.
The subtle glitter in the air would be the Silver Stair, he thought. He glanced
behind them once, and saw the snow leopard still loping determinedly along. Silverheart
had climbed the ladder to follow Cadona, and would probably climb it again.
"Will you come with us?" Olumer asked, turning his attention back to Pannerel.
"Or will you leave again?"
The elf was silent, which surprised Olumer. He had expected a flippant answer,
or a shrug and a grin, since in the past Pannerel hadn't warned someone when he was
about to abandon them. But this time he stayed silent until the glittering was close, and
then let out a long, loud sigh.
"I want to leave," he confessed, with an openness that Olumer would never have
dreamed of from him. "I want to go back to the earth dragon and make sure that he's
settling in nicely, that the rock of the mountains is not unduly harsh for him. But at the
same time, I want to see this through."
"And the impulses are of equal strength?" Olumer asked, curious.
Pannerel nodded.
Olumer snorted and looked ahead. It makes sense that an elf would only make
sense when he's confused.
They landed easily on the mountain slope below the Silver Stair, since Pannerel
intended to let the elf-horses fly away and not take them into the other world. Olumer slid
off and faced the Stair for a moment, breathing hard. In a short time, he would be back in
the presence of the greatest evil he had ever experienced. Estora and Kestian were
annoying, but mere irritants compared to this.
He felt a hand on his arm, and looked up to see that Helian was giving him a
strained smile. She sighed and looked at the Stair as though it led to a gallows.
"Shall we?" she asked.
"You're coming with me?" Olumer asked, studying her. He had been sure that she
would want to stay here, since this was human business and didn't have much to do with
her.
Helian gave him a sharp look. "Of course. You are my mate. Where did you think
that I would be?"
Olumer grinned at her, and reached out to place one hand on the silver ladder that
led into the other world.

The reaction was immediate. The air filled with sharp light, and there came a
clicking sound, so like silvereyes claws meeting that Olumer flung himself away from the
ladder and into a roll in the snow. He came up panting, his gaze darting from spot to spot.
He didn't know who would have tried to hurt him, and yet he couldn't conceive that it had
been an accident, either.
He saw the bright flash of a pair of crystal blades as they shot back to either side
of the ladder, and then vanished. He frowned, standing up. A trap? But why not just roll
up the Silver Stair and hide it in the way that it had been hidden until Cadona found out,
if someone didn't want others having access to the world?
"That was a warning."
Olumer jumped and looked at Pannerel. "What was a warning?" he asked, since
the elf was staring off into the distance and might not have seen the swords made of light,
for all he knew.
"That spell," said Pannerel, proving he had paid attention after all. He turned his
head and fixed Olumer with brilliant eyes. "Something left this as a warning to anyone
who wanted to climb the ladder, and to sound a warning to itself. And I think it is coming
now," he added, turning his head and looking to the west.
Olumer looked up and saw a bright tail of flame marking the sky. He prepared
himself to fight whatever it was- probably a Scarlet mage, from the looks of things.
Then the figure landed in front of him, and Olumer found that all he could do was
stare. The figure was a bird, a phoenix, with shining red and gold feathers and bright blue
eyes. It regarded him with steady dislike, and then twisted its head to the side and looked
at Pannerel. It squawked irritably.
The elf just bowed, with all the solemnity due a Queen. "I assume that you were
meant to meet someone here, were you not?" he asked.
The phoenix's head drooped, its flames melting a hole in the snow.
Pannerel made a soothing sound. "You should know that yours was not the only
prophecy disrupted," he said, and reached out fearlessly to stroke the phoenix's head. Of
course, his hand didn't burn, so perhaps he didn't have much to fear after all. "All of them
have lost their Heirs, and all of them will wander through the world, seeking until they
find them again."
"Would you mind telling me what this means?" Olumer asked, keeping his voice
as polite as possible. Pannerel was still an elf, after all, no matter how sane he was acting
at the moment.
"Of course." Pannerel turned and smiled at him. "This is the phoenix who should
have met Cadona in the Western Crescent and guided her to the Silver Stair. That was
what her prophecy meant."
"But she didn't-"
"No." Pannerel shook his head. "She was on track until the prophecy that bound
all four royals exploded, with the death of the Princess Alliana. Then it could be
disrupted, and it was." He paused. "It's possible that Cadona might still have found the
phoenix, but she didn't come to the part of the mountains where it was until it was too
late, and then she found the Stair on her own."
Olumer shook his head and stared at the phoenix, still with its crest bowed over
the snow. "And what does she want now? I don't know where Cadona is, if that's what she
wants to know."

The phoenix looked up and glared at him with bright eyes, but for what was not
entirely clear.
"No," said Pannerel quietly. "She set herself as guardian over the ladder, hoping
that Cadona might come back with you. But she has not, and so the phoenix will leave
again, hoping to find Cadona, wherever she is."
"I thought Cadona had her telepathic companion," said Olumer, looking behind
them for Silverheart. He believed he saw the snow move, and nodded grimly. The leopard
was still following them.
"The phoenix would have been her friend, and maybe even her true guardian."
Pannerel paused. "I can't see it now. The future fades in the presence of what really did
happen."
Olumer sighed. "Destiny didn't plan well, did it?"
The phoenix took off as if his words had been a goad, and flew away across the
mountains, calling in a melancholy, beautiful tone. Olumer followed her with his eyes for
a moment, then looked back at Pannerel as he started to declaim.
"Destiny planned as well as it could. It had no reason to think that the prophecy
would break, since it thought it was protecting all four royal Heirs against destruction."
Pannerel shrugged. "It was wrong about one of them, and protecting a peasant instead, as
you well know."
"Yes."
Pannerel nodded. "And all it took was that one interference. Then the prophecy
that bound all four together fell apart, and now the other prophecies are falling apart or
have fallen." For a moment, his voice and face were so enigmatic that Olumer could not
tell how he was feeling at all. "And no one can tell what will happen. The Heirs are fit to
die now, and with them would die the royal lines of the Kingdoms."
Olumer shivered for a moment, and then the prickle of claws on his arm fetched
him back to the present. He turned and grinned at Helian, leaning forward to nuzzle her
face with his own.
Those were human things. He was going to deal with the last of the human things
that specifically concerned him, and then he would be free, he promised himself.
This is my line, now. Not the royal line of Rivendon. This is the line that I owe
protection and guardianship to, my pack.
*******
Olumer blinked as he sat up in the world where the Hall stood. He was used to it
looking suitably blank and snowy, but now he could see that the snow had melted in
some places and left behind glowing grass. He looked the question at Pannerel, who
stood beside him.
Pannerel shrugged. "Your world controls this one. Perhaps it alters to reflect
Faean. Or perhaps the removal of evil from it meant that it could start to blossom."
Olumer frowned thoughtfully as they walked in the direction of the Hall. Helian
gamboled around them, chasing butterflies that sped from flower to flower. "And what
will happen when I remove the sword from Lyli's heart, do you think? Will the Kings and
Queens just drop?"
Pannerel shook his head. "I think it more likely they will come back here. You
can't really destroy them, because they weren't destroyed when they were sleeping here.
Remove the source of their power, and they would sleep again."

Olumer shuddered. "So we could be destroyed, if we don't take the proper
precautions before they appear again."
"Probably," Pannerel agreed, smiling at a butterfly.
Olumer sank into deep thought. Was there a way that they could resist the Kings
and Queens when they appeared again? He knew he would not listen to any words that
Idona might speak, but he still didn't think that he could really fight her.
I must figure something out. And soon, he added, as Helian raced another circle
around them. I would not have her die.
Eventually, it occurred to him that he was still thinking like a human, trying to
pick some complicated situation or plan out of the air. There was a simpler solution, and
so he turned and chose it.
"Would you help me fight the Kings and Queens when they come back?" he
asked Pannerel.
The elf looked at him, his face gentle and quiet, his eyes wide and golden, and
said nothing.
"Well?" Olumer insisted after a moment. Human impatience was much harder to
let go of than some of the other things he had won back.
Pannerel bowed his head. "It would take me a long time to think about that," he
said. "After all, you know that I have my own concerns, and the concerns of the elves are
not the concerns of the rest of the fey."
"I know that. But what are yours?"
Pannerel gave him a slow, delighted smile. "You would like to know what my
concerns are?"
Olumer blinked, but reminded himself to keep it simple. It would be a human
who would insist on taking the elf's question at more than face value. "Yes, I would like
to know what your concerns are. I feel that I don't really know you," he added. "After all,
you came into the world like the rest of the Faerie elves, with the intent to destroy or
reclaim it, but you don't seem to want that now."
Pannerel shook his head, pale hair drifting in a new breeze that sprang up and
then settling back. "I don't want that," he said quietly. "I have learned too much about
Faean. It is too beautiful the way it is, alive and full of mortals, to destroy. And yet I do
not know that I can go back to Faerie and my people. They are very angry about the elves
who died, and gave in to vengeance. I never did."
"You aren't angry about the elves who died?" This Olumer didn't think he could
comprehend, human or fey. After all, he would be angry if someone attacked his pack as
a silvereyes or his family as a human.
Pannerel spread his hands and held them out in front of him. The gesture looked
helpless, but the stern tone of his words and the way that he looked spoke of anything but
helplessness.
"They are dead. They will not come back, any more than dead humans or fey do,
and it is a human idea to think that they would want vengeance. They didn't know that
they died in the middle of a dance between the great powers and the gods, and they didn't
serve any cause by dying."
"They were innocent, then," Olumer murmured, thinking he understood the elves
a little better than he had.
Pannerel shook his head. "I don't think you understand. There was no one who

intended to kill us all of. We were a side casualty of the war between the gods. They
understood that they could use us sacrifices to Elle's anger, and that way they would spare
their own people."
"Doesn't that make it more horrible?" Olumer asked.
"No. Rather less. If someone was fighting us to kill all the Faerie elves, then I
would have no choice but to try to struggle, whether or not I was interested in avenging
my dead comrades. After all, they might want to kill me, too. But this way, I know that it
was only one of those things that happens."
"There was a reason for it."
"An explanation," Pannerel corrected very gently. "Not a reason. There was
nothing that my people did, no crime. This was not punishment. Nor was it deliberate.
The gods didn't think all that much of us. They didn't hate us, didn't want to destroy us, as
I have heard Annalithiel proclaim. They were just ignoring us, and using us as they saw
fit."
"But- that's horrible." Olumer shivered, actually colder after Pannerel's
explanation than he had been before it.
"Is it?" Pannerel's eyes were wide and guileless. "Why?"
"It's an explanation, and not a reason," said Olumer. "At least, if it was a
punishment, then you would know it was your fault, and if someone hated you and
wanted to destroy all the Faerie elves, then you would know it wasn't. Isn't it comfortless,
not having someone to blame?"
Pannerel laughed. "Isn't it limiting, looking for someone to blame?" he asked
curiously. "I would have thought that you would understand me, because you didn't seek
vengeance, yourself. You went back to the silvereyes and became fey again, instead of
trying to kill Cadona or Idona."
Olumer sighed. "I don't know why I do what I do, some of the time."
Pannerel nodded. "And I know my own motives, and I shouldn't."
"Why not?"
Pannerel frowned for the first time. "It's not natural for an elf," he said, "and
that's the only way I can explain it." He trotted ahead of Olumer, skimming through the
snow that remained and dancing.
Olumer watched him, a little disquieted. He glanced at Helian, whom he knew
had come up behind him without looking, and she watched the elf in silence, echoing his
thoughts when he finally voiced him.
"There goes the strangest of the fey."
Olumer looked at Pannerel's back, and had to nod. He wondered if even other
elves would understand him.
And I know my own motives, and I shouldn't.
Olumer shook his head. He didn't think he would solve this mystery. And not
because it wasn't meant to be solved, but just because he didn't understand it.

Chapter 43
Lord of the Heights
"There are several Lords of the Heights that you must beware of in Dalzna. There
is cold, and snow, and the mountain lion. And, of course, there is Death, who still
watches and waits and longs for his country back."
-Tales of the Sisters of Dalzna.
"Kymenos?"
Kymenos looked up slowly. There had to be a reason that Norianna was speaking
aloud instead of in his head, but he didn't know what it was. She had warned him that
speaking too loudly in this part of the mountains might bring the snow down on their
heads, and he had no reason to doubt her. Yet here she was, almost shouting. He slowly
tied up his trousers and finished cleaning his hands on a clump of snow; she had shouted
just as he finished pissing.
Norianna continued talking. "I think that we should make it to Nafair in a few
days. Little more."
Kymenos moved towards her, hiding behind boulders, wondering if an Illusion
mage had managed to fool the talking sword into thinking he was Kymenos. But she
would only have had to touch his mind to realize the truth, so Kymenos didn't think that
was it.
He understood when he saw the immense black hound standing not far from
Sykeen and the terrified mare. The horses weren't that interesting to Death, Norianna
would baffle him as to whether she was really alive, and Talazh was unconscious and
slung across the mare's back; Death's hound might mistake him for a sack. But Kymenos
would be easily visible.
Kymenos ducked back as those silver eyes started to turn in his direction; the
hound had been staring at Norianna in perplexity until he came up. He knew it wouldn't
be long, though. Already the hound was trotting forward, its paws crunching softly,
heavily, in the snow.
Kymenos. Norianna spoke tensely in his head. I had thought to decoy it away
from you, perhaps make it think that the fifth member of our group was invisible or dead,
but it won't work. I need you to hold very, very still.
Why?
No time for questions.
Kymenos considered that. He had some chance of living if Norianna's plan
worked, he supposed, and she probably needed him quiet for that. So he did stand still as
the hound snuffled up to the rock behind which he stood, and then started to come around
it. Kymenos could feel the cold that flowed before it, the cold not of ice or snow but
something more profound, the nothingness that followed on the heels of dying.
Norianna came into view, hovering above his head. Kymenos could feel heat
coming from her, but for long moments she didn't seem to be doing anything else.
The black snout of the hound started to appear around the corner.
To meet their eyes was to die, it was said.
Kymenos closed his eyes. Perhaps that would buy him a few moments, though he
knew the hound would just wait, patient as the power he served, until he was able to look
Kymenos in the eye.

Norianna struck then.
Kymenos felt a brief flash travel past him, and the sensation of heat replaced the
cold that Death's hound had stolen. The dog screamed, and Kymenos sagged to the
ground, his hands over his ears. He had never heard anything like that before. The dog
was screaming as if something that was its exact opposite, forged only for destroying it,
had met it and was clawing it apart.
Kymenos rolled over and looked. There was another dog facing Death's hound,
exactly as big, but white where this one was black, and golden-eyed where this one was
silver. It trotted forward, loosing a rumbling growl, and Death's hound backed away from
it, then turned and fled.
The white one bounded after it.
Kymenos lay there for a while, until Norianna floated over his head and said,
"You can get up, now."
Kymenos stood, brushing rock dust and snow from his trousers, and asked her as
calmly as he could, "What in the name of the cold was that?"
"I called on Life for a favor," said Norianna casually. "Not that she does that kind
of thing, usually, but she's been watching ever since Death sent its hounds into Dalzna. If
he wins back this country, then she'll have to contend with him more strongly than she
does now. So she keeps an eye on the balance, and she did something that might keep it
from slipping right away." Norianna sighed. "Now, of course, I owe her a favor, and she'll
probably demand it at some inconvenient time, such as when we're about to get on the
ship. Life's like that."
Kymenos coughed to conceal a smile, then noticed something she had said. "We
get on the ship?"
"Well, yes."
"I told you that I was going back to Serian," said Kymenos, "to find out if
everyone has gone mad, or if it's just the Star Circle."
Norianna was silent for a long moment, floating at his shoulder as he went back
and checked on the horses. Sykeen snorted and whinnied and wanted to rub his head on
Kymenos's shoulder, which Kymenos allowed up to a point before shoving his nose away
and mounting. Talazh had slept through the whole thing, and the mare had finally stopped
trembling and followed Sykeen's lead. Norianna floated in the same position the whole
time, just a few feet above Kymenos's shoulder.
Then Norianna said, "Yes. Of course. You would want to go back to Serian. But
the Crownkillers are hunting you, you know."
Kymenos sent her an incredulous glance. Of course, part of the problem with
talking to a speaking sword was that she wore no expression, so that he couldn't see if his
look had had any effect. "That had somehow managed to escape my attention," he said
dryly. "I was running through the mountains towards Nafair and worrying about killing
Dalznans for no reason."
"That's not what I meant," said Norianna quietly, amazingly without responding
to his taunts. "I meant that the Crownkillers will remember you, and if they rule in Serian,
then you'll be walking into the heart of their power. It might be smarter to get on the
ship."

"Smarter, but cowardly," said Kymenos.
"Since when do you care about that? You are a coward. You own up to it. I
thought you very honest in that respect."
Kymenos shook his head slightly. He should have realized that Norianna would
manage to turn the tables someday and taunt him. "I am a coward about things I can
afford to be a coward about. It's much better to run than fight. But I don't want to abandon
my home when I've just reached it again. Call me stubborn instead of brave, if you like."
"That fits you better."
Kymenos lapsed into silence, but his eyes moved from rock to rock and from
slope to slope. He would have said he was looking for more of Death's hounds, if
Norianna asked, but he was gazing at his homeland. He loved all of it, even the parts he
had never seen before.
He would not abandon this. He had fought too hard and too long to come back,
and he would stay where he had fought to be. And if Serian was ruled by the
Crownkillers and the Star Circle now, both gone mad, then so be it. He had grudges to
settle with them anyway, and at least all his enemies would be in the same place.
He began to smile.
Hmmm, said Norianna in his head, probably because she wanted to annoy him the
more.
Kymenos rode on, humming himself, though his was actually a song. Judging by
the way that Talazh sometimes moaned, though, the boy found it no less irritating.
********
Kymenos stared at the structure in front of him, and could find nothing to say. He
supposed that words would come to him later, probably curses, or maybe even an elegy
for the dead. But for now, there was nothing. Even Norianna seemed content to hover and
stare in silence.
In front of them stood what had to be an altar to Death. It was made of several
stones, carelessly piled, and cast on them was a woman's body with the throat cut, which
had stopped bleeding some time ago. Above that stood an arrangement of sticks that
reminded Kymenos of the way someone would set up a spit to roast meat, but only dead
crows hung from the wood, and black feathers, and small tokens of wood that turned in
the wind. Kymenos stepped towards them to see what the tokens were, only to be stopped
by Norianna's hiss.
"Do you want him to come after you? He surely would, if you despoiled his
shrine."
Kymenos hesitated only a moment more, then stooped and picked up a stone,
throwing it at the nearest token. The little wooden disk spun, far enough that Kymenos
was able to see it was carved with a skull.
He sighed. "My family has tokens like this," he said softly. "They told me they
rescued them from a shrine, long ago, but that was only when I was a child. When I grew
older, I knew my parents had worshipped Death."
"Did they say why?" Norianna asked. "It must stink, and I don't even have a nose
to smell it with."
"No," said Kymenos. "Of course, by that time, I didn't really care. I was part of
the Star Circle, and my life no longer marched with theirs."
He stared at the shrine for a short time longer, then turned away. This wasn't

getting them to Nafair, and though the distance was now appreciably shorter, they
probably had thirty miles to cover still.
"What was your family like?" Norianna asked, drifting along still above his
shoulder. It seemed to be her favored position, though Kymenos didn't know why.
Certainly, if they went into a town or village, it would reveal her true nature almost at
once.
"Not much," said Kymenos. "Not rich, I mean. They lived in comfort, though,
and they thought about hard work a lot. Stern, I suppose. I didn't learn to laugh from
them."
"Where did you learn it?"
"In the Star Circle, where I was surrounded by stupidity. I learned soon enough
that I would have to laugh or go mad." Kymenos swung up on Sykeen, who swished his
tail and glanced back at him.
You still don't laugh often enough.
"You only say that because I'm laughing at you, much of the time," Kymenos told
him smoothly, and turned the horse along the path that led past the shrine and the remains
of what had been a village. "But I learned to laugh there," he went on to Norianna, whom
he considered the main participant in the conversation. "And I learned to use my magic,
though it was never the magic that they wanted me to use."
"Is that why you left?"
Kymenos snorted. "I can't be sure of why I left now. I was nineteen. An age for
doing stupid things," he added, and looked pointedly at Talazh.
The boy was awake now, and glaring at him. "I need to relieve myself," he
announced.
"And run away?"
Talazh's eyes answered with a guilty flicker before he could quell it. Kymenos
laughed. "Like I said," he commented to Norianna, "an age for doing stupid things.
Though I never did anything as stupid as trying to put myself on the throne or thinking I
was royal because I had certain parents."
"We should stop so that he can relieve himself," said Norianna. "I'll keep an eye
on him."
"You, too?" Kymenos complained, but he pulled Sykeen to a stop and
dismounted to untie Talazh.
"You really do object to the phrase," said Norianna with something like wonder.
"I never knew that. Why?"
Kymenos snorted as he untied Talazh, and then evaded the first blow the boy
aimed at him. Kicking his legs out from under him and letting him fall hard to the ground
did the trick, though, and by the time that Talazh went to piss, he was suitably cowed.
"You should call what it is what it is. The only reason to use phrases like that is to be
delicate."
"And you're against being delicate."
Kymenos gestured to the mountains. "There's just no reason for it, here. Yes,
perhaps if Serian still had a Court, that would be something, or if I was visiting another
Kingdom and around people I couldn't afford to offend, then I'd use it. But when you
have mountains and snow and stone, why use delicacy? It might confuse the person
you're talking to, and they could easily take killing offense."

Norianna was silent, considering something, Kymenos thought. He waited until
the boy had finished doing up his trousers again, and then hit him on the head once more
and bundled him on the mare.
"You might cause damage of some kind, by hitting him that hard in the head,"
Norianna commented.
"How could you tell?" Kymenos asked. "But do it yourself, next time, if you're
worried."
"I didn't say I was worried," said the sword. "I was just thinking that I understood
you much better than I ever did before."
"From what?"
"The words you just spoke."
Kymenos shrugged and mounted Sykeen once again, hoping that they could last a
good few miles this time without any interruptions. "If you had asked me about
something like this before, then perhaps I could have given you a straight answer. But
you seemed intent on herding me to the throne. I didn't have much reason to talk to you
honestly."
"Hmmm."
Kymenos rolled his eyes, and nudged Sykeen into motion, which the stallion took
to gladly enough. In a way, he was relieved that she had used the hum, though. The sword
would finally get tired of saying that someday, but she would find something even more
annoying.
Norianna being annoying, after all, is as certain as snow and mountains.

Chapter 44
The Dead and the Crumbling
"A healer must be used to death,
Used to his dance and to his breath,
But should we become death-like in heart,
Then we have become makers of death's art."
-From "The Education of a Healer."
"Elary! There you are. I want to talk to you."
Elary looked up. Luden was hovering in front of her, now and then turning this
way and that as if he thought that someone was listening. "Luden," she said, startled. "I
thought you were putting your plans into motion."
The sword gave a sound that might have been a chuckle. "Not quite yet," he said.
"They will all know when I do, I promise you." He settled on the bed beside her. "I heard
you had been wounded, or sick. To tell the truth, the reports that came through to me
were rather confused."
"I'm still wounded," Elary admitted, pulling back a fold of the robe that covered
her to reveal her burned skin. The sword actually bounced as if flinching, and Elary eyed
him curiously, wondering how many of the human reactions he carried over into his own
form. "But I'm recovering quite nicely, really. I took the pain from Silar when Rennon
struck her with his flames."
"I didn't know ilzánai could do that."
"We can, at the price of death," said Elary. "But Silar woke up for some reason
before I could finish the ritual, and stopped me from healing her wings." She sighed.
"She'll never fly again, but I think that's a small price to pay for both of us being alive."
"About that…"
"About what?"
"You know how much I hate Shadow, and Rior," said Luden. "I was wondering if
you would be able to help me in a little plan?"
Elary laughed. "Shadow is the one who preserved my life when I might have died
from the burns," she said. "And you're asking me to betray him now?"
"Not a betrayal," said Luden. "I think I might have figured out a way to get
satisfaction for Alami's death that doesn't involve a betrayal of any kind."
Elary eyed him, but he seemed intent only on looking earnestly back at her, as far
as she could judge a talking sword's expressions. "And what would this plan involve?"
she asked, yielding.
"It would involve granting me access to a few of the healer's supplies that you
must have with you," said Luden. "Just some herbs. Nothing more harmful. I'm going to
play a trick on Shadow and Rior, and I need your help to complete it."
Elary shook her head. "I won't condone even tricks played on them, Luden. Not
now."
"Why?" the sword asked, innocently, but vibrating. "What happened? Is there
something going on that I don't know about?"
Quite a bit, I would suspect, Elary thought, but she didn't speak the words aloud,
since she didn't want a talking sword annoyed at her. "I'm not going to play tricks on

Shadow, even if you think they wouldn't really be betraying him," she said firmly. "No
tricks. I owe him my life."
"Elary…."
"No."
"I thought you were committed to helping your patients, and not hurting them,"
said Luden, and now she knew he was sulking at her, even if he didn't have a face that she
could look into. "And you're hurting me, by denying me this little trick. It would solve
my problems with Shadow and Rior quite well enough. It would just make them sick for
a little while."
Elary narrowed her eyes. "What herbs do you want?"
"Viroden. And just a little sumblon."
Elary laughed harshly. "And you think that I don't know what that particular
combination of herbs does?" The viroden would probably only make anyone who ate or
drank it sick, but in combination with the sumblon, it would send anyone into a coma.
Elary didn't know how well it would work with a great power, but Shadow often ate or
drank things in human form, and Rio certainly ate as a wolf. She was not about to risk it.
"What does it do?" Luden asked.
Elary laughed again. "Nothing that you need for a trick. I can offer you a few
others if you really need them, or if you really were going to do something harmless. But
after hearing that, I don't trust you."
"Elary-"
"No."
"You don't understand at all!" Luden almost screamed. "You don't understand the
pangs of frustrated love."
"I might or might not," said Elary, "but I am not helping you with those herbs,
nor with any trick or vengeance. You might as well leave, Luden."
Luden floated up from her bed, shivering as though a shaky hand gripped his hilt.
"You will be sorry for this," he said. "Shadow saved your life, and he seems to have
claimed your soul with it. But there will come a time when you realize that you should
have listened to me."
"And what time will that be?"
Luden turned so fast that Elary blinked, seeing flashes in front of her eyes for a
moment. Then she looked at the man who stood by the door, and narrowed her eyes. She
knew she had seen him before, but it took her a moment to remember, still. He was the
man who had escorted her to Shadow a few days before, when she had ended up
reassuring Arran and learning for the first time that Shadow and Rior really did have
some sort of plan they weren't sharing with anyone.
"Who are you?" Luden asked. There was a note in his voice that Elary would
have called fear if she could think a talking sword afraid. Perhaps it was just uncertainty
that someone human would dare address him like this.
The man shrugged. "You'll know in a little while. Part of Shadow's plan, if you
want to think of it that way."
"Which you won't tell me."
"No."
"Then you are my enemy," said Luden, "or as good as. You are in agreement with
the great power who killed the fey woman I love. You will pardon me if I have no great

desire to listen to you." He floated towards the door, obviously expecting the human to
back out of the way, since it looked as if he were at just the right height for slicing off a
head.
The man stood in the way, and even grinned. "Shadow wasn't able to explain to
you clearly enough what Alami was doing, I suppose," he said. "But I know the story
very well. Would you like to hear it?"
"I will listen to nothing that would have made her look bad," Luden declared
haughtily.
The man snorted. "She was an alness woman, and even though she had lived in
the same world with humans for centuries, she still dreamed of a Faean without them.
The alnessi never have managed to see that Faean can't be like Faerie. So she took the
young Prince of Doralissa and tried to bend him to her will, because she thought he could
make the world into a place friendly to alnessi if he was sitting on the throne of
Doralissa."
"I am not listening to you," sang Luden, but Elary noticed that he was hovering in
the air still and not floating away.
The man obviously noticed it, too, since he smiled and continued on. "She should
have realized that wouldn't work. The prophecy of the four Heirs is broken; the Heirs are
dwindling in power every day, and Destiny is only grasping at what it thinks will repair
the prophecy, rather than what it knows will. Certainty is destroyed, and with it the
certainty that the alnessi can stay apart forever. So the goal your lover served was foolish
and could never have been achieved in any case. The old order is decaying once and for
all. It was struck a heavy blow a hundred years ago, and now the final one comes. It is
dying."
"Alami loathed Destiny," said Luden, though his hilt was vibrating again. "She
would never have served it."
"She would have allied with it if she thought it could help something she did care
about, like her people," the man corrected. "But, of course, she wasn't allying with it even
then. She was trying to turn the Prince of Doralissa from the path that Destiny had chosen
for him."
"And is the Prince of Doralissa still alive?" Luden asked.
"Yes," said the man. "For the moment." A deep expression of sadness overtook
his face. "I would not like to see him die, since he is only a child, but who knows if he
will or not? The old certainties have been shattered forever." He looked back at Luden,
and his face cleared as he seemed to rise out of a reverie. "And that, too, was the fault of
your lover. If she had not shown off the web that Destiny wove to mark its paths in the
world, and shown it, moreover, to someone who had reason to fear and hate it, then she
might have lived, protected by Destiny."
"What happened when she showed off the web?" Luden asked, in a voice soft
and shaking with hatred.
"This person, Prince Warcourage's Destined guardian until that time, tore two
strands of it," said the man. "Another blow. And now Destiny is blowing loose all over
the world, and the future belongs to those who can ride the chaos and set up a
compromise that might endure."
It seemed to Elary that his eyes flickered to her as he spoke, but she was not sure
about that.

"What is this person's name?" Luden asked.
"Ternora."
Luden nodded once, and then turned and sped off down the halls, sweeping over
the man's head. He ducked neatly, and then stared after the sword. A moment later, he
sighed. "I do hope that I haven't made everything worse," he muttered.
"Who are you?" Elary asked, thinking she should clear that up.
The man started, then came over to her and took her hand, raising it to his lips.
"Someone who would like everyone in the world to live to an old age, and die only of old
age," he said. "And yet, as long as the world still turns free of Destiny, that will never
happen." For a moment, a smile seamed his face. "I have spent a long time fighting
Destiny, and yet sometimes I can almost see the attraction of it. I wonder if that is not
Destiny's greatest fault, that it has no sense of irony."
"None of that tells me who you are," said Elary. "Or can't you tell me anything,
since you're part of Shadow's plan, too?" Bitterness cracked the surface of her voice for a
moment.
The man sighed. "I'm not really part of Shadow's plan. But this needs to be kept
secret."
"Why?"
This time he laughed. "Do you really think that telling you why would reveal less
than telling you what?"
Elary sighed. "I am trying to trust you," she said. "But I don't think that I can,
fully. And I suppose that's why Shadow's right not to tell me," she added. "I couldn't
absolutely trust him."
"No," said the man, "you couldn't. I didn't absolutely trust him when he explained
it to me, but then he persuaded me, and now my faith is absolute. And now I am essential
to him, and-"
The sun outside flickered. Elary stood up in alarm. She hadn't seen that happen
before, even when Rennon was trying to fight the darkness that Silar had managed to
bring in from Faerie.
"What is happening?" she asked, and then glanced at the man beside her and fell
back in astonishment.
He was blazing. Red light shot out of his skin and wreathed him in a corona that
Elary knew she had seen before, though it would took her a moment to remember where.
He was trembling as though someone were shooting him full of arrows. And his lips were
moving in something Elary thought was a prayer, though he seemed to be praying to
himself, which made no sense.
Then he glanced at her, and she understood. In the center of each eye floated a
symbol she had seen before, the red eagle with a unicorn's head. It figured that Change
could hide himself so completely in a human body that he would seem human, with no
trace of divinity.
"Stay here," said Change softly, and vanished. Elary blinked at the place he had
been, and decided that he would have done something- such as changing the air into
manacles- if he really meant what he said.
She began to hurry, threading her way through the empty halls towards the
towers. Of course, everyone else had had the same idea, and the battlements were
crowded. Elary fought her way through them, looking for Silar.

She wasn't there. Elary swore softly, and at last lifted her eyes to the flickering
darkness above.
She thought she could make out the shape of enormous wings, or something
much like them. Something was settling over the whole of Ilantra, a flapping shape that
kept adjusting its position so that less and less sunlight leaked through. And Elary could
already feel the dragging, draining cold begin. This was something that would suck the
life as well as the warmth out of everyone under it. She shivered. The Dark had sent forth
its power indeed.
"Elary."
Elary started so badly she almost fell off the wall, and glanced up to see Silar
standing next to her. She embraced her at once, leaning her head on Silar's shoulder. Silar
stroked her hair, but continued to stare past her at the darkness in the sky.
"What is it?" Elary whispered, though her words were so muffled by Silar's
shoulder she wasn't sure if the other woman would hear her.
"The Dark has sent forth its power," said Silar. "It will swallow the sunlight if it
can, and the life from all of us."
"Shadow won't let that happen," said Elary, in complete assurance.
"No," Silar said, and for a moment her hands went still. "Shadow won't let that
happen."
Elary closed her eyes. The reassurance was all that she needed. Shadow would
fight back the darkness just as he had fought back everything else. After all, he had closed
the borders of Ilantra and put a dome over it that was supposed to keep enemies from
getting through.
Supposed to.
Then why could she feel the black thing so clearly draining her warmth?
Elary shivered and looked up again. Shadows were boiling everywhere that she
could see, including her own. They were rising towards the dark mass, stripped away
from their owners and into Shadow's hands. He was taking a human form, now, and Elary
wondered what that signified, or if it did. He had hands full of shadows, and more
flooding towards him every moment.
"I am sorry," said Silar abruptly. "I must go." She pushed Elary gently away and
ran along the battlement.
Elary blinked for just a moment, then ran after her. She would make sure that
Silar didn't exert herself too much, she reassured her anxious mind. That was all she was
doing.
She almost tripped over Silar, who hadn't gone far, but was crouching beside a
pair of wolves. One was Garden, the fawn bitch, and she was leaning against the other
one and whining. That one was Rior- it must be- and his eyes were closed. Elary knew
that expression of perfect despair, though. It was the one that too many a patient had
worn when he had known that he couldn't fight death any longer.
"What is it?" Elary asked, her own tears choking her. "Could you tell me now,
here, on the edge of darkness?"
No one responded, and Elary found her attention turning back to Shadow, who
had called the gray swirls around him and stood gazing on his enemy with fathomless
eyes for a moment. If he and the Dark spoke to each other, Elary never found out what
was said.

Then they lashed forward, and battle was joined.

Chapter 45
An Assassin's Plans
"How do you watch your victims? Carefully, of course. The victim is never really
a victim until he's dying under your knife. Then he becomes less than you. Until that time,
he has the potential, always, to be more than you are."
-From The Assassin's Advice, legendary and banned book of the southern
Kingdoms.
"What are you doing?"
Ternora looked up and met Pyeros's eyes, hoping she looked as charmingly
confused as she felt she should. "Doing? Should I be doing something?"
"Yes. You have been watching my wife and I almost the entire day, even when
you should be sleeping," said Pyeros flatly. "I want to know what you're doing, and why
you're doing it."
Ternora shrugged. "I have never met anyone like you or Blierrina before," she
answered honestly. "I was trying to figure out why everyone looks at you as if you were a
leader, even before you do anything."
Pyeros raised his eyebrows. "You should know that I have spent years building
myself a platform among the rebels," he said. "Of course they would like me and respect
me, when I have fought so hard to earn their trust."
Ternora nodded slowly. "But that doesn't explain the way their eyes follow you.
The two of you," she added, as Blierrina walked by and heads turned. "It doesn't explain
why they watch you like dogs watching the master of the hunt."
Pyeros snorted. "What a comparison. Do you really expect me to be flattered by
that?"
"No," said Ternora.
Pyeros blinked. "No. You don't, do you?" he asked, and then his smile became
genuine for the first time since Ternora had met him. "Well, then you are welcome to
watch, until you do figure it out. If you ever do," he added, and then turned and walked
towards the front of the train again.
Ternora watched him go, then rubbed Kitten behind the ear. "That was close," she
breathed.
The ferret just rumbled and turned her head back against Ternora's hand, her
manner ecstatic as she wriggled back and forth.
Ternora shrugged, and sprang onto Kitten's back again. Pyeros had wanted
Ternora on the ground while the other rebels waited, for some reason that he wouldn't
mention but probably had to do with spies in the air. He seemed to believe that Shadow
had surrendered Doralissa, but he had warned them that wouldn't mean a simple march to
the throne. There were others, some Darkworkers and servants of Shadow, who had come
south and might easily contest their rising.
Ternora thought that was silly. The shadow-wolf had convinced her that Shadow
was totally involved in whatever he was doing, and couldn't spare his attention for taking
over a Kingdom he had never wanted in the first place. But Pyeros didn't want to listen to
her, and so they settled into this march.
Ternora winged above the rebels for a moment, and then dived abruptly. The
jungle whirled around her, and she waited until Kitten had hit her mark and come up

again, swallowing the large snake. Then she looked quickly around.
No one was watching her, except Warcourage. Ternora smiled at him and waved,
and he waved back and turned towards the front of the line, seemingly contented that she
was doing as she had told him she would and watching the two leaders in a chance for a
strike.
Of course I am, Ternora thought as she guided Kitten in another circle. Good
little assassin, that's me.
Now, though, she had something else to watch out for, and she spotted it after a
moment- a subtle movement through the jungle, following the rebels. She tracked it,
hovering above it, and found that it didn't vary from its line of march. It could have been
a predator intent on killing someone in the train, so straight was the course.
However, not long after she spotted it, the movement went still, as though aware
of her and Kitten.
Ternora smiled broadly, and went off to pointedly not tell Pyeros about the
movement in the jungle.
*****
"I don't understand you, Ternora."
Ternora flickered open an eye to see Emrissa standing above her. "That's
obvious," she said, a little nervous about having the Faerie elf so close. There was a
chance Emrissa would see Warcourage's sword and recognize it for what it was. "But
what is it that you don't understand about me this time?"
"You're not funny."
"Well?"
Emrissa clenched her teeth. "I saw you talking with Warcourage earlier," she said,
almost spitting the words. "How could you do that? I thought you hated him, and yet you
speak to him as if he were the Prince in your charge once again."
Ternora laughed. "I am almost glad that you never knew me when the Prince was
in my charge, if you think that was the way I treated him. Hardly. I was much harsher
with him then than I am now."
"And why would that be?"
Ternora smiled a little. It was wonderful to see Emrissa so frustrated. Even
knowing that the elf might hit out if she was angry enough, and knowing that she could
probably cut off Ternora's other ear-point before Ternora could blink, couldn't intimidate
her at the moment. "Perhaps I am succumbing to his spell, too," she teased. "Perhaps I
think that he should be the rightful ruler of Doralissa, now."
Emrissa's face convinced her to burst out laughing, and the Faerie elf uttered a
few strangled chuckles of her own, as if to prove that she could. Then she sat down
beside Ternora and leaned closer to her. "I don't think that Shara would approve of our
staying here."
"She never really made it clear why she sent us south in the first place," said
Ternora, idly laying her hand on the dagger in her belt that would kill a Faerie elf.
Emrissa followed the motion and frowned at her, drawing away a little so that she sat out
of Ternora's immediate striking range.
"We were supposed to stop Warcourage," said Emrissa. "And we could kill him
now, or at any time."
Ternora raised a brow. "Really? You would risk Reweren's anger?"

Emrissa scowled. "I don't know what's wrong with Reweren. He seems so- so
human, and not in the way that I am or that the others are becoming. He's just gentle, and
sad, and sometimes he sighs about nothing. Is that normal human behavior?" She looked
at Ternora.
Ternora shrugged. "I don't really know. I think it is, but then, I can't be sure, not
being human." She grinned. "So you wouldn't risk Reweren's anger in harming
Warcourage, then."
"Of course I will. There is no anger to risk." Emrissa stood and stared down at
her.
Ternora sat up. "Really?" she asked neutrally.
"Of course." Emrissa turned back towards the rebels' camp. "Do you want to see
me kill Warcourage?"
This will be intensely amusing, Ternora realized. "I would love to," she answered,
and followed Emrissa into the middle of the camp, seeing Reweren look up as she came
stalking in.
He rose to his feet and moved between the Prince and Emrissa at once, smiling
pleasantly. Someone would have had to look into his eyes to see their gold color and his
dangerous anger.
"Emrissa," he said. "To what does my grandson owe the pleasure of your
company? You couldn't stay far enough away from either of us before, and now you're
seeking him out?"
"Yes, to kill him," said Emrissa, and then glanced back at Ternora, as if daring
her to notice how brave she was.
Ternora was more interested in the way that Reweren's eyes were narrowing, and
turning an even harsher gold. She stepped back out of the way as Reweren held up a hand
with a silver bubble on it.
"Really," said Reweren. "And yet, he is still my blood, the sole remaining child
of the woman I loved. So you will step away from him and sit down, before I turn you
into a fish and leave you to gasp out your life on land."
Emrissa said something in the tongue of the Faerie elves, and it made Reweren
laugh, the first laugh that Ternora could remember hearing from him. She saw a flash of
the same thing that made Emrissa dangerous in his eyes, the sheer unpredictability of an
elf.
He answered in Doralissan. "No, I don't really think that you can threaten me,
though I am more than willing to threaten you." He tossed the silver bubble up, and then
caught it again. "And I don't really mind if the humans witness our little struggle, either.
You can have all the delusions that you want, Emrissa, including the one that elves are
different from mortals. I do not cherish them."
Emrissa snapped something else in the same language, and Reweren laughed and
threw the silver bubble at her.
Emrissa matched it with one of her own, and for a moment the bubbles seemed to
duel in midair. Then they both faded, and Reweren bowed to Emrissa, his amusement still
glowing in his face and eyes.
"That's better," he said. "So long as we understand that we are matched in power,
and that I will not let you harm my grandson just because you are an elf." He sat down

beside Warcourage.
"It's true, then."
Ternora blinked and looked up. If she was human, she wouldn't still be standing
this close to the elves, never mind approaching. But here was Pyeros- of course it would
be Pyeros- and he was staring at Reweren with curiosity that was almost childish.
"What's true?" Reweren asked.
"You really are the ancestor of our most beloved Prince," said Pyeros, "the
husband of Queen Joydancer."
Reweren bowed formally. "Did you think that I would be someone else?" he
asked, standing.
Pyeros shrugged. "There were other possibilities." He glanced at Emrissa. "Did
you mean it when you said that you would kill the Prince?"
Emrissa snarled something in the elven tongue and stepped away. Ternora
thought it was a good idea not to meet her eyes, and so she didn't, moving quickly out of
the way when Emrissa showed an inclination to go straight through her.
"She did," said Reweren quietly. "And I meant it when I said that I would protect
him." He turned, and his gaze sought out Ternora. "I have magic that few Light elves
could resist, and I have protected the royal family against such attacks before."
Ternora just smiled serenely at him. "I have no desire to harm the Prince now,"
she said, catching Warcourage's eye and winking at him. He nodded happily, doubtless
thinking that she served him, and would kill Pyeros and Blierrina as soon as she saw the
opportunity.
Reweren glared at her for a moment, then bobbed his head in a short nod. "Then I
need not worry," he said, and moved closer to Warcourage.
Pyeros started to turn away, but Ternora moved in front of him, asking, "My lord,
may I speak to you?"
The man blinked at her, then took some time to notice her existence. Ternora
flinched under the gaze that scraped her from head to foot. It felt as if it were scraping her
inside out, too, as strange as that was. She could almost feel herself hollowing like a
gourd.
But she held her head up and her eyes focused on him, and after a moment,
Pyeros shrugged his acquiescence and moved away. Ternora followed him, this time
ignoring Warcourage's hopeful gaze. She wasn't about to kill Pyeros in the full sight of
everyone including his wife, even if she intended to kill him at all.
Pyeros pressed into another clearing altogether, and then turned and faced her.
"Well?" he asked. Ternora could see his hand twitching towards his blade, and wondered
if he suspected her of something, or if he just couldn't be comfortable in the presence of
someone wearing a sword.
Ternora bowed to him. "I want to say how much I honor your judgment."
"And you couldn't say this in front of the others?"
Ternora raised her estimation of his judgment even further. "I could not, my lord,
because there is a matter that you may not have made your mind up on. Do you think that
Prince Warcourage will ever sit the throne of Doralissa?"
Pyeros shrugged. "Who can say? The Light is the only one that may know for
sure. Without the certainty of Destiny, everything is unsettled until the moment when it
occurs."

"But do you think he will?"
"Not as he presently is."
"Could he turn into a King who would?"
Pyeros moved away from her, casting his eyes into shadow. Ternora thought his
voice had a tone of discomfort for the first time, as if he didn't like talking about the royal
line of Doralissa this way. "I don't know. It would all depend on the way that Blierrina
trains him, and if he would listen to her."
"Who will become monarch if Warcourage does not suit? Would you set up
Councils, as the Dark has in Dalzna?"
"The Light forbid!" Pyeros said, voice full of loathing. "Doralissa has always had
a monarch, and it always will." He paused. "Why are you asking me this? Do you think
that I will determine the course of future politics in Doralissa, or do you have some other
motive?"
Ternora was quiet.
Pyeros stepped towards her. "Be assured that I will not see Doralissa suffer,
whatever you plan."
Ternora met his eyes for a long moment, then bowed. "I understand, my lord."
And she did. She had an even better knowledge of her opponent than she had had just a
moment ago.
"Good," said Pyeros, and then turned and walked back towards the rebels.
Ternora smiled into the darkness.
"Of course, I will not see myself suffer, either," she whispered. "And I think that I
am at least as determined as you are, my lord."

Chapter 46
Meetings in the Jungle
"If you have fooled yourself into thinking that we have escaped, then you have
fooled only yourself."
-Attributed to the Kaler of Leirassa.
"Ternora."
Ternora awoke, while thinking that quite a few people seemed determined to say
her name lately. It was at least a few people per day, and she had gotten used to waking
up to it.
When she opened her eyes this time, she found herself looking straight into a pair
she hadn't previously met. Blierrina nodded to her and then turned and hurried along the
path. Ternora blinked groggily at the sky, noting that the stars still shone, and groaned at
the thought of moving. Surely she didn't have to move- did she? She could stay here for
just a few minutes more.
Surely.
Blierrina wouldn't have come and fetched her if it wasn't important, but, on the
other hand, she wouldn't have left before Ternora could catch up if it wasn't important,
either. Ternora closed her eyes, highly happy with this logic, and stuffed herself back into
the blanket she soon wouldn't need any more, with as warm as the jungle nights had
become.
Someone kicked her again just as she would have gone back to sleep, and
Ternora opened her eyes and sat straight up. "Who are you to-" she began, reaching
automatically for the knife on her belt that could kill Faerie elves.
But it was Pyeros, and Ternora bowed her head, the words of accusation dying in
her throat. Part of her plan depended on not revealing herself to Pyeros until she had
absolutely no choice. The thought of what he could do to interfere with her plot, not even
trying to do it any more than he tried to breathe or walk, was horrible.
"Come," said Pyeros, his voice clipped. "You may be able to tell us what this
means, since the elves are baffled." He turned away, but stood waiting for her.
There was no need for him to wait, since Ternora hadn't slept nude since that
unfortunate misunderstanding with the strangle-tree, but she used the moment to gather
her thoughts and wonder what in the world he was talking about. How could she be
trusted to tell what something was, if the elves were baffled? She had lived many
centuries less than they had.
"I am ready," she said, her head still spinning, but none of the discomposure
showing in her voice. She thought it best to be as calm as an elf, even if she couldn't
imitate them in any other way.
Pyeros turned, locked eyes with her, and reached out a hand to catch her arm as
she was about to step forward. Ternora looked at him, and then blinked at the expression
on his face. She had seen him look serious and stern before, but this was a step beyond
that, even beyond grim.
"You will tell me the truth," said Pyeros. "If you don't recognize this thing strung
on the trees, then you will tell me at once. Do you understand me?"
Ternora nodded, her curiosity and wonder growing. She supposed that Pyeros
must have some reason to trust that she could identify this thing, or he wouldn't have

bothered coming to her at all, but it still seemed strange that he had come to her, and that
he wouldn't give her any more warning of what it was about.
Pyeros eyed her intensely for another moment, then turned away without another
word and hurried along the path. Ternora shrugged and followed.
She saw it almost at once, and actually pushed past Pyeros so that she could get
closer to it faster. He didn't protest, just halting at her side when he reached her and tilting
his own head back.
"I take it that you know what this is?" he asked softly.
Ternora could only nod. The strung web of lianas formed a pattern very familiar
to her, from the brief, heady six months that she flirted with politics. It made a net, and in
the center was a single red flower glowing with the blue power of Azure magic. It wasn't
a power that would ordinarily be admitted to in Doralissa, where most of the subjects of
the Kingdom followed their royal family's loathing of the sea. And the rebels were
following suit in keeping well away from it, now and then murmuring in low voices but
making no attempt to touch it.
"It's a symbol," said Ternora, "a sign, of half-elven power." She reached out
towards the blossom, and the blue light accepted her touch without ceasing to shine, but
without hurting her either. That would certainly not have been the case, had anyone else
reached towards it. "Water and the half-elves are alike, in many ways. We belong in the
Kingdom, we are born to the subjects of the Kingdoms, but rare are the ones who would
admit to us."
"That's ridiculous," said Pyeros sharply. "After all, I have elven blood, and my
parents certainly admitted to me."
Ternora smiled at him gently. "And was one of your parents a half-elf?"
"My mother."
Ternora nodded. "We are not too proud to accept our own children. But it is
different for the elves, and for a human who for one short season falls victim to the
madness of an elf's passion. We are set between, and neither kindred totally accepts us,
since we are neither mortal nor immortal."
"You have said something like this before," said Emrissa, stepping out from
behind the rebels. "Are you quite sure that you don't liken being half-elven to making
pretty speeches- just something that you do or are as the occasion requires it?"
Ternora narrowed her eyes, and said nothing at all. She would strike out at the elf
if she tried.
Pyeros's hand rested on her shoulder, in a rough grip that Ternora could pretend
was rough with sympathy, at least until he spun her around and asked her harshly, "And
what about you? Are you part of this group, whatever it is? Will you demand special
privileges from our Prince for being half-elven?"
Ternora narrowed her eyes. I do not think that your Prince will live long enough
to fulfill any promises that he might make. "I will not demand it. But I will tell you that
these half-elves won't let you go forward until they have what they want, whatever that
is."
"You don't know?"
Ternora shook her head and indicated the web of vines. "That only tells me that
half-elves created it. It doesn't tell me what they want."
The words had hardly left her mouth when arrows sprang from the branches,

pinning Pyeros's sleeve to a tree trunk and nearly pinning Emrissa before she ducked out
of the way. She whistled silently and looked towards the trees for a moment. "Damn, they
are fast," she said, with a peculiar smile on her face.
"Reweren!" Ternora called.
He was there at once, his hair still swaying with the wind of his movement. "Yes,
Ternora, what is it?" he asked so calmly that Ternora would have smiled at him if she had
wanted to take her eyes from Emrissa.
"Emrissa is about to do something stupid," said Ternora. "Don't let her."
Reweren didn't even question her, just nodded and stepped in front of Emrissa.
Ternora took a deep breath, and looked up into the trees, letting her golden hair fall back
from her golden face, so that they could see her clearly.
"I am here," she said calmly in Doralissan. "Would you speak with us? Will you
speak with me?'
The branches rustled, and two half-elves descended to the ground. Ternora felt
herself growing calmer, even though she was still worried about Emrissa doing
something deeply stupid. She was always calmer when she saw people she knew would
be reasonable, and while some half-elves could be just as passionately stupid as
fullbloods, these looked sane.
"What is your name?" one of them asked.
"Ternora."
"We thought you had taken up with the Prince of Doralissa," said the one on the
left, who was half-Faerie instead of half-Light. Ternora bowed and turned to her, taking
her as the leader. She nodded subtly, as though encouraging the interpretation, and then
lifted her chin. "We have heard of you, of course- the best guide in the Kingdom. But we
thought you lost."
Ternora shook her head. "I fought my way free of Destiny, and then made my
own plans."
The woman smiled at her, and then her gaze moved on to the full elves. Her eyes
narrowed, full at once of both awe and scorn. "And who are they, and what are they doing
here?"
"Their names are Reweren and Emrissa, and at the moment, Reweren is trying to
prevent Emrissa from doing something silly," said Ternora. "I believe that you know
Reweren. He would have been the father of a half-elven King-"
"Queen," said Reweren softly. "Yes." His eyes were narrowed when Ternora
looked at him, but he looked wistful and not threatening. She wondered if he was seeing
the faces of his children in the half-elves before him.
"And what are you doing now?" the woman demanded of Ternora.
"Why should we-" Pyeros began, but Ternora gestured him to silence and bowed
to the woman.
"We are taking Prince Warcourage north. I do not know if you have heard, but
Shadow has given up all claim to Doralissa. We are to be left in peace as long as we leave
the shapeshifters in peace."
The two half-elves exchanged glances. Then the woman said, "That is grand
news, but it still does not explain what you are doing."
"Prince Warcourage will need training before he takes the throne, in order to be a
suitable monarch," said Ternora. "We are trying to make sure that he gets that training."

She paused for a moment, and thought about what she'd said. "Actually, that he even lives
to get that training."
The half-Faerie woman nodded. "And are you joining them, then?"
Ternora inclined her head with a winsome little smile. "Well, at one time Destiny
thought I would make a good Court adviser."
"If Destiny had a skull, I would crack it for that stupid thought," said the other
woman, but she was smiling. "Well. If you are going to stand close to the throne, perhaps
you will remember your friends in the jungles."
"Friends?"
"Why, yes. The friends who spared your lives on your passage north, when they
could easily have killed you."
"I do not like being threatened," Pyeros declared, and drew his sword.
At once the half-elves moved. They had arrows nocked before Ternora even
thought they could, and their eyes, wide and bright and unafraid, fixed on Pyeros.
"You would find us hard to kill, my lord, were that your intention," said the
woman. "But I am sure that your intention is just to protect and defend your wife and
your followers, and that you are misinterpreting our stance in threatening us."
"I do not think-"
Ternora laid her hand on his arm. "My lord," she said softly when his eyes, angry
as Reweren's could be at times, swung to look at her. "Please."
Pyeros was once again trying to scrape her out with his eyes, but this time
Ternora was ready, so she just met his gaze and waited until he nodded slightly, looking
away.
"I think he'll cooperate," Ternora said to the half-elves.
The woman nodded, and then they leaped up again and retreated into the trees.
The Doralissans eyed the branches distrustfully.
"They will keep their word, my lord," said Ternora softly to Pyeros. "They really
will spare our lives."
"I do not understand why," Pyeros admitted, his face tight with bewilderment.
Ternora shrugged. "It is their way. And, of course, they will be trusting on a halfelven Court adviser." There I must disappoint them, of course. But I hope they will like
what I do bring them even more.
Slowly, they pressed under the trees. Ternora herself sometimes looked up, but
heard only the ordinary crashes and soft movements that might be made by monkeys
dancing through the boughs as easily as half-elves keeping an eye on them.
"Why?"
Ternora blinked, and shook her head, and looked back at Pyeros. The lord walked
with his head down, and his mouth now and then twitching in a frown. He spoke clearly
when he turned his head and saw her looking at him, however. "Why do the half-elves
hate humans?"
Ternora laughed in startlement. "Is that what you think? We do not hate humans,
my lord. Not even the ones who hide out in the jungles and talk about half-elven freedom
hate humans."
"Then why do that?"
"Sometimes even the happiest person gets tired of being ignored," said Ternora
quietly. She didn't think that she could explain the whole tangle to Pyeros, even if he

would stand still long enough to hear it. A great deal of it was made of things that only
half-elves cared about, slights that a human would never have noticed or thought only
natural, and concerns about their lives that would not interest an elf. So they built it
themselves, and then kept it themselves.
"I never realized that the throne ignored half-elves," Pyeros pursued.
Ternora shrugged. "They don't, not really. They just don't think about them all
that much. They try to help the ones they can help, and don't regard them any differently
from humans or elves."
"That is for the best, surely."
"If we were exactly like humans or elves," said Ternora quietly, "then it would be
for the best, surely."
Pyeros was silent.
*******
"Ternora?"
Ternora stirred and glanced up. Warcourage was standing over her, and might
have been standing there for some time. Ternora didn't know, since she had been gazing
on the moon, and thinking about nothing at all. That last part was quite deliberate.
"Yes, my Prince?" she asked, when she realized that for once Warcourage
wouldn't immediately say what was on his mind.
Warcourage crouched down beside her. His face was distant, uncertain. Ternora
felt a strange pang of hope. If Warcourage asked her about half-elves, then she might
think that there was hope for him yet.
Instead, he said, "I don't know anything about the coronation procedures. Could
you look them up for me?"
Ternora forced a smile and patted his shoulder. "Of course, my Prince. Now, you
should get some sleep."
Warcourage took a long breath, then said, "Yes, I think I should." He stood, put
his hand on her shoulder for a moment, and then turned and walked back towards the
camp.
Ternora stared into the sky again. There had been something like a sob behind his
words, and perhaps he had been trying to tell her something with that hand on her
shoulder.
But she didn't think that she really understood, and in the end it wouldn't make
any difference. She was still going to kill him.
She thought about that, and it comforted her, breathing and watching the moon.

Chapter 47
Blood of the Kingdoms
"The royal blood can guarantee many things, but it cannot make someone more
than she would have been without it."
-Saying of the Metal Heretics.
"What does she want?"
"I don't know," said Ilarsa, with so much grief in her voice that Nightstone nearly
forgot herself and grinned. Then she remembered that this was very serious, to Ilarsa if no
one else, and assumed a stern face. It turned out not to matter, since Ilarsa was walking
with her eyes on the ground. "Something about a white dog, and something else about
lemon juice. I don't know what she's on about. Surely they couldn't have provided her
with everything that she wanted in that little army of hers, even to fulfill her delusions."
Nightstone snorted in amusement, then snorted ruefully as she tried to walk too
fast and strained her back.
Ilarsa glanced at her in concern. "Are you sure that you're all right to walk, Your
Highness?"
Nightstone was momentarily distracted from the pain by the title. They had all
started calling her that, fey and human shapeshifters alike, when she first walked among
them after rousing the dragon. She supposed there was some mysterious Shadowy reason
for it, and she would probably find out what it was too late to really do anything about it.
For now, she accepted it.
Then Ilarsa repeated the question, and Nightstone came back to herself. Titles
were one thing, but coddling was another.
"Oh, yes, quite all right. It will probably be some time before I can fly, though,"
Nightstone said.
Ilarsa nodded and grinned bleakly. "I think we will be staying here for a while,
Your Highness." She gestured to the west, the direction that everyone had looked in and
no one had mentioned since Nightstone had awakened.
Nightstone turned and looked. She had already schooled her face not to flinch,
since she knew what was there, and there was nothing in the world that anyone could do
about it.
Not even Shadow could face the dreamfeeder, she thought. The Dark must be
determined to rid the world of its rival, or it would have sent something else, something
lesser.
It made her own determination to rescue Orlath seem smaller and more pitiful
than ever. How could she be worrying about that when the great powers of the world
were set on destroying each other?
But Nightstone kept shrugging off the thought when it arose. Who really cared
what the great powers were doing? If it changed the world, then she would have to live
with the change, the same way that everyone would. As long as she did what she needed
to do in the meantime, then Nightstone thought she could live with herself- which was
always the harder thing to do.
"Here she is."
Nightstone narrowed her eyes at the Princess in front of her. Mitherill still looked

every inch the royal Heir- graceful and elegant, even as she cowered from the
shapeshifters who stood around her.
She saw Nightstone, and her spine firmed at once. Perhaps until then she hadn't
really known who had kidnapped her. She stood straight, and the aura of Destiny began to
glow around her so brightly that Nightstone's eyes hurt. "I demand to be returned to the
Crownseekers at once," she said.
Nightstone smiled a little, and glanced at Ilarsa. "Did you hear that, Ilarsa? She
uses a strange verb."
The shapeshifter caught the sentiment at once, and her eyes glowed. She seemed
grateful for the chance to tease, which was at least part of the reason that Nightstone had
spoken those words in the first place. "Yes. Demand. And what will she demand next, I
wonder? That it stop snowing?"
"You can't hurt me!" threatened Mitherill. "I will raise the mountains against you
in an earthquake if you do."
Nightstone laughed. "And all we would have to do is pick you up from the
ground, and you lose your power." It really was extraordinarily easy to imprison Gust and
Crop mages, she reflected. Azure and Scarlet mages were harder.
Mitherill tried a different tack. Her lip trembled, and her large golden eyes filled
with tears. Bowing her head, she whispered, "How can you be so mean to me? Why
would you dare?"
"You're a child," said Nightstone. "A child who has caused an enormous amount
of trouble. You were the one who caused the collapse of Arvenna, weren't you?"
Mitherill stared at her. Then she said, "I thought I was fetching the Diamond of
Ezudlos. It turned out to be the eye of an earth dragon."
Nightstone narrowed her eyes. Oh, she would enjoy destroying this foolish little
girl even more than she had thought she would. "And you didn't know that?" she asked in
pretended concern. "Shouldn't your vaunted earth magic have told you that, at least?"
Mitherill turned her head away. "I don't have to listen to you," she said steadily. "I
don't have to."
"If you want your white dog and lemons, you will," said Nightstone.
Mitherill turned back at once. "You have them? They're necessary to me, and I
haven't had them since leaving home."
"How can they be necessary to you, and yet you have not had them since leaving
home?" Nightstone asked, her curiosity overcoming her good sense. She knew she should
just stand back, and nod to all the idiocy the Princesses came up with, while she prepared
the knife, but they caught her every time.
"I can live without them, but it is not a very pleasant life." Mitherill tried to look
over Nightstone's shoulder, her Destiny growing brighter in pleasure and happiness.
"Where are they?"
"I lied," said Nightstone blandly. "I have you here for another purpose."
Mitherill looked at her with calm eyes. "If you think that any ransom will be too
much for my followers to pay, you should think again. They will dare anything, pay
anything, to rescue me."
For a moment, Nightstone found herself intensely sorry that she hadn't thought of
contacting Mitherill's followers in some way and setting up the ransom. But she shrugged
it off. "I am not going to ransom you."

"Then what?" For the first time, uneasiness touched Mitherill's eyes, but
Nightstone thought that might be Destiny's fault, and not actually hers. She didn't strike
Nightstone as bright enough to worry on her own.
"I am going to use your blood to restore the Kingdom of Orlath." Nightstone gave
her a contented smile as the girl gaped at her. Knew there had to be a way to get her to
shut up. "Your distant ancestors were Orlathian, as well as of the blood of IlantraArvenna. You can bring back the land."
"Bring back?" Mitherill croaked.
"Elle has betrayed Destiny and Light," said Nightstone. "She is trying to hold the
Kingdom of Orlath, made with her power, together, but not having that much luck. So I
thought I would give her some help, by spilling your blood on the grass and bringing
back the Corlirin Plains."
Mitherill backed away from her, flapping one hand as she went. "That is- that is
horrible!" she cried. "How could you think that? What would bring such a horrible plan
to your mind?"
Nightstone shrugged. "I would use my own blood, but I rather like it in my veins.
I'm using yours instead."
Mitherill stepped back further, and then closed her eyes and began to cry.
Nightstone waited, but she didn't do anything else. Now and then she blinked, but
the tears just kept coming. After a moment, Nightstone decided that they must work
magic among Mitherill's ordinary followers, and so she didn't have any incentive to do
anything but stand there and cry.
A useless Princess she would have made, had she been allowed to take a throne,
Nightstone thought, and reached out to grip Mitherill's arm. "Stop it," she commanded.
"I'm not going to kill you all at once."
Mitherill blinked away some of the tears, and stared at her. "You're not?" she
asked, with a wavering note of hope in her voice.
"Of course not. What would be the point? I'm just going to bleed you out little by
little, and let you rest to restore the blood."
Mitherill closed her eyes and howled.
******
"I am ready, my lady."
Nightstone smiled at Ilarsa. The fey woman was still the only one who dared
accompany her into the most dangerous places, including, in this case, the edge of what
had been the Corlirin Plains. But Nightstone had the feeling that Ilarsa would do almost
anything for her now, and she didn't mind the others staying behind to guard the Princess
Cadona.
She lifted her eyes and looked out over the shifting mass of colors that had been
the Plains. They seemed wilder than ever now. Nightstone distinctly remembered hills
and streams and plains that would form for a moment and hold steady before they
dissolved back into the chaos, when she had last been here. That had been what the fey in
the moving light tried to tempt her with. Now, there were visions, but they blended and
changed even as they were forming.
There was no solidity at all now, but there would be in a little while. Nightstone
laid her knife along Mitherill's arm. The Princess knelt at her feet, gagged and with her
legs and left arm tied together behind her back. Her right arm was free, and Nightstone

would use it to begin the healing of Orlath.
Mitherill screamed when the knife cut in, and began to try tugging and pulling,
but Nightstone ignored her struggles. This was something she was doing for herself, and
her country, and no one else. Mitherill was lucky to be here at all, really.
She sliced deeper.
The first drop of blood trembled free, and fell into the colors. Nightstone held her
breath, wondering, even at the last moment, if it would work.
The blood steamed and hissed, and then the smoke cleared. Nightstone smiled
when she saw a small patch of shining ground, which stayed firm even when the colors
and light came over and poured themselves upon it.
At once, a shape formed out of the colors. Nightstone had been expecting that,
and she stood calm and firm while the figure shook its head back and then revealed itself
as a beautiful young woman with dragonfly wings.
Nightstone had seen such creatures before, and she waited for its message,
shaking Mitherill's arm so that drops of blood flew further and further into the colors. The
winged woman shifted and flinched as the blood rained past her. Mitherill's sobs grew
louder against the gag.
"You cannot do this," the woman said, as if she thought that would make
Nightstone stop.
"Yes, I can," said Nightstone, and shook the knife this time. More drops, and now
she was looking at a small sea of Plains, spreading around the island of color that the
winged woman stood on. "The proof lies in the fact that I am doing it, and not simply
standing around and waiting for you to give me permission that doesn't exist."
"The fey have their country again," said the woman. "A great wrong was done us
long ago, in taking it from us. Now we have turned back time, and we have reclaimed it,
and you cannot stand against us."
"I might even agree with that," said Nightstone, making another cut lower on
Mitherill's arm. She screamed as if nothing had ever hurt more. Nightstone snorted. At
her age I had already suffered the rack. She makes the greatest fuss about nothing. "If,
that is, I were one of Aneron's usual puling descendants, and a child of the Light. But I
have served Dark, and I have served Shadow, and nothing in either one of them makes
me think that I need to listen to you."
The winged woman trembled, while Mitherill's blood revealed more and more
grass. Mitherill had given up tugging and screaming now, and just slumped, all the while
shaking with her sobs.
"Must you do this?" the woman asked then, her voice low and passionate and
almost calm. "We have fought long and hard to have a home of our own, and you would
take it from us once again."
Nightstone blinked at her, thinking how odd even the fey could be, and cut into
another place on Mitherill's arm. "I promised that I would take back the country of
Orlath," she said. "I would make it blooming and safe and fit for humans again. You don't
really signify."
"We will rise against you."
Nightstone laughed and sliced one more time. That was enough for now, she
thought, and nodded to Ilarsa to take up the part of the plan they had discussed earlier.
"Given the level of your resistance so far, I am neither surprised nor frightened."

Ilarsa lifted her arms and transformed, becoming a swan. Then she scooped
Mitherill up under the arms- Nightstone had bound the bleeding one behind her back
again, to make this earlier- and flew with her out across the Plains. Mitherill's blood
splashed freely, and the country calmed and boiled back into grass, bright here and there
with small flowers.
"What your ancestress Aneron did was evil," the winged woman said, as if she
thought that would change Nightstone's mind.
Nightstone glanced at her in surprise. "Of course she was evil," she said mildly.
"But that doesn't mean that I have to be ashamed of what she did. I have her blood
flowing in my veins, and that's useful for this task. But it doesn't make me her, and you
can't make me ashamed."
She went back to watching Mitherill and Ilarsa, and ignored the winged woman's
further attempts at conversation. There was nothing the fey could say that Nightstone had
not already heard. Yes, she was evil, and the fey had their country back, and she should
know better than to interfere with that, and on and on and on. Nightstone wondered how
they got the energy to face themselves down eternity, so boring were they.
The winged woman gave up and vanished at last, and Ilarsa landed beside her,
transforming once again. Mitherill knelt on the ground, crying and writhing. Nightstone
stooped close to her and cauterized the wounds, taking some satisfaction in the Princess's
last moan of pain, and then rolled the spoiled little royal over.
She blinked. There was hatred glaring at her out of the golden eyes, hatred that
she hadn't realized Mitherill was capable of. The Princess had stopped shaking and
crying, now, but she hadn't stopped glaring.
Nightstone smiled at her, and met the gaze of hatred with one of her own- one of
loathing for the Light and the royals and the tangled mess that had made her leave the
Dark and taken Orlath from its settled form. Mitherill recoiled from her, then blinked and
glanced away.
Nightstone shrugged and looked across the rolling waves of grass. "It's a
beginning," she told Ilarsa. "Take Mitherill back to the camp for now. We'll start with
Cadona tomorrow."
Ilarsa herded the Princess away, and Nightstone stood in silence and looked
across Orlath for a while, remembering.

Chapter 48
Meeting the Dark
"If you would step back for a moment and look at the conflicts in the world, you
would see that none of them are as simple as wars between Light and Dark. Some of them
even involve Shadow."
-The Mistaken Mage.
Can we leave?
We just have to wait a little longer, Kymenos assured Sykeen, one hand stroking
the stallion's mane while the other rested on Norianna's hilt. The talking sword had
retreated into her sheath after Kymenos had pointed out that she would attract attention
floating above his head. She had actually listened to him, which had made Kymenos
blink and start in surprise.
They sat on the turn of a trail just above a small town- or what had been a small
town. Now it was more in the nature of a pile of bodies. The Darkworkers, all of whom
where Dalznan themselves, piled the bodies higher and called to the Scarlet mages to
read their flames. They would make a funeral pyre that would burn as brightly as the sun,
they assured each other.
Kymenos watched. He didn't feel much, except that sometimes, when he wasn't
looking directly at the Darkworkers, there was this odd sensation of burning fury in his
throat. He wondered if he should see a healer about that.
Kymenos?
Yes? he asked Norianna.
You're not about to do anything stupid, are you?
You know me, Norianna. You know that you could stop me before I do anything
stupid.
The sword shifted uneasily in her sheath. Yes. That's true. So if you go down
there and speak to the Darkworkers, as I can feel you thinking about doing, that wouldn't
be stupid, because I would let you do it.
We can get along very well when we try, said Kymenos blandly, and then stood
and strode openly down the trail, leading Sykeen and the mare with him. Talazh was
unconscious again, and likely to remain so for much of the day. Kymenos would have
thanked the Dark for small favors, but since he expected to take a larger one out of the
Dark before all was done, he didn't think that would be a very logical prayer.
He nodded to the man who came walking to meet him at once, his hand on the
hilt of his sword and his step light and sprightly. Kymenos tried to keep his voice the
same way. "A bright blaze you will have here."
The man smiled. "That's true. I don't suppose you're an avenger of the village,
then, come to punish us for our deed?" His voice was still light, but then again, his hand
was still on the hilt of his sword.
Kymenos chuckled. "How could you think such a thing?" He paused, and then
drew the air of solemnity the Star Circle had left him with around him like a shield. "But
there is something that you should know."
"What?" the man asked, unconsciously leaning closer to him.
Kymenos glanced at him, then around in a circle, then licked his lips. The man
leaned even closer. He was still young enough to treasure secrets as stepping stones along

the road of command, Kymenos guessed.
"I am transporting a prisoner," said Kymenos, gesturing to Talazh, who indeed
looked like a prisoner when he was slung on the mare's back. "And I must get to Nafair.
But the mountains are aswarm with servants of the loyal Dark, I would guess, and they
will stop me again and again."
The man nodded. His eyes were brighter than ever with curiosity now, but he
politely waited for Kymenos to finish.
"I could use an escort," said Kymenos. "And I should reach the port as soon as
possible. An escort would answer all questions."
The man grinned at him. "What has the prisoner done?" he asked.
Kymenos chuckled. "Would you believe that I have on my horse the last royal
Heir of Dalzna?"
Kymenos! said Norianna sharply in her sheath.
I'm not doing anything stupid, remember?
The young man stared at him, eyes bulging. "What?" he exclaimed. Several
heads turned, and Kymenos grasped his arm, shaking his head urgently.
"No, no. Don't say anything aloud. There could be Crownkillers waiting to take
him away."
"And you don't want him taken away?" the younger man asked, stepping close.
His blue eyes, unusual for a Dalznan, moved over to Talazh uneasily, as if he thought the
Heir would burst his bonds and leap out demanding vengeance.
"No," said Kymenos. "They would kill him here. That honor belongs to the Dark.
Perhaps there is a way that he could be useful still. He was not one of the four Heirs of
the prophecy."
He made his voice low and mysterious, and the stranger fell for it. "What do you
mean?" he whispered.
Kymenos gazed at him significantly. "You don't know?"
The man gulped. "Well- no, but I can take you to someone who would," he said,
and turned to lead the way through camp. Kymenos walked behind him, leading Sykeen
and the mare, and giving haughty looks to anyone who might have stood in his way. They
glanced at him curiously sometimes, but mostly went back to their looting, and seeing
how highly they could pile the bodies.
I don't understand, said Norianna timidly, as they passed a smaller pyre waiting
to be made and Kymenos's rage briefly burned as hot as the flames.
Don't understand what?
Why you're so angry. I thought you followed the Dark yourself, or at least didn't
mind its influence in Dalzna.
Yes. And so do many of the villagers.
Norianna was silent for a moment. Kymenos could almost feel her gazing at the
piles, and thinking about how the villagers, who would all be Darkworkers themselves,
had felt at this betrayal.
Ah, she said at last.
Yes.
They made their way unhindered until they reached the tent of the commander,
which the younger man bowed them to. He remained outside the tent, while Kymenos
stepped inside, Norianna swinging from his hip and his stance as aggressive as he could

make it.
The commander looked up at him, and for a moment Kymenos feared, just
because his luck tended to run that way, that she would be the Lady Ravenseeker. But
though she looked like her in the darkness of her hair and eyes, he saw a moment later
that it was not. He sighed, shoulders relaxing.
"And who are you?" the woman demanded, her eyebrows rising. "I am the Lady
Zelmetta, and you should not test my patience."
"I will not," said Kymenos. "But I have come to request an escort for me and for
my prisoner, to Nafair."
Zelmetta's eyes narrowed. "Why would you go there?"
Kymenos looked around theatrically, as though afraid of spies, and then leaned
close to her. "I have the Heir of Dalzna with me," he said. "I thought the Dark might want
him before the Crownkillers slay him."
Zelmetta blinked once. Then she said, "Dark promised the Heir to the
Crownkillers who support it, and to Death, who wants the royal line dead for breaking
their promises to him." But Kymenos could see the plans spinning and shining and
dodging in her mind.
"Of course it did," said Kymenos temperately, bowing his head. "I am sorry, then.
Should I find the Crownkillers and hand him over?"
Zelmetta grinned. "Of course not. We'll have to discuss how much a promise
really means, after all, when weighed against the Dark's advantage. Who else did you
tell?"
"Just the guard who found me."
"The one who escorted you here?"
Kymenos nodded.
"Young Jaldam's not so bad," said Zelmetta. "We'll bring him into this, and make
him part of your escort to Nafair." Her grin grew even wider. "The Heir of Dalzna?
Really? There's no way you could be wrong."
Kymenos laughed. "Well, I have the Crown of Dalzna, if you'd like to see it."
Zelmetta blinked, and the humor vanished from her face in an instant. "Are you
sure you know what you're doing? Tampering with Destiny, and taking the Crown of
Dalzna from the place where it's lain for so long, could be dangerous."
Kymenos chuckled. "Well, many Crownkillers have died. But I think there's less
danger than usual. Ishella the Goddess of Royalty and Destiny have both tried to
influence him, but since he wasn't part of the original four Heirs in the prophecy, and I've
kept him mostly unconscious, they didn't have much success."
Zelmetta moved, and Kymenos wasn't surprised when she grabbed him by the
tunic and slammed him against her table, holding her own sword to his throat. His biggest
difficulties were in looking surprised and in holding Norianna in her sheath, since she
wanted to fly out and wreak havoc.
"I want to hear," whispered Zelmetta, "and I want to hear right now, how you
know about the prophecy of the Heirs."
Kymenos dipped his head. "Easily enough. I was involved in the efforts of the
Dark to destroy two of them."
"Which ones?"
"Princess Cadona of Rivendon and Princess Alliana of Orlath. The effort worked

with Alliana, I know." Kymenos let regret he did not have to feign seep into his voice.
"But Princess Cadona escaped. Has there been any news of her since? Has the Dark
managed to claim the throne of Rivendon?"
Zelmetta eyed him for a moment more, then smiled and let him go. "True Dark
Dalznan," she complimented him. "You have all the hatred of royalty, but if it lets the
Dark triumph, you are willing to let it live."
Kymenos bowed. "I live to serve."
******
Explain to me again while this will work, instead of just exploding on you and
getting all of us killed.
Kymenos tapped the sheath to get Norianna to stop vibrating. Gladly. Just stop
drawing attention to yourself.
He sat behind the bales of supplies the Dark had looted from the town, and
watched as Zelmetta's shouted orders made the Darkworkers load the food and tools into
neat bundles for transport back north. Any looting done by Darkworkers in the southern
Kingdoms was neat and controlled, since the northern Kingdoms like Panolth were
significantly poorer. Destruction of lives was encouraged, to get rid of the troublesome
former owners, but not the destruction of property.
Kymenos.
Kymenos blinked and came back to himself. Ah, yes, of course. I know that the
Dark is ravaging northern Dalzna, for whatever reason. Probably part of the deal with
Death. Death gets its country back, and Dark gets whatever it can carry away to use in
its own icy Kingdoms.
And why would it betray this alliance?
Because the Dark looks after its own, before it ever looks after its allies, said
Kymenos. It will appreciate the advantage of the royal Heir, if we sail from Nafair to the
Dark's own country.
I don't see why you're risking this. We could creep through, trusting to your own
skills and mine the way we were doing.
Kymenos snorted. The Mountains are afire with Darkworkers. You know that.
And Nafair is still twenty miles away.
But what is the point of requesting an escort from the Darkworkers? It seems
unnecessarily risky to me.
That means that they, themselves, will be helping to guide Talazh to safety, and
me, while all the while confident that they've won. It's a very ironic thing. And it pleases
me that this should be so.
Why are you angry at the destruction of villages? I thought you didn't really care.
Norianna's voice was supposedly only mildly curious, but Kymenos could feel her
trembling. She was far more interested in his answer than she tried to let on, for whatever
mysterious sword reason.
These Dalznans did nothing to the Darkworkers. They're being sacrificed to the
bargains of the great powers, without anything more than whim guiding the alliance, and
Dark's grudge against Light. I think that they don't deserve that.
So what are you going to do about it?
Kymenos smiled. I don't know yet.
He looked up as hooves sounded on the snow, and saw Jaldam leading a horse

towards him. The young guard nodded and mounted. Now that he had had the chance to
absorb the news and received a stern talking-to from Zelmetta to uphold the honor of the
Darkworkers, he looked cool and confident and ready to take on any enemies who might
threaten Kymenos or the Heir of Dalzna.
"You are ready, Kymenos?" he asked. "I know that your horses are rested and fed
now."
Kymenos nodded, and stood. "Are there any other guards with us?" he asked,
when he noted that Jaldam appeared to be alone.
"Waiting near your horses." Jaldam shook his head slightly. "It's just incredible to
me that you could have the royal Heir of Dalzna with you, when everyone else is running
around in the mountains looking for him."
Kymenos chuckled. "Well, he came with me of his own free will at first. He
thought I would help him, you see."
"Why would he think that?" Jaldam asked incredulously, nudging his own mare
into a trot beside Kymenos.
"Because I told him so," said Kymenos, and then grinned more widely. It was
dangerous, almost, to say this kind of thing, but he wanted to say it, and Norianna
currently wasn't trembling with eagerness to stop him. He wondered if she had caught
some of his daring mood. "I am very good at lying."
Jaldam just grinned, which might prove that he had no thoughts of Kymenos's
treachery, or that he was good at lying himself.
Or it might mean that he's just trusting to swords all around you to keep you from
doing anything stupid, Norianna pointed out.
Kymenos snorted. Perhaps.
As they neared the spot where the escort, a full group of ten, waited, Kymenos
could hear Talazh complaining. "He usually unties me long enough to let me relieve
myself, at least."
Jaldam snickered. "Is that true?" he asked, when Kymenos glanced at him.
"Well, yes, but I usually make him refer to it in a more natural way."
Jaldam laughed aloud, and Kymenos relaxed. It seemed that he was on the way to
a natural friendship with Jaldam, the kind that he had had with Talazh before he realized
the boy was royal. And Jaldam was old enough not to be silly, if Kymenos discovered
that he was royal, too.
Don't worry, said Norianna. He isn't. Not all your friendships will have to
crumble because of Dalznan royal blood.
Yes, but you thought I was an Heir myself at first, Norianna. It's obvious that you
can't tell all the time.
Hmmm.
Kymenos rolled his eyes, and looked ahead at the little group of Darkworkers.
They were laughing and talking among themselves, and now and then one of them said
something about Talazh that made them almost drop to the ground with hilarity. Kymenos
did untie Talazh and take him aside, but he listened to the jokes even then, making him
chuckle and Talazh blush.
He could live with this, for the days that it would take them to reach Nafair
through the war zone.
Then he would turn on the Darkworkers, and if he destroyed them in the magical

battle that followed, he didn't think he would have much reason to mourn.
He looked around at the bodies, and this time the burning feeling in his throat had
vanished, to be replaced by cold, grim satisfaction as he thought of what would happen to
their killers. He supposed vengeance was its own healer.

Chapter 49
The Line Between Life and Death
"Where lies the line between life and death, and how do you cross it?"
-Traditional riddle asked during the training of a priestess of Elle.
"That's it."
"I don't like the sight of it," Helian declared, as if he had been waiting on her
confirmation.
Olumer smiled at his mate, then lost the smile as he looked back at the hall. Even
more than when he had seen it the first time, he thought, he considered it an evil
structure. After all, now he knew what it held, while the first time he had only been a
little uneasy and wondered why Cadona wanted to go there so much. "I agree. Let's do
what we came to do."
"Wait."
Olumer looked at Pannerel in astonishment. The elf hadn't recommended caution
since they came to this world, as if he knew how much both Olumer and Helian longed to
be done and back in Faean. But he now he was staring at the hall, and his eyes were
narrowed in an expression of intense dislike. Olumer moved back out of the way,
preparing to run if he could.
"What is it?" he asked, wondering if this would turn out to be just an elven joke.
"This is wrong," said Pannerel flatly.
"It's wrong that we've gotten so close without being challenged?" Olumer asked,
who thought it rather odd himself.
"No." Pannerel turned his head towards Olumer. "I meant that this hall is wrong.
It is created of fey magic, but fey magic bent, warped, turned in on itself. I have never felt
anything like this. Who would want to cramp the free-flowing lines, who would turn the
harmonies on each other?"
There was such real distress in his voice that Olumer felt for him, even though he
didn't know what the elf was talking about. Silvereyes magic depended on light and
spirits, not harmonies or lines. He patted Pannerel's arm. "Perhaps you can find out when
we enter the hall."
"Yes," said Pannerel. "I think I will find out." And he stood up in front of them
and marched into the hall.
Olumer blinked, then waited. Nothing appeared to happen, though. He could still
see the elf walking down the vast pillared porch in the front, searching for the door that
led inside. And then he took it and vanished beyond Olumer's sight. Helian made a
grunting noise.
"Are we going to let an elf walk where a silvereyes should lead?" she asked, and
bounded after him.
Olumer waited on her, too, but no booby trap lashed out from the building to
destroy her. She found the door in a moment, and passed from view.
Olumer was left alone in the snow, feeling rather silly.
He entered the hall, ears alert for the slightest sound, so alert that he could hear
the snow- which had returned as if to say that the spring was only temporary- falling onto
the drifts already there.
The hall was the way he remembered it, filled with black thrones, but now the

thrones were empty. If some of the Kings and Queens had not risen at Cadona's call, they
had since taken advantage of their freedom to move somewhere else.
But there was one person here who would never move again without help.
Olumer's gaze went unfailingly to the block of stone in the center of the aisle.
Lyli lay there, pinned by a sword that stabbed through her heart and through the
rock both. Her eyes were closed, but the faint motion of her chest, and the trickle of blood
on the stone, told Olumer that she was still alive. Of course, the wound and the pain
should have killed her long since, but who knew what was life and what was death, in
this place?
"That is her?"
Olumer jumped. His gaze had gone to Lyli at once upon entering, and he hadn't
even realized that Pannerel was standing beside him. "It is."
Pannerel said nothing, but his face was as angry as the sun in southern deserts.
He stalked up and knelt beside Lyli, who moaned, then opened her eyes to regard him.
She blinked, and something like sleepy surprise settled on her face. She was probably too
hurt, Olumer thought, heart aching, to feel any stronger emotion.
"An elf," she said. "Pannerel."
"Lyli," said Pannerel, and then reached out and stroked her hair. His hand
trembled. Olumer stood back, thinking he probably wanted a few moments alone with the
girl before Olumer set her free into death. "I am sorry to see you come to this. Had I
known…" He shook his head.
"You wouldn't have let me leave Faerie?" Lyli laughed, still sleepily. "There was
nothing you could have done." Her head lolled, eyes closing.
"There is something I can do now," said Pannerel. He was whispering, but so still
was the hall, and so sharp his words, that they echoed off the walls. "I can set you free
from that blade, and into the life that a normal little girl should have, not the living death
of a sacrifice."
"You can?" Olumer asked in astonishment.
"You can," said Lyli with utter faith, and managed to move one of her hands to
clasp his. "Of course you could."
Olumer had never even imagined this. Of course, seeing the elf kiss Lyli's
forehead gently, he knew he would help in any way he could. It was infinitely better than
withdrawing the sword and watching Lyli bleed to death, which would stop the Kings and
Queens of Rivendon but not help the girl herself. Olumer had come prepared to do a
melancholy task. Now he felt a sprig of hope blossom in him.
The silence was broken by a growl.
Olumer turned, and saw a stone statue moving towards him, though unlike the
statues of the Kings and Queens, this was not made of black stone. It was silver, and in
the shape of a wolf that Olumer remembered well. In life, as Nightsinger, she had run at
Idona's side, and performed the tasks unhesitatingly that her mistress asked her to do.
Now, as she bared teeth bright as diamonds, it looked like one of those tasks had become
guarding the source of her power.
Another growl sounded from the other side of the hall, but this one Olumer had
expected, and he turned to see Silverheart, the living snow leopard who guarded Cadona,
padding forward.
"Do not let them touch me," Pannerel said then, of course. "I must be as still as

possible to give the life back to Lyli that she lost, and cross again the border separating
life and death."
He closed his eyes.
Olumer turned back to face the snow leopard and wolf, already dreading this
battle. He could possibly destroy Nightsinger with a shining net, but the light in this
world might work differently than the light in Faean. Besides, while he concentrated on
one of them, the other would spring forth and devour him.
"Shall we fight?"
Olumer blinked and glanced at Helian. He had almost forgotten about her, since
unusually she had been quiet while he and Pannerel talked about Lyli. But now she faced
the guardians with her head up and her eyes shining.
And Olumer remembered something he had forgotten, and should not have.
Silvereyes mates did not fight alone. He was no longer half-fey, no longer human at all,
and shouldn't think in those terms.
He smiled, or bared his teeth, and turned back to the guardians. Silverheart had
slowed as if uncomfortable with the sight of them, but Nightsinger went right on
growling and prowling forward.
"Do you think you can kill us?" Olumer murmured. The silver wolf only stared at
him in hatred.
"I will take the leopard," said Helian. "You will take the wolf. Does that sound
fair?"
Nightsinger was probably the stronger opponent, but Olumer knew that Helian
trusted him to handle her, or she wouldn't have suggested it. And pride made him want to
answer that trust with results. He nodded.
"Then we meet them," said Helian, and they sprang forward at the same time,
tuned to each other's movements.
The force of the crash into Nightsinger made Olumer breathless, and the way the
wolf immediately stood on his chest and started trying to tear his throat out made him
aware that he shouldn't have leaped. A charge would be better, perhaps, to try to carry her
off her feet, or even just standing back and weaving a shining net. Helian was cutting
living flesh, from the sound of Silverheart's yowls, but she had living flesh to cut.
No time to worry about it, though. Olumer reached out, but instead of touching
the light, he touched spirits.
They were here, too, as they were in Faean. And they were even more ravenous
for blood than the ones in Faean, since no silvereyes had called them into bodily form in
a long time.
Olumer closed his eyes, and concentrated on a memory that he had had once long
ago. He swatted at the stone teeth, which closed on his hand and tore a piece of skin
loose. He hissed in pain.
The spirits came then, and flowed into a mass of scorpions, made of dark and
living stone. Olumer had once seen them guarding the house of a Master of the Star
Circle, who had wanted to die in peace and without the villagers invading his house to
ask him for help.
The scorpions would be hard to crush, hard to kill. But, most of all, their claws
and stings could pierce anything.
Olumer tried to roll out from beneath Nightsinger as the scorpions swarmed her,

but her paws were too heavy. He had to lie there and trust the scorpions would draw her
blood first. Otherwise, they would all attack and sting him to death, and Nightsinger
would be free to go after Helian.
Luckily, the stone wolf howled in pain a moment later, and sprang off Olumer.
He sat up, panting, and watched them attack her, the stings cutting easily through the
living stone she must have trusted on to protect her.
Nightsinger did not give up easily; that was something Olumer remembered from
when she was alive, too. She danced on the smaller creatures, her heavy paws breaking
their shells to pieces, and flung herself on the ground and rolled them to death.
But her movements gradually became slower and slower, and at last she slumped
on the ground, closed her eyes, and whined in defeat. Olumer was not sure how she died.
Still, a few moments later, he was sure that no life remained in that stone body, and the
sense of unnatural magic dimmed.
He turned to face Helian, who was covered in blood. She had one hand on
Silverheart's chest, her claws hooked near his throat. He was still alive, though, yellow
eyes staring pleadingly at Olumer.
"I think he has a message for you," Helian said. Her voice was thick, and her
hand trembled, as though it were an effort not to tear the leopard's throat out.
Fearing she might lose control at any minute, Olumer hurried over and knelt
beside the leopard and his mate. Silverheart twisted his head up, eyes flaring, and his
mind reached out in a labored speech that Olumer knew meant he was probably already
dying of his wounds.
Promise- promise that you will find Cadona and take care of her. Shapeshifters
took her, flying shapeshifters.
Olumer sighed and stroked the leopard's head. "I'm sorry, but I can't promise
that," he said. "I have left human things behind. I will mourn the girl I raised, but I cannot
mourn what she has become."
She is on the edge of freedom, though. She might still resist Destiny if she is given
encouragement. The paw hooked firmly around his own hand, as though Silverheart
wanted Olumer to pay attention to his message instead of stroking him.
"Yes, I know she might," said Olumer. "I saw that much when I really looked into
her eyes. But that does not mean that I can go hunting around the country and even into
other Kingdoms. Cadona was born to Destiny. She was a Princess. She embraced that
with part of herself. Now she must take heed of the consequences that attend such a
thing."
He heard a released breath beside him, and felt Helian clutch his arm. He looked
over at her, to find her smiling so widely that Olumer blinked. Had she really thought,
still, that he would abandon his trust as a silvereyes and her mate? Perhaps she had, but
she must now be reassured that he would never leave her.
You can't just abandon her!
"Yes, I can," said Olumer steadily. "She would have abandoned me at any time, if
it turned out that I hindered the way she walked towards Destiny. That's not pack loyalty,
family loyalty, the only kind I value. That's heartlessness and putting her goal above me.
Well, now I have chosen to put my family and my pack above her. I wish her no harm. I
wish her happy. But I cannot help her now."
Helian leaned her head on his shoulder, crooning.

You must—
Helian leaned forward and ripped out Silverheart's throat. The leopard gave one
massive twitch, then died.
Olumer sat beside her for a few moments more, though she was covered in blood
and he wasn't much better, then stood and looked towards Pannerel. He wasn't sure what
he expected. Perhaps the elf would be standing with Lyli in his arms, alive again, or she
would be dead and the elf would weep.
He did not expect to see Lyli sitting up, touching her whole face and chest in
awe, and the bloody sword lying beside her.
And Pannerel gone.
Olumer moved forward in three strides and caught Lyli in his arms. She gave a
little squeak, then seemed to recognize him and clasped him tight.
"I know you never gave up," she whispered. "Thank you, thank you, thank-"
"Where's Pannerel?" Olumer demanded, even as he smiled at the little girl's
litany. It was wonderful to have her free, but he was worried for the elf.
Lyli leaned back a little and looked up at him. Her eyes were shadowed with
concern, but nothing more than that. "I don't know. He said something about the line
between life and death being too difficult to cross, and that a life in Faerie wasn't worth as
much as he would gain by giving it up. Then he poured light over me, and he vanished. I
don't know where he went."
Olumer closed his eyes. Shock dimmed his grief for the moment, but he feared he
knew what had happened. Pannerel, for whatever unpredictable reason, had sacrificed his
life to free Lyli.
"Come," he whispered. "We should go."
He turned to leave the hall, Helian once again beside him, and stopped, sighing.
A thunderstorm of light barred the far door.
I don't know what new enemy this is, he thought, setting Lyli down and pushing
her behind him, but I know we'll be prepared to fight it.

Chapter 50
Everything Ends
"Everything must have an end,
Or we could not be as we are.
There comes the death of a friend,
A setting moon, a falling star…"
-Last song of Hyelin the Bard.
Elary felt the clash as they met, Dark and Shadow, wheeling around each other
like birds of prey. Then they dived together, and she shuddered and grabbed hold of the
battlement. The first clash was nothing against this tone.
She could feel a low humming in her bones, as though they themselves
responded to the notion of battle. Beside her, Silar was white and tense and motionless,
looking up at the sky as though she expected something horrible to happen. Beyond Silar,
the wolves waited, Garden with her eyes closed and her head on Rior's flank, Rior with
his nose pointed upward and his body emitting fine trembles.
Elary wondered if any of them, who must know what was going to happen, were
as scared as she was, who had no idea.
The first clash was evidently a draw. The gray figure floated backwards, and the
black thing flapped lazy wings once or twice, as if recovering its position in the air. Then
the cold drain began again.
Elary heard someone scream. Looking along the battlements, she could see what
was probably the same person letting go and falling limply into the Isiluin River.
The scream seemed to revitalize Shadow. He shrieked in hatred and flew upwards
once again. This time, Elary closed her eyes as they met, but she could still feel the shock
in her bones, and in the stones her hands gripped.
"Look."
Elary didn't know why she opened her eyes and obeyed Silar's injunction. She
already knew, from the hopeless tone of her friend's voice, that it could be nothing good.
A flight of elf-horses was wheeling around the edges of the dark creature, diving
through the last gaps of sunlight. A woman in the front gestured with a long blade, and
they flew towards Shadow.
"Is there anything anyone can do?" Elary asked, her voice faint as a broken tune
in the silence.
Silar answered her almost gently. "No."
They watched as the elf-horses danced around Shadow, and now and then the
long blade stabbed forward- gesturing the Faerie elves to pay attention to some weakness
about their enemy, Elary supposed. Then the dark horses formed up in one mass, and
plunged forward, vanishing into Shadow's gray body.
A moment later, Shadow screamed.
The sound threw Elary to the battlements. She clutched at her ears, weeping.
Usually a thought of the people who would be hurt by the sound and would need a healer
was enough to rouse her, but this time, she was one of those hurt, and the pain flowering
in her ears was her only thought.
A strong arm gripped hers and dragged her up, and someone shouted in her face
and slapped her. Elary opened her eyes, shocked out of her tears, to see Silar staring at

her.
"They need you," said Silar fervently, and shoved her towards a weeping group.
Elary stumbled, all the while muttering along to herself, trying to explain why
she couldn't do anything for anyone unless she had some help first. But then a woman
grabbed her waist, and a child climbed into her arms, and a shapeshifter in swan form
wrapped its wings around her legs.
Surrounding by the terrified, the wounded, the weeping, Elary was able to be a
healer after all. She wondered if Silar had known that, and if that was why she had
pushed Elary in that particular direction. She looked back, intending to ask her, but saw
only milling faces. People were moving along the battlements now, perhaps fleeing,
perhaps trying to get close enough to see yet more of the battle.
Elary had seen quite enough. She suspected she knew what would happen, and
there were those who needed comforting in the last moments. She turned back to the
people clutching her and spoke as confidently as she could.
"The castle infirmary is waiting to welcome you."
******
The infirmary was waiting to welcome them, though it was hectic. The true
patients recovering from wounds and wildfire fever had the best beds, and those who
loved them stationed themselves at the sides of the beds and refused to move. That left
the panicked, the crying, and the more lightly wounded to try to find empty beds or to
crowd together, and the tears started yet more tears.
Elary admired the poise of Lorien and the other ilzánai, who had probably come
prepared to deal with no worse than someone weeping over a hopeless case of fever.
They used drugged water on the hysterical patients, and calmed the others down with
song, with talk if they were sane enough to heed it, with telling them to put fresh blankets
on the empty beds. Elary talked herself hoarse, first telling a story to a child who fell
asleep clutching her, then reassuring a woman who asked every few seconds that Shadow
was without a doubt still up there fighting for them. But it was working, she saw. Calm
spread across the room, and even when the castle rocked with yet another blow, the
patients only trembled and didn't scream as before.
"Elary."
Elary looked up wearily. Lorien stood in front of her, and from the set of his face,
he had yet more bad news. "Yes?" she asked.
The ilzán bowed his head, which startled Elary. She began to wonder if he bore
the news of Silar's death, and set herself.
But Lorien said, "I am afraid that we will die here. We have called to our kin and
told them to send no more healers from Tirantien. Was that wrong?" And he actually
looked up, seeking her eyes.
Elary's astonishment lasted only until she remembered how unused most of the
disease-fey were to scenes like this. She had spent enough time around screaming people
in the last few months to have some immunity. "No," she said gently. "If Shadow is
defeated, the people of Ilantra will still need healers, and especially healers trained in
Tirantien. They will need them more than ever, probably. And if he wins, you will have
the time to call them in."
Lorien nodded, his violet eyes shining with emotion. "Thank you," he said
simply, and then turned away.

Elary turned back as a new child started tugging on her skirts, wondering if she
could think of another tale to tell them. The only ones that filled her mind were tragedies,
the warning stories told to young healers in Tirantien, and she had the feeling that they
wouldn't want to hear those.
There was one that might do, though.
She cleared her throat and began to speak. Children, recognizing as children
always did when adults had a story to tell, drifted closer and gathered around her. Elary
whispered as softly as she could, and told the story in as few words as possible, since she
would probably need her voice again for a different task.
"Long ago, in the city of Tirantien, there lived a young woman who did not want
to be a healer. She loved flowers, and the sunlight, and hated the close confines of a
sickroom. She had been taught to be useful, but she preferred to be useful by telling jokes
and carrying flowers to patients. The other healers sometimes scolded her for it, but she
could set everything right again with a joke.
"Or so she thought.
"One day she learned there was an ilzán dying of old age in a chamber in the
north tower-"
"What's the north tower?" interrupted a young boy who was leaning against the
leg of the bed.
"A beautiful place," said Elary softly, remembering her own classes there. "It
looks out over the Plains, and you can see flowers in the spring that remind me of jewels
from the gods' own hoards."
The little boy nodded, and Elary turned back to the story.
"You must understand, it is rare for an ilzán to die of old age. Most of them die of
sickness before then, or just go away and lose themselves in the passage of centuries,
until they may die of age or may not. But this was one whose age everyone knew, and she
was declining swiftly. The young healer of our story went and picked flowers for her,
even though she knew flowers would not slow the decline. But she also thought of jokes
to tell her, because she thought everyone should laugh.
"She went to the door of the room in the north tower set aside for the dying
woman, and knocked. The healer who opened the door shook her head, saying the young
woman and her flowers should not come in.
"But our young ilzán was determined, and shoved her way in. Blocked from the
sight of the dying woman by the flowers, she recited one of her best jokes, and was
pained when the patient did not laugh.
"Then one of the healers moved the flowers aside, and she saw that the patient
was her own mother."
Several of the children gasped, and others began to cry. The little boy who had
asked about the north tower burst out, "Her mother was dying?"
Elary nodded. "And she had always known that her mother didn't approve of the
way she joked. To cheer up a patient was one thing, but to make light of death- and our
young healer often made light of death- was another. She would never have come into the
room like this if she had known.
"She gazed into the eyes of her mother, and begged her forgiveness. And she
thought she saw a smile on the old ilzán's lips, but she died before speaking any word,
either of pardon or punishment."

Elary drew in a breath and closed her eyes, remembering how much this story
had upset her as a student healer. She hoped she could tell it better to those who needed to
hear it, and that above all she did not tear the ending beyond repair.
"That was the end of childhood for our young healer. From that day forward, she
regarded death as part of life, and something to be fought. And because there is only one
road for someone who thinks like that, she became a healer.
"Sometimes she still brought flowers to the patients, and told jokes even to the
dying. But when she knew that they preferred to die in dignity and silence, then she did
not laugh, but bowed her head with the rest. Everything ends, my children- even
childhood, and even life. And sometimes the only proper response is due solemnity
before that end."
The children bowed their heads as if catching her mood. Then a girl clutching
Elary's legs said, "And is this the end?"
Elary knelt and ran a hand through her hair. The little girl looked up at her, so
trustingly that Elary felt her heart break. She closed her eyes and managed a husky
whisper.
"I don't know, little one, but I will not lie to you. It feels like the end. Perhaps just
of your childhood, but it could be your lives."
For a moment, she crouched in the perfect, solemn silence of childish awe, and
let it burn around her.
Then the castle shook.
And the door of the infirmary burst open, with Silar standing just beyond it and
shouting her name.
Elary stumbled to her feet, dislodging some of the children as she went. She
murmured apologies, but fought her way through the press as fast as she could, seeing
only her friend's quiet face and devastated eyes.
"Come," said Silar when Elary reached her side, instead of pausing to describe
what this was about, and ran. Elary ran just behind her, sparing a moment to think how
unnatural it was that Silar didn't have her wings spreading behind her anymore.
Then they reached the stairs, and then the battlements, and then chaos.
All around Elary, shapeshifters were changing, springing into the air to meet the
attack of elf-horses. And all around Elary, shadows were boiling, some of them flying
upward still, but more slowly, more dreamily.
Elary looked up.
Shadow's figure was dim and almost fading in the darkness of the black thing that
had come from the north. It hung there, and the draining cold sucked and sucked at all the
warmth and life below it. Elary shivered and bowed her head, wondering if Silar had
brought her up here to face this.
But Silar shook her shoulder, and Elary got the impression that she wasn't
supposed to be paying attention to the sky after all. She turned around, only to find
herself caught in a tight embrace from her friend.
"Remember me," whispered Silar.
Elary clutched her arms. "You're not throwing away the life that I only just now
won back for you?" she blurted in shock.
Silar blinked. "I don't think so. But I might die, and I don't want you not to
remember me, so I said it."

Elary laughed hopelessly and clutched at her. "I will. You can always be assured
that I will."
Silar kissed her cheek lightly, and then tore herself free so abruptly that Elary
spun half-round. She looked up to see the kiness woman running lightly and gracefully
towards a pair of wolves, who to all appearances hadn't moved since Elary went below
the stairs. Elary hesitated.
She probably wanted me to stay here, if she left me here.
But she didn't say so.
Elary followed.
And she had the satisfaction of having Silar turn to her just as they reached the
wolves, as if she had always known that Elary would be there, and say, "Hold Garden, if
you can. You might need to give her a mild weakening disease. I always thought she
would try to hold her mate back."
Elary longed to ask what she would try to hold Rior back from, but she knew
well enough that Silar wouldn't answer. She flung herself forward and clasped Garden's
shoulders instead, just as the fawn bitch tried to jump. Garden snarled, and they went
down in a tangle of limbs, though luckily the wolf wasn't trying to bite her just yet. Elary
shook her head, dazed.
She looked up to see Rior becoming his misty self, and for one moment brushing
a shadowy hand on Silar's shoulder. Then he looked up, and Elary, as if drawn to follow
his gaze, looked up as well.
Shadow hung there, between sky and earth, darkness and light, and for one
moment was completely human. Elary could see his eyes burning gold, and his hands
raised as if in supplication.
"You will not turn back," he said. "You will not leave me in peace with my
people and Ilantra, which was all I asked for."
The black thing sent forth a tendril of darkness, which was answer enough, Elary
supposed.
Shadow bowed his head, then turned it so that his golden eyes fixed on Rior.
"Remember, my children," he said, in a voice that Elary thought she would have
heard in her head were she still in the infirmary, in a voice she thought probably everyone
heard. "I love you."
Then he turned and flew at the darkness.
Thick tendrils lashed out, grabbing him. Shadows boiled and shifted, but were
contained within the net.
Then the gray figure shattered, and Elary felt Shadow die.

Chapter 51
The Final Run
"We cannot know the end of something, unless Destiny is involved. And even that
might be less reliable than you think."
-The Holdout Bard.
"Can I see it?"
Kymenos blinked and drew himself back to the present, where he was riding
along in a group of Darkworkers who had not the slightest idea that he wasn't one of
them. He glanced sideways at Jaldam, who had ridden close to him. "See what?" he
asked, since it was best to be safe.
"The Crown of Dalzna," said Jaldam. "Of course I believe that Talazh is the Heir,
since Lady Zelmetta believes it, but I would like to see it."
Kymenos shrugged. Norianna?
It should be safe, the sword allowed doubtfully. Of course, that doesn't mean that
it won't call out to Talazh, but he's unconscious, and I can prevent him untying his bonds
if I need to.
Kymenos nodded, and then reached into his saddlebag and undid the pouch that
held the Crown. It had been on the mare with Talazh, but then the boy had started
muttering in his sleep and reaching out to it. Kymenos thought it best to take the crown
away before an accident happened.
It glittered in the light as he withdrew it, and if it wasn't made of pure silver,
Kymenos never could have told. Jaldam caught his breath, and stared. Kymenos glanced
at him, wondering if he was about to say something about it being a pity that the crown
would never sit on a King's head.
But Jaldam gave him a sideways half-grin instead, and murmured, "Have you
thought about how much it would be worth, melted down?"
Kymenos laughed, and turned the crown back and forth. "Of course. But that
doesn't mean that I could actually melt it down. It's sentient, and it might object to that,
even object painfully."
Jaldam nodded. "I see. But you could think about that when he sails north to the
Dark, eh? It's not like he would need it anymore after the Dark gets hold of him."
"Even for a symbol?" Kymenos asked.
Jaldam thought about that. "I don't think so," he said at last. "All that he'll do is
provide the Dark with an excuse. A legitimate one, of course, but still one that might
never be needed. And that would mean the crown is lying around somewhere- probably
in storage- probably getting dusty…"
Kymenos grinned. "If it was melted down, it wouldn't get dusty, that's true," he
allowed.
Jaldam nodded enthusiastically. "I don't think anyone would miss it," he said.
"Share it with me?"
"If I decide to melt it down, of course."
Jaldam nodded, and then kicked the mare forward as someone shouted an order
from the front of the line. That would be Lady Kinnever, Kymenos knew. Jaldam had told
Kymenos yesterday that he hated her, but from the way his eyes followed the Lady,
Kymenos knew that meant he would only hate her until he found a way to sleep with her.

Then he would probably become her devoted servant, and the happy father of her
children.
Kymenos shuddered, and shook himself, wishing they were near an inn. He
needed some ale to get rid of those pathetic thoughts.
The next inn is in Nafair, said Norianna quietly. We will be there soon, probably
by tonight. Are you frightened?
Of course. I don't know if we're going to survive. Who wouldn't be frightened?
Kymenos paused to think of the people he had known. All right, so some Lightworkers
might not be, but they tend not to get frightened at what should scare them anyway.
I will protect you.
Kymenos patted the sword's hilt. I know you will.
He didn't share with Norianna his true worry- that she would change her mind at
the last moment, and decide that the Crown and Heir of Dalzna shouldn't leave the
country. Then she would betray him, and Kymenos would have to fight Talazh onto the
ship alone.
He wasn't looking forward to it, especially because he half-expected it to happen.
"Kymenos!"
Kymenos looked up. That was Jaldam's voice, and he was flying back towards
Kymenos with a look that bespoke no good news.
"There's a wall of Crownkillers around Nafair," he said, pulling up next to
Kymenos. "The Lady Kinnever's scouts just reported back. We don't know if our orders
would compel us to fight through them or not."
Kymenos nodded. At least some of the Darkworkers would probably remain in
Dalzna when they were done, instead of returning to the northern Kingdoms. They
wouldn't want to have created reputations that would make that impossible.
"I don't know what to do," Jaldam went on. "I suppose that we could fight our
way through, but Lady Zelmetta gave us no orders for such an eventuality."
Kymenos smiled. "There's no need for that. I've already thought of something
that will make it unnecessary."
"You think fast." Jaldam spoke lightly, though his eyes were narrowed.
Kymenos shook his head. "I suspected the Crownkillers knew where I was going,
since they keep in touch with each other. But I have thought of something that will make
them think I'm being pursued by the Darkworkers in the mountains." He held up the
Crown again. "I'll hold this high, and shout something daring and nonsensical about how
you'll never keep me from sparing the Heir's life. Then I'll charge the Crownkillers. You
run after me as if you were chasing me. The Crownkillers won't be swift enough to react,
since you're doing their job for them."
"And what happens when you reach them?" Jaldam asked in interest.
"Then you strike," said Kymenos. "Or I will. I do have magic about me."
"What kind?"
Kymenos smiled, hoping he looked mysterious and not bloodthirsty. The
Darkworkers would die when the Crownkillers did, but there was no need for them to
know that right now.
******
"There."
Kymenos didn't respond to Jaldam for a moment, instead just staring down the

trail towards the port. This was the goal he had sought for so long, but it just looked like a
group of small stone houses, dark under the light of the stars. Nafair produced no light
that reached out a long way to sea. The ships swaying and bobbing at their anchors was
the most active part of the scene.
Other than the sea, of course.
Kymenos smiled to feel the pull and surge of the water. The Azure was in full
force here, pushing back Scarlet mages, cradling those who served it, and he could feel
his own strength growing.
That was a vital part of the plan, of course.
You mean that collection of random actions and nebulous decisions that you call
a plan? Norianna asked him in disgust. The 'plan' that won't hold up the moment you
begin to actually use it?
That's the one, Kymenos agreed, and turned to look at Jaldam. "Could I speak to
the Lady Kinnever?"
Jaldam rolled his eyes. "See if you can get any sense out of her," he said, and led
him towards the front of the line.
The Lady Kinnever was loud and abrupt, too much so to be the kind of woman
that Kymenos liked, but she listened to his plan with clear intelligence, and then nodded.
"That will work," she said.
"What will happen when you're on the other side of the Crownkillers?" Jaldam
asked, trying not to glance at the pouch that held the Crown of Dalzna, and only being
more obvious about how interested he was in it. "They won't let you return back through
them."
"Of course not," said Kymenos. "There will be none of them left, though. My
magic and your swords should take care of them."
Lady Kinnever chuckled. "And then you will take the Heir and put him on a ship
for Panolth."
"Of course," said Kymenos, bowing.
Kymenos? What if there's no ship in port for the Green Isles?
Shut up, Norianna.
"I like it," said the Lady. "Sometimes, the simplest plans are the best. When you
try to complicate them with cleverness, you only end up- well, complicating them." She
nodded to Kymenos and drew her sword. "If you think that you can manage to ride this
path and call on magic at the same time, then we might as well start now."
Kymenos looked down the path. It was steep, and torturous, and seemed to twist
abruptly into the cobbled streets far below. He would never have dared the descent at a
gallop if he had had an ordinary horse.
But you don't, said Sykeen with a snort.
I don't, Kymenos agreed, and then glanced at Lady Kinnever. "I think I should
take the Heir on my own horse," he said casually. "The mare won't follow my lead in the
way that Sykeen will. She's not as used to me."
The Lady seemed to stare straight through him for a moment, and Kymenos
feared that she knew the truth. Then he scolded himself for being an idiot. Both Sykeen
and Norianna had been extremely careful not to reveal their true natures on the journey,
and he didn't think there was any way that a Darkworker would simply get lucky and
guess the truth, no matter how smart she was.

"All right," said the Lady. "Jaldam, help him."
Jaldam nodded and moved to untie Talazh. "You'll keep the Crown close about
you?" he murmured.
"Of course." Kymenos winked at him. "As you said, no use in letting it go lie in
the dark and dust for decades."
Jaldam looked relieved.
Kymenos shook his head as the man rebound Talazh behind him. Had he ever
been that mercenary?
You still are, Norianna objected.
Not that carelessly mercenary, though. The man acts as though he doesn't care
who knows his motives.
Probably not that carelessly mercenary, Norianna conceded. You are very subtle
and devious in your dastardly deeds.
Thank you.
There came a moan behind him. Talazh was waking up. Of course. Kymenos
sighed, and waited.
Talazh drew breath and began to shout. "You will not take me from my land! I am
the Heir of Dalzna, and I will die here, if I die at all!"
Kymenos shrugged at the Darkworkers, as if to ask what else one could expect of
a Destined Prince, and then turned Sykeen towards the path. He sank into the bond with
the horse, and both their eyes sharpened, until the cobble path ahead almost seemed to
glow in the light of the moon.
You can see that?
Perfectly well. Sykeen snapped his tail in the way that he tended to do when he
wanted Kymenos to stop worrying about something.
Get to it, then.
Sykeen snorted, and sprang forward. The Darkworkers blinked for a moment,
and then came after him, drawing their swords and stringing bows. Kymenos could hear
the shouts of awakened Crownseekers ahead of him, and more and more of them woke up
as Talazh's words went on.
"Do you really think that you can stop me? Destiny will find me again, and
Ishella, and both of them will work together to set me on the throne. Then I will torture
those who oppose me, bind to the rack those who despoiled my home, turn the hot irons
on those who tortured my family…"
Kymenos ignored the words as he sank into the Azure. The sea was so close that
it overpowered everything else. The Gust was powerful here, of course, and the Crop,
since these were mountains high in the air, but that didn't matter, not when the sea was
rumbling and calling, infinitely vaster than either.
He located the pull of the tide and gave himself to it, knowing the way that it
resembled the flow of blood in the vein, and learning that more intimately in the next few
moments than he had ever done.
Then he looked up at the Crownkillers he was charging, who had wavered but
certainly not fled under the hail of arrows from the Darkworkers, and let his mind snap
out, seeking that same surge and flow in their blood.
The tide goes in…
Some of the Crownkillers staggered as the pull of the blood in their bodies briefly

became part of the pull that Kymenos was exerting towards the Azure.
…and the tide goes out.
The tide retreated, and the blood retreated with it. The Crownkillers screamed as
they withered, all the liquid in their bodies drying up, their hands suddenly too weak to
grasp their swords. Kymenos pounded past them on Sykeen, noting with some
satisfaction that a few of them were Crownkillers he had last seen on the shores of the
Lake of the Northern Winds.
Lady Ravenseeker might even be here, though Kymenos didn't see her at the
moment. He hoped that he had managed to pay her back, if she was.
Behind him, the Darkworkers called in ecstasy, and Jaldam shouted something
that made Lady Kinnever laugh. He might have had a chance of getting her in bed, after
all, Kymenos thought.
Then the tide went in again, and he captured the Darkworkers in that pull. And it
went out again, and they screamed behind him, as the villagers had probably screamed
when the Darkworkers came and killed them.
It was too little, too late, but that was what most of a war was, and Kymenos
decided that it was better to do what he could than mourn what he could not.
They pounded on, and Kymenos could feel the incredulity from his companions.
Norianna was the first one who spoke, her voice hushed even in his mind, as if she
thought he would suddenly turn on and do that to her.
I had not the slightest idea you could do that.
Most people don't, said Kymenos calmly. I thought it would be a good thing to
know how to do. Of course, I didn't have much of a chance to practice it. The southern
Kingdoms and most of Dalzna don't have many ocean borders.
You didn't need me at all, then.
Oh, yes, I did. I can only do this when I'm near the sea, and I didn't really know if
it would work.
Then why did you use it now?
Because I could. If it had failed, then I would have just called on you, the way I
always do.
Norianna muttered something.
Kymenos didn't try to make it out as he turned Sykeen around the corner of a
large building, probably the counting-house, and saw a ship riding at anchor in front of
him. He pulled up, checking the banner by the faint light of the moon, somehow already
knowing what he would see.
A leaping dolphin, above a curve of land that looked like a crescent moon.
The banner of the Green Isles, under the rulership of the god Erlande.

Chapter 52
Blood and Sympathy
"Few people can be really daring, when it comes to death. They always think that
they are going to do better than they end up doing."
-Alara of Rivendon.
"I am not afraid."
Nightstone nodded as she tied Cadona's arm behind her back, and lifted the other.
"That's good, then."
"I'm really not afraid," Cadona repeated flatly. "I saw what you did with
Mitherill, and you can do that with me, and I still won't whine and cry and yell the way
you'd like me to."
"Good," Nightstone repeated. "That will make my task all the easier." She looked
up at Ilarsa. "Did it work, last time, for you to fly her while she shed blood over the
Plains, or should I tie her arms in a different way?"
The swan shrugged its wings, then circled lower and changed into the fey woman
so she could answer aloud. "That worked well. If you would like to bind her in a different
way just to be artistic, then of course I would have no objections."
Nightstone grinned. The fey seemed to place much more emphasis on "artistry"
than she did. In the few days they had been here, the fey had already begun to build small
houses with carvings that Nightstone couldn't trace for the life of her, and paint pictures
that required a fey eye to think beautiful.
"I shall do it," she said, and turned to Cadona. "Your cousin's blood revived the
land wonderfully. I think that yours should do even better, since it is purer."
"You can't do this to me," said Cadona.
"You just said I could," Nightstone pointed out mildly, and cut into her arm,
making Cadona wince and gasp and try to struggle. Nightstone had tied her even tighter
this time, though, and she only succeeded in making a few undignified thrashings, which
just caused Nightstone to snicker at her. The Princess turned her head and stared out over
the Plains, a haughty look on her face.
"Do as you will, then," she said. "I think that you will pay for this somehow."
"Is your precious Light going to come after us, then?" Nightstone asked,
watching as the blood flowered along the wound. She scattered it abruptly, and nodded in
satisfaction as the colors again calmed into grass. They were standing in the Plains this
time, on the patch of grass that Mitherill's blood had recovered last time, and Nightstone
thought contentedly that she could continue going across the Plains like this. It wasn't
exciting work, but it was steady, and she could see results in just a few minutes. She had
done worse things for the Dark, in her time.
"Not that," said Cadona. "But I am your blood, and you are injuring me. You will
wake, someday, and think about what you have done, and weep in the silence of your
bed."
Nightstone laughed. "Then that would be the first time that that happened to me,
and I have destroyed hundreds of people in Amorier and Orlath. What about you, Ilarsa?"
"No, I haven't destroyed hundreds of people in Amorier and Orlath," said the fey
woman modestly. "I can only hope to aspire to your heights of bloody war."
Nightstone laughed again. This was really easy, light and joyous. Such things

always were, once she had started doing them and stopped thinking and worrying about
them. "I didn't mean that. I meant to ask if you had ever lain awake in your bed at night,
worrying about your conscience."
"No," said Ilarsa promptly. "Why would I do that? If I thought it wasn't right, I
wouldn't do it in the first place."
"A little more complicated than that, for me," said Nightstone. "Sometimes I do
justify it to myself, later, with thoughts that didn't occur to me before I actually did the
task. But I don't think that I've ever moaned about it later, and then told myself that I
shouldn't have done it."
"You always come to terms with your conscience?" Cadona asked, wincing as
Nightstone shook her arm again.
"Oh, yes."
Cadona turned, her silver eyes filled with tears, though Nightstone thought it was
those tears of false pity that the Lightworkers were required to cry even when they
weren't really sorry for Darkworkers, rather than any tears of pain. "I pity you," she said,
confirming Nightstone's guess. "You will still feel the lash of your conscience, someday.
It may be after you die, but you will feel it."
Nightstone laughed. "Of course it will be. That is the way that you deal with it,
by imagining that something bad will happen to me when I die." She shook her head. "I
never really saw the purpose of thinking about your enemies suffering in the afterlife,
when I could make them suffer in life."
"The pain that you cause me is only temporary," said Cadona fiercely. "But you
will be judged, and your pain will be everlasting."
"I see that I should have gagged you," said Nightstone. "I could have dealt with
pleas to stop, but being preached at while I do something that defies all your edicts is
more than I can stand." She nodded to Ilarsa. "Do you have something that you could use
as a gag?"
Ilarsa smiled, turned into a swan, and then twisted her neck back to pluck
something from her wing. She turned around with a feather in her beak, which became
her mouth as she changed back. Shuddering slightly- Nightstone guessed at the taste- she
held it out to Nightstone. "Here you are."
"Don't do that!" Cadona wailed. "Would you gag me with a strip of dead skin?"
"Yes, actually, if we had any," said Nightstone, and stuffed the feather in her
mouth, forcing it past her teeth. Cadona went about trying to spit it out, and Nightstone
scattered more and more blood.
Cadona at last spat out the feather, but by then Nightstone had had her moments
of peace, and the girl's struggles were slowing, anyway, as her blood loss weakened her.
Nightstone knelt, made one more cut, and then bound Cadona's arm to her legs in a new
pattern. She stepped back, and waited proudly to see if Ilarsa had noticed.
The fey woman nodded. "Better," she said, and then changed into a swan once
more, swooping with Cadona across the Plains. Nightstone stood and watched the grass
spring up.
Ilarsa flew for perhaps five minutes, then touched down again. "Her blood does
work better," she said, when she had transformed, "but I think she's weakening more
quickly. Perhaps the cuts were deeper."
Nightstone had just opened her mouth to answer when something jarred through

her. It felt as though someone had tried to smash every bone in her body, and nearly
succeeded. Nightstone shuddered and crumpled towards the ground, holding on as the
world seemed to whirl away from her.
The juddering and jarring slowed at last, but Nightstone still hurt as she stood and
turned to look at the others. Cadona was lying motionless, and it wasn't until Nightstone
saw the motion of her chest that she was sure the Princess of Rivendon still lived. She
went to her at once and bound up her wounds, so that she wouldn't bleed to death, and
then turned and looked at Ilarsa. For some mysterious reason, she had been reluctant to
look towards the woman before.
Ilarsa stood, and didn't meet Nightstone's eyes for a long moment, since she was
looking west. Then she turned, and her eyes were so bright and tragic that Nightstone
bowed her head.
"Shadow," said Ilarsa simply.
Nightstone changed without a word needing to be spoken, and scooped Cadona
onto her back. She flew back towards the camp, while Ilarsa, who had nearly exhausted
herself, followed on foot.
******
When she got back to the camp, Nightstone wondered if Ilarsa's slowness wasn't
deliberate, as well as enforced by tiredness. She wondered if the woman had known what
they were going to find.
She found chaos, and weeping, and the shapeshifters falling on each other's necks
as they asked what was going on. All of them had felt the shock of Shadow'sAnd was it death, or was it wounding? Nightstone didn't know, and none of them
would answer her. All of them had served Shadow longer than she had, and would be
more prone to feel something like this. It seemed to have half-killed some of them.
But Nightstone comforted herself with the idea that she had a clearer vision, too,
of what was really possible, and what was not. They were inclined to think Shadow dead,
because they had never felt anything like that before while they were in his service.
Nightstone need not jump to the worst conclusion.
Besides, she had felt something like this once before, in that fourth war Dark and
Light had fought in Orlath. The Dark had been horrendously defeated, that time, driven
running across the Plains. Nightstone had felt the wounding the Light had given it,
stabbing almost to the heart of the offensive. The Dark had been forced to give up a large
part of its strength to prevent the Light from flooding north and destroying it in its
stronghold.
This could be that. Shadow could have been wounded, but he might at least still
be living.
Nightstone decided that she couldn't keep staring west, like the others, when
there were things to be done. She put out fires that burned unattended, and carried food to
the bound Princesses. Mitherill turned her head away, refusing all nourishment, but
Cadona nodded that she would take some, and Nightstone fed her the best of the meat
from a deer she had kicked to death the day before. Cadona ate with her own eyes on the
west, and when she finished, she looked up at Nightstone.
"Do you think he's dead?"
Nightstone shrugged neutrally, but inwardly she was impressed. The girl could
have asked anyone else in camp, and almost certainly had. Yet she kept asking again and

again, trying to find out a different answer to a question she couldn't have had much
interest in. She was probably trying to use the information to find a way to escape, or
collecting it because it might be useful later. Those were things that Nightstone herself
would have done.
"Well?" Cadona prompted.
"I say that we can't know," said Nightstone, and turned to offer the food to
Mitherill again. The Princess of Ilantra still turned up her chin. Nightstone rolled her eyes
and held the girl's nose. Mitherill gagged, and Nightstone poured some of the broth down
her throat, which Mitherill swallowed automatically.
She glared at Nightstone when Nightstone let her go. "You can't do that," she said
mutinously.
"I can," said Nightstone. "You have to keep your strength up."
"So you can have my blood to bring Orlath back."
"Exactly."
Mitherill laid her head down and turned her face away. Nightstone sighed and
glanced at Cadona, only to see Cadona looking back expressively at her, as if she were
just as disgusted with her cousin's behavior. Nightstone blinked, then grinned.
"Would you like to go for a walk?" she asked the Princess of Rivendon. "Just a
short one. I don't want you to bleed out all your strength in the walk any more than I want
you to shed all your blood on the Plains at once."
Cadona nodded, and Nightstone untied her feet. The Princess scrambled to her
feet, stretching, then nodded to her arms. "What about this?"
"I'm being pleasant, not stupid."
Cadona sighed, but followed Nightstone across the grass without complaining.
Nightstone led her west, as a silent protest against the way that everyone seemed to look
in that direction and yet no one dared to move in it. Some of the shapeshifters looked at
her, and some glanced away, but most of them did their best not to pay any attention at all
to either of them. Nightstone knew she was temporarily as much of an outsider as the two
girls. She hadn't served Shadow long enough to be certain of his fall, and that,
paradoxically, shut her out of all mourning for his fall.
"What will happen if Shadow is dead?" Cadona asked, as they walked in a slow
circle.
"Nothing that you need worry about," said Nightstone. "I did swear that I would
reclaim Orlath, and I will. That goes on whether Shadow is alive, dead, wounded, or up
in the sky playing with the birds."
Cadona stumbled, and Nightstone gripped her arm. She thought the girl was too
tired, but Cadona shoved herself away, saying hastily, "I'm all right. Only- that struck me
as funny, that's all."
"It did?" Nightstone asked in astonishment. She would never have thought that
such a thing could be funny.
Cadona nodded firmly. "I really do think that sometimes you're funny, or clever,
or even something else besides a murderous bitch," she said, looking up at Nightstone.
"Don't tell Mitherill, though, or she won't be my friend anymore, or tell me all her clever
plans for escape."
Nightstone narrowed her eyes. She had to beware of that, she reminded herself.

However encouraging it was to see a Princess betray signs of intelligence, all those signs
of intelligence could just be signs of a plan to escape. And Cadona would use
Nightstone's growing fondness for her against her if she could. Nightstone had not the
slightest doubt of that.
"Mitherill has clever plans?" she asked instead.
Cadona giggled. "Well, she mostly raids history-tales for them, but they worked
sometimes, if the history-tales are true. I thought it would be worthwhile to know what
ones she intends to try."
"Tell me what they are."
Cadona looked hesitant for a moment, but then began to do so. Nightstone
listened in pleasure. When the girl wasn't whining, then she did have a pleasant voice,
like chimes and nightingales combined, and Nightstone thought it only appropriate that
she should be putting that to some good use.
Nightstone was laughing about the history-tales that Mitherill considered worth
raiding for plans, unexpectedly, when Ilarsa appeared in front of her. Nightstone choked
back the laughter at once, and bowed her head. The shapeshifter's face told her all she
needed to know.
"Shadow is dead," Ilarsa said simply.
Nightstone could almost feel Cadona's mind working behind her, and knew she
would take that information into account in any plan she made now. But Nightstone didn't
care about that for a moment, even though she knew that it was happening. She was too
busy thinking about the way that Shadow had smiled at her, and trusted her, and
welcomed her into his service, and how strangely wonderful that service had been,
though sworn to against her will.
"But what is this?"
Nightstone looked up, blinking. Ilarsa had turned and was staring to the west
again, though Nightstone saw nothing unusual. Then a flare of red caught her eye, and
she started and reached out for the Scarlet, wondering if some elemental mage was
calling on fire.
The Scarlet was in chaos, but the chaos of fear, not of use. And a moment later,
the red light came clear to Nightstone. In the west floated a symbol she had seen burned
on the sky before: an eagle with a unicorn's head.
"What is Change doing?" Ilarsa murmured, sounding as though she were trying
to rationalize it, and could not.
Nightstone didn't know, but she felt the sudden, new slam through her bones as
something else began to happen.
Of course, surrounded by shapeshifters who were all babbling incoherently and a
Princess who was planning her own moves, Nightstone had no one to really tell her what
it was, and could only stare and watch and wonder.
She hated that.

Chapter 53
Plans Proceeding
"I have never had the patience to carry a plan through, and watch others perish
whom I might have saved. I hope that you have that patience, someday."
-Lierra, Queen of Doralissa, to her daughter.
"Here we are."
Ternora looked eagerly around, and then blinked. This looked like nothing so
much as a clearing in the jungle, and she couldn't understand why Pyeros had been so
eager to reach it. She glanced at him, only to find him, unexpectedly, looking directly
back at her. It was disconcerting.
"We will make camp here for the night," Pyeros said, raising his voice. "And I
will want to speak with you, Ternora."
Ternora kept her face innocent as she nodded, while her heart picked up speed. It
was always possible that he had discovered what she was up to, and if that was the case,
then she would have to kill him and take her chances. Of course, she probably wouldn't
live long if she killed Pyeros; she had that much esteem of Blierrina's skill. But she
couldn't risk anyone else knowing the secret, not if she was to have her vengeance.
She followed Pyeros towards a secluded corner of the clearing, where someone
would have to climb through the trees to approach them. The man stood with his back to
her for a moment, breathing, and Ternora wondered if he had to build up his courage to
accuse her of treachery. If he did, then it was not something she had expected.
But when he turned, his eyes, though direct, were not hostile.
"I don't know how much good it will do," said Pyeros. "After all, I have been part
of this, through my ignorance of what happens in Doralissa. I thought that I knew
everything, and it turns out I have been sadly remiss in some things, and so have my
people and my wife. But I thought you needed to hear this."
Ternora just stared at him, not having the slightest idea what he was on about.
"I'm sorry," said Pyeros quietly.
"For what?" Ternora asked.
"For ignoring half-elves and their problems. For assuming that you were just like
all the humans and elves I had fought with." Pyeros shook his head. "I admit, my first
thought when we met the half-elves in the jungle was that they might want to attack the
Prince and gain power for their own ends. Not once did I imagine that they might have a
legitimate grievance."
"But they might like to seize the Prince and power for their own ends," Ternora
said, her puzzlement increasing. "In the same way that you might, or the elves might. It's
possible, though not likely in this particular case. I don't understand why you feel the
need to regard us as perfect."
Pyeros watched her, his head tilted and eyes bright. When he was sure that she
had finished, he nodded. At least, Ternora thought he was afraid of interrupting her. There
seemed no other reason for him to wait.
"I must apologize again, it seems," he said. "I don't need to regard you as perfect;
you are right. I need to regard you at all."
Ternora bowed her head. "It would help."
"Then I will," said Pyeros. "I will try to make sure the half-elves have a place in

the new Kingdom, even if the ruler, whoever it is, doesn't want to give them one."
Ternora smiled in spite of herself. Let Pyeros think it was for his offer, if he
wanted. "Thank you, my lord. That means more than you can know, given all the times
that half-elves have been thought of as nothing more that humans."
"I really did think that was best," said Pyeros. "Taking special notice of them
seemed wrong."
Ternora shrugged. "It was the ignorance that bothered me most. Humans regard
elves as different, because they look different, and they're immortal, and humans know
that. But half-elves live three centuries, and we go mad at the end. We are not human,
either. But humans seem less willing to acknowledge that, save by sidelong glances.
There are no healers in Doralissa who specialize in helping mad half-elves, and none in
other Kingdoms, because half-elves are too rare there to make any healer specifically
study them."
"What happens when you go mad?" Pyeros asked intently.
"What happened when your mother did?" Ternora countered.
"She didn't," said Pyeros, and then hesitated. "That I know of. She vanished when
my siblings and I were into our early adult lives."
Ternora nodded. "Vanishing to deal with it is easier than staying around to
frighten our families. And, of course, we will outlive those whom we take as lovers, or
die earlier than they will, if they are elven. If your mother is still alive, then I think she
probably didn't want to have to watch you die."
Pyeros bowed his head. "How strange," he said softly, "that you should be the
one to teach me something I should have known about all along."
Ternora patted his shoulder. "Most leaders don't know anything about half-elves.
You've decided that you will. And you said that they will have a place in the new
Kingdom you help forge?"
"Yes." Pyeros looked up, eyes narrowed as if he were looking into strong sun. "I
promise it."
Ternora smiled at him, and then turned and walked away, feeling lighter than she
had since they had met the half-elves. And, of course, she hoped more fervently than ever
now that she didn't have to kill Pyeros.
She thought she probably wouldn't have to, but it would have been nice to be
sure.
******
"Ternora."
Ternora opened her eyes, but made no other movement. This wasn't a visitor she
was supposed to have. Better if no one else knew she had him.
"Aranthran," she breathed, not looking up at the other half-elf as he knelt beside
her. "I take it that you've kept your word and come to kill the Prince the moment you can
reach him?"
"Yes. Or earlier, if you want that. You paid enough for that." Aranthran shifted,
lying down so that his long hair covered Ternora.
"Not earlier," said Ternora. "I think that I don't want to kill anyone else, now, and
earlier I wasn't sure. Try to reach him without killing anyone who tries to get in the way,
if you can."
"May I kill them if they attack me?" Aranthran asked sarcastically.

Ternora rolled over, rejoicing in the feel of the silky hair that covered her. She
pretended to think about it. "Only if you must," she said. "You know that I don't like you
resorting to violence."
Aranthran laughed, long but low. "You will have what you desire," he said.
"Could anyone who has the patience to travel with that brat, and is so clever as to arrange
things for her own benefit, have anything else?"
Ternora grunted. "I would have someone to care for me for the rest of my life, if I
really got everything I wanted."
"You will have that soon enough."
Ternora closed her eyes in relief. It was good that Aranthran had figured out what
she was doing, despite everything. No one else had- the elves were the only danger, as far
as Ternora knew, and they would have confronted her openly about it- but now she had
someone else to share the secret with.
"And you'll be ready?" she asked.
"Of course. I've been waiting for the best moment. The problem is that I can
think of many best moments."
"I will give you a signal," said Ternora.
"Of what kind? No bird-calls, please. I have had enough of those to last me a
lifetime, tracking through this jungle."
"I know that. I will have Kitten dive at Warcourage as if to attack him, which so
far she hasn't done. Would that be enough for you?"
"More than enough."
Ternora started to roll away from him. "You should go," she murmured. "It
wouldn't be safe for you to be found here in the morning."
Aranthran slung an arm around her waist. "Not safe, but rather thrilling."
"Aranthran-"
He laughed at her, and nuzzled her hair. "I'll be gone before you wake up, I
promise you that. In the meantime, I'm waiting here so that I can watch you, and think
about what you're doing."
Ternora closed her eyes. She had what she wanted, and no reason to argue against
it. Besides, she was too tired to argue.
******
"Ternora, do something."
Ternora blinked. Emrissa stood over her, and was glaring down at her with such
force that Ternora didn't think she would have noticed had Aranthran still been curled up
on the leaves. Ternora sat up, surreptitiously feeling behind her, and exhaling in relief
when she found that Aranthran wasn't there.
And some disappointment, she had to admit. She would have been glad to wake
up with him, and to see Emrissa's surprised reaction, even if it would have been
immediately followed by a more unfortunate reaction, as she knew it would have been.
"What should I do something about?" she asked Emrissa, rubbing at her eyes and
yawning. She supposed that she should act more concerned, but the elf was too much on
her dignity this morning to provoke a good response from Ternora.
"Your little Prince," said Emrissa.
"He's not my Prince."
"Your former charge, then." Emrissa bit the words off, and Ternora realized the

elf was truly angry. She sat back a little and eyed Emrissa carefully. The elf didn't seem to
notice, though. "He's proclaiming that he is the true Prince of Doralissa, and that he's a
military genius, and that we should turn north to the castle at once, without waiting for
any of Pyeros's other rebels to catch them up."
"Then he's just stupid," said Ternora promptly. "I can't believe that you would
want me to do something about that. The consequences of doing nothing would catch him
up even more amusingly."
"You can make him shut up, or at least whine more entertainingly," said Emrissa.
"Now come along, before I replace his bone marrow with boiling lead."
Ternora blinked as she stood and followed, though without the expectation of
being able to do anything much. "You can do that?"
Emrissa glared. "Would you like to see me demonstrate?"
Ternora shook her head swiftly. It would be a rather interesting thing to see, she
had to admit, but she didn't want Warcourage dead just yet. It had to be a public
spectacle. And she didn't know what Aranthran would do if he was unable to fulfill his
contract, but she suspected it wouldn't be pleasant.
"I think that we must turn north now," Warcourage's voice was saying, as they
came out of the trees and towards him. "And of course you wouldn't think that, but you
could be plotting to betray me and take the throne, for all I know. You could want to put
yourself in the position of my adviser."
Blierrina stood looking up at him, and waited until he had finished speaking to
speak in turn. Ternora shook her head. The effort of being so polite would drive her
insane far more quickly than it would show benefits. Sometimes she felt as baffled
around Doralissans as the humans from the other Kingdoms did. "I don't want the
position. My husband will become Captain of the royal guard if you allow it, but you
need not. All your positions are your choice, my Prince."
Warcourage stood looking down on her, his pose childish but still arrogant. It did
thaw a little as he listened to Blierrina. "Really?"
The woman nodded. "Of course, that is assuming that you finish your training in
the Light in the right way, and take your throne."
Warcourage sounded as if he were snarling. "I will take the throne. There is no
one better for the position."
Ternora grabbed the laughter that wanted to explode out of her throat and stuffed
it in the back of her mind. If she started to laugh, she wouldn't stop. She glanced at
Emrissa and saw the elf still looking intent and murderous, as though she would like to
replace Warcourage's marrow with boiling lead on general principles.
"Do you want me to talk to him after all?" Ternora asked. "It looks as though
Blierrina is doing a fine job."
"I want you to talk to him."
Ternora sighed, and walked towards the cart in which Warcourage stood. It was
usually a supply cart, but the Prince seemed to be using it as an impromptu stage. He
turned towards her at once, but stopped when he saw who it was, and his face lightened
with a smile of pleasure. He nodded at Blierrina, and then winked at Ternora. Ternora
shook her head in pity. In some ways, it was good that Warcourage would never get the
chance to take the throne. He would have been horribly, pitifully bad at it.
"You're here to cheer me on, I suppose?" said Warcourage.

Ternora recalled that Emrissa hadn't told her how to get the boy to stop whining,
and managed a smile. "There are things that I would like to talk with you about," she
said, and reached out her hand. Warcourage accepted it, and let himself be helped regally
down from the cart. Ternora looked warily at Blierrina, fearful the woman would be
looking at her coldly.
Blierrina just appeared amused, though. She shrugged at Ternora, then turned and
walked away. Ternora watched her go until Warcourage poked her in the side and
announced himself with an important "humph."
"Should we go somewhere more private so that you can talk to me, Ternora?" he
asked. "Something about advising me, wasn't it?"
Ternora nodded and turned back to him, lowering her voice to a whisper. Most of
the Doralissans were ignoring Warcourage, and Emrissa had walked away, but it never
hurt to be cautious. "I wanted to advise you about what you could really do to impress
people and prove your claim to the throne."
Warcourage's eyes sparkled. "What?"
"You would have to be brave," Ternora cautioned him. "You would have to be
willing to do this in public."
"I am a Prince," said Warcourage. "All my life has been spent in public."
Ternora smiled at him blissfully, thanking the Light for a Prince so easy to
manipulate, and passed on to the next stage of her plan.

Chapter 54
Fire and Song
"If you could see what we have been, then you would not wonder that we are
willing to sacrifice, and sacrifice yet again, to win some small part of it back."
-Attributed to Saldan the Light elf.
"Olumer."
Olumer blinked. He wasn't sure what he had been expecting from the storm of
light, but his name wasn't it. He stared hard at the light for a moment more, and wasn't
surprised to see it form into a figure he knew. It was the figure in question that was the
surprise.
"Pannerel," he whispered.
The elf laughed, the sound deeper and richer than any Olumer had ever heard
from him. "The same," he admitted, moving a hand through his hair. Olumer squinted,
wondering if it was only his imagination that those fingers sparkled with tiny lights at the
end. "And not the same."
"I don't understand," Helian hissed at Olumer. "He doesn't smell like Pannerel.
Why do you believe him when he says he is?"
She was right, Olumer realized. The smell was different, in a way that it had
never altered before. Pannerel was Pannerel, and confined to one body, although his scent
would sometimes change with his fey moods.
So, Olumer thought, this Pannerel must not be confined to one body. And he had
his confirmation a moment later when Pannerel's skin changed from brown-gold to deep
gold, and his hair to the same color, and his eyes to green. Now he looked like a Light elf,
and smelled like one, too, and Olumer would have taken him for one without glancing at
him twice.
"What magic is this?" Helian asked, but not in the tone of wonder that Olumer
thought she should use to ask the question. It was more of a bark, and Pannerel laughed
quietly at her.
"Not magic," he said, "so much as a return to what was. I went deep inside
myself to rescue Lyli. There was ancient magic there, magic that didn't know anything of
the younger times of the world. I let myself flow into it completely, and then drew back
what I required to continue surviving. The magic responded by giving me more than I
ever desired." He looked down complacently at his golden arms, and then changed one to
blue and the other to green, which looked most odd with the deep golden color of the rest
of him. "This is what elves once were."
"Crazy?" Helian challenged.
Pannerel laughed at her, and again Olumer felt the sound encompassed more than
he had learned to hear. "If you want to think about us that way, then oh, yes. But, more
than that, I became what we were before we listened to Queen Aneron and became Light
elves and Faerie elves and the elves of Dezeywandu."
"I thought you were free of that division," said Olumer, startled into speech now.
"I thought that when the elves of Dezeywandu changed back into their Faerie selves, the
split was ended."
Pannerel shook his head. "Of course it could not be, or how would the Light
elves continue to exist? There are reasons to go on existing that way, but they are minor,

and more in obedience to the dictates of a human and her goddess, still. We believed with
all our hearts that we were no more than that." He held up his hands and turned them
back and forth. "And as you can see, we are more."
"So you can change the color of your skin," challenged Helian. Olumer thought
about intervening, but in the end kept quiet and let her speak. Considering Helian's
condition, it would be a kindness. She was still startled and shocked and had to get that
out somehow. "I don't see how that's a gift, or something completely different from what
you were before."
Pannerel glanced at her, then at Olumer. "Would you really like to see what I am
now?" he asked softly.
Unexpectedly, it was Lyli who spoke. "Yes."
Pannerel smiled at her, and then raised his arms and spoke a word that Olumer
could not hear.
Immediately, the world tore open. Olumer found himself floating in an immense
blue space, and only by twisting to look over his shoulder could he get some idea of
where he was. This was the space between the stars, he thought, seeing the distant points
of silver light and yellow. And in front of him was another storm of light when he turned,
of curling fire and song.
The song struck Olumer's ears in a way that nothing else ever had. It was like the
music of the filifernai, he thought, as far as being wild, but this was joyous and uncaring,
while the music of the dark fey was aimed at destroying the one who listened. Olumer
didn't think this song had ever taken notice of mortals, and if it did, it would examine
them with curiosity and then dismiss them. This music cared about singing, not about
those who listened.
Then the fire and song curled over his head, and whipped past him in a long
trailing note. Olumer spun to look where it was pointing, and saw silver trails and golden
looping through the endless space. He wondered if he could walk them to other worlds,
and what would happen if he did.
Yes.
Olumer turned around at the voice, to find Pannerel standing in front of him. The
elf winked and changed himself into a silvereyes, then flowed back into an elf again,
since he probably sensed Olumer's distress at his sudden changes.
"Come with me, and I will show you wonders you have never experienced," said
Pannerel softly, and set off along a bridge.
Olumer, who still held the laughing and squealing Lyli, followed the elf
cautiously down the bridge, or trail, or road, or whatever it really was. He could feel
nothing beneath his feet, which made it all the harder to walk. He could hear the music
and laughter continuing, but could not actually decide if they were comforting or not. Lyli
continued to laugh, and that sound, at least, was mortal.
It finally occurred to him to look over his shoulder, and he snarled when he saw
no sight of Helian.
"Where is-"
"Walking a different path," said Pannerel calmly, "with a different version of me.
I didn't think that she could bear this one."
Olumer clamped his mouth shut on the impulse to ask if Lyli could bear it, then.
He didn't trust Pannerel all that far, but he trusted enough to think- however wrong she

was- that Pannerel wouldn't hurt a child he had sacrificed his true elven form to rescue.
Pannerel slowed at last, and then said, "Here. This is the world that you were in
last time, the world of the silver trees."
Olumer nodded, remembering it well. It was where he had first learned that Lyli
had some trace of sense in her, as did Cadona, and where Pannerel had first spoken to
him of being a full silvereyes.
Pannerel stepped off the bridge, and Olumer followed.
The burst of light around him was not what he expected. He remembered this
world as solid, and instead it was swimming silver. He could hear soft singing as the light
writhed around them, and then Pannerel laughed and said something in an unimaginable
language.
The light stopped writhing and became trees again, but this time the forest was
more open and brighter than Olumer remembered. He drew in the air, and realized that he
had never breathed anything as fresh. He glanced sideways at Pannerel to see the elf
watching him with a small, joyous smile.
"We could make all the worlds like this, at one time," said Pannerel, his voice
soft and fluting, full of mourning for what had been lost, as Olumer supposed. "We could
add a tone to it that would never play in the world's song otherwise. That is what we have
forgotten, more than anything else. We have forgotten the wonder and the glory of it, that
we were the ones who made the worlds so strange. We could have made Faean that way
at any time, and without a need for the magic of Faerie. But we forgot. We let ourselves
be convinced by the loss of the country that became Orlath that we could never do
anything again."
"It seems strange," Olumer admitted, picking his way through what little of that
speech he understood. "How could anyone deprive you of this power, if you really did
have it? It seems that you would be stronger than anyone who could possibly oppose
you."
Pannerel snorted softly. "You'd think so. But Elle faced us, and we thought we
couldn't face the power of a goddess. We knew it. We let our own magic be used against
us, dreaming like fire to change ourselves into smaller and weaker shapes. We thought we
could hide from Elle that way." He shook his head. "We should have remembered what
we learned at birth."
"Which is?" Olumer asked, wondering if he was about to hear a secret of the
universe or a bit of nonsense.
"That we are not more powerful than gods," said Pannerel, with a faint grin. "We
work sideways to them, though. We ignore them, and step around them. Elle can't stop us,
and neither can Shara or anyone else, because we have power in other worlds as they do
not. We die if they face us directly, but let us slip around them, and they will never notice
us. We don't have to hide by being small and weak, though. We just have to slip around
them by being too strange and beautiful for them to understand. They'll give up, because
they want worshippers whom they can understand, and they'll go back to ruling Faean
instead."
Olumer was not sure how much he understood of all that, but there was a
pleasure in listening to Pannerel's voice even if he couldn't understand. The words coiled
and slid around each other like silver snakes.
"So does that mean that you will not conquer Faean?" he asked, recollecting

himself enough to remember that it was a question he should probably ask.
"I will not, at least," said Pannerel. "And if I can remind the others of what we
once were, and how little need we have to conquer anything, or indeed to do anything but
live, then they may listen to me, and even leave off attacking Shadow." He paused, and
something darkened his face. "It is too late for some, but it will not be too late for others,
either human or elven."
"Will you be coming back with us to Faean?" Olumer asked.
Pannerel smiled gently. "You know that I cannot, Olumer. I have other elves to
talk to. And, above all-" He hesitated for a moment, then said, "It happens most often to
humans, but even the fey can become elf-stricken, in love with something they can never
have. It seems to be a particular pastime of the liadrai, for example. I would not have
either of you become that way."
"I would not," said Olumer. "I am devoted to Helian, and I am sure that she is
devoted to me."
"It really has nothing to do with that," said Pannerel. "It has more to do with
falling in love with beauty, and preferring to starve to death gazing on that beauty than
turn away to anything else."
Olumer shook his head, wondering if he should be grateful that he hadn't seen
many elves close up.
"It happens often enough with just Light elves and Faerie elves," Pannerel went
on. "I don't want to know what would happen if mortals and fey started falling in love
with this form." He sighed. "I will see you again, though. You may be sure of that." He
looked at Lyli and smiled at her. "And I know that you will settle the little girl well."
"Of course," said Olumer at once, and then realized that those last words had the
tone of a warning. Pannerel hadn't sacrificed himself to save Lyli's life- even if it didn't
turn out to be a large sacrifice- just so that Olumer could drop her off somewhere and
then run away from her.
Olumer met the elf's eyes and held the little girl more tightly. Pannerel relaxed
and nodded at him.
"You have seen some of what I am," said Pannerel. "I should take you back now,
so that you don't become too obsessed with grasping at it."
He whipped around them in a blaze of golden and silver light, and then the world
of the silver trees faded. Olumer found himself standing in the hall, looking out at a
sunrise that made the snow sparkle like crushed diamonds.
He glanced at Helian, who stood beside him. She looked dazed for a moment, her
hand resting on her stomach as if she were trying to prevent herself from throwing up.
Then she looked at him and smiled.
It was all the answer Olumer needed.
He began to walk towards the Silver Stair, Lyli riding silent and thoughtful in his
arms, a crown of light that might have been all that was left of an elf's mortal frame
briefly resting in his hair.
*****
"What are we going to do with her?"
Olumer looked up at Helian. She was lying on the other side of the fire,
crunching her way through a haunch of deer. They had hunted earlier, but Lyli had been
so horrified at the sight of all the blood, and so sickened at the thought of eating raw

meat, that Helian had gone away to feast in peace. Olumer had found some herbs and
birds' eggs for the little girl, who was now asleep on the other side of the camp, wrapped
in as many blankets as they could steal from an abandoned farmhouse.
"I don't know," said Olumer. "I have heard, sometimes, of human children
adopted by silvereyes-"
"Yes, but they learn from a young age to play in the cold naked, and eat raw
meat, and run as fast as we do," said Helian flatly. "And she is too old to learn such
children's tricks."
Olumer started to answer, but Lyli began to whimper. He hurried over to her, and
picked her up. She clung to him, tears streaming down her face, for a long moment before
she awoke from the nightmare.
Olumer patted her back and asked the question that had become automatic to him
after all the nightmares that Cadona suffered. "Do you want to tell me what it was about?
Or would that be too horrible?"
Lyli choked, coughed, and then said, "No, that's all right." Her voice trembled
and vibrated, though, and Olumer wondered how right she really was. "I dreamed that I
was back in the hall, with the sword through me, and the Kings and Queens standing
around me. They taunted me about never really escaping, and said that I would only
return to the hall in my dreams, but that would give them power, and-" She stopped and
began to cry again.
Olumer glanced helplessly at Helian. She gave him back an implacable look, and
he knew what she would say if he mentioned the matter again. She was a pack leader, and
he her mate. They had lives to return to, lives that would never include Lyli because she
was human.
And Olumer had promised Helian that freeing Lyli from the hall was the last
human obligation that he would fulfill.
He sighed, and leaned his head over the little girl, crooning to her while thinking
hard. Is there anything I can do for her? Anything at all?
"I think I'll dream like this as long as I remember," Lyli moaned. "If there was
only some way that I didn't have to remember…"
And that was it, of course.

Chapter 55
Shadows Old and New
"Mourning yields not to light,
But nor does joy to sorrow.
Weep through all the darkling night,
And smile on the morrow."
-Attributed to Hyelin the Bard.
"Elary?"
Elary lifted her eyes. Someone stood in front of her, but so blurry was her gaze
with tears that it was a long moment before she managed to make out Lorien. When she
did, she threw her arms around him and began to sob.
The ilzán held her, and said softly, "I'm sorry. A great power has gone from the
world, and I do not know what can be done."
"This can be done."
Elary started and looked up, thinking that the voice had spoken right in her ear. It
hadn't, though. Change was hovering above her, still in his human form, but with his face
looking so angry that Elary wondered he was able to keep hold of his human form.
"I have long stayed neutral in the wars of Light and Dark," he said, to the creature
in the sky, to the worshippers of Shadow who stared at him, to the Faerie elves. "But this
I cannot tolerate. They would destroy the other great powers and the gods in their
struggle. I did not think they would, and that is my fault. I should have known. I should
have taken precautions.
"I can only try to repair a folly that should never have been allowed to get so far."
He turned, and a blaze of red light lit the sky. It formed the symbol of an eagle
with a unicorn's head, the one that Elary knew, and then melted into a maelstrom of
scarlet. It lashed towards the walls, where the worshippers of Shadow stood waiting, and
Elary winced, thinking of the damage that it could inflict. It looked like fire, and she
didn't want to tend burns.
But this fire did not burn. Instead, it coiled around two figures who stood waiting
for it.
Silar, Elary realized slowly, and Rior.
"Shadow approached me to ask for my help in this plan of his," Change went on,
"and I thought he was mad. I thought it unnecessary. I promised that I would help if it
came to pass, but never did I think it would.
"He was wiser than I."
Silar and Rior were rising into the air now, ensconced in the red light. Change
watched them with brilliant eyes, and then turned and addressed what, Elary thought, was
probably the hostile part of his audience- the Faerie elves and the Dark.
"Shadow was very dear to me, though of course I tried to remain out of quarrels.
I could not take sides.
"But now I shall take sides, and I say to you that I shall do as he asked me to do
in his last days."
He turned to face Rior again, and then Silar cried out abruptly and dropped away
from him. Elary tensed, but stopped when she saw that Silar had a new pair of wings,
brighter and more feathery than her last. Silar caught herself automatically- she had

probably been working her old muscles even as she fell, Elary thought- and then gazed at
her new wings in wonder.
"Of course it is not fair to simply heal the wounds of whoever I want," said
Change distantly. "There are some who would argue that this woman should not have
lived at all. But I am angry, and at the moment I don't feel like being fair." His voice
became kind. "You'll want to land on the wall, my dear. I know that Shadow requested
you support Rior through this, but I don't think it will be necessary." He turned to look at
the misty form of Shadow's lieutenant. "Will it, Rior?"
"No," said Rior, and his voice was clear and ringing, too. Like Change's, it
seemed to come from every corner of the sky. "I was frightened, and I still am. But I felt
my lord die, and rising against the fear is a burning anger and resentment that they could
do this to him."
The most frightening part of it all, Elary thought, was that he sounded perfectly
calm while he spoke the words. Only the hardness of the voice gave some hint of the
emotions he claimed.
"Very well," said Change. "Silar, land please. These next few moments, the air
will change too much for anything else to survive."
Silar landed slowly, not taking her eyes off the spectacle in the sky. Elary let go
of Lorien, rushed over and grabbed her, feeling a wing wrap around her immediately. The
gesture felt natural and right, whether it was fair or not. She closed her eyes, not sure she
wanted to see what happened next.
But then Change said, "By all the laws of the world, I change you," and she felt
compelled to open her eyes and look up.
Rior was floating in the air, his head tilted back, his arms spread like wings. As
Elary watched, his body flushed with color and substance, the gray turning to cloth and
flesh, and the hands to burning gold.
Not too far from her, Garden whined. She was watching her mate intently, Elary
saw, and for a moment she felt sorry for the wolf. It must be hard, not to be able to leap
from the wall and go to him.
Rior didn't seem to hear Garden, or perhaps decided that he simply couldn't
acknowledge her. He let out one sharp breath, and then his body flushed with even more
sparkling color.
Change continued, his voice thundering and booming. "Once there was a great
power known as Shadow, but he is now no more. There remain shadows in the world,
however, and they are used to having someone in command of them. Will you assume
command of them, Rior? Will you undergo apotheosis?"
"I will," said Rior, and his voice only trembled a little.
There came an immediate explosion. Elary would have fallen if she weren't
wrapped in Silar's wing, and anchored by her arm around Silar's waist. She looked up,
then narrowed her eyes as a light broke out in the sky. Traveling across the light were
gray shapes, like swift clouds, that attached themselves to Rior and spun around him.
Shadows, Elary thought, and they were winding themselves onto the replacement for
their great power in the way that cloth would wind around a loom.
Rior was breathing audibly, and his breathing grew more and more labored as
more and more shadows attached themselves. Elary found she was clenching one hand so
hard that it hurt, and slowly forced her fingers open, never taking her eyes off Rior. This

would be something to tell anyone who hadn't been here, or at least the historians in
Tirantien, who would be intensely interested in the new great power sharing their land.
The shadows spun themselves tighter and tighter, and then Change said softly,
"Shadow already granted you the ability to change others into animals, or grant them the
forms of animals. I need not give you the gift. I need give you only one more, and you
hold back from accepting it."
"I was born human," said Rior defensively, a catch in his voice. "This takes a
little getting used to, you realize."
"I realize that," said Change calmly. "But you must accept that you are now
immortal, and that you are worthy of being immortal, or you will not be able to accept the
other duties of the great powers."
There came a long moment of silent struggle, in which Elary could almost feel
the thoughts flowing back and forth in Rior's mind.
"Very well," he said at last. "Then I accept that I must be immortal, at least for
this to work."
"Good enough," said Change, sounding amused, and then a flare of red light spun
out and stroked Rior's form.
Rior cried out once, then shook his head. The light faded, and the shadows. Elary
stared expectantly, but only saw the same misty figure as ever floating in the air.
Then Rior looked up towards the Faerie elves, and Elary caught her breath in a
hiss. His eyes were full of the same burning gold light that she had so often seen in
Shadow's, especially when he was angry.
"You have forgotten all that you once were," said Rior. For some reason, his
voice remaining his own disconcerted Elary. She had expected him to sound more like a
great power, she thought, and instead he sounded like a human- weary and angry. "You
would not have thought of this petty vengeance if you could still explode into song and
fire the way that you used to, still walk from world to world. I would escort you back into
your true forms, but someone is coming who will do that better than I could, and you
would not listen to me anyway. But I say this to you: so long as I continue to exist as
Shadow, no Faerie elf shall ever be welcome in Ilantra. The soil shall spurn your feet, the
fire burn you to ashes, the water turn brackish on your lips, and the air choke you. Take
my curse, and begone."
Elary saw the elves in the air stagger backward. Then they turned and flew their
elf-horses away, towards the Rashar Mountains, without a word. She didn't think they had
given up, but they would know better than to come back any time soon, or try another
attack.
"As for you," Rior went on, looking up at the dark creature that still hovered in
the sky, "I know your kind, and the reason that you have not roamed Faean for centuries.
You are too destructive even for those who love destruction. Dark would have gotten rid
of you if it dared. Now, I say that you shall fade away, and become only a shadow of
yourself and an evil memory."
The black creature began to swirl like water in a maelstrom. Elary would have
thought that it was simply fading of its own accord, if she couldn't see the way that one of
Rior's fists was clenched. The darkness faded, and then the sun broke through and
warmed Ilantra again.
"This is my country," said Rior slowly, clearly, so that everyone could hear him.

"I am bound to it by blood. I was born into its royal family. I was born with the blood of
the ilzánai. And I was a servant of Shadow, and served him for the last hundred years,
and mourned him when he died." He smiled fiercely into the sky. "If you think that I will
yield control of Ilantra to you, you are sadly mistaken."
"Well done," said Change softly.
A loud whine cut through the air. Elary turned to see Garden standing with her
paws on the edge of a merlon, staring up at Rior and whimpering steadily.
"She wants to be with you," said Change. "And you have the power to grant her
the immortality and the other forms that she will need, Rior."
"But should I?" Rior sounded unexpectedly timid. "The other things- the anger
carried me there, but this-"
"You will learn, as Shadow did, that you have the right to use your power in such
ways," said Change softly. "It helps her, and it harms no one, and I imagine that it will
lead to some peace within yourself."
Rior held out a hand, and then gestured. Garden's whine became a growl as her
body turned to shadow, and she snapped at her paw for a moment. Then the shadow
altered, becoming a human woman, and she floated into the sky to settle beside Rior.
They stared at each other and both, Elary thought, were equally astonished.
Garden spoke, slowly and with difficulty. "I- did not think- that you would ever
understand."
"I do now," said Rior softly, and reached out to take her hand.
Elary looked away. There were some moments that should be private, even if
they were being shared in the sky of Ilantra in front of hundreds of people.
And then, of course, it was mostly over.
******
"Elary?"
Elary looked up, then blinked at the man who stood outside the door. She knew
him, and yet she did not know him. He was awkward, shy, with shaggy brown hair with
streaks of white, and bright green eyes whose gold flecks indicated ilzán blood. Elary
stood slowly. "Can I help you?"
"I hope so."
The man smiled, then, and Elary realized it was Rior.
She hesitated, wondering if she should go to him or bow or even cast herself on
the floor. Rior decided the matter by coming up and enfolding her in a close hug. Elary
clung to him in astonishment, looking behind him to catch the gaze of a brown-haired
woman with golden eyes. The woman yawned, casually exposing teeth long enough to rip
out Elary's throat.
Elary stepped back as soon as she reasonably could, though her hand lingered on
Rior's shoulder. "What was that for?" she asked.
"For being a friend, a comfort, and a healer," Rior answered, his eyes so earnest
that Elary blushed. She looked towards the golden-eyed woman, who stepped just a little
closer. "You were worried about me, and you were right to be. I almost told Shadow that I
would not go through with this."
"Why did you?"
Rior shrugged. "Who else was there?"

Elary smiled. "Perhaps I should ask: Why didn't you want to?"
Rior closed his eyes. Then he said, "I don't know if I can do this right. I was a
human. I still am a human, in so many ways. I don't know what happens if I make a
mistake."
"Shadow made mistakes, didn't he?"
"Yes. But he had me to advise him."
The golden-eyed woman inched up and put her hand on Rior's shoulder. Elary
smiled into her face, confident she had identified her. "And you have Garden."
Rior turned and faced his mate, clasping her hand. "Yes, I do," he said. "Although
we will be even closer once I'm able to explain to her why humans can't smell like wolves
can, or that not every woman I smile at is looking to become my mate." He grinned, then
looked back at Elary. "Thank you, and I am sorry that we could not tell you before."
"It's all right," said Elary calmly. "I think I see why."
Rior nodded, and then left with Garden walking after him, sometimes balancing
herself on the wall or his shoulder so she didn't trip.
Elary leaned back against the empty bed behind her, and closed her eyes. She
would have tried to define all the emotions she felt, but she feared it would be useless.
Joy was definitely one of them, though.

Chapter 56
Plans Made, Plains Foiled
"Don't work against anyone cleverer than yourself. Always choose enemies who
are worse thinkers than you are. That's the way to live a happy life."
-The Mistaken Mage.
"So there's a new Shadow." Nightstone spoke the words yet again, striving to
understand. She shouldn't have to work this hard, but all the shapeshifters kept babbling,
and none of them wanted to stay still long enough to make her understand. Nightstone
had finally cornered Ilarsa and threatened to break her wings unless the fey woman stood
there and talked to her for a little while.
Ilarsa nodded fervently.
Nightstone sighed and rubbed her head. "And who is it? Can you tell? How could
Change make a new Shadow?"
"I don't think he brought our old Lord back," said Ilarsa. "He wouldn't do that.
Once something is dead, it's dead forever, usually, and I've never heard of a case where he
reversed that."
"But?"
"But what?" Ilarsa blinked at her.
"There's a 'but' coming up," said Nightstone flatly. "I can hear it in the way that
you're hesitating and trying to think of some way to explain this to the stupid human."
Ilarsa flushed. "I wasn't thinking of it like that," she said defensively.
Nightstone just rubbed her head yet again, and waited. Sometimes she thought
the worst part of her service to Shadow wasn't that she hadn't chosen it, or that the
shapeshifters were all as mad as pegasi in breeding season, but that most of the
shapeshifters were fey, who confused humans as part of some grand game of existence.
"Just explain to me."
"Shadow would have needed someone to replace him," said Ilarsa. "And he
would have had to have spoken to this person about it beforehand. He wouldn't be the
kind to just thrust apotheosis on someone's shoulders, any more than he would have made
you try to save Orlath instead of asking you." She looked at Nightstone searchingly.
"Yes, it makes sense," Nightstone snarled, and then managed to calm herself a
little. It wasn't really Ilarsa's fault that she was fey, and therefore confusing. "Yes, it
makes sense," she repeated more softly. "But he has a way of showing you the goal that
he wants you to accomplish, and then standing back and looking at you expectantly until
you take up the task just to stop the disappointment that's probably going to cloud his
eyes at any moment."
Ilarsa smiled in spite of herself. "Yes, my lady, sometimes he does- did that."
"So, who?"
"Rior, almost certainly," said Ilarsa. "He has been Shadow's lieutenant for more
than a century. He was the first human to turn back to Shadow when he returned to
Ilantra, and the one who kept us from suffering the usual fate of traitors."
"What do you mean?"
Ilarsa waved her hand. "Old history," she said airily. "But it has to be Rior.
There's no one else who would fit." She paused to think about it. "And probably no one

else who would take up the burden, by now," she added reluctantly. "They have seen that
Shadow, a great power, can be destroyed. Who would want to accept the position when
she knows that?"
"Only someone as stupid as Rior," muttered Nightstone.
"Rior isn't stupid!" Ilarsa protested, and then paused as if thinking about
something. "Only a little simple."
Nightstone snorted. "Whatever you want to call him. But I do hope that he
understands something more about governing and leadership than he has displayed so
far."
Ilarsa folded her arms and glared, and Nightstone recalled that she was insulting
the woman's new leader. She rolled her eyes, sighed, and turned back to the camp. "Then
we'll live with it. I'll take care of the Princesses for tonight, so that the rest of you can
celebrate, or whatever it is that you'll do."
"You would be welcome to join us."
Nightstone looked back, met the woman's eyes, and wound up shaking her head.
"Thank you," she answered. "But I haven't served Shadow as long as you have, and I
can't share the mourning and joy both that you will."
Ilarsa inclined her head.
Nightstone sighed and picked her way across the stones towards the place where
she had left Cadona. Cadona was crouched on a small patch of grass, her legs folded
neatly beneath her. She scrambled up when she saw Nightstone, and nodded to her.
"You didn't try to escape?" Nightstone asked, taking her bound arm and leading
her back towards Mitherill.
Cadona snorted and held up one of her bare feet. "Where would I go? It's scree
here, or the fey country, and you took my shoes."
"It was needed, don't you think?"
Cadona sighed. "Yes." She hesitated, and Nightstone remained silent. The girl
would tell her what it was or not, as she wished.
At last, Cadona said, "Mitherill is planning to try one of her silly plans tonight,
and escape."
Nightstone blinked, and her heart beat harder, though more for Cadona's sake
than Mitherill's. But she said only, calmly, "You are quite sure of this, then?"
"Oh, yes."
Nightstone nodded. "And what kind of plan is she using?" She paused. "Or
should I ask you what history-tale she took it from?"
Cadona laughed. "Actually, this one seems fairly original. She saw the way you
all reacted earlier. She's planning to cause a tremor in the earth, and while the rest of you
are panicking and thinking that something else happened to Shadow, she'll do her best to
make her escape."
"She has bare feet, too."
Cadona shrugged. "She's a Crop mage. She might be able to tell the stone not to
hurt her feet, or something similar."
Nightstone nodded. "And she intends to do this tonight? Even though she won't
be able to see that well, and creatures of the Dark could be abroad?"
Cadona gave her a sideways glance. "Why all the questions? You don't trust me?"

Her face altered, becoming a perfect pout.
"Of course not," said Nightstone serenely, and was relieved to see the Princess
grin. She probably was telling the truth, though certainly for her own reasons and not
because of any newly discovered sympathy for Shadow. "It seems strange that she would
run at night."
Cadona sighed. "That part she did get from the history-tales, I think. Night is the
traditional time for escape. Never mind that most of the Princes and Princesses who
escaped in the night were part fey and could see in the dark." She shrugged as best as she
could with her arms still tied behind her back. "I think that you should keep watch, at
least, and see if she does run."
"Of course I am going to keep watch," said Nightstone. "I distrust you, but I don't
listen to you for fun."
******
"Now?" Ilarsa asked softly, as a tremble grew in the earth under their feet.
"Now," Nightstone agreed, and they stood and ran forward as the Princess darted
madly towards the mountains. Small creatures were running with her, Nightstone saw,
and guessed those were the gnomes who had helped free her in the first place. One of
them turned towards Nightstone and Ilarsa, and the ferocity of its voice, like grinding
stone, might have frozen them if they hadn't been expecting it.
Ilarsa jumped into the air, transforming as she went, and flew ahead of Mitherill
to make sure she wouldn't get very far if Nightstone somehow failed to catch her.
Nightstone bent almost flat to the ground and raced after Mitherill.
Abruptly, a hole opened up beneath her foot, and she almost stepped into it. She
could have broken her ankle, at least. Nightstone scowled and called on the Scarlet,
setting the fire blazing around her. There were some times that Scarlet mages had an
advantage even over those elements which were not Azure, and this was one of those
times. Fire required almost no encouragement. The earth required much, and Mitherill
would be trying to convince the stone and the earth elementals to attack Nightstone even
as she ran.
Mitherill screamed, and there was so much desperation in the sound that
Nightstone somehow wasn't surprised when the earth opened again, and a long tentacle
covered with bright suckers lashed out of it and towards her.
Nightstone ducked the first strike, and backed up slowly, eyes locked on the arms
of the beast. She would have to let Ilarsa catch Mitherill. At the moment, her priority was
keeping an eye on the camalozan.
The thing growled and felt around on the rock for a moment, then seemed to
locate her and attacked once again. Nightstone rolled just under, and concentrated on
building up her fire. Then she let it go, in a flood of power that shocked even her. The fire
snarled fiercely as it flowed over the earth attendant, and Nightstone could almost feel its
deep, primitive anger against everything that was not a creature of fire or a Scarlet mage.
The camalozan screamed as it began to burn. Nightstone held her nose, the smell
almost making her faint, and edged past it. The tentacles continued to strike wildly at the
air, but they were already pulling back, and tugging the disturbed rock with them as if
they would close the door to their home. Nightstone didn't think she had to worry about it
attacking anyone else.
There were no gnomes waiting for her, either, she saw when she looked up.

Calling on the camalozan, which as an attendant of that element was harder to rouse than
even the elementals, must have exhausted Mitherill's ability to keep speaking to the folk
of the stone.
There came a triumphant shout from ahead, and Nightstone smiled and started
running again. Ilarsa came into view, tugging Mitherill behind her.
"Got her," she said needlessly.
Nightstone nodded, and then glared down at the Princess. "And what would you
suggest that I do with you?" she asked coolly. She was aware of the other shapeshifters
coming up behind her, but she didn't turn to look at them. They could have entertainment
from this if they wanted, but Nightstone was the one who would have to handle it.
Mitherill spent a moment standing with her head down. Then she looked up. The
white streak in her hair gleamed in the moonlight, almost the staring white of the ilzánai
whose blood she probably had.
Abruptly, and for no reason, Nightstone felt a perilous ache in her chest. This was
dangerous, though she didn't know why.
"I wouldn't suggest that you do anything with me," Mitherill answered. "I have
already been shut out of my Kingdoms. Arvenna is broken and ruined, and Ilantra denied
me by a great power who belongs dead." She stared at the shapeshifters behind
Nightstone, eyes radiant with hatred. "I'm glad that Shadow's dead," she said fiercely.
"I'm glad that he won't be there to deny me my throne and control my life. I'm glad that
Arvenna is ruined. If I can't rule it, then no one should. And if you think that the royal
family of Ilantra-Arvenna would ever bow its head to anything that you wanted, then you
should think again."
Nightstone closed her eyes. That was why this was dangerous.
The shapeshifters seemed to need a moment to realize what Mitherill had said.
Then a low sound came from each of them, swelling into a roar that oddly mingled
human voices and swan hisses. Someone stepped past Nightstone, shaking with rage, and
she wasn't surprised to see that it was a mizan, a chaos-fey. They would be the ones who
would consider it perfectly justifiable to succumb to hatred.
"How dare you speak of him that way?" whispered the mizan. "Did you think that
we would allow it? Forgive you because you were human?"
"No, because I'm a Princess," Mitherill snapped. "You need me. You all need me,
even though you don't want to admit it." She jerked her head at Nightstone. "She doesn't
want me to rule, just to shed blood, but it's still a form of need." A smile that seemed fit
more for a tortured adult than a child touched her lips. "All of you depend on me."
The mizan stared at her a moment longer, chest heaving, then turned and looked
at Nightstone. "My lady, I know you need her blood for your Kingdom," he said. "But I
think I can show you a way to draw all the blood you need, more than you would ever get
from just draining her slowly. And it will bring your Kingdom back more quickly than
just bleeding her slowly would."
Nightstone studied his face. His eyes were milky with passion, and his skin
tingled with lightning. She was inclined to trust him.
And she knew would probably happen, to both her and Mitherill, if she refused.
At least this way, Mitherill's death would serve some purpose.
She nodded, once, eyes locked on the Princess's, and had the satisfaction of
seeing the girl turn pale. But it faded almost immediately, and Mitherill again tossed her

hair behind her, with a little flip of her head that Nightstone was sure she must have
practiced in front of her mirror.
"You can't do that," she said, calmly and with utter certainty. "Destiny would
defend me. It needs me."
"Not any more," said a new voice, and Nightstone turned her head. Cadona was
walking towards them, looking very pleased with herself. Her arms were free, since she
had probably burned through the ropes that bound them, and she smiled as if she couldn't
wait to punch her cousin. "Destiny has given up on both of us, Mitherill. I felt it go a few
minutes after Shadow died. I don't think it wants to win the war any more, or perhaps it
has realized that little good could come of its victory. It has withdrawn to think and make
new plans."
"It has not." But Mitherill's voice shook.
"Yes, it has," said Cadona quietly. "Look at yourself."
Nightstone was not sure what that meant, but understood when Mitherill
extended her arms and looked along them. A moment later, such a wail arose that
Nightstone winced. Mitherill had probably just noticed that she was indeed missing the
golden light that had marked her as a pawn of Destiny before.
"It's done with," said Cadona, her eyes glittering. "You are free of Destiny, and so
am I."
"But I have always been Princess of Ilantra-Arvenna," said Mitherill, her voice a
wail still. "What am I going to do, if I don't have my Destiny and the certainty of my
royal blood to guide me?"
"It won't matter very much," said Cadona gently.
"It won't?" Mitherill's eyes widened. "Do you think that Destiny might come
back, then?"
"That's not what I meant," said Cadona, and glanced at Nightstone. "I think that
Nightstone and the others are hardly going to let you live very much longer, so you won't
have to worry about such things."
Mitherill trembled. For a moment, if Nightstone had still been capable of
forgiveness, then she would have forgiven her. She looked a little girl then.
But she had seen children trembling like that while she fought for the Dark, and it
had never turned her heart; it did not now. She shrugged and looked at the mizan who had
asked her about this in the first place.
"You may take and bleed her, however you are going to do it."
The chaos-fey nodded, grinning, and picked up Mitherill by one arm. Mitherill
struggled and kicked and shrieked, but the mizan held her with no sign of strain, walking
away with her towards the growing Plains. Cadona turned to watch her cousin go, and
Nightstone knew she was smirking all the while.
Nightstone hit her smartly on the back of the head.
As Cadona crumpled, Nightstone stooped over her and murmured, "You are
much too clever for your own good. You will have to be watched from now on." She
paused, thinking about it. "And I might use chains of fire. I would like to see you burn
through those."

Chapter 57
Negotiations Renewed
"The enemy of my enemy is my ally, but the ally of my ally is a damn nuisance."
-Attributed to the Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"Where is Shadow? I must speak to him at once."
Elary blinked and turned around from the sheets she was folding, then shielded
her eyes defensively with one hand. The woman who stood in the doorway shone with
such light that she could have been an avatar of Rennon.
"Sorry," said a voice that didn't sound very repentant, and the light dimmed.
"There. That should be better. Now, I must speak with Shadow at once."
"Who are you?" Elary demanded, blinking hard to clear the afterimages. It would
be easier if the afterimages didn't follow her eye about and flash green and yellow and
purple, of course.
"Shara," said the figure, in such stark and clear tones that Elary didn't think she
could doubt her. "And Shadow promised me that he wouldn't pretend to die. That was
something I actually had to ask him about, since he did something like it in the past. I
want to know where he is."
Elary managed to see her at last, and decided that she had no reason to think the
woman was not Shara. The robe covered with stars and the black eyes full of anger and
wisdom, both bottomless, rather gave it away. Elary sighed and braced herself. "He is
dead, my lady," she said softly. "Gone beyond recovery, Change said. There is a new
Shadow to replace him."
Dead silence answered her for just a moment. If Shara were mortal, Elary would
have said she looked shocked.
Then Shara said, "And who replaced him? Please, please say it wasn't that
insufferable prig Rior."
"It was, as a matter of fact."
Elary got to hear a sound that not many mortals could have heard since the
beginning of the world, then. It was the sound of a goddess's teeth grinding.
"He would do this," said Shara, her voice as waspish as Elary's father had tended
to sound the mornings he woke up with no sugar in sight. "He would plan his own death,
and leave as his heir someone I must hate. He did the whole thing on purpose to plague
me, I think."
Elary's anger flashed before she could think better of it. "He died in defense of
Ilantra," she snapped. "I don't think that he went to his death chuckling about a joke." She
paused. "My lady," she added reluctantly.
Shara glared at her for a moment. Then she turned and swept out of the infirmary
without a word.
Elary let out her breath, and turned back to the sheets. She folded them twice, in
the end, since her hands were trembling so much that her first effort was nearly useless.
Then she stepped back, surveyed the bed to make sure that it was neat, and went to the
training room in search of Silar.
******
Silar was a delight to watch, as she always was. This time, Elary stood in silence
longer than she usually would have, just to be able to observe the way Silar moved and

flowed and worked with her new wings.
She coughed at last, and Silar spun around, holding out the blade, then relaxed.
She sighed and shook out her wings, the gesture so natural that she might never have
been without them. "I suppose you have been standing there and watching me for a little
while?"
"Yes, of course," said Elary. "You should know how happy I am for you, Silar. I
lamented that-"
"I know," said Silar, and came to her, resting a hand on her shoulder. "Do not
speak of it to me yet. I need a little time to wait out my grief for Shadow, and separate the
grief from the gift."
Elary bowed her head. "I understand." After all, Silar might never have had the
wings back if not for Shadow's death. It wasn't something that either of them would have
thought to ask Change for, even if they had known that he was among Shadow's servants
in a human guise.
"But we can sit down, and talk about whatever it was that you came to talk to me
about," Silar added encouragingly, taking her place on the same stone steps that Elary had
sat on long before, when she was still wondering what to do with herself. "I know that I
must be able to do something for you."
"Silar-"
"It's all right, Elary," said Silar, smiling slightly. "You healed me. What little of
healing I can do for you, I will do."
Elary scowled at herself for feeling so embarrassed, then scowled at herself for
feeling so relieved, and said, "Shara is here. She thought it was a joke that Shadow had
played, and now she wants to know where Rior is. I don't think that she likes him much at
all."
"And it could affect their alliance," Silar finished thoughtfully.
Elary nodded, and leaned her head on her shoulder. Silar wrapped a wing around
her and stroked her hair, which Elary found more comforting than she knew she should.
She waited, certain that Silar would either laugh and dismiss it in a moment, or say
something wise that would make her feel better.
"I suppose," said Silar at last, "that we should wait until we know what's really
going on. We could be worrying about nothing."
"Do you think we are?"
"No," said Silar quietly.
Elary groaned. "Of course this would happen," she complained, when she raised
her head and saw Silar staring at her inquiringly. "We finish one war, a war that cost us
our lord, and then we have to begin another. Meanwhile, the alliances are shifting, and we
might be worse protected in this war than we were in the first."
Silar chuckled, and stroked her hair again. "That is the way the world is," she
said. "Always changing, and never fair."
Elary nodded. "I know. I'm forced to remember it often enough, as a healer. I just
don't have to like it."
Silar nodded back, and they sat there in peace. Elary thought they might have
gone on sitting there in peace, but a shock shook the castle, almost spilling them from
their seat. Silar scrambled up at once, cursing and drawing her sword as though there

were a palpable enemy to attack.
"Not again," she said.
"What was that bit about accepting that the world isn't fair?" Elary teased, though
she felt her shoulders aching, and was almost inclined to accept it as seriously as Silar.
"This is different," said Silar. "I'm almost certain that this is the Faerie elves
again, and I'm determined to give them a good beating this time, since I can fly to meet
their horses."
They heard the yells echoing through the halls when they opened the door of the
training room. "Winged women!" someone shouted, pushing past them, then paused and
looked at Silar. He transformed into a wolf in seconds, then snarled and leaped at her.
Silar kicked him out of the air, shook her head at him, and then grinned fiercely
at Elary. "Alnessi, then. I suppose the elves wouldn't quite dare to come back so quickly.
Well, I shall smash them out of the air, too."
"Take me along?" Elary's mouth asked, without permission from her brain. She
shut her eyes and rolled them up.
"You want to go into battle?"
"I did it before."
"Only to protect the Princess."
Elary shrugged and turned away. "I thought that since you can make yourself into
a healer, I could make myself into a warrior," she said. "And I care more about you than I
ever did about Mitherill. Of course, if you don't want me to come along, then I suppose I
can hardly say-"
"No, Elary, wait."
Elary turned back, and saw something in Silar's eyes that she hadn't seen before,
burning like the flare of alsendium in water. Silar studied her closely, then nodded and
held out her hand.
"I will fly you. Come with me to the battlements."
*******
"There they are, the bastards."
Elary grinned a little, but never took her eyes off the winged forms circling the
battlements, looking for a place to land, or perhaps just a weak point in the castle's
defenses. They appeared to ignore the shapeshifters massing to meet them. They were
only concerned with landing.
"I want to kill them," said Silar. "They are behind this whole mess."
"They didn't kill Shadow, Silar."
"They did something that caused something that killed Shadow," said Silar. "And
they put us in enough danger. I don't want to forgive them." She glanced sideways at
Elary. "Does that bother you?"
Elary shook her head. The alnessi had chased them across the sky, and would
have killed her and Silar if they could. She supposed it was only right that Silar had some
enmity towards them, though she couldn't have summoned enough of it herself. She was
going into battle mainly because Silar was.
The alnessi circled one more time, and then started to form themselves into a
wedge. Silar stiffened.
"They're attacking!" she shouted along the wall.
The shapeshifters formed themselves into their own attack patterns. Elary could

hear Neretsa's voice barking orders, and smiled in the moment before Silar grabbed her
under the arms and swept her into the air.
Elary caught her breath, and then coughed. She had never been good at breathing
when wind was rushing into her face. She covered her face with one arm, or tried to, but
Silar only snapped at her, "Stop shifting," and she was forced to be content with what she
could have.
The alnessi pulled up and stared at Silar, and Elary wondered if they were unsure
about Silar in general or about the way she flew into battle. Silar spun as she came
opposite the first one, a man with such a haughty expression on his face that Elary looked
forward to seeing him get what was coming to him, and kicked him in the chest. He
fluttered a good distance backwards, but gathered himself almost at once and came
roaring back.
Silar spun again, then cursed as one of the alnessi loosened her sheath on her
back. "Elary, grab him!" she called.
Elary, not at all sure what would happen when she did, leaned out and ran one
hand over the alness's leg. He grinned at her as if he thought that that touch was born
solely of desire to caress him, and then frowned as his skin began to swell beneath his
armpits. The black buboes erupted in moments after that, and he went careening towards
the ground as the plague ate him. Elary let out a sigh of relief and turned to look at the
other alnessi, who appeared warier now.
They looked even more wary a moment later, when the air filled with
shapeshifters, some swans, some eagles or hawks, and some phoenixes or wyverns.
Beneath them on the ground ran the wolves and the horses and the others, eagerly waiting
to bite or trample the alnessi who fell. The winged folk began to break hastily apart from
their neat wedge formation, which didn't protect them at all from enemies who could
attack from any side.
Another one whirled towards Silar and Elary. Silar muttered something about her
sword, then abruptly tossed Elary into the air.
Elary screamed despite her resolve to be brave. Of course, it was harder to be
brave when she could see the ground rushing up to meet her.
She twisted to look up, and saw Silar gutting one of the alnessi with her sword.
Then she folded her wings in and dived.
Elary closed her eyes, trying to be loyal and patient, and felt the arms catch her a
few moments later. She couldn't help opening her eyes and seeing how close they were to
the ground, and shuddered when she realized that her feet had been just a few yards shy
of it.
"Perhaps that wasn't the best plan," Silar conceded, flying strongly back to the
level of most of the shapeshifters. She didn't join in the battle again, since the alnessi fell
to Shadow's servants in such numbers, though Elary could feel her trembling with
suppressed eagerness.
"Yes, perhaps not," said Elary weakly, and endeavored to get her breath back. Her
stomach and her throat hurt, both from the effort of holding back the vomit and the effort
of not screaming. She wasn't sure what hurt worse. She closed her eyes, shutting out the
sight of ground and sky for a moment. Both were comfortless.
"Sorry," Silar added.
"Thank you."

There was silence for a long moment, and then Silar said, "I think we should
retire to the walls. Not much more to see here."
Elary nodded, and then the kiness woman turned and flew back towards the
battlements. Silar set her down gently and remained beside her, even when Elary urged
her to go and join in the killing. Silar said she preferred to remain on the wall, though her
wings and her voice both gave the lie to that. Elary let it pass, since she was still worried
about vomiting.
At last, the battle ended, and the two of them headed back towards the infirmary.
The alnessi had had some justifiable confidence in their own skill, and Elary knew she
would be wanted to calm and tend wounded shapeshifters.
Silar spoke when they passed through an archway. "Perhaps we should only use
that when we really need to flee."
"Agreed."
"Sorry," Silar muttered again.
Elary sighed, then turned and put a hand on her arm. "It wasn't your fault," she
said. "But when you're fighting for your life against your enemies, I think you should do
it with a sword covered with disease-magic, instead."
Silar lowered her eyes and nodded.
They passed through the archway, but didn't get much further down the stairs
before someone stormed past them. Elary blinked when she recognized the star-spangled
robes of Shara's avatar.
"My lady?" she called.
Shara whirled to face them, and pointed a trembling finger towards the door she
had come from. "That- that bitch bit me," she declared, and went on her way.
Silar blinked. "Garden?"
"Has to be," Elary repeated faintly. "You remember you told me that the world
wasn't fair?"
"Of course."
"Sometimes it can be very funny, though." Elary went to the door and knocked
gently on it, fighting the urge to giggle all the way.

Chapter 58
The Right Time
"Princes can be as obnoxious as children while they still are children, but I would
venture to say that most of us love them anyway."
-Princess Capara of Amorier.
Ternora circled above the clearing on Kitten, and smiled when she noticed
Warcourage marching with great determination towards Pyeros. He was going to put the
plan she had given him into effect, Shara bless him. Ternora gave the trees a significant
glance, and was almost sure she felt it being returned.
Good.
She guided Kitten into a slow circle that drifted, as if by coincidence, over Pyeros
and Warcourage. The man had looked up to watch the Prince come, and was now rising
to his feet courteously.
"Your Highness," he said. "What can I do for you?"
"You can step aside," said Warcourage.
Pyeros blinked at him. "What?"
"You are trying to determine the future course of Doralissa," said Warcourage.
"You have no right. Our people will admire only a ruler strong in the Light, and forceful
in his wishes. So I am taking over."
Pyeros studied him for a moment. "I see," he said, and looked up towards
Ternora. Ternora became very interested in Kitten's neck, just to prevent herself from
having to meet Pyeros's eyes. "But you must admit that you don't know that much about
this country."
"I know all I need to know," said Warcourage. "I know the plans I will set in
motion as soon as I ascend to the throne."
"Might someone who loves the country and is greatly concerned for its fate know
what those are?" Pyeros asked quietly.
"Someone who loves the country and is greatly concerned for its fate might," said
Warcourage. "But you aren't that person. You are concerned only for your own power,
and you will leave as soon as possible, before I drive you out."
Ternora groaned a little. That last innovation was entirely his own. She hoped it
didn't make Pyeros think she was involved, though.
Pyeros inclined his head. "I see, my Prince," he said, with no sign that he thought
this unusual at all. "And you will make the declaration before our people that you do not
trust me, and want me out of the country?"
Warcourage nodded, his eyes bright. "I hope that you will understand that I
cannot have a traitor in my close counsels," he said. "You have helped me, but when I
understood your ambition, then I knew I had no choice but to exile you."
Ternora breathed more easily. This was the tack that she had told Warcourage to
take, the one she thought had some chance of succeeding.
"Why not kill me?" Pyeros asked, and drew his blade.
Ternora scowled as she saw Warcourage's face pale. Of course Pyeros would do
this. He had to spoil everything by being all Doralissan and noble. And he would make
the boy falter, uncertain as to just what he should do.
"My lord?" Warcourage asked.

"I am the Captain of the royal guard," said Pyeros. "I am that until you appoint a
new one and take the post from me. And I would rather be suspected of anything than
treason to the royal family. Take the choice from me, my lord. Kill me, if you are
planning to exile me anyway. I would die a slow death from that. Kill me, and that will
mean that the blow is quick."
He knelt before Warcourage, still holding out the sword to him.
As if someone had summoned her, Blierrina was suddenly there, moving through
the trees to stand next to Pyeros. "What is going on?" she asked, with no sign of
trembling or fear in her voice.
Ternora caught her breath. She could still manage this, she thought. There was
still a chance that it would work out the way she wanted it. Pyeros and Blierrina were her
intended targets. It would work out if they were both there, and if Warcourage said what
Ternora intended him to say.
Straightening his shoulders, Warcourage did. "He is a traitor. You are both
traitors. He wants to control the throne."
"He only wants to prevent someone unworthy from sitting on it," said Blierrina,
calm as still water. "Not to sit on it himself."
"There are different kinds of treason," said Warcourage. "He might bring in
someone else later, and seat them on the throne. Or he might change his mind, and decide
that he would make a good King after all."
"Never," said Pyeros, gazing steadily at Warcourage. "And that is why I tell you
take the sword and strike home now, if you really suspect me. I would not want to live
through the long death of being thought a traitor to my country, and to the royal line that
has produced many Kings and Queens I might admire."
Though not this one, Ternora thought, but she doubted the implication came to
Warcourage's notice. He shook his head, his face stubborn and screwed up into an
expression that promised no good. "I think you want me to kill you because you might
still take the throne at some point. Or else you have a clever plan, someone who would
come in and save you just when I was about to strike home." He glanced at Blierrina.
"No," said Blierrina. "I love my husband, of course, and I will miss him if he
dies. But if this is what he wants, then I would drive the sword through my own breast
before I would oppose his wishes."
Pyeros laid his hand on Blierrina's wrist and gazed into her eyes, and Ternora,
despite everything, had to turn her face away. There were some things she couldn't
intrude on, not even for the sake of her plan.
Warcourage spoke, though, and interrupted the moment, causing Ternora to feel a
brief but violent burst of hatred towards him. "Then you will not mind standing back. I
shall give Pyeros the death he asks for."
"As you will," said Blierrina, and moved just behind Pyeros, so close that the
sword might pierce her, too, in sliding out through Pyeros's back. Neither of them seemed
worried about that, though, Ternora noted. Stupid, proud, wonderful people. They were
interfering with everything.
Warcourage gazed at them for a long moment, and then nodded and took up the
sword.
It would have to be now, Ternora thought. A moment later, and he might have
killed Pyeros, which she didn't want to happen. She had plans for Pyeros.

She clenched her hands in Kitten's fur and murmured encouragement. The great
ferret made an encouraging croon.
"Now," Ternora whispered, and the ferret stooped, rushing at Warcourage.
Oddly, the colors that whirled past Ternora impacted solidly on her heart and
mind. She always remembered that fresh whirl of greens, stained by the delicate flesh
tones of flowers, and the way that Kitten leveled out just above Warcourage's head,
snapping at him.
"What are you doing?" Warcourage cried at her. "You said-"
The jungle moved, and out came Aranthran, bearing towards Warcourage with
determination in every line of his body.
Pyeros snatched his sword back remarkably quickly, and sprang to his feet
between the half-elf and the Prince.
"I am still guarding the royal line," he said, "until he actually kills me. And
Warcourage is the last Heir of the royal line."
Probably no one else saw the roll of Aranthran's eyes upward, but Ternora did.
She shook her head back. She didn't want Aranthran to kill Pyeros. The half-elf sighed,
but made some effort to answer civilly.
"I have not come for you. It is only the brat of a Prince that I want, the brat you
yourself have said would not make a good King without further training. As soon as I kill
him, then I will leave, and you don't ever have to see me again if you don't like."
"I will not allow you to harm him," said Pyeros.
"Nor I," added Blierrina.
Aranthran murmured something under his breath, and abruptly a silver bubble of
light appeared on his fingers. Ternora drew in a breath and let Kitten drop a little further.
This was the presence of Faerie elven magic, which consisted mostly of dreaming like
fire and changing the world. She wondered if Aranthran would try to use it, and what
would happen when he did.
Pyeros stood firm, but his eyes were on the bubble, and he looked less certain
than before. Blierrina never moved. Ternora wondered if she really didn't feel fear in the
way that other people did, or had simply decided that she didn't need to regard it.
"Now," said Aranthran, "you can move, or I can cast this and turn you into
something that will not stand in my way."
"I have some magic of my own," said Pyeros, and a subtle light sparkled around
him. "My grandmother was a Light elf. Stand aside, or the old battle of Light and Faerie
elves will continue now."
"I don't want it too," Aranthran answered. "And for the sake of someone whose
grandmother was a Light elf, it shall not."
Ternora cursed beneath her breath. Was he going to turn around and walk back
into the jungle? She wouldn't put it past someone who was half-Faerie, and that was the
disadvantage of dealing with them.
But, instead, Aranthran cast the silver bubble over their heads. Pyeros and
Blierrina ducked, and the rest of the rebels were still staring, not entirely sure of what was
going on, so Ternora thought she was the only one who saw the bubble settle around
Warcourage.
Warcourage wailed. "Not a dolphin again-"
That was as far as he got before he began to shrink, and to grow extra limbs.

Ternora, staring in fascination, saw the wings spring up from his suddenly glittering back,
and knew he was well on his way to becoming a beetle. She wasn't at all surprised when a
great black bug hung in the air a moment later, wings beating frantically, and then tried to
dart into the jungle.
Aranthran's dagger flashed out, pinning a wing and dropping the beetle to the
ground. Then he rushed forward and stamped down sharply. Ternora heard a very final
splat.
Aranthran turned away, grinned and winked at her, and then walked into the
jungle before anyone could stop him.
This was the time, Ternora thought, circling above them on Kitten, when she
would have all that she had waited for. She could see the Doralissans wavering, staring at
each other, staring at the place where their Prince had been, and wondering what would
happen now, with the last member of the royal line dead. Reweren rushed out of the trees,
and then stopped, his face helpless. Emrissa followed him. She was grinning, of course,
but even she seemed stunned.
Now was the right time.
Ternora swooped Kitten down into the middle of the clearing, the motion
drawing all eyes- including some, like those of Pyeros and Blierrina, that were not
exactly friendly. She reached to her waist and drew the sword that Warcourage had pulled
from the Pool of Siliyonete, which had made all others think that he was the rightful Heir
of Doralissa.
The rebels were strong enough to resist it, but not when they were wavering
anyway and had just seen their leader destroyed.
The sword hit them like a hammer, and Ternora saw them fall to their knees,
bowing their heads to her, crying out her name.
Ternora turned her gaze to the Faerie elves. It wasn't working with them, of
course, but Emrissa just went right on grinning, and Reweren seemed helpless to alter the
destiny of Doralissa anymore.
Then came the true test. Ternora turned her gaze to Pyeros and Blierrina.
Blierrina was blinking and shaking her head as though a group of buzzing flies tormented
her.
Pyeros…
Pyeros stood firm, and his smile was chilly. But he held Ternora's gaze, and
slowly, slowly, inclined his head to her.
Ternora's heart beat crazily. She turned to face the rebels, and spoke as calmly as
she could.
"I am half-elven. I stand between the humans and elves of Doralissa, and am best
able to look at everything and give you an image that you have never seen before. The
Prince of Doralissa is dead."
She paused, and the declaration came back to her. "Long live the Queen!"
Ternora smiled and lowered the sword, though she did not sheathe it. And she
wasn't surprised when Reweren and Pyeros both accosted her at once, breathing out nearidentical statements of, "We need to talk."
Ternora nodded and docilely followed them, certain that they could not have
anything to say that she had not heard before.

Chapter 59
Riddles Reborn
"Chance and Erlande rule in the Green Isles. No one quite knows why this is so,
since it seems that Destiny and Dark and Light should rule everywhere, as they do on the
continent of Jetadi. But, be that as it may, it is clear that Chance and Erlande are the
powers there, and they tolerate no competition. Those under the influence of Destiny find
their fate stripped away, and those who worship other gods had best keep quiet about it."
-From the Halianmorio of the Doralissan storyteller, Sessalisa.
Kymenos stepped into the inn, carefully watching over his shoulder. Norianna
was guarding his bags. He didn't think she would let anyone touch them, but still, two
horses and a crown and a sword would be valuable cargo. Kymenos was uneasy about
leaving them on the street.
There were no stables attached to the inn, though, since it was solely a place of
business for sailors. Kymenos had been advised to look here after finding no sailors from
the Green Isles in two others.
The customers looked up at him as he entered, and with relief, Kymenos saw the
ones from the Green Isles, tall and pale-skinned and dark-eyed. Two of them had no hair
at all, and the curves of their skulls were oddly smooth, vaguely snake-like. Kymenos
shrugged away the impression and came straight towards them.
"You are from Seira?" he asked, using the native name for the Green Isles.
The sailors didn't bother denying it or nodding, just looked at him. They wanted
to hear what he wanted, Kymenos knew. He shrugged again and said, "I have a passenger
I want taken to the Green Isles."
"You do not want passage for yourself?" one of them asked in a voice smooth on
the odd sounds and rough on the smooth ones. Kymenos frowned, making sure he had the
words right before he responded.
"No. I am quite content to stay in Dalzna. But I have a friend who needs to leave
soon, for- some obvious reasons."
They grinned at him, knowing as well as he did what that meant. Then one of
them said, "What has he done? We will not take murderers to Seira and set them free."
Kymenos shook his head. "The blood that ruins in his veins condemns him, not
he blood he spilled. He is related to the wrong people."
"Ah," said the man in front of him.
"Ah."
The sharp sound made Kymenos glance at another of the men. He rose to his feet
and nodded to Kymenos, then gestured him towards the back of the inn. Kymenos
followed, fearful of an ambush, but just as glad that their business could be conducted in
private. He could summon Norianna if he were too outnumbered.
The sailor turned towards him the moment that they were in the shadows, and
said, "He is the Heir of Dalzna, is he not?"
Kymenos lifted his head. "He is. And I will fight you to the death if you try to
touch him."
"You might find that more difficult than you think," the sailor murmured. "But I
think we can accommodate you, if you can pay us." He rubbed his fingers together, to
leave no doubt of his meaning.

Kymenos smiled coldly. "You value silver, I have heard it said."
"Of course. Coins."
"What about a crown?"
That caused some blinking, and the man who had walked behind him all the way
leaned towards him and said, "So you really do have the Heir of Dalzna out in the street
with you, then."
"Did I not say it?" Kymenos asked, without bothering to turn around. "You shall
have the crown, which I do not desire and could not sell. It should be more than enough
to pay you."
"One thing I still do not understand," said the sailor who had first named Talazh
as the Heir. "What do you want us to do with him, once we have arrived in the Green
Isles?"
"Only keep him there," said Kymenos. "Time and Erlande should do the rest. I
don't intend to come after him, or to take passage on the ship myself. I only want to save
his life and save myself some trouble."
The captain closed his eyes and thought. Kymenos watched him, almost
confident that he would say yes. None of the others had made a hostile move towards him
so far. After being chased so long by Crownkillers and Darkworkers, that in itself was
encouraging.
The captain opened his eyes at last, and said, "Very well. But you must come
with us to the ship, and you must see him off."
Kymenos shrugged his agreement. He saw no reason not to do that, especially
because part of him wouldn't believe that Talazh was really gone from Dalzna until he
saw him onto the ship with his own eyes. "Very well."
The captain nodded to him, then clucked his tongue and said something in the
tongue of the Green Isles to the others. They clucked back, and Kymenos just waited until
they were ready to go into the streets and fetch Talazh and the crown.
Of course, by then the boy was awake and struggling, and sometimes cursing as
the sailors untied him from the mare. But this was early morning in Nafair, and the few
people who walked past them, though they glanced curiously at the struggle, couldn't be
persuaded to intervene.
Talazh screamed at Kymenos as they dragged him from the horse. "You shall not
get away from this! I will return from beyond the Green Isles and fight you."
Kymenos nodded and smiled and followed them as they dragged the boy to the
ship, leading the horses and keeping Norianna close in her sheath. Though the sailors had
seen the crown for themselves and worn appropriate looks of awe, they had gazed at
Norianna with eager anticipation, too. Kymenos didn't want them to realize she was a
talking sword, since that would increase their greed beyond all measure.
They walked towards the swaying ship, and all the while the air thickened and
grew more difficult to push through. Kymenos was not at all surprised when a sudden
golden glow of Destiny appeared around Talazh.
It was probably a good thing that the sailors were carrying him already, because
the Destiny reached out to them- and slid down their bodies like water. Chance would
guard them, Kymenos knew, or Erlande. He grinned, and patted Norianna's hilt, and
enjoyed the sight of Talazh going silent in absolute puzzlement. He had been sure Destiny
would rescue him, Kymenos guessed.

They arrived at the ship, and two of the sailors dragged Talazh along the quay.
Kymenos stood and watched the flag of the Green Isles wave in the coming sunrise, and
wondered if that was really it, the end of the Quest.
I don't think so, said Norianna. You promised that you were going to go back to
Serian, and find out what had happened to the Star Circle, if they really were enslaved by
the Crownkillers.
But at least I won't have to deal with whiny royal Heirs any longer.
That is true, the sword conceded.
The captain watched Talazh into the ship, then turned back to Kymenos. "I will
take my payment now," he said.
Kymenos nodded and took the crown from the mare's saddlebag. It was glowing,
he noticed in amusement, and straining towards Talazh as though it could wrap around
his head and drag him back to shore that way.
Then the sailors pulled Talazh onto the ship.
The crown stopped glowing, and for a moment sat absolutely still in Kymenos's
hand.
Then it rose, and settled on his head.
Kymenos growled and snatched the crown off, then swore as he pricked his
finger on a spoke. The blood trembled for a moment on his finger, then fell onto the
crown before he could catch it.
The crown burst into light like a thousand candles. Kymenos shook his head and
dropped it into the captain's hand, but by now the man was gazing at him, even leaning
forward as though he could see secrets in the backs of Kymenos's eyes.
"Why should it glow like that?"
Kymenos shrugged. "Why should it not? It has been capricious the whole
journey, and as you see, it has a will of its own." He eyed the crown, still tugging against
the hold of its new owner. "I wouldn't trust it. Melt it down as soon as possible, and keep
the silver for yourself."
"But why would it glow for you, and sit on your head, and react to your blood?"
the captain insisted.
Kymenos laughed. "I've had people determined to think that I'm royalty in the
past. Maybe it does, too."
"But you are."
Kymenos started and tried to clap a hand on Norianna's hilt, but the sword had
already floated out of her sheath. Oblivious to the stares of the sailors, she floated above
him, and Kymenos had the sensation of invisible eyes staring at him. He scowled. Yet
another way in which talking swords are annoying. There is no gaze to meet, no way that
I can intimidate her with a scowl.
"What do you mean, Norianna?" he asked, as patiently as he could. The secret
was already out; he supposed that he should let it proceed as well as he could and try to
humor her out of saying too much.
"I should have guessed it before," said Norianna. "The royal family of Dalzna has
long since mingled its blood with that of peasants, and blended in so thoroughly that even
the Crownkillers had trouble finding them. It was not to be supposed that there was only
ever one line of Heirs."
"Explain yourself," said Kymenos sharply.

"You could easily have royal blood, as could Talazh," said Norianna. "He may be
the more direct descendant, but by now, with the family so scattered and diffused, I don't
know that it matters much. You are a descendant of the royal family of Dalzna, and so is
he. You must be cousins in some degree."
Kymenos licked his lips and looked at the glowing crown. It lunged at him. He
shook his head. "Why would it take Talazh and not me?"
"It floated towards you first," said Norianna, "at the Lake of the Northern Winds.
You pushed it away. That led it to choose the more compliant Heir, I think. And now that
Talazh seems to be leaving Dalzna for good and all, it is trying to stay with the Heir who
will remain."
Kymenos shook his head. "There could be another explanation."
"Then tell me," said Norianna, sounding amused, "what it is."
Kymenos fished in his mind for a moment, not finding it, but sure it must be
there.
I will not let this come true. I will not. I was prepared to accept it, and death by a
Crownkiller blade, at the Lake of the Northern Winds, but I have grown too much in love
with living again to give it up. And there is Serian to be taken care of, and the Star
Circle, andAll the rest of my life.
At last he shrugged. "There could be another explanation. There is no way of
proving that I am royal."
"The crown does seem attached to you," said the captain, carefully wrapping his
hand around the spikes as the crown made another spirited lunge towards freedom.
"Do take it with you," said Kymenos. "It is your payment." He scowled at
Norianna. "And you, come along."
"It would make so much sense," the sword was continuing, to Kymenos's utter
exasperation. "You dream of people being tortured, you said. Just the way the old royal
family was tortured."
"Will you shut up?" Kymenos hissed at her.
"Who do you see being tortured?"
"Certainly not a Queen," said Kymenos flatly. "An old woman with silver in her
blond hair-"
"Queen Bel."
Kymenos narrowed his eyes. "Queen Bel was a young woman. I have seen the
statue of her outside the palace in Serian."
"Artists flatter, Kymenos," said Norianna. "I saw her the year before the Dark
invaded the land, and she was already old in appearance, old with worry and fear,
whatever her real age might have been. Who else do you see on the rack, in your
dreams?" She had adopted a coaxing tone that was even more annoying than her
"hmmm" sound.
Not, Kymenos reflected, that this whole ridiculous thing is not more annoying.
"An older man with his thumb missing," he said. "I suppose that the torturers
must already have done for him."
"Hardly," said Norianna, with a sound that Kymenos might have called a sniff if
she had a nose. "The Prince Terian, Queen Bel's cousin and the heir if she had not had a
child. He lost the thumb in a hunting accident."

"Hunting accident?"
"His knife slipped while skinning the goat."
Kymenos shook his head. "I refuse to be related to anyone that stupid."
"You are," said Norianna. "You must be. I have heard of this before. The dead
reach out through the minds of the living, claiming vengeance. They want you to dream
of them, to hate their tormentors, and to wish them alive once more."
"I'm not going to do that."
Norianna sighed. "Well, you cannot escape the curse of your blood, and I am
afraid that you must dream of them. But you are royal, Kymenos, and you could take the
throne in Serian with probably just as much right as Talazh. I should have to see the birth
records to be sure; perhaps he is a more direct descendant of you after all. But you are
part of the same family."
Kymenos closed his eyes. To be part of something he despised, to have blood he
hated running in his veinsI am not that. I am not Talazh. I never yielded to Destiny or to Ishella, and I don't
plan to. I will not whine, and I will not lie down and wait for fate to find me. I will go to
Serian, find out what is going on, and destroy all the Crownkillers I need to.
By concentrating hard on the cold rage, he managed to quell his screaming mind.
He opened his eyes and looked at the captain. "Are you going to tell anyone else of this?"
he asked quietly.
"Not if you let me keep the crown."
Kymenos laughed. "Be assured that I want more than anything for you to take it
now. And do melt it down as soon as possible," he added, seeing that the crown had made
another lunging attempt to get free of the sailor. "I don't want it coming back and
embarrassing me any more than you do."
The captain smiled in perfect understanding. Kymenos told himself that it was his
imagination the man had pity in his eyes. In any case, it didn't matter, since he was
turning away and walking quickly up the ramp.
The ship turned and made smoothly for the open sea, driven perhaps by wind in
its sails and perhaps by something else. Kymenos had never studied the craft that would
draw the ships of the Green Isles, and at the moment he had other things to worry about.
I am royal. I am probably subject to Destiny and the temptations of Ishella
whether or not I want to be.
No, I'm not.
But I could be.
Damn it.
******
"Kymenos?"
Kymenos sighed and glanced over at Norianna. He had lain on a bed in the inn
thinking most of the day, and he supposed it must have been boring for the blade, even
though she could read his thoughts. "Yes?"
"Are you angry at me?"
"For what?"
"For proclaiming you a royal Heir and convincing you that you had royal blood in
your veins."
Kymenos wished he could just answer that, but he couldn't, so he lay there and

thought about it for a while, and Norianna lay there and worried.
"No," he said at last. "I suppose that the captain would have demanded some
explanation, and there wasn't a better one to give him. Which doesn't mean," he added,
"that there isn't a better one to be found."
"Do you really think you're not related to Queen Bel at all?"
"Would you want to be?"
"That's not what I asked," said Norianna. "And it is a question, at least, which a
talking sword need never trouble herself with." For a moment she sounded so smug that
Kymenos considered picking her up and flinging her against the wall. She must have felt
that, because she went on hastily, "But can you really deny the evidence of the dreams
and the crown reaching for you like that?"
"I suppose I can't," said Kymenos. "But I am not royal in any sense that counts. I
will never sit on the throne of Serian, or command multitudes to do my bidding." He
paused wistfully. "That last is really the most appealing part, you know, the only sane
reason for wanting to become King."
"But you are right about one thing," said Norianna. "If the Green Isles sailors keep
the secret, no one need ever know."
"Wrong."
Kymenos swung around abruptly. Ishella stood smiling in the doorway of the
room.
"I knew I was right about you," she said, and hit him with the full force of her
power.

Chapter 60
Life Among The Humans
"Any fey who settles for life among the humans is cheating herself of life, but for a
human, I must admit it suits quite admirably."
-The Mistaken Mage.
"What do you see?"
Olumer hunched back down beside Helian, who held Lyli in her arms. The little
girl was still asleep, and so fast and smoothly did the silvereyes move over the snow that
she had never awakened, just muttering now and then and cuddling further into Helian's
arms. Helian hadn't wanted to chance her on the rougher rock of the hill, though, so
Olumer had gone forward to scout alone.
Now he nodded firmly. "This is the place that we want. I'm sure of it."
Helian gazed at him skeptically. "From so quick a glance?"
"Yes, even from so quick a glance," said Olumer impatiently. "There's only a
farmer and his wife there, but I saw three chairs at the table, and they set a place for the
empty chair. They spent a moment gazing at it before they turned away, too," he added,
uncomfortable with what he had witnessed. Either part of him was still human, or he had
turned so fey that he didn't understand human mourning customs any more. "I think it
was an older child they lost."
"And no sign of a babe?"
"No sign."
Helian looked down at Lyli. "I hope that she will have a good life here," she said.
"It will almost certainly be better than running with us and eating raw meat and being
miserable." Her voice was puzzled on the last words; she had come to accept the fact that
Lyli didn't like raw meat, but not why.
Olumer nodded, then reached out and shook the girl's shoulder.
"What are you doing?" Helian hissed at him as Lyli stirred. Luckily, they were
already using the silvereyes language, so that she didn't understand. "I thought we were
just going to dump her and run!"
"Of course not," said Olumer coldly.
Helian turned away from him. Olumer shook his head, and bent over Lyli once
more. "Come on, little one," he said. He had taken to calling her that more and more often
lately. It seemed preferable to her name, which kindled harsh memories in her, and he had
never had the chance to use it with Cadona, who had grown into her title too soon. "Wake
up."
Lyli stirred, then blinked and tried to stand. Helian let go of her, backing away.
Lyli looked at her, and then at Olumer. "What is it?" she asked, rubbing at her eyes.
"We have brought you to a place where you might stay," said Olumer, nodding
over the ridge.
Lyli crept up silently and looked over the hill. Olumer watched her, both proud
and sad. It was good that she had learned caution, but he wished she not had to learn it.
She came sliding back down, looking confused. "All I can see is a farmhouse and
a husband and wife working near it," she reported.
Olumer took a deep breath and glanced at Helian. She rolled her eyes, mentally
telling him to hurry up.

Olumer looked back at Lyli. "I know that you don't sleep well, that your
memories and your nightmares plague you."
Lyli closed her eyes and nodded. "But what can I do?" she murmured. "Those
memories are too vivid to fade."
"Yes. But they might be covered."
Lyli stared at him. "What are you saying?"
Olumer ignored Helian's growl. She thought he should just weave a shining net.
But Olumer wouldn't do that, not when he had spent so long as a victim of one himself.
He would ask Lyli's permission first.
"I could obscure your memories with magic, and leave you with that couple," he
said, nodding at the farmhouse. "They would think you theirs, since I would weave nets
for them as well. And you would grow up here, as a normal child, and think nothing of
the Kings and Queens of Rivendon ever again."
Lyli blinked. Then she said, "But I look different." She gestured from her own
pale brown skin to the black skin of the farmer and his wife. "How would you explain
that?"
"The shining net would include memories of Orlath," said Olumer. "They would
start three months ago, when they moved from Orlath to Rivendon again, bringing with
them the child of the farmer's dead sister. They adopted you since they have no child of
their own-"
"They don't?"
Olumer shook his head. "He seems to have died. But that story would explain
your skin color and why you only speak Orlathian. It would give you time to learn
Rivendonian. Will you accept?"
Lyli closed her eyes. Then she said, "I would be forgetting so much else. The
mother and father who truly bore and raised me, and the lessons of the Kingdoms that I
should know."
"I told you we should just have woven the net," Helian muttered. Olumer
responded with a glare, and then turned to look at Lyli again.
"That's true," he said. "But you would have the best childhood that anyone could
wish for, growing up in the embrace of a family who loved you, and learning to be a
normal little human." He hesitated. "You could have the kind of existence you should
have had, if Destiny and Chaos hadn't stolen you from your proper way of life."
Lyli shook her head. "This isn't the kind of decision that you can ask me to make
all at once. I must think."
"I understand that," said Olumer politely, and ignored Helian's fuming. "Take all
the time you need."
Lyli nodded to him, and then moved away, her head bowed, her feet tracing a
pattern out in the snow. Olumer waited, smelling Helian's anger build up behind him, and
finally turned and met his mate's piercing stare.
"You cannot do this," said Helian, still in the silvereyes tongue. At least she
respected Lyli enough not to let the girl know what she was feeling, Olumer thought. "We
have a home and family to return to." For just a moment, her gaze grew soft, as though
she were thinking about the pack, but then it hardened again. "What shall we do if she
doesn't choose the net?"
"Take her along with us, and raise her to be as fey as we can," said Olumer firmly.

Helian snarled.
"Humans and silvereyes are not that different," Olumer argued. "We might be able
to find her a mate and teach her to hunt, even to like raw meat. She could be happy. You
know that."
"And what will she do when we hibernate?" Helian asked. "When we battle the
filifernai? When we die in the hunt? It is hard enough for a full-blooded silvereyes to
endure, this life, though I love it and would choose no other. Can you ask a human to
endure that who hasn't been around us from birth?"
Olumer paused. He hadn't thought about it like that. "Then what are we going to
do?" he asked in frustration.
"I will weave the net, if you are too squeamish to do so," said Helian calmly, and
started walking towards Lyli.
Olumer caught her arm. "Squeamishness has nothing to do with it. I want Lyli to
make her own decision."
"Because you are still human."
"No. Because I was a victim of my own shining net, and I know what it's like to
have memories returning that you never suspected."
Helian blinked, and then tilted her head. "All right, but I must hope that she says
yes, or we will have come here for nothing."
Olumer turned his back on her for the moment. He knew he wouldn't wring any
more concessions out of her, and he was afraid that their argument would escalate into an
attack if he kept on.
He approached Lyli instead, keeping his voice gentle and soft. "Have you decided,
little one?"
She looked up at him, brown eyes full of tears. "I have," she said. "Olumer, I
know I shouldn't do this. I want to keep the memories of my family alive. Who's going to
remember my childhood, if I don't? Alliana's dead. My parents will probably never know
what happened to us."
"No," Olumer agreed neutrally. He had thought, for the briefest of moments,
about going to Orlath and seeking them out, but he knew that wouldn't happen. Even the
presence of Helian at his back wasn't necessary to remind him of what he owed
elsewhere.
"But I don't want to remember any more," said Lyli. "I still wake up feeling as
though the sword was run through me. I still hear threatening voices in my dreams. And
maybe Cadona or someone else would find me and put the sword through me again." She
shuddered uncontrollably, and wrapped her arms around herself. "I don't want to
remember any more," she whispered again.
"Then you shall not," said Olumer. "Tell me, would you like to keep your name?
Would you like to be Lyli?"
Lyli shook her head.
"What, then?"
"Could you call me Essa?" Lyli asked. "I've always liked that name, and it has
nothing to do with the person I was."
Olumer nodded, and laid his claws lightly on her shoulders. "Essa you shall
become." He went back to Helian.
"She's decided."

"And the parents?" Helian asked coolly. "What if they decide otherwise? What
will you do then?"
Olumer sighed. "Sometimes human fairness doesn't win out. I'm going to take
Lyli to them, and then weave the net so that it encompasses all three of them. Yes, they
might want to go on weeping over the death of their child, but there is a living one who
needs them more."
Helian stared at him for a moment, and then flashed her fangs in a smile that
made the sunlight bounce.
"Good," she said. "For a moment, I was afraid that I had chosen a mate too softhearted after all."
"Too soft-hearted for what?" Olumer asked.
"Everything."
Olumer rolled his eyes, allowed her that strange little victory, and went to fetch
Lyli and take her down the hill.
*******
"Mother, Father, look!"
Olumer smiled softly as he watched Lyli- no, she was Essa now, and always
would be- sporting in front of her parents. They gave her soft smiles and spoke to each
other in Rivendonian. Olumer had given them some very small words of Orlathian,
enough that they could understand most of what Essa said. She would learn Rivendonian
quickly enough when they spoke it to her and insisted she learn it. At the moment, they
were saying what a shame it was that Halron's sister hadn't taught the girl her native
tongue, and hoping she could speak well enough soon to help them out around the house.
He hadn't asked if they wanted to stop remembering their dead child and accept a
new one.
But, at some point, selfishness won. Olumer shrugged. He was a silvereyes, and
they usually cared only for their pack. Lyli had been part of his pack for a little while, and
now she was safely settled. He could stop worrying about her, while he went elsewhere
with Helian.
His mate's claws rested on his shoulder then, as if his thought had summoned her.
"Come," she said quietly.
Olumer gave one last glance to Lyli. It was doubtful that he should ever see her
again, he conceded. Then he turned and ran up the slope behind Helian.
Helian began to run north and east, setting up an unexpectedly punishing pace.
Olumer shrugged, but kept up with her. They ran until the sky darkened and the stars and
the bit of moon shone forth, and still Helian ran. Olumer glanced at her in concern from
time to time, but couldn't voice anything. He needed all the breath that he could get for
running.
They stopped at last, almost collapsing into the snow. Olumer wheezed, leaning
his head against the nearest boulder, and hoping that Helian wouldn't ask him to hunt for
a little while.
"Olumer."
Olumer turned his head sharply. He had heard that tone before, though never
from Helian.
Helian looked up at him from a patch of snow among the rocks. Her smile was

winsome. "Hunt for me," she muttered, as though she had heard his thoughts and knew
exactly what he didn't want her to ask.
"Helian, I have to rest a few minutes," said Olumer hoarsely, and dropped into
the snow beside her.
"But I can't hunt," said Helian.
"Why not?"
Helian smiled at him and took his hand, placing it on the back of her head. Then
she tugged him closer.
Puzzled, Olumer went with the pull. Then he sniffed the changed scent of her,
and every doubt or hint of bafflement vanished. He had smelled that scent before, too,
and knew exactly what it meant.
He rubbed his cheek against hers, and murmured, "How long?"
"I think the first time we mated," said Helian drowsily. "I wouldn't be able to feel
them if it was any later.
"Them?"
"I will bear twins, I think." Helian paused to think about it. "Almost all the
women in my pack did."
Olumer nuzzled her cheek again, but Helian closed her eyes and stubbornly
refused to move. Olumer jumped to his feet and paced back and forth, unable to express
his happiness in any other way. The sensation of iron in his muscles had faded as if it had
never been. "I'll hunt," he said.
"Of course you will," murmured Helian, without bothering to open her eyes.
"You're sure?" Olumer couldn't help but ask, though her changed scent argued
that of course she was sure.
Helian opened one eye and glared at him. "I am sure," she said shortly. "I'm
pregnant."
Olumer nuzzled her once more, and then turned and bounded away over the hills.
He killed a hare in almost no time at all and brought it back after eating only a bit
for himself. Helian tore into it ravenously, and then demanded that he stay with her and
lie in a heap instead of hunting for his own dinner.
"But Helian-"
"Don't say that," she said. "I don't like that word. Stay here." She reached out and
grabbed him, cuddling him close.
Olumer rolled his eyes, but lay down happily enough, closing his arms gently
around his mate.
Pregnant.
A new pack is truly beginning.
I'm not human anymore.
He grinned at the moon, and mumbled pleased little things under his breath until
Helian told him to shut up, she was trying to sleep.

Chapter 61
The New War
"Often, one war is just settled, and then a new one comes along."
-From the introduction to A History of Rivendon.
"Rior? Is there anything I can do?"
Rior looked up at Elary with a pained smile. He was sitting at the room's single
table, in his human form. Garden was in wolf form beside him, and growled at the sight
of Elary and Silar. Rior reached out and thumped her nose absently, without seeming to
notice that he'd done it. Garden fell silent, blinking up at him in astonishment.
"I saw Shara leave," said Elary, since it would have been silly to try to ignore it.
Rior's face twisted in a grimace at once.
"Yes," he said, with some distaste. "And now I suppose that we must brace
ourselves for another war, this one with Shara and her allies."
That, Elary had not expected. "What?"
Rior nodded and glanced at Garden, who stared back at him. It was Rior who
turned his head away after a moment. Elary could hear Silar mutter behind her at that,
and suspected the other woman was wondering if she could get away with hitting the
wolf on the nose herself. "She didn't like Garden biting her."
"I wouldn't expect that she would," Elary said in some confusion. "But she would
really break the alliance and start a war with you over it?"
Rior nodded. "Her alliance was with Shadow, and not with me. She considers it
broken, especially since Shadow was impolite enough to commit suicide without telling
her." For a moment, a sarcasm that Elary had never heard from him before touched his
voice, but it vanished almost at once. "And now she thinks that she can afford a war,
since the Faerie elves aren't attacking her worshippers any more, and the alnessi seem to
be concentrating on us."
"They won't do that for long."
Elary glanced back at Silar. Rior did the same thing. "Do you have some
knowledge?" he asked, eyeing her wings as if the sight of them renewed his feeling of her
kinship to the despised alnessi.
"I know what they want," said Silar calmly. "They want the freedom to take
humans into Faerie and change them, then send them back into Faean, and let those
humans accomplish their goals. Shara would oppose that, just on general principles, and
because they might take some of her own worshippers. So the alnessi will attack her in
the end."
"Then why aren't they doing so now?" Rior asked, rubbing at his head.
"Because," said Silar, "they probably knew exactly what would happen by
attacking you instead. They have managed to turn Shara against you, because it seems
that she doesn't need the alliance any more. And she has a good excuse for breaking it.
She swore it with a great power who is now dead. Would you consider yourself bound by
treaty to the heir of a King, when the old King was the one you had made the treaty with
and he had died?"
"Yes."
Silar paused and blinked. Then she shrugged. "Bad example," she muttered. "I
don't think that you really understand the way that the gods think, and you never will if

you keep to your own human thoughts."
"That won't happen for very long, according to Change," said Rior absently. "I'll
change the human thinking soon enough, and he thinks that I probably won't even
notice." He shuddered. "But I should retain at least as much of a human heart as Shadow,
or the transition has been for nothing."
Silar nodded encouragingly, though Elary eyed the way her hands were flexing
and wondered if she meant to be encouraging or not. "Then you must understand that it
doesn't really matter what you would do in the same situation."
"Then why did you ask-"
Silar actually dared to interrupt him, and probably because Rior wasn't used to
the privileges of a great power yet, he listened meekly as Silar rattled on. "Shara will see
this as a real reason to break the alliance, and even to attack you. She was ever jealous of
her power. All the gods are. And the playing board is changing now, the balance of power
shifting, almost faster than most of them can keep up with." She smiled a little. "For a
short time, mortals will work better than the gods, because we are used to a swift world.
The gods are not."
"But that means the gods will also react stupidly," Rior murmured.
Silar nodded. "Shara might look back on this in a year and be excessively sorry.
But by then, it would be too late for you."
Rior ran a hand down his jaw, as though he was looking for a beard that was not
there. Fur grew on the sides of his head, Elary had noticed, but not on his chin. Rior
blinked for a moment, then dropped his hand to the table and looked evenly at Silar. "And
do you think that I can resist her?"
Silar shook her head.
"Of course not," Rior muttered. "My lord could not resist the full pressure of
Dark and the Faerie elves. Why should I think that I could resist a goddess?" He spent a
moment clenching his hands and glaring in the general direction of the wall, then looked
at Silar again. "Do you have any plans I could use?"
"No, my lord," said Silar quietly.
"I didn't really think so, but I had to ask." Rior turned with an air of resignation to
Elary. "And do you have anything to offer, my lady?"
Elary thought he only asked her as a matter of form, or because she was there
instead of one of his regular advisers, but she found herself nodding and standing
straighter under his sharper gaze.
"You do?" Rior breathed.
"You have other allies, my lord," said Elary. "You have Elle."
Rior's head dropped. "She is busy holding Orlath together."
"She may not be, by now," said Elary. "I know that she lost most of it. Perhaps
she would be willing to leave the rest, and help to shelter a land and people that could
still be saved. Or perhaps Princess Nightstone has succeeded in her plan by now, and
turned the country back to its original state."
Rior blinked. "I could at least send someone to seek her, and see how far along
she is," he mused.
Elary nodded encouragingly. "You could indeed, my lord. And you have other
natural allies, too."
Rior laughed sadly. "Who? The Dark? The Light? Both of them would hate and

stand against me for who my lord was, if for no other reason."
Elary glanced sideways at Silar. "I was thinking of the goddesses that Elle
released, my lord," she said slowly. "As I understand it, they owe some of their freedom
to your- to your lord's persuasion, and they would probably be willing to pay the debt.
And there is one weapon that we could use, though I am extremely reluctant to use it. We
could court Destiny with it, though."
Rior sat up. "Destiny has fled the battlefield, but it has done so to lick its wounds.
It might come back. You think that we could tempt it without its actually committing
itself and causing us trouble?"
Elary nodded. "What do you think about someone taking the throne of IlantraArvenna, my lord?"
"The throne of Ilantra is the only one that matters now," said Rior. "Arvenna
could perhaps be rebuilt, but only by long years of mortal effort or a concentrated divine
power. Someone could take Ilantra's. I am not as adamant on that point as my lord was.
But I don't know where we could find someone of sufficiently pure royal blood. My lord
was very thorough, grieved though he was, when he attacked the royal family. I think that
Princess Mitherill is the last descendant, and she has been sacrificed to Nightstone's plans
by common agreement."
"Need it be royal?"
"How do you propose to tempt Destiny otherwise?"
Elary turned and faced Silar. The kiness woman looked at her for a moment, then
widened her eyes.
"I know it is a great sacrifice to ask of anyone," said Elary quietly. "But I had a
dream once, and the Princess Mitherill had a dream, that she did not take the throne.
Instead, Silar claimed it- and it was the throne of Ilantra, not the throne of IlantraArvenna." She took a deep breath. "Possibly, if Destiny thought it was going to happen
because it was predicted by prophetic dreams, then it might be lured into our plan. We
could present Silar as your choice for the throne of Ilantra, and that would attract
attention and notice almost at once."
"Also attention and notice of the kind that we do not want," Rior muttered.
"True enough," Elary admitted. "Change is still your ally, is he not?"
"Yes, but he does not want to simply arrange the world like a chess game to
destroy my enemies," said Rior. "He never wants to become human enough, or god
enough, to desire that. And I agree with him on that point, so I will not ask for that kind
of intervention."
"What would happen if Change were to do some small things- and work in
concert with Destiny?"
Rior blinked at her. Then he said, "There would be nothing that they could not
control. Destiny is the principle of order and what stays fixed and resists the passage of
time. Change is the principle of action. They would allow things to happen or not, as they
willed." He shook his head. "But it would never work. Change and Destiny hate each
other with a passion."
"And so did Shara and Elle," said Elary quietly.
Rior smiled a little. "And you saw how long it took to bring them together, and at
what cost of lives among the Faerie elves."

"I do not think," said Silar abruptly, "that you will have that kind of problem
here, my lord. The gods are temperamental, and everyone knows it. They are closer to
humans than the great powers. Change and Destiny might lash out at each other, but they
would not destroy the world that both of them love."
"Destiny loves the world?" Elary had to ask.
Silar looked at her in surprise. "Of course. The lore of Faerie says that, and I
believe it. I don't believe the part about it being for the best if Destiny rules the world, of
course, but I accept the rest. Destiny adores the world, and never wants it to alter, since
every moment that passes sees something beautiful die. It really does want to win in order
to preserve something of beauty. It just thinks that royal lines and all the pomp and
splendor that surrounds them is beautiful."
"I see," said Rior quietly.
Elary thought he really did. His eyes were narrowed, and she could almost feel
his mind flinging itself from idea to idea.
Rior looked up. "We will need an emissary. You need not go far, Elary, but I must
have you call to Destiny."
Elary fought the urge to take a step backward. "Why me, my lord? Would not
Silar, as the one who would presumably sit the throne, be a better choice?"
Rior smiled a little. "But you were the one who had the dream, and you were the
one who suggested the plan in the first place. I think that Destiny would be the most
interested in talking to you. Will you do it?"
Elary bowed her head. "As long as I don't have to be separated from Silar for
long."
"Worried about me?" Silar asked mockingly.
Elary glanced at her. "Will you do this?"
"How can you ask?" Anger flashed in Silar's eyes for a moment, and then faded.
"Of course I will," she said more quietly. "But I don't think that you need worry. Shadow
will be here, and Change, and a multitude of other things to keep me from falling to
Destiny. It won't be your province alone."
Elary flushed at the thought of protecting Silar alone, and then more deeply when
she realized she had been thinking of exactly that.
"I don't want to go far," she said, looking back at Rior, "as silly as both of you
might think my fears."
Rior nodded briskly. "And I don't think that you need go far, my lady," he said
comfortingly. "What you should know is this."
"Yes?"
Rior seemed to have forgotten what he wanted to say for a moment, though.
Turning her head, Elary saw him once again locking eyes with Garden, who had moved
around in front of his chair.
The wolf shimmered, and then became the golden-eyed woman crouched on her
knees and naked. Elary looked away and swallowed hard. Garden was beautiful in either
form, but the shifting and flowing of muscles and contours of bone was something that
Elary hadn't been prepared to stomach.
"My lord," said Garden, "I am the one who caused you this trouble in the first
place, and I demand to have some part in the healing of it."
"Can you?" Rior asked quietly.

Garden noticed. "Once, an army of wolves came forth in response to the call of
the Princess of Ilantra-Arvenna. Of course, there is no Princess now to command such
obedience from them, but there is one power who may still help. The alpha of alphas. I
will fetch him, and we will see if he grants his blessing to us. He loved Shadow. I am
almost sure he will help us now."
"Then go and see him," said Rior.
Garden changed back- this time, Elary had some warning and closed her eyesand ran out the door, lithe and fleet as a deer. Elary looked at Rior. "You two would grant
each other no farewell?"
"No," said Rior. "She knows that she did cause this, by biting Shara, and she's
trying to make up for it. Alpha wolves should do what they must for the good of the pack,
and Garden will do it. I have absolute trust in her." He leaned forward and gazed
searchingly into Elary's eyes, and Elary flinched. Already, the strength of a great power
was gathering behind that regard, making it a little overwhelming when it was fixed
directly on her. "I must know if I can have absolute trust in you, Elary, if you will go
outside the castle and call to Destiny."
"Outside the castle? I can do that easily."
"Then go do it."
Elary paused, cast a searching glance at Silar, and then turned and hurried out
onto the battlements.
*******
"Destiny? Can you hear me?"
It felt a little strange to Elary, to be standing out there and calling into the sky, but
she supposed it was really no different than praying to Anakora. And it brought a
response in a moment, a swirl of golden light and a suspicious thought in her head asking
her what she wanted.
"Shadow proposes an alliance," said Elary. "Your help, working in concert with
Change-"
Never.
"-for the sake of a monarch on the throne of Ilantra."
There was a long pause. Then Destiny said, And who is this? Has one of the
Heirs come into her inheritance after all?
Elary launched into the speech she had prepared, careful to emphasize that
Mitherill as well as Elary had dreamed of Silar taking the throne of Ilantra. That made it
seem destined, and as if Mitherill would have yielded up the throne if she had been there.
That wasn't true, of course, but Elary carefully skittered past that part.
Destiny waited for a long moment when she was done. Then it said, I will
consider this, and shot into the sky.
Elary gazed after it, then sighed, shook her head, and turned back into the castle.
She should find Silar, and watch over her.
She might not need my protection alone, but she will need a healer before all of
this is done.

Chapters 62
Blood and Doom
"I have never forsaken my duty. It disgusts me that you would forsake your duty,
that you could be so cruel as to think that no one needs you."
-Attributed to Sykalio.
"It has to be done at dawn?" Nightstone asked in interest. Usually, it was only the
magical rituals of the Light that had to be done at dawn, and whatever this was,
Nightstone didn't think it was a ritual of the Light.
The mizan, whose name was Rosorien, nodded at her. "Yes, my lady. It has to do
with the light burning the blood away." He smiled at the far horizon. "The god Rennon, of
Scarlet and Flame, and not Light."
"Ah," said Nightstone, and turned to watch the sunrise in anticipation. This
should be better than she expected, or than she could have expected from Mitherill's
screams most of the night.
The Princess hadn't actually been hurt yet, or Nightstone didn't think she had, but
she was prone to screaming and flailing her arms and crying whenever one of the
shapeshifters looked at her strangely. That hadn't changed when she knew she was going
to die. Nightstone had thought she might actually want to meet death with dignity, as
befitted a Princess, but apparently what most befitted a Princess was threatening her
captors with death if she didn't get what she wanted. Nightstone had gone to listen to her,
picking up some taunts that she thought she might use in the future.
"There, my lady."
Nightstone looked up eagerly. There it was indeed, the light shimmering across
the ground in a flood as the sun rose. Perhaps Rennon was behind it and looking down on
them, perhaps not, but Nightstone didn't think she had ever seen a sunrise so beautiful,
even if he wasn't.
"It is time," said Rosorien softly, and then turned and let out an incredibly harsh
note, like a falcon's cry.
Nightstone turned to follow his gaze, and saw some of the mizanai dragging
Mitherill forward. The Princess continued to kick and scream; her energy didn't seem to
have diminished during the night, even if Destiny had left her. She looked up at
Nightstone, stared with huge eyes for just a moment, and then spat at her feet.
"You'll never conquer me," she said. "You'll never break me. You will never make
me regret being born to the Light, and to the Destiny that I was."
Nightstone nodded pleasantly, and then glanced at Rosorien. "You're sure that
you don't need my help for anything?"
"Quite sure, my lady," said Rosorien. "Humans confuse the spell, since it was
made to destroy humans, and it might lash out and try to encompass you if you were too
close."
Nightstone was quite willing to step back after that, and the mizan lifted his
hands, his eyes shimmering that smoky color that meant he was especially angry.
"I call upon the light that burns," he said. "I call upon they who first devised this
ritual, when it destroyed the Queen of Doralissa who hated us, and revived the mizan
countries with her blood. I call upon the fey of the world, who have feasted on human
blood when it suited them."

Nightstone shifted uneasily, for a moment wondering if she should have
sacrificed the Princess to the fey after all. At the moment, Rosorien looked strange and
less human than ever, given the magic shining around him.
And then Mitherill screamed again, something about them all being in league
with the Dark and only wanting to destroy her because they were jealous of her Destiny.
Oh, yes, Nightstone was sure.
"I call upon the fey who have gone," said Rosorien, "and who are watching us
now, eager to see another noisy human meet her end. I call upon those who love and
honor us, those who hate us, and those who care nothing for us, but will come to witness
a creation of such power. I call upon the land of Orlath, which is fey at the moment but
will be bound back by human blood."
A rather boring ritual, Nightstone couldn't help thinking, and then blinked in
astonishment as the grass just behind Rosorien stirred, letting go a human figure that
floated up behind him. It looked rather bewildered, but as its features formed, Nightstone
thought she was probably the more bewildered. This was Queen Aneron. She knew her
from the many paintings and statues she had seen, both in her first mortal lifetime and
then in the past twelve years while she had lived among the Orlathians. And judging from
the way that Aneron glared at them all, this was a true likeness, too, and no illusion.
Her eyes fell on Mitherill, and her face changed, becoming terrible. "What are
you doing with my descendant?" she asked.
"We are going to sacrifice her, so that her blood can revive Orlath," said
Rosorien, sounding almost cheerful about this. "Turn around and look out over Orlath."
The figure of Queen Aneron turned, and for a moment was still as she gazed.
Then Nightstone saw her trembling, and a moment after that, she lowered her head and
began to weep.
"You see," said Rosorien, "that we have no choice but to sacrifice the child. Only
her blood can end the shifting and restore the country you loved. Surely you will not
oppose us?"
Queen Aneron turned and looked at him again, her face twisting in something
that Nightstone identified as loathing, with interest. Could the Queen who had abandoned
so much and sacrificed so many people for the sake of creating Orlath really feel any
conflict about this?
Then she said, "The blood of Orlath is indeed the property of Orlath. Do as you
will with my descendant." She stepped towards Mitherill and stroked her finger down her
cheek. "I will see you in Elle's embrace, my dearest, and together we will lament the
necessity of your sacrifice and love you for making it."
Then she turned and was gone.
Mitherill blinked at where she had been a moment longer, then set up another
wail. Rosorien chuckled in vicious satisfaction.
Nightstone took a step closer and lowered her voice. "Was making Queen Aneron
appear a necessary part of the ritual?"
"Of course," said Rosorien. "It's necessary that she despair completely, and that
made her do it."
"Has she despaired?" Nightstone looked doubtfully at Mitherill, who was
muttering something about Light and Destiny again. Yes, it was lower than it had been
before, but she was sure the girl still had a reasonable amount of fighting spirit in her,

enough not to give up completely on Destiny or Light rescuing her.
"Yes," said Rosorien. "You are not as adept at feeling despair as the mizanai are,
and so are free to disbelieve it. We cannot." His voice was exulting.
"All this, because she mocked your lord?" Nightstone asked.
Rosorien glanced at her in surprise. "Oh, of course, but also because it's fun," he
said, and walked forward until he was gripping Mitherill's hair. Nightstone shivered and
stepped back even further.
"There's no reversing the judgment now," he said. "And I think that all the
witnesses we have called are watching, in one way or another." His voice was soft, but
Nightstone could hear the grin in it, and was just as glad that she couldn't see his face.
"Now, to shed your blood."
He reached back, ceremoniously. One of the other mizanai stepped forward and
placed something in his hand. Nightstone blinked and squinted. It was a knife, she
thought, but so thin and so pale that it seemed to reflect the edge of light rather than the
light itself.
"Come forth," said Rosorien, in an almost tender voice, and cut Mitherill's throat.
Nightstone jerked back. She hadn't expected the swift, savage movement, or the
choked cry that Mitherill managed to give before it was cut off. Mitherill leaned forward,
still staring up at the mizan, and her body jerked once or twice, as though there was
something caught in it.
Then the blood came.
Nightstone had never seen so much from a simple cut. Distantly, she supposed
that the ritual was bringing forth the liquid even as Rosorien had promised, but she
couldn't help stepping back, staring in morbid fascination.
Mitherill's blood might have spilled unheeded over the ground that was already
healed, but luckily- as Nightstone had to admit afterwards- someone remembered what
she was supposed to be doing. Ilarsa descended and grabbed the body in her feet, hauling
her upwards. For a moment she worked alone; then Rosorien and the other transformed
and rose, and they carried the body showering blood over the fey country.
Nightstone stared as the blood fell. She had planned to use Mitherill this way, and
of course she had seen what happened when she scattered drops of it on the shifting
ground of the fey country, butBut it was something else again to see the Plains spread under the fall, golden
and glorious and rippling, and red flowers that echoed the color of the liquid that birthed
them spring up. Nightstone leaned forward and sniffed, and the scent of the flowers came
back to her, sweet as ecstasy. There was a coppery tang underneath the sweetness, true,
but Nightstone thought they would learn to ignore that.
Then the drops molded themselves around something that was not a hill, and
Nightstone saw a peasant cottage appear. The door creaked open a moment later, and a
woman who looked to be in her fifties stepped out cautiously. Her eyes opened wide on
beholding the sun and the Plains, and she whispered what sounded like prayers to Elle in
a broken voice.
Nightstone moved forward, and the woman immediately gazed at her in awe.
Nightstone smiled and shook her head. "There's no need. I am not-"
"She is."
Nightstone started. She hadn't even known that Ilarsa had abandoned the others,

though perhaps they would have more joy in carrying the Princess's bleeding body
around than she did. Ilarsa was standing behind her now, smiling at the peasant woman,
her hand firmly on Nightstone's shoulder.
"She is the last living Princess of Orlath," Ilarsa continued. "The last living
descendant of Queen Aneron."
"Ilarsa-"
"You are a Princess." The peasant woman smiled at her. "Of course you are. And
of course you would be, with your beauty and your kindness." She cast herself down on
one knee, though from the grimace on her face and the creaking of her joints, Nightstone
was sure that it hurt her. "Only a member of the royal family would care so much for the
comfort of her people."
Nightstone asked the questions that it would be proper for a Princess to ask, since
Ilarsa seemingly had no idea of letting her shed the role right now. She learned that the
woman and her husband were almost out of food, and surely many others were in the
same situation, or dead. There would be a lot to do, Nightstone thought, and if the harvest
wasn't good, then Orlath would face bargaining for help from the other Kingdoms, or
many more deaths.
You're already thinking like a Queen, said Ilarsa, with smug glee even in her
telepathic voice. Do you realize that?
Nightstone snapped his hanging mouth shut and managed to give cordial replies
to the next comments that the peasant woman made. Only when she went back into the
cottage, to wake her sleeping husband and tell him the good news, did Nightstone turn
sharply to Ilarsa.
"And why did you do that?"
Ilarsa gazed at her coolly. "Have you thought about what will happen to Orlath
when you bring it back?"
"Of course it will need help," said Nightstone. "And of course I planned to ask
the other Kingdoms for that. Doralissa will probably be willing to help, and Arvenna-"
She paused. She still forgot, sometimes, how much the world had changed. "And Rior, if
that's who has taken Shadow's place."
"I'm sure it is," said Ilarsa, "but that wasn't what I meant. Have you thought about
who will govern Orlath?"
"I plan to find Tewilde, the heir I told you about, whom the Faerie elf turned into
a cheetah," said Nightstone calmly.
"A woman who abandoned her throne, and is now a cheetah, and whom no Faerie
elf might be willing to help you turn back?"
Nightstone shook her head. "With Mitherill dead, and Cadona soon to be dead,
there is no one else."
"There is you."
"I can't be Queen."
"Why not?" Ilarsa eyed her curiously. "They'll think of you as the savior of the
country, after this. You are committed to seeing it healed. And you are undeniably of the
royal blood."
"But I served the Dark."
"Tell them you had a conversion." For a moment, Ilarsa grinned. "After all, it's
true." Then her smile dropped away, and she looked at Nightstone intently. "And tell

them that you can bring in help from the other Kingdoms and your allies. Would Tewilde
be able to do as much?"
"You don't understand-"
"Obviously not."
Nightstone sighed and bowed her head. "I don't think they could forgive me for
what I did when I last ruled."
"The saving of Orlath would make them forgive much," said Ilarsa. "And stretch
the truth a little, tell them that you were pushed from your throne because your enemies
wanted to make Orlath this way, and they'll lap it up. You know that."
Nightstone shook her head. "I couldn't lie to them like that."
Ilarsa laughed. "I think Mitherill's words must have affected your brain. You
really do think that an Orlathian monarch has to serve the Light, don't you? They don't
have to do it. You've had monarchs in the past century who served the Dark, or nothing at
all. You just don't want to do it."
"No, I don't."
Ilarsa chuckled at her. "And you know the history-tales say that the best rulers are
the unwilling rulers."
"We had one King like that," said Nightstone fiercely. "And since then, everyone
thinks it's some kind of rule. You know it's not."
Ilarsa shrugged. "I am less concerned with what is, than what you can persuade
them could be. They will believe you, if you speak convincingly enough."
"And you think I should?"
"It would be to our lord's advantage, I think, to have someone friendly on the
throne of Orlath," said Ilarsa. "So of course I want you to do it. And because I think that
you're wrong, that there are other descendants of the royal line somewhere in the world. I
know that several Princesses or Princes of the Orlathian royal line vanished at various
points in history, and I still remember what a scandal it was when one of the others
married a commoner. I think that you can find them, if you search, and then you can
choose the best of them to take the throne."
"Then why make me take the throne?"
"Who would hold it in the meantime? Don't you think that your people deserve
the certainty of knowing that someone rules at the moment, even if that person won't be
the ruler forever?"
Nightstone closed her eyes and sighed. Then she said, "All right. Let us bleed
Cadona, and then we can set out for the castle."
Ilarsa beamed at her, and they turned towards the place where they had left
Cadona.
Or the place where Nightstone was sure they had left Cadona. No matter how she
looked around, she could find no trace of the Rivendonian Princess. Perplexed, she at last
stumbled over a rock that had a note pinned down beneath it.
It said simply, Thank you for keeping my Heir safe for me. I have reclaimed her
now, and I promise that I will take good care of her.
Estora, Queen of Rivendon.

Chapter 63
In the Name of the Light
"Doralissa has always been a Kingdom of the Light. The northern Kingdoms were
lost to the Dark long ago, Orlath and Rivendon and Arvenna have had Dark monarchs in
their time, and sometimes Ilantra's monarchs didn't seem to care about any of the
powers, but Doralissa has always been of the Light."
-Attributed to the half-elven historian Faliros.
Pyeros led Ternora further into the jungle without stopping to talk, even though
he had gotten her to follow him in the first place by saying that he wanted to talk. Ternora
sighed, and scowled at his back. A man like this was an asset to her plan, of course, but
sometimes she thought that she would have better off with someone like Warcourage.
Pyeros would insure that her plan came to a reasonable end, but he wouldn't make getting
there any easier.
Pyeros spun around to face her the moment they were in a clearing, and said, "Is
this your idea of a joke?"
Ternora blinked and looked at him innocently.
"Proclaiming yourself Queen," Pyeros continued, shaking. "My wife and I have
fought to insure that a good monarch sits on the throne of Doralissa, and now you will
come and-"
"We can still insure that, Pyeros."
Ternora jumped and turned around. Blierrina had somehow moved through the
jungle after them more quietly than an elf. Of course, she had probably had some practice
during the years she was a rebel, but Ternora still didn't have to like it, and she gave the
woman the full brunt of her temper.
"You can't control me, not as long as I have this sword," she said, touching it.
"And you would have to kill me to get it away from me. Emrissa might have something
to say about that."
"I know that," said Blierrina calmly. "I wasn't thinking of that." She turned and
gazed at Pyeros. "My lord, I think we might easily train Ternora to become the next
monarch of Doralissa, in the same way that we were prepared to train Warcourage. She is
not as stupid as he was, nor as stubbornly convinced that her own opinion is right. So we
might have an easier time of it."
Ternora blinked at her. "What?"
Pyeros had already calmed and was listening to his wife with a thoughtful
expression on his face, nodding. "Yes," he said. "That might work." He looked at Ternora.
"And you will agree to it?"
"No!"
Pyeros's face split abruptly in a wide, wicked grin that Ternora had never seen
from him before. "Oh, but you must. You don't know Doralissan humans, I think. That
makes sense, since the half-elves have always ignored them as too small to bother with."
"We never-"
Pyeros pressed on, his gaze fixed on her face, his eyes and grin still far too wide.
"We will have a monarch of the Light on the throne. I promise you that. Whatever else we
settle for, that is not something we can accept second best on. You will rule, and you will

rule as a Queen of the Light."
"Pyeros-"
"No arguments are possible, Ternora."
Ternora seethed for a moment, then bowed her head. She needed him, damn it, to
make her plan work. "Very well. I accept."
Pyeros nodded, and then glanced at Blierrina. "I believe you had something you
wanted to say to her?"
"Yes." Blierrina stepped forward, and set herself in front of Ternora. "If you want
to rule as Queen, then you will have to submit to training in the Light, and you will have
to learn Doralissan history," she said. "I will be teaching you both of those." She paused.
"And you will have to give up your notions of giving the half-elves special concessions."
"What?" Ternora yelped.
Blierrina smiled for the first time that Ternora could remember, really smiled.
And her smile was just as vicious as her husband's. "The Doralissan Queen rules
everybody. You can treat half-elves as well as you treat humans and elves, and no better
than that."
"But-"
"That is what the price is," said Blierrina. "Refuse, and we will both try to kill
you now, no matter what the consequences are."
Ternora shook her head. "I have a Faerie elf on my side-"
"You did."
Ternora spun to find Emrissa standing behind her, in turn. Emrissa gave her a
sharp look. "Did you think that I would remain on your side when you claimed the
throne?" she asked incredulously. "You did this, and it is not Shara's will. Of course I'm
not on your side anymore."
Ternora straightened her shoulders. They were trying to destroy her, she knew,
and of course it would be harder without Emrissa protecting her, and her needing to keep
Pyeros and Blierrina alive so that they could serve her plans. But she was determined that
they wouldn't see how much they had injured her progress.
"Of course, I should have known," she said, and turned back to look at Pyeros
and Blierrina. "Then I will accept your guidance, since you know more about ruling from
the throne than I do."
"I think that Prince Warcourage knew more about ruling from the throne than you
do," said Blierrina pleasantly. "The elves would have told him something. But they never
told you anything, I suppose?"
Ternora glared at her. "Of course not. They didn't know I would claim the throne
someday, while they didn't think he would do anything else."
Blierrina shook her head. "Utter ignorance, then. Well, I shall try to remedy it,
and if you have any questions when I am done, then it will not be my fault." She drew
herself up and opened her mouth as if she were about to begin a long recitation. Ternora
was almost glad when Reweren stepped from the trees.
"May I speak with Ternora a moment?" he asked quietly.
"Of course, my lord." Blierrina bowed to him, and then slipped into the trees.
Pyeros followed her. Reweren paused, gazing at Ternora- she found herself unable to
return his gaze, which was really most strange- and then looked pointedly at Emrissa.
"Do you mind?" he asked.

"I want to hear you scold her," said Emrissa.
"You won't see that. Go away."
Emrissa remained there for a moment more, then sighed and said, "Have it your
way. But you've become very human, Reweren." She turned and walked into the jungle,
deliberately making a lot of noise so they could hear her go. Ternora looked up to see
Reweren's head tilted to one side, his expression serious as he listened.
Then he turned back to her and said, "Thank you."
Ternora blinked at him, and couldn't think of a single word to say. That he would
thank her, when Warcourage had been his own blood and he had been trying to put the
boy on the throne for a month…
"I know that I can't stay here any longer," Reweren continued. "The memories
that bind me here exist only in my own mind. The elves and half-elves don't care that I
once wed a Queen of Doralissa, and the humans think of me as history. They would be
disconcerted to see me walking among them. And I know that Warcourage would not
have made a good ruler."
Out of all that, Ternora could think of only one question to ask, so she asked it.
"Then why did you attempt to put him on the throne at all?"
Reweren sighed. "I thought it would bring me back into Doralissan life. I would
be his Regent, perhaps, or at least his adviser. I thought that I could become even more
human than I am, enough to forget that I was ever an elf. It didn't work, and I knew it
wouldn't work two days ago, when I felt an explosion to the north."
"An explosion?"
Reweren nodded. "Something has returned to the world, something wonderful
and free and powerful." Then he smiled shyly, and added, "Something elven. I know that
soon enough it will come and find the rest of us, and try to persuade us to become truly
elven once again, instead of trapped in these poor forms. I don't want to be so human that
I resist the call, as I know that many of my fellows will do. I want to make sure that I
don't stay a Faerie elf for the rest of my life."
"What will you become, then?" Ternora breathed.
Reweren smiled. "I don't know. My memory only truly begins with our city in
Faerie. But I know that something came before that. I remember stars and song and
worlds that never ended. I think I can find my way back to that, if I listen to the words of
this newcomer." He closed his eyes, and an expression of mingled ecstasy and sorrow
overspread his features. "I will leave this world, and find new things in other places."
"I thought you would be angry that I killed your grandson," Ternora said.
Reweren opened his eyes. "I thought you would feel that," he said. "And I could
feel angry, or I could abandon my anger and the memories altogether in becoming what I
was meant to be."
"You are going to do the last," said Ternora.
Reweren nodded. "Yes. And you are going to be Queen of Doralissa. Are you
sure you're ready for this?"
"It's part of a larger plan."
Reweren stared at her, and then for the last time, Ternora heard him laugh.
"I suppose that's better than your sitting on the throne until your madness takes
you," he said. "Although I am not entirely sure that your madness has not taken you
already." He touched her arm. "I will think of you, when I am part of the fire and song

again. Not all memories are evil."
He turned and vanished into the jungle, and Ternora was left to taste, for just a
moment and for one of the few times in her life, envy of a Faerie elf.
She shook the sensation off, and then turned to seek Pyeros and Blierrina once
again. If they would make her learn how to be a Queen, then Ternora was determined to
seem like a good and docile student.
Until the moment when she needed them for the next part of her plan, of course.
*****
"Shara is going to be very angry at you," said Emrissa. "All the effort she put into
training you and having me train you, and then you couldn't achieve what you were
trained to do. Someone else killed Warcourage. And you don't serve Shara any more at
all, I take it."
Ternora looked up as calmly as she could. She had hoped that Emrissa had
simply left, taking her disgust with her. But the Faerie elf stood on the other side of the
fire, and glared at her.
"No, I don't," said Ternora. "I have what I wanted, and Shara wouldn't help me
get anything of what I wanted, anyway. She didn't pay me anything, she didn't promise to
make my future life comfortable, and she didn't come and kill Warcourage herself, even
though she could have, at any time. What could stop a goddess? And she didn't train me
very well."
Emrissa's hand settled on the dagger at her belt. "That sounds like a reflection on
me."
"Oh, it is."
Emrissa stepped forward, but Ternora had drawn the dagger from her belt that
feasted on the blood of Faerie elves. Emrissa paused, her eyes moving from the blade to
Ternora's face.
"You wouldn't use that on me," she said, smiling as if she hadn't just made a
threatening motion. "You couldn't presume to use that on me."
"Of course I could," said Ternora, and aimed the dagger more precisely. It was
trembling now, but she had no doubt that it would fly straight to where she loosed it. It
was pointing at Emrissa's groin, and even a Faerie elf would bleed heavily if struck there.
Ternora didn't know what would happen if the weapon doing the striking were forged
specifically to kill Faerie elves, but it wouldn't be pleasant.
Emrissa shook her head. "I tried to teach you, Ternora. How could you be this
ungrateful?"
"It suits me."
Emrissa glared just a moment longer, then turned and walked into the jungle.
"What a relief," said a voice from behind Ternora. "I thought I was going to have
to reveal myself again and take care of her, and I'm glad that you can care for yourself,
when you need to."
Ternora turned and smiled at Aranthran. "Thank you for what you did," she said,
as he stepped into the firelight. "Did you change Warcourage into a beetle and then step
on him for any particular reason?"
Aranthran blinked at her. "Don't tell me that you could have thought of a more
fitting end?"
Ternora laughed, and held out her arms. Aranthran came willingly enough into

them, and bowed his head, resting it on her shoulder. Ternora wondered if he would
always protect her, and then dismissed the idea. He would stay as long as whim or the
feeling for a fellow half-elf led him on.
"Did you feel that explosion in the north that Reweren was talking about?" she
asked drowsily.
"You think I heard that conversation?"
"I know you did."
Aranthran chuckled. "Yes, I felt it, but I'm not about to go off and become a true
elf, or whatever he was babbling about. Half-elves weren't meant for such things." He
closed his arms securely around Ternora. "We were meant to drift off to sleep in the
jungle and pride ourselves on how much smarter we are than anyone else, human or elf."
"True," Ternora murmured, and closed her eyes.
She did think that she awakened one time later in the night to see something
hovering above her. It looked oddly like a sword, but when Ternora touched the hilt at her
side, the sword she needed to conquer Doralissa still lay there.
So it was probably a dream, she concluded, and blinked at it for a while before
she rolled over and went back to sleep.
So long as the sword that she needed didn't leave her, then other swords could
come and hover over her in her dreams all they liked.

Chapter 64
Avalanche
"There are sometimes avalanches in the high mountains, great things of startling
speed and quickness.
"I was caught in one once, not that I want to talk about it."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"Fetch me something to eat, Olumer."
Olumer grunted and tried to snuggle back into the snow and his mate, not
inclined to do her bidding just because she decreed that it should be so.
Her claws raked down his shoulder, and Olumer sprang to his feet, crying out. He
looked up to see Helian bending over him with a stern look.
"Get me food," she said, and then flopped back into the snow as if she had gone
suddenly boneless.
Olumer groaned, stretched, and listened to the rumble of his own stomach. None
of that appeared to impress Helian, who was listening to her own whims if she was
listening to anyone else. Olumer sighed, sorrowing for his hard life, and then bounded off
across the snow. He really would have to fetch something for himself, soon, or he would
start to weaken and not be able to bring any food to Helian anyway.
He crested a hill, and then froze as he saw a flash of movement below. It wasn't
much, just a glimpse of something dark, but in the sheer whiteness of the snow, any
darkness at all would attract his eyes.
He lowered himself to his belly, and lay still, looking at the place where he had
seen the flash. Or perhaps it was a bit farther on…
Yes. There it was again.
Olumer began to slide through the snow on his belly, ducking behind boulders
where it was convenient. The bottom of the slope was clear, though, and he would have
to just make a dash for it if he wanted to catch the animal at all. It was a snow leopard
youngling, he thought, and still not clever enough to use its coat to blend in with the
surroundings, yet.
He sniffed cautiously at the air, but sensed no sign of the mother. A good thing, of
course, since an enraged queen trying to rescue her kitten wasn't something he wanted to
deal with.
The cub glanced uphill, and Olumer flattened himself at once, his heart
drumming in his ears. The cub shook its head, as though it were orienting itself after a
confusing experience, and then turned and pounced on something in the snow, digging
frantically with its paws as the animal avoided it.
Olumer was tempted to smile. The cub reminded him of a young silvereyes.
But only superficially. And the true young silvereyes were in their mother's belly
at the moment, and needed care.
Olumer sneaked in, until he got to the point where he would have to risk a dash.
He took a deep breath, then stood and began to run.
The snow leopard whirled and looked towards him almost at once, but didn't
seem to automatically recognize him as a threat. Instead, it began to toddle towards him,
which made his final leap and kill all the easier. All he had to do was grab it by the neck
and then twist its head, slicing its throat with his claws. The cub uttered a startled squall,

then was choked by the blood. Its body trembled violently for a moment, then went limp
in Olumer's grasp.
Olumer turned, draped the body across his shoulders, and headed back towards
Helian. He would share with her, of course, but surely he could go straight back; surely
there would be some left for him when she was done.
There would be, wouldn't there?
Olumer looked uneasily at the snow leopard, then dropped it in the snow after all
and tore through the fur. He wouldn't take the choice parts, like heart and liver, that
Helian would want for herself, but he had to make sure that he ate something to be any
good to his mate.
******
"You took your time."
Olumer rolled his eyes and dropped the snow leopard in front of Helian. He'd
taken ten minutes to hunt it, and ten minutes to eat some. He was content now, and if the
only price to pay was a little of Helian's ill temper, then he would pay it.
Helian snarled at him, then tugged the snow leopard closer and sniffed at it. At
once, she went still, and lifted accusing eyes to him.
"What?" Olumer asked, not understanding the look.
"You ate some of it," she said in an injured tone. "And probably the best parts,
too."
"Helian-"
She snarled and jumped at him.
Olumer turned his shoulder to her, unwilling to bite someone who was not only
his mate but also a breeding female. Helian knocked him to the ground, and spent a
moment sitting on his chest and snarling into his face.
"Don't do that again," she said at last, standing and going back to the dead
leopard. "I get first choices on all kills."
"But I wouldn't have gotten anything to eat if I didn't eat first," Olumer
complained.
Helian glanced at him curiously as she tore into the body. "What are you talking
about? You got some of that hare last night." Her voice was muffled as she plunged her
head into the chest cavity, too impatient to just use her claws to drag the good parts out.
"Just a little. I lay here hungry all night while you slept, content and satiated."
Olumer put his best tone of hurt into his voice and his best hurt expression on his face.
He regretted it when Helian turned around, her face stricken. "Olumer! I didn't
know. Did you really-"
Olumer laughed a little. "I did sleep, but I didn't eat very much. I thought I should
take my chance while I had it. Now you're free to eat as much as you want, and I won't
watch you and drool about it." He sat back on his heels in the snow, the better to both talk
to her and keep a lookout.
Helian munched for a short time more before she appeared to notice what he'd
said, and look offended by it. "You don't like to watch me and drool?" she murmured,
arching a shoulder as if she expected the movement to make him fall upon her at once.
Olumer laughed. "Of course I shall always be pleased to watch you, Helian, but
you can't expect the same amount of drool from me." He paused. "Unless you kept me
very hungry all the time, of course."

"Don't tempt me," said Helian, and turned back to her meal.
******
"Come on, Olumer."
Olumer rolled his eyes. Helian was bouncing ahead, playing one of her games
where she dashed up to him and then ran away again. She wanted him to pay attention
only to that.
But Olumer couldn't, even though he wished he could. He was also a guard on
this journey, since Helian would soon begin to suffer some of the slowness of pregnancy.
Silvereyes children were born much more quickly than human children, but the mother
more swiftly became near-helpless in consequence. Olumer would need to watch out for
any danger that could harm her, and protect her with fanatical determination if he did
stumble on something that could.
And there was something odd in the snow here, a bare footprint without the clawmarks at the edges that would have marked it as a silvereyes footprint. Olumer sniffed at
it, and snarled silently. No scent, either.
"Olumer!"
Olumer found himself tackled from behind and thrown into the snow. He rolled
over, just barely holding his claws back. Some defensive reflexes were second nature to
him when he was defending his mate, even though he had heard Helian's voice just
before she sprang.
He fought his way back up, and looked at the snow. The mark was smudged
beyond recognition now in their tumbling.
"You're already taking care of me, aren't you?" Helian asked in a soft voice.
Olumer glanced at her, wondering if she would take that the right way, and saw
that her eyes were fixed on him, bright with wonder and gratitude.
Olumer bowed his head. "Yes, I am," he murmured. "I hope that you don't mind it
that much."
Helian shook her head. "Not in the wilds, where- you're right- something could
attack us too easily." She paused. "Just don't defend me against the pack until I absolutely
can't fight without my belly getting in the way. I want them to see that I won't collapse,
like some females do, and lose control of the pack just because I've borne."
Olumer smiled helplessly, despite his worry over the footprint and what it meant.
"I can't imagine you losing control of anything, Helian."
Helian glanced at him archly. "See that you remember that. Now, what made you
frown so?"
"There was a footprint in the snow-"
"Probably silvereyes."
"Without claws."
Helian snickered. "Silvereyes with trimmed claws. Didn't you wonder why there
weren't any other footprints, Olumer?"
Olumer frowned. "Of course."
"It's a trick that we used to play in my birth pack," said Helian. "Some of us
would trim our claws and put a footprint down in just one patch of snow near the humans.
They would start thinking that someone was walking around that they couldn't see or
hear." She smirked. "I'm sure that this is just the same thing. Now, come on. I want to get
home before Temer decides that he should take over the pack after all."

"With no scent?"
Helian blinked at him. "What are you on about now?"
"The footprint had no scent."
Helian stilled. Olumer could smell her wariness even before she lifted her head to
the air and sniffed.
"Do you smell metal?" she asked quietly.
Olumer would have answered, but his voice was overridden by the sudden sharp
cracking sound that filled the air. He spun and watched a sheet of snow fall from the
mountain ahead of them, cascading onto the ledge below. He shuddered, and then heard
the laughter, high and clear and cold.
"Filifernai," said Helian quietly next to him.
Olumer snarled, but he felt a shiver of helpless fear pass through him. He had a
mate to protect now, and children. He didn't want to die. He lifted his head and sniffed
himself, and now caught a hint of the foul scent of the dark fey. They only had a scent
when they were all together, he supposed.
"Why the footprint?" he asked.
"They left it as a sign for others of their kind who came this way," Helian was
answering in a careful voice. "And that sound would be their chains snapping."
"How do you know?" Olumer asked.
Helian glanced at him, eyes wide and dark. "My birth pack was destroyed by
filifernai. I know."
Olumer let out his breath, and didn't ask her about something that right now they
didn't have time to talk about. "Then what are they doing? I know they snap their chains
when they dance, but why are they doing it now? There are no villages nearby for them to
eat."
"They are bringing down the snow," said Helian, nodding towards the
mountainside, where another sheet of snow was falling. "They will bring down all the
avalanches they can."
"Why?"
Helian sighed. "The love of destruction. Nothing better."
Olumer nodded. "We should make our way past them as quickly and quietly as
we can."
Helian nodded to him, and listened for a moment longer to the cracking sounds
and the rumble of falling snow before she said, "They are to the west of us, across the
most direct path, but there is another path to the east that they probably don't know
about." She turned and led him to the east, Olumer trying to run beside her and look
around for danger all at once. Helian made an exasperated sound at him and kept running,
not looking to the left or right, and at last Olumer imitated her. Speed was the important
thing right now, and hoping that the filifernai were too occupied with their destruction to
notice them.
Then a flash of movement right in front of him forcibly distracted Olumer, and he
looked up. A filiferna stood there, the silver hair moving around it in a wind that didn't
blow in any mortal world. It stared at them a moment longer, and then it smiled and lifted
its chain.
"Run!"
Olumer recalled himself, and sprang forward beside Helian, snarling at the dark

fey. It stood above them and watched them go for a long moment, and Olumer began to
trust that it would let them run, for whatever reason. Perhaps it simply didn't feel like
pursuing them.
But then it brought its chain down against the wall, and the whole mountain
shuddered with a deep tone.
"This way!"
Helian sprang into a dark opening. Olumer followed her, and found himself in a
crevasse, little more than a crack, between the slope they had just been climbing and the
next. It was dark, but the walls shuddered, and above them, the light sparkled on snow
that was already falling.
"Hurry," whispered Helian, and ran.
Olumer bounded after her, not daring to make a sound himself, though he longed
to.
They came around the corner, and then the filifernai appeared on the walls above
them and began to strike their chains on the stone.
Olumer stretched himself, forcing himself to run even though there was already
burning pain in his muscles and a heaviness in his limbs that promised nothing good.
Helian hurtled along ahead of him, and then abruptly light was all around them, and they
were out of the crevasse. Olumer turned to his mate with a smile.
To see her go down under a rush of falling snow.
Olumer screamed and sprang forward, but filifernai were around him, and he had
to weave and throw shining nets. He did so, hardly conscious of what he was doing,
though he thought three dark fey shrank into dots in the middle of the light before the
others around him withdrew.
He fought his way back towards the fallen pale of snow, and then the mountain
shuddered and a fall came down right in front of him.
Olumer struggled to keep his feet. For a moment, he thought he had it. But then
he slipped, and went rolling further down the other slope, carried along by the massive
wave of white.
In the end, it smashed him flat, and Olumer didn't even have time to scream
before his mouth filled with cool wetness.
******
The sky was dark and savage with stars by the time he fought his way out of the
drift and towards the place where Helian had been.
It was only when he reached the mouth of the crevasse that he realized he had no
idea of where to look. The drifts had come down everywhere, altering the very look of
the slope. He had no idea where Helian lay, which pile of powdery snow to start digging
in, or even if she was still alive. She would probably want him to go to the other packs,
anyway, and tell them what was happening with the filifernai invading.
Olumer raised his head once to the sky and screamed out his anger and hatred.
Then he chose a drift anyway, and began to dig.

Chapter 65
Always a Cairn
"The Star Circle Masters of Time can see into the future, and of course they would
try to make things work out as well for themselves as possible. I sometimes wonder if
that's what they're really doing, though, or if they're as confined to guesswork and
peering ahead as their lesser cousins."
-Attributed to Singalius the Exile.
For a moment, Kymenos felt the shattering realization of Ishella's power fill his
mind. He was royal, and that meant, of course, that he would have to sit on the throne.
And of course he would want to avenge his dead ancestors. They might have served
Light, they might have been crazy, but they had been royalty. He owed it to everything in
the world, and to everything royal in himself, to avenge them.
For a moment.
Then Kymenos shook his head, and those thoughts shattered in turn. He stood up,
snarling at Ishella, unable to say anything just yet that was coherent, or even in a human
language. Ishella watched him with wide eyes, but she quickly covered that with a raised
eyebrow and a sarcastic expression.
"You took that well," she said. "You should be assured that it won't always be so
easy to win."
Kymenos spat at her.
Ishella sighed. "These gestures are fit for someone who was born of the Dalznan
peasantry, but not for you, Prince Kymenos."
"Do not call me that."
Ishella smiled. "Of course you would disdain your proper title, since you were
born Dalznan, with all that means," she said. "But it will be yours soon enough. You
snapped my power only because of surprise. I know well enough that Chaos does not
stand behind you now, and there is no other way you can escape me."
Kymenos shook his head, not only to deny her words, but because there was an
irritating buzzing building up in his head. Had she started gathering her power in? If so,
then he was not about to just roll over tamely and yield himself. She should give up the
notion, not that she would if it suited her. "I can escape you by absolutely refusing to
yield, and refusing to listen to you, and refusing to believe anything you tell me," he said.
"It's only in history-tales that that kind of thing works," said Ishella. "In truth,
you will believe me more readily the more often you hear me. And I am quite content to
take you into a cave and keep you there, if that's what it takes to make you listen to me."
"You shall not touch him."
The voice was quiet, but it echoed in his head like the buzzing sensation. And, as
he turned, Kymenos realized that Ishella wasn't the only one in this room who had power
to draw.
Norianna floated up from the table and into the air, facing Ishella. She was
pointing at the goddess's throat, Kymenos thought, but then of course that might just be
coincidence. The most important thing was that she was pointing in the goddess's
direction, and that comforted Kymenos. It told him that Norianna hadn't betrayed her
trust after all. She had decided that she was on his side, and she wouldn't go along with
Ishella for the sake of putting him on the throne.

Of course, when was the last time I really worried about that?
Ishella waved her hand. "This is what you want too, sword. Don't deny that. You
rode at the sides of enough Kings and Queens to know that we need one in Dalzna."
"I love what has gone," said Norianna. "And now I realize that it won't come
back again. I will protect what is here, though, and with all my strength."
Ishella smiled, her brown eyes filling with swirling silver specks. Kymenos
lowered his eyes before they could hypnotize him, as he feared they might be able to.
One heard strange things about looking into a goddess's eyes. "You could raise all your
strength against me, sword, and it would avail you nothing."
"You have not known many talking swords, then," said Norianna, and her voice
was hard and stern. "We cannot do everything, but we might summon the power of our
creators when we have no other choice."
"You would not do that merely to make a point," said Ishella, and her voice was
deep enough to make the inn walls shake. Kymenos looked longingly at the door over her
shoulder. It would make sense to get as far away as he could when two beings more
powerful than he was were fighting, but Ishella stood in between him and the door and
showed no signs of moving.
"I am not merely making a point," said Norianna, and for a moment she spun to
point at Kymenos. Kymenos froze, but she only said, "I hope that you will remember
why I called upon the power of the obrynn."
Kymenos started to give a sarcastic answer, and then stopped. Now was not the
time. "You wanted to protect me," he said.
"Yes," said Norianna. "And now, Kymenos shut your eyes, and do not open them,
no matter what you hear."
"That will not protect him," Ishella sneered. "The obrynn come through other
senses than just the eyes."
"Not this time," said Norianna. "Now, Kymenos."
Kymenos slammed his eyes shut. He caught the gleam of light through them, but
he couldn't actually see anything. He did hear loud, thumping footsteps that seemed to
shake the inn, and then the flare of light through his eyes changed to red.
A moment later, Ishella screamed like someone being flayed alive.
A moment later, the sensation of opposing strengths grew thick on the air.
Kymenos thought he had already learned to identify Norianna's power. It was sweet and
wild and flooded with a buzzing sound that echoed in his ears and bounced off the inside
of his skull. Ishella's power was thicker still, and mustier, like the smell of old carpets in a
deserted palace.
A voice began to sing. Kymenos really had to fight the temptation to open his
eyes then, since it was the sweetest sound he had ever heard.
Kymenos? What is happening? That was Sykeen, asking the question uneasily.
Kymenos could feel him shifting in the stable below, his legs brushing against straw as he
craned his head up towards the ceiling.
I don't know, said Kymenos. But get ready to run.
Again? Sykeen asked, but Kymenos could feel him plunge his head down, and a
moment later, there was the taste of oats in his mouth as the stallion gathered his strength.
Now that he had the horse's sensations to fix on, it was less work than Kymenos
had expected to ignore the sounds. The two powers continued to build around him, and

he didn't think he could have moved if he wanted to, but he was in no danger of opening
his eyes.
Then Ishella said, "You cannot defeat me, sword, not unless you call on
everything in you!" Her voice was a wild, triumphant yell.
"What," came Norianna's voice, cool and calm as frozen water, "do you think I'm
doing?"
Kymenos could almost feel Ishella's horror. Norianna spoke to him mentally in
the next instant.
You would have made a poor Prince.
I know that.
But you have made a fine friend.
And then the powers grew so intense that Kymenos felt his mind shut down in
self-protection, and he dropped towards a floor that somehow never manifested.
*******
Kymenos? Kymenos, you've been asleep for long enough. It's time to wake up.
There was a long hesitation. I would keep you from waking up to this, if I could, but you
should know what happened. Come on, Kymenos, please wake up.
Kymenos slowly forced his eyes open, and found himself staring up Sykeen's
nose. It wasn't a pleasant experience, and he rolled away as soon as he could, only to
groan when he realized he was lying among splintered wood and shattered stones. For a
long moment, he couldn't remember what happened.
Then he did, and sprang to his feet. He tumbled down almost at once, of course,
since his legs hadn't supported him for too long. Rubbing them, he glanced around, taking
in the destruction, even as he asked, "Did Ishella do this?"
I think both of them did.
"And Ishella-"
I have seen no sign of her since the battle ended. You came flying out the inn's
window a moment before the building exploded. Most of the people were already out of
the inn by then, and most of the horses out of the stables. Sykeen tossed his head proudly.
I did that last, you know.
Kymenos nodded, and rubbed more life back into his legs. "But Ishella might be
waiting somewhere around here. We should get out of Nafair as soon as we can. Where's
Norianna?"
Sykeen closed his eyes. It was a gesture so human that Kymenos stared at him.
Then he turned, and used his hoof to sweep aside a slab of wood that had been laid, with
quite deliberate care, over something on the ground.
Kymenos stared at it in turn, but it was a long moment before he realized what he
was seeing, and even longer before he realized what it meant. The twin cracked halves of
a sword, split from blade to hilt.
He would have denied it if he could, but how many swords had dragonbone hilts
and well-forged steel?
Kymenos dragged himself slowly forward, and reached out a trembling hand to
touch the hilt.
He knew the moment he touched her. There had always been a humming
sensation of life before. It was gone now, and the sword as lifeless as any ordinary
weapon.

Norianna was gone.
Kymenos bowed his head. He remembered the last call that Ishella had given.
"You cannot defeat me, sword, not unless you call on everything in you!"
And Norianna had done that, and her magic and her life had faded from her. She
was dead, if that was the way to think of it.
Kymenos carefully stroked the hilt for a moment. Then he glanced at Sykeen.
"And there was no sign of Ishella?"
The horse snorted and shook his head. No. I believe- I believe that Norianna
destroyed her. He hesitated. A strange thing to believe, I know, but I know how much
power Norianna had. And if there was ever anything that could have destroyed a
goddess, it is a talking sword.
Kymenos closed his eyes. Then he said, "And you think she sacrificed her- her
life, her existence- to save me."
Yes.
For a moment, Kymenos wanted to rail. I did not ask for this. Dark damn it, we
weren't even friends. Why did you do this?
Probably the same reason I sent Talazh running away on Sykeen when I faced the
Hunt, or that Sykeen stayed with me through everything.
Ah, Norianna.
Carefully, he rose to his feet and gathered the shattered halves of the sword up.
Then he said to Sykeen, "And has anyone come back since the inn exploded?"
No. I think they're too frightened.
Kymenos nodded. "Then we'll scavenge for the oats and food we can carry, and
then we'll ride back into the mountains."
We are going to Serian?
"Oh, yes. But there's something I want to do first."
*******
Kymenos drew back and looked at the small hole he had managed to create in the
rock, by changing the stone into dust. It had almost exhausted him, but behind the
exhaustion was a grim will that Kymenos thought would have kept him going even if he
had somehow broken all his limbs in the fall from the inn.
That he had not was a miracle, he thought, or at least the worshippers of Ishella
would probably say so. In reality, he thought that Norianna had used yet some more of
her power to protect him and insure that he would land safely. And of course that haunted
him, since that last little bit of power might have kept her alive.
In existence? Kymenos shook his head. There are too many things that I don't
understand about this.
Carefully, he picked up the cracked halves of the sword and laid them in the hole
in the stone, then looked down at them for the last time.
He thought he should say some words. He could think of nothing better than the
usual farewell to a dead comrade, what he would have said had Talazh died fighting
beside him or had he been part of the Crownkillers.
"Death always comes, and what it takes away cannot be replaced." Kymenos shut
his eyes. "Even if you are reborn, even if you come back to me in some form or another,
even if we somehow meet beyond the world, it cannot replicate what has been taken. I
will never look on you in the sunlight as I did, nor share the laughter that I did with you.

"But this does not darken the memories of what remain. It makes them only the
more fiercely sweet, and where I might have forgotten the laughter before, I will never
forget it now, I assure you. Death will take me in the end, and I will pass as you passed,
but that cannot make the memories not to have existed. We have been, and no one can
take that from us." He felt a fierce stinging in his eyes, but pushed ahead to the end. "Not
god, nor great power, nor time shall make us not to have been."
He reached out and began to pull stones into place, setting them atop the hole
where he had laid Norianna. He would make a cairn for her, in the way that fallen
warriors were buried in the mountains when they were far from any hope of being buried
in soft ground. Of course, he would ordinarily have laid the stones just atop the blade, but
he had had the power to create a hole, and so he would.
I will do whatever I want to do, in honoring her.
At last, the cairn was piled, six large stones high. Kymenos stood back and
looked at it, and wished he could leave some fitting inscription. But his bond with the
Crop was not good enough to let him carve letters into the stones, and he had no tools
that would let him do it.
"Norianna," he said at last, "you are almost the only person in the last fourteen
years for whom I have wept."
That would have to do.
He turned and walked to Sykeen, and mounted. The stallion immediately began
to trot, not saying a word about rest or food. Kymenos closed his eyes, and let the
swaying motion carry him along. Soon enough, they would have to stop to rest. His
determination couldn't support him much longer.
But, for now, they would ride towards Serian.
Somewhere, incredibly sweetly, a bird began to sing. Kymenos hoped the sound
of that would cover the sound of any tears he made.
I will know.
Not that you will ever tell anyone, if you don't want to be gelded and then ground
down into horsemeat while you're still alive.
Sykeen was wise enough to keep trotting.

Epilogue
Beautiful Things
They rode north, now and then speaking in Onnalathiel. This was only a
temporary defeat, a temporary setback. They would gather strength soon enough, and go
back and defeat Shadow. The Faerie elves were confident.
Then a flash of brilliance fell in front of them.
The elves grabbed for their swords, and then stopped as music filled their minds.
The dancing, impatient light told them it had once been one of them, but knew better
now, and would they listen? Would they remember what they had been? Would they
follow him along?
Not all of the elves remembered at once, but others closed their eyes, and gave
themselves up to turning mysteries of gold and argent, and stranger things beyond them
they had not remembered for nearly five centuries.
And the world, wondering, felt the presence of true elves again.
******
"Getting on all right there?"
Talazh blinked and looked up at the Green Isles sailor who had spoken to him. He
returned a hesitant smile, after deciding that the man didn't look like beating him for it.
"Yes, I am."
"Do you remember much before coming on the ship?" the sailor asked curiously.
Talazh shook his head. "No. Just that I thought I should sit on a throne and rule
with Destiny." He shivered. "Why would I think that way?" He turned and looked out
over the ocean instead, to break himself of the thought. He had to admit the ocean was
beautiful beyond anything else he had seen, or at least remembered seeing.
"Why, indeed," said the sailor, and patted his shoulder. "You'll never have such
delusions in the Green Isles. Chance rules there, and Erlande is our only King."
Talazh smiled. "I think I'll like that," he said, and smiled even more broadly as a
dolphin broke the surface, frisking in the sunlight.
******
Song echoed all around the cairn. Sometimes the singer was visible, sometimes
not, but as the day wore on into dusk, she showed herself completely for a while. A white
bird perched on the topmost stone and sang and sang, as if she were transforming her
heart and her life into song.
Flowers spread around the cairn, delicate blue and silver blossoms with swordshaped petals. The rock trembled, and broke open, and a spring of water cascaded from it.
Golden light glowed here and there, blanketing the stone with grass and sapling trees, and
if someone wise enough had been there, she could have said that Life was exercising her
power.
The bird finished singing at moonrise, and looked around. The spring chuckled,
and the wind whispered through the flowers.
In time to come, the place would be honored as beautiful, and countless tales told
about the bravery and courage of the warrior who lay under the cairn. Not that many of
them would be true, of course, but that wasn't the purpose of tales.
The white bird leaped into the sky and vanished into the sunset.

